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ABSTRACT 
 

This project provides rhetorical and sonic exploration of listening practices, musical song, 
crowded subject formations and multimodal composition pedagogy. Conceptually drawing from 
rhetorical studies, sound studies, queer and women of color (Q/WOC) feminisms, cultural 
studies, affect studies, and composition pedagogies, the project maintains commitments to 
multiply situated knowledge production. The project’s sonic inquiries and cross-disciplinary 
interests offer scholarly interventions primarily aimed at improving rhetoric and composition 
studies analytical and affective responsiveness to sonority. Secondarily, the project is aimed at 
increasing sound studies rhetorical responsivity and attention to personified performance 
techniques. 
 
The project’s first chapter argues that disciplinary distancing between rhetorical, compositional 
and sonic arts can be lessened through the temporal principle of kairos. This chapter also 
overviews key methodological concepts, offers working definitions of key terms, and glosses the 
project’s chapter progression. The second chapter is a multi-faceted literature review that surveys 
the ways listening is rhetorically emplaced and affectively confined within classical and 
contemporary discussions of Aristotelian epideixis. This chapter notes the limits of commonly 
accepted and received feminist rhetorical “recovery” projects that frequently place listening in 
service to logos; highlights the ways listening can act as a generative method of performative 
“respond-ability” through certain positions; and resonantly attunes listening to two audio-visual 
materials: timbral tonality and rhythmic temporality. Chapters three and four analytically train 
listening practices on two specific genres of musical sound: protest song and EDM-pop musical 
productions. The third chapter analyzes singer-songwriter-activist Nina Simone’s early 1960’s 
protest song “Mississippi Goddam” while the fourth chapter focuses on contemporary singer-
songwriter Sia’s EDM-pop productions for “Chandelier.” Treated as case studies, these songs 
and artists exemplify body-subject impressionability, political disaffection from historically 
dominant forms of whitened, hetero-patriarchal, liberalized ideology, and the performative 
possibilities of crossing and crowding subject-hood through persona crafting. Following these 
case studies, the project concludes by offering conceptual im/possibilities and pedagogical 
materials for rhetorically teaching composition as a sonic art. The fifth and final chapter 
conceptually intervenes in rhetoric and composition’s pedagogical tendencies toward elevating 
and espousing notions of the minimally affected, individual, authorial, agentive rhetor/writer by 
developing a series of activities designed to give instructional supports for scaffolding student 
learning and composing specific to vocalic sound and the sorts of affects engendered in listening. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

CROSSING RHETORIC AND MUSIC: 
 

BECOMING CROWDED SUBJECTS IN/OF SOUND 
 

 
  Unfolding as a multigraph rather than a monograph, this project contains multiple loops 

and edges that dis/connect around questions concerning rhetorics of bodily display, musical and 

audio-visual performance practices, ways of listening, personification, subject formation, and 

teaching/learning. It’s a project that pushes listening practices to the edge of rhetorical studies 

and routes analytical inquiry around song, subject-hood, political ideologies and listening 

through a select corpus of Nina Simone’s protest music and Sia’s EDM-pop music. It’s also a 

project that gets conceptually edgy about multimodal composition pedagogy’s reliance on social 

semiotic theory and its treatment of vocalic sounds. As such, this project is crafted to offer 

multiple points of departure for work in and the continued study of: political activism, 

progressive learning, creative curriculum development and the performing arts. When rhetoric, 

writing and music are engaged as performing arts, they are vested with the performative power to 

materialize convergences and contingencies—bodily, temporal, historical, social, material, 

political and cultural. 

 The project offers several pathways for demystifying what happens during sonic 

engagement. Attuning to sonic engagement continues to facilitate movement between rhetoric 

and composition studies and the burgeoning field of sound studies. The project’s sonic 

engagements also work towards establishing a more robust lexicon with which rhetoric and 

composition studies can analytically and pedagogically attend to sonority and its influence on 

subject-hood. While a defined vocabulary and concrete practices exist for rhetoric and 

composition’s engagements with visuality, the field is just beginning to develop vocabularies and 
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practices for engaging sonority and subject-hood. The project draws on terminology that 

circulates more commonly within sound studies in order to demonstrate that sonic encounters 

can be discussed and analyzed in ways that challenge lingering disciplinary narratives that render 

sound as “suspect” ephemera. 

 An instance of lexical borrowing can be found in the project’s sonic engagements with 

listening. An early chapter in this dissertation examines how it is, or can be, that listening tonally 

and temporally orients subjects through two central coordinates: timbre and rhythm.  Timbre and 

rhythm are two terms that are well known within sound studies and offer ways of expanding both 

listening practices as well as rhetoric and composition’s relationship to and with sound and 

listening. Timbre and rhythm act as a foundational vocabulary for much of the project’s sonic 

sites of inquiry and provide concrete ways of analyzing musical song. 

 After timbre and rhythm are introduced in the chapter that surveys literature on listening, 

listening is trained upon two specific genres of music: protest song and EDM-pop musical 

productions. The principle sonic subjects of inquiry are select songs from singer-songwriter-

activist Nina Simone’s early 1960’s oeuvre and contemporary singer-songwriter Sia’s EDM-pop 

repertoire. Treated as case studies, these songs sonify and visualize body-subject 

impressionability, multiplicity, and the desire to become otherwise through persona crafting. 

Following these case studies, I address pedagogical gaps in multimodal pedagogies treatment of 

sound, especially timbral vocal sound, and propose several teaching activities that seek to 

enliven the relationship between written and sonic arts. While the case studies and pedagogies 

chapters (outlined at the close of this chapter) develop analyses and teaching practices that attend 

to timbral and rhythmic engagement with sound, what makes this project distinctive and 
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responsive to 21st century urgencies and cross-disciplinary scholarly inquiry is its socio-political 

interests around listening.  

 Urgencies around listening abound. Listening is figuring prominently into public political 

discussion and is routinely appearing as a contact point for a variety of burgeoning academic 

research areas. Politically, one need look no further than the campaign events of the still-fresh 

2016 US presidential election cycle. Hilary Clinton kicked off her bid for the Democratic Party’s 

candidacy and the presidency by conducting a “listening tour” in attempts to connect with and 

learn from voter constituencies. 2016 also witnessed Black Lives Matter leaders name listening1 

as that which must and is not happening in ways that make us responsive to each other. In terms 

of research, listening is arguably its own field of study that, as Sandar Van Maas suggests in 

Thresholds of Listening: Sound, Technics, Space (2015), continues to function as a liminal space 

of productive tension between disparate disciplinary frameworks. Listening is now a research 

area for fields as far ranging as rhetorical studies, business-management, cultural historiography, 

music studies, psychoanalysis, and deconstructive ontology (Van Maas 1-5). Facilitating 

“between-ness” among publics and professions, politics and performance, listening is a labor-

intensive activity that holds the capacity to effect political persuasion, carry cultural weight and 

provoke transformation.  

 Listening’s multi-faceted import, its broad appeal to diverse disciplinary areas, in 

combination with this project’s attention to protest and EDM-pop musics, have encouraged me 

keep this project methodologically porous. I did not take a “top-down” approach to framing 

analysis through one particular methodology in advance of conducting analysis. Methodologies 

                                                
1 Listening was frequently called upon during news broadcasts focused on 2016’s series of mass-shootings and 
murders of Black life and police personnel.  
2 See Sipiora’s introduction to the collection Rhetoric and Kairos for more detailed explanation as to how 
kairos developed as a “master concept” in rhetoric, in part, from the ways early rhetoric and music cross-
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are conceptual structures, dwelling places where ideas are given shelter. Different conceptual 

structures do different things, produce different kinds of knowledge and I didn’t want to 

prematurely house analysis before listening had a chance to un/do what I thought I knew about 

the radical possibilities that Simone and Sia’s music present. As much as possible, I allowed the 

songs and listenings themselves to lead the way. For the project’s sense of discovery, health and 

vitality, as well as my own, I sought to enact Brandon LaBelle’s (2014) sound advice: “to listen 

is to adopt a position of not knowing, it is to stand in wait for the event…is a preparation for a 

common recognition…a space of encounter made from primary agitations…an unsettling of 

boundaries—what draws me forward, away from what I know” (x). Un/settled and agitated, 

listening in relation to Simone and Sia’s songs and in pedagogical relation to vocalic sound lead 

the way to methodologies that centrally situate embodiment, sensation, political ideology, and 

artistic practice. 

 From rhetorical studies, the project draws upon methodological frameworks that 

foreground embodied subjectivity, sophistic practice and kairos (Dolmage 2006, 2009; Hawhee 

2004, 2012; Herndl and Licona 2007; Ratcliffe 2005; Sipiora 2002). To further the conceptual 

reach of the project and feel-think the sorts of relational ethics that arise from sense and 

subjectivity, the project extensively consults post-structural, queer and women of color 

(Q/WOC) feminisms (Anzaldúa 1987; Butler 1993, 2004, 2015; Halberstam 2011; hooks 1995; 

Licona and Chávez 2015; Lorde 1984; Sedgwick 2003; Trinh 1989, 2011, 2016). To deeply 

engage the role and function of musical sound and personification in the generation of racially 

sexualized gender, the project found intellectual sustenance at the intersections of cultural 

studies, performance studies and sound studies (Auslander 2006, 2009; Barthes 1985; Bonenfant 

2010; Dyer 1997; Erlmann 2010; Gritten 2010; LaBelle 2014; Moten 2003; Stoever 2016).  
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 At the outset of the project, I tried making use of a strand of philosophy that I call 

“deconstructive ontology” (Nancy 1996, 2007) in order to support analytical discussion that 

stretched the limits of the relationship between discursivity, listening, sound, and subject 

formations. Ultimately I found that deconstructive ontologies, even as they radically and 

productively undermine the relationship between signification and subject formation, didn’t 

actually produce the kind of collective, crowded forms of subjectivity that can be sensed in 

Simone and Sia’s music. Aside from its appearance in the literature review chapter, I found this 

framework relatively unusable and found new feminist materialisms (Braidotti 2007, 2014) and 

affect studies (Ahmed 2004; Seigworth and Gregg 2010) far more productive for explaining how 

subject-hood makes relational contact in and through encounters with sound. Taken altogether, 

this project is thoroughly and unapologetically methodologically mixed because there was no 

other way to maintain the conceptual and corporeal capaciousness listening demanded, no other 

way to remain responsible to Simone and Sia’s songs, no other way to imagine and practice 

multimodal pedagogy differently, no other way to stay joyfully engaged.  

Falsely Divided: Rejoining Rhetorical and Sonic Arts through Temporality 

 Over the years it’s taken for this project to fully form, I’ve had countless conversations 

that surfaced themes and variations of the same “so-what” question: why does music and sound 

matter to rhetoric and composition? In other words, why should rhetoricians and compositionists 

care about music? Every time a version of this question is raised, it brings not the elation of joy 

but the pang of pain. I’ve learned and internalized over time that the most immediate 

explanations I have to offer will likely be met with either mollified dismissiveness or outright 

derision (current readership exempt). On the occasions I’ve made the case that music matters 

because it picks up where language leaves off, defies what discourse delineates, or “says the 
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unsayable,” I’ve been met with some iteration of this dismissive response: everything is 

discursive. I rarely use this explanation anymore because I haven’t yet figured out how to 

navigate the trap this totalizing, tautological logic sets. What I’ve learned from these interactions, 

though, is that many of those working/teaching in rhetoric and composition carve and protect 

disciplinary boundaries around language, discourse, and meaning. 

 I’ve developed and deployed another response to the “so what” question that argues 

music and sound matter for rhetoric and composition studies because the sonic arts provide 

greater affective engagement for the rhetorical arts. The appeal to affect, though, stirs up derision 

from some of my interlocutors, derision that I can now link to the pervasive, enduring influence 

of Platonic thought and its preference for unaffected visuality. As Greg Goodale elucidates in 

Sonic Persuasion, “There is an ancient history of emphasizing vision rather than hearing in the 

Western tradition.” Platonic thought sill circulates “visual metaphors” that are widely taught and 

accepted for learning and knowledge production in academic spheres (Goodale 3). Platonic 

traditions are wary of sound, guarded against most musical modalities, and hostile toward 

vocality; suspicious of sound because it’s found to be distracting and wary of music because of 

its unruly affective capabilities. As far as vocality goes, Greg Goodale further explains that Plato 

“rejected voice in favor of logos and in doing so lost sight of the persuasive impact of tone, 

silence and volume” (3). Sound—vocalic and musical—are largely found to be suspect within 

Platonic metaphysical thought.  

 Moreover, sense-based knowledge in general raises concerns. Debra Hawhee’s 

scholarship on bodily rhetorics finds Platonic thought engenders a “profound distrust of the 

senses” because “the eyes and ears as bodily instruments were thought to be inherently 

deceptive, never reaching the truth...” (Bodily Arts 173). While I still offer the affective 
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explanation of sound’s significance for rhetoric and composition and frequently engage the 

affective throughout this project, there remains residual disciplinary distrust of affective appeals 

that reflect ongoing territorializing and legitimizing through metaphysical logocentrism.  

 In addition to the extra-discursive and affective, there is a third reason rhetoricians and 

compositionists should care about music: the division between music, rhetoric, and writing is a 

false one. Music, rhetoric, and composition are sister temporal performance arts. As Sipiora 

(2002) notes, music and rhetoric can be considered “exponents of a single fully-developed 

doctrine” of kairos (3). Rhetoric and music have been entwined since pre-Socratic philosophies 

posited that both are the expression of an over-arching principle of kairotic timing.2 From at least 

the sophistic works of Gorgias onward, rhetoric and music have shared mutual interest 

understanding and harnessing the ways temporalities and tonalities affect changes in thinking, 

living, learning, relating, governing, and character formation. It is kairotic time that binds 

rhetoric, writing, and music together. Music matters because, like rhetoric and writing, it’s an art 

of timed production that re/invents subjects, selves, and socialities. 

Key Concepts 
 
 Because this project queries the relationship between songs, sounds and subject 

formations, I take a moment to situate this project within a specific strand of queer feminist 

theorizations of subject formation. I follow Judith Butler’s belief that “we can understand neither 

what sense the subject might have nor how the subject comes to sense its world if we do not seek 

to describe the chiasmic conditions of its formation” (Senses 16). Chiasmic, from the Greek root 

word chiasmus, is a term that designates “crossing.” This project is deeply impressed by 

                                                
2 See Sipiora’s introduction to the collection Rhetoric and Kairos for more detailed explanation as to how 
kairos developed as a “master concept” in rhetoric, in part, from the ways early rhetoric and music cross-
pollinated through figures like Pythagoras, Damon, and Gorgias. 
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Butlerian queer feminist anti-foundationalist3 theories that posit subject-hood as a transitive 

crossing constituted through a “matrix of relations” that “give rise to the subject” (Senses 8). 

Subject-hood, from this perspective, is a continual process of bodily emergence and in/coherence 

through a matrix of social, political, historical, material, juridical, and psychical relations that are 

necessarily repetitive and unavoidably impressionable.  

 Throughout Butler’s scholarly oeuvre, embodiment is not inherently racially gendered 

and sexualized but becomes racially gendered and sexualized through the repetitive, operational, 

and constitutive processes of performativity. Performativity is a term with multi-directional 

movement. It is different than performance, which Butler understands as a “bounded “act” ” that 

“works to conceal, if not to disavow, what remains opaque, unconscious, unperformable” 

(Bodies 178). By contrast performativity “describes both the process of being acted on and the 

conditions and possibilities for acting...” (Notes 63). Performativity is both effective and 

affective; its operations will not and cannot be adequately understood without attending to the 

multi-movement of acting and being acted upon. Performativity, driven by the motion and action 

of repetition, renders embodiment as a “set of living relations” that are constrained by, 

susceptible to, and defiant of compulsory and regulatory practices prescribed through norms.  

                                                
3 Since the publication of Gender Trouble (1990), Butler has been problematizing notions of unified subject-
hood by troubling the constructions of expected and performative solidarity between sex/gender/desire. She 
contends that the formula sex = biology and gender = culture as well as the sex/gender binary itself already, 
within its own terms, potentially contests the unity of the “subject.” Both gender and sex are co-productive, 
which compels Butler to assert, “sex, by definition, will be shown to have been gender all along” (Gender 
Trouble 11). Along with seeking to denaturalize and counter the sex/gender binary, so that it’s impossible to 
“assume genders ought to remain as two (9), Butler argues that the category of “woman,” when understood as 
seamless, singular, and stable, cannot be presumed or posited as the basis of feminist politics. Likewise, Butler 
claims “The identity of the feminist subject ought not to be the foundation of feminist politics, if the formation 
of the subject takes place within a field of power regularly buried through the assertion of that foundation (8). 
Neither woman-as-subject or feminist can act as the foundation from which to advance feminist political 
agendas because both constructs are supported by foundationalist fictions, conscripted by judicial and political 
grammars and discourses, an effect of representational politics, and implicated in genealogies of metaphysics, 
hegemonies, and knowledges/economies of masculinity/femininity.  
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 From the 1990 publication of Gender Trouble onward, Butler repeatedly posits that 

subject-hood is heavily impressed by social norms. Norms continue to be a central refrain in 

Butler’s theories of subject formations. Norms are discussed in recent monographs like Senses of 

the Subject (2015) where norms are defined as pre-existing entities. Norms come before us and 

form us, with forming possible “only because there is already some proximate and involuntary 

relation to their impress; they require and intensify our impressionability…they act upon a 

sensibility at the same time they form it” (5). Subject-hood, impressed as it impresses upon 

norms, is opened to the “affective register” through this fundamental social susceptibility. 

Importantly, incomplete-ness attends every instance of performative repetition, making possible 

the chance for re-arrangement and change.  

 When speaking about subject-hood’s susceptibility to gendering vis-à-vis norms, Butler 

declares: “This very domain of susceptibility, this condition of being affected, is also where 

something queer can happen, where the norm is refused or revised, or where new formulations of 

gender begin. Precisely because something inadvertent and unexpected can happen in this realm 

of “being affected,” gender can emerge in ways that break with, or deviate from, mechanical 

patterns of repetition…” (Notes 64). It is both the figuring of breakage and affect within 

Butlerian theories of subject formation that prove indispensable to this project’s interest in the 

rhetorical relationship between sound, subject-hood and listening. The more time I spent with 

Simone and Sia’s music, the more strongly listening pulled toward affectivity and breakage. The 

longer I listened, the more listening became impressed by the distinct intimacies and intensities 

that gather in the affect of shame. It is this particular affect—shame—that lead me to Eve 

Kosofsky Sedgwick’s work on affectivity and queer subjectivity.  
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 While Butler contends that affectivity contains the possibilities for queering subject-

hood, Sedgwick suggests that queer refers to groups of people whose “sense of identity is for 

some reason tuned most durably to the note of shame…the shame-delineated place of identity 

doesn’t determine the consistency of meaning of that identity, and race, gender, class, sexuality, 

appearance, and abledness are only a few of the defining social constructions that will crystallize 

there…for certain (“queer”) people, shame is simply the first and remains a permanent, 

structuring fact of identity” (Touching 63-4). Shame, according to Sedgwick, is a flushed form of 

performative structuration specific to queer subject-hood insofar as queerness is often “tuned 

most durably to the note of shame” (63). Politically, shame “generates and legitimates the place 

of identity—the question of identity—at the origin of the impulse to the performative, but does 

so without giving that identity space the standing of an essence” (64). Throughout, Sedgwick and 

Butler are put into conversation to give subject-hood ways of politically un/binding from 

identitarian logics, breaking with the repetitive and rhetorical force of social norms, and 

intensifying the ways in which affect impacts the formation of sounded subjectivity.  

Key Terms: Working Definitions 
 
 Throughout this project I use terminology that has wide connotative range. To minimize 

reader confusion about how I understand key terms, I offer working definitions of the following 

terms: racialized, racialized blackness, racialized whiteness, hetero-patriarchy, liberalism, post-

war liberalism, neoliberalism, affect, vocalic/bodies, and persona. The entry on persona is the 

longest, as I define and engage personas a little differently than commonly received notions of 

personas as a practice solely of visual masking. 

Racialized: Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s scholarship, which understands race as a 

contested term emerging from dynamic interactions between historical eras of protracted 
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colonization, religious disputations, political movements, geographic location, and ideological 

systems, informs the analysis. Importantly, Omi and Winant acknowledge and denounce ongoing 

attempts at positing a “biological basis” for racialization; instead, they contend “the concept of 

race has defied biological definition” (14). Omi and Winant advance the notion and language of 

racial formation, rather than race, in order to encapsulate “the process by which social, economic 

and political forces determine the content and importance of racial categories, and by which they 

are in turn shaped by racial meanings” (16). From this perspective, it is imperative that 

discussions of racial formation resist the impulse to collapse or compress race through reliance 

on an “essence” or unchangeable categorical designation. To explain the emergence and 

existence of certain racial formations requires attention to socio-historical periodization as much 

as it does political life and economic development, for racialization is subject to ideological 

transformation (19). 

Racialized blackness: Omi and Winant claim that the emergence of racialized blackness is bound 

up with the emergence and institutionalization of chattel slavery that prominently figured a 

“racial logic” into exploitative ideologies that set in motion and naturalized the societal 

establishment of a racially drawn world around a “color line” (18). The ways I understand 

racialized blackness are also informed by scholarship that renders blackness as a kind of 

movement. According to Moten, blackness is “the extended movement of a specific upheaval, an 

ongoing irruption that anarranges every line—is a strain that pressures the assumption of the 

equivalence of personhood and subjectivity” (1). And since (at least) the Du Bois’ 1903 

publication of Souls of Black Folk that articulated the presence and socio-structural impact of 

double consciousness—understanding one’s selves through the eyes and ears of a contemptuous 

other—within Black subjectivity, blackness has been moving into non-binary constructions of 
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subject-hood. As Chandan Reddy further elaborates, double consciousness affords blackness 

ways to move that displace “the dominant schema of difference by which whiteness is equated 

with selfhood” and interrogates those “mechanisms by which black existence is tied to 

whiteness, always in a necessarily derivative and devalued position (76).  

Racialized whiteness: By whiteness, I mean the chief social construct and “product of enterprise 

and imperialism” premised upon “racial difference, interaction, and domination” subtended by 

colonialism and laced with Christianity’s dualistic relationship with embodiment (Dyer 13-17). 

Whiteness, in its supremacist formation, politically coheres and ideologically installs and scripts 

bodily standards of comportment, decorum, decency, and respectability. These standards are part 

of a long lineage of cultural practices whereby white supremacy assumed the status of what 

Cornel West calls an “object of modern discourse” in “A Genealogy of Modern Racism.” West 

makes the case that the scientific revolution—and subsequent methods based on observation and 

evidence—combined with the fusion of scientific aims, philosophical imperatives (as realized in 

Descartes), and the revitalization of classical Greek aesthetics, cultural norms, and ocularism are 

significant moments in the discursive formation of white supremacy. One key feature (what West 

calls a “stage”) of white supremacy is the inculcation of “normative gazing” that appropriates 

and recirculates “classical aesthetic values of beauty, proportion, and human form and classical 

cultural standards of moderation, self-control, and harmony” (West 97).  

Hetero-patriarchy: This project follows bell hooks definition of patriarchy. In “Understanding 

Patriarchy” hooks defines patriarchy as “a political-social system that insists that males are 

inherently dominating, superior to everything and everyone deemed weak, especially females, 

and endowed with the right to dominate and rule over the weak and to maintain that dominance 

through various forms of psychological terrorism and violence” (1). Systematized patriarchy 
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establishes its operational schema and social divisions of living and laboring by presupposing a 

male/female (M/F) binary and assigning qualities, attributes, and virtues that hierarchically value 

and elevate masculinity. Patriarchy is not able to continue its socio-political dominance without 

the support of social norms.  

 Following Judith Butler, norms are rarely singular, are prone to interconnecting and 

“contain spatial and temporal dimensions inseparable from what they are, how they act, and how 

they form what they act upon” (Senses 5). As stated earlier, norms both impress and are 

impressionable and make contact with subjects from any number of angles and sides. The “life of 

norms” is repetitive. Norms instantiate an “iterative logic” rather than a cause/effect logic. 

Norms do not cause a subject-hood to form or take shape; nor do they cause an ideology like 

patriarchy to come into existence. Rather, they “require and intensify our impressionability” (5).  

 One norm that is significant to patriarchy’s continued regulatory power is 

heteronormativity. Patriarchy cannot be deeply understood or adequately explained without 

heteronormativity.  Heteronormativity naturalizes heterosexuality by mapping sexual 

expectations, social imaginaries, and affective intimacies onto and through observance of 

patriarchy’s founding M/F binary. In “Sex in Public,” Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner 

explain that heterosexuality isn’t a “thing” but a “complex cluster of sexual practices” (552-54).

 Heterosexuality can be thought of as sexual culture that coheres though generally 

confuses “the love plot of intimacy and familialism that signifies belonging to society in a deep 

and normal way” (554). Berlant and Warner also assert: “heteronormativity is a fundamental 

motor of social organization in the United States, a founding condition of unequal and 

exploitative relations throughout even straight society” (564). Heteronormativity is 

foundationally present and pervasive as a sexual-social system of organization.  
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Liberalism: Liberalism, writ large, is a political ideology with a tail that reaches back into the 

Enlightenment. It is highly adaptable and site-specific, but is consistently organized around a 

public/private binary, energized through the always singular and competing master terms of civil 

society, the state, the family and the economy (Duggan 6). Liberalism accommodates “free 

market” capitalism and promotes adversarial systems based in the belief that reason will prevail 

in resolving disputes (Girvetz, Minogue, Dagger and Ball 2009). Above all else and at all costs, 

though, liberalism shores up, enhances, and protects individuality.  

Post-war liberalism: By referring to “post-war” liberalism, I’m specifying a distinct historical 

iteration of liberalism in the US between the end of WWII and the emergence of civil rights and 

freedom movements. While post-war liberalism saw the passage of anti-discrimination laws and 

the enactment of Keynesian economic stimulus policies, it generated fissures and blind spots that 

have yet to be fully grappled with. As Carol Horton distills and describes it:  

postwar liberals were overwhelmingly oblivious to (1) the ways in which labor-
market segmentation and deindustrialization were contributing to the development 
of new forms of socioeconomic inequality, which had a particularly negative 
impact on the black population, (2) the importance of complex forms of 
discrimination outside of the South, particularly with regard to employment and 
housing, (3) the development of a system of ghettoization in the urban North 
unprecedented in scope and intensity, and (4) the fierce reaction of the newly 
christened white ethnics to the threat of black entry into their neighborhoods and 
the growing class-based resentment against liberal elites that this entailed (138). 

 
Post-war liberalism, in seeking to rectify discrimination and oppression, disarticulated the 

manifold systems that interact to produce and reproduce discrimination and oppression. It 

dismissed the North’s complicity in perpetuating economic subjugation for Black life while 

outright ignoring the mounting hostilities building between Black life and the descendants of 

Southern/Eastern European immigrants, who by the mid-20th century had adopted “the same 

equation that had previously been used to exclude their parents and grandparents from a full 
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measure of citizenship” which gave “ethnic whites” leverage in claiming “their rights as 

respectable white citizens against the presumed degeneracy of blacks” (Horton 135). 

Neoliberalism: Neoliberal ideologies frame subject-hood through logics of competitive 

deregulated “free-market” production that normalizes precarity and encourages self-governance 

through aggressive self-interested individualism, with femininity obliged to self-manage by with 

unconstrained agency and perpetually engaged in projects of self-improvement. (Baker 2010; 

Chen 2013; Gill and Scharff 2011; McRobbie 2004). Ideological constructions of individualistic 

self-hood foster “political inertia” by casting “individualized impotence” as inevitable while 

simultaneously offering consolation concerning senses of insecurity, perpetual competition and 

individualistic isolation (Gilbert 15). “Choice” is the primary driver of relationship formation, 

making interdependency, care and vulnerability untenable. Moreover, “collective organizing 

outside of corporate or privatized structures is presumed prohibitive to efficiency and profit-

making, making for a political climate increasingly hostile to the emergence of radical 

collectivity…” (Kehler 217-18). 

Affect: My understanding of affect is informed by queer feminists like Sarah Ahmed, Sally 

Munt, and Eve Sedgwick as well as affect studies scholars like Kathleen Stewart, Gregory J. 

Seigworth and Melissa Gregg. Different from emotions, affects are about attachments forged 

through intensities and intimacies. As Sedgwick explains in Touching Feeling: “Affects can be, 

and are, attached to things, people, ideas, sensations, relations, activities, ambitions, institutions, 

and any number of other things, including other affects” (19). In Sedgwick’s view, the 

promiscuity, temporal freedom, and malleability of aims promotes affective couplings and 

combinations like being “excited by anger, disgusted by shame, or surprised by joy” (19).   
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 Kathleen Stewart further elaborates that affects  “work not through “meanings” per say, 

but rather in the way they pick up density and texture as they move through bodies, dreams, 

dramas, and social worldings of all kinds. Their significance lies in the intensities they build and 

in what thoughts and feelings they make possible (3). The bodily labor of affect builds intensities 

that “point to the jump of something coming together for a minute and to the spreading lines of 

resonance and connection that become possible and might snap into sense in some sharp or 

vague way” (6). Through the foregrounding of resonance, Stewart’s work forges an important 

point of overlap with Seigworth and Gregg’s (2010), with resonance functioning as a 

passageway for affect. As they describe it, affect resides “in those intensities that pass body to 

body (human, non-human, part-body, and otherwise), in those resonances that circulate about, 

between, and sometimes stick to bodies and worlds, and in the very passages or variations 

between these intensities and resonances themselves” (1; italics mine). Affect is experienced as 

an intensity of carnal passaging and transitory cohesiveness (the reference to stickiness), felt as 

resonance. Affect takes place in and through connective movements made available by way of 

resonance—a point of sonic significance for this project.  

 Seigworth and Gregg’s work also relates affect to rhythm through the idea of 

dis/assembling: “Bindings and unbindings, becomings and un-becomings, jarring disorientations 

and rhythmic attunements. Affect marks a body’s belonging to a world of encounters, or; a 

world’s belonging to a body of encounters, but also in non-belonging, through all those far 

sadder (de)compositions of mutual in-compossibilities (2). Affect’s rhythms and resonances, 

both here and throughout the project, are vital to the project’s listening engagements with 

sonically generated subject-hood.  
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Vocalic/Bodies: Throughout this project I use the phrase “vocalic body/ies” in place of voice. It 

is my term of choice as it helps re-frame “voice” in its terminological insistence that bodies 

attach to vocalization. I know the phrase “vocalic body” from Steve Conner’s work. In 

Dumbstruck: A Cultural History of Ventriloquism (2000), Conner’s describes the “vocalic body” 

as doubly bodied: bodies produce voices, voices produce bodies (36). Vocalic bodies defy fixity 

and fixture because their chief defining characteristic is regeneration and inventionality. Vocalic 

bodies are “bodies-in-invention” that, while constantly re/invented, do assume palpable shapes, 

forms, functions, and modes that make it possible for vocalic bodies to accomplish their doubly 

productive activities (36). 

 Another reason I foreground “vocalic bodies” is related to energy and affect. Conner 

claims that the vocalic body derives its power from being energetic. The vocalic body exerts 

power through its ability “to charge, to vivify, to relay, and amplify energy” (39). The bodies 

produced through vocalization are energized by vibrational dispersion and disturbance of bodily 

matter and can be disturbed by those very same principles. Vocalic bodies—an invocation of 

timbre that opens and organizes through rhythm, with rhythm being susceptible to interception—

are sounded bodied and as such are capable of being made subject to pathos and capable of 

becoming pathos’ object (“Edison’s Teeth” 162). Affected and affecting, “vocalic body” reaches, 

touches and moves further than rhetoric and composition’s more customary singular “voice.”   

Persona: I provide an extended definition of how I understand personas to combat commonplace 

definitions of persona that equate the term with visual masking, as in those instances where 

performers assume different roles or play different characters through the use of masks. The 

“masked” definition is traceable to early Latinate origins of persona, which assign mask-making 
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and character-playing as the principle labor of performing in persona—a labor that is generally 

understood as primarily visual (OED). Yet, there are other ways of tracings persona. 

 In ancient Grecian theatre, the mask making, role-playing, character-fashioning, guise-

generation and performative inventionality accompanying the appearance of personae involves 

both audio and visual syncopations of performed subject-hood. The sonority of persona, as it’s 

traceable to Grecian theatrical practices, is derived from the conjugation of per-sona or per-

sonare: by sound or through sound. Don Ihde’s landmark phenomenological project on voice and 

listening forwards personas as sonorously significant and situates the sound-sensing etymology 

of per-sonare within a broader argument that philosophy4 continues to promote a hierarchy of 

sight over sound—a division that both subordinates sound and also strips visuality of its richness.  

 Ihde points to the existence of personas within the Greek tragedies as exemplary of how 

sight-sound were once interconnected in ways that metaphysical philosophy sought to 

disconnect. In the tragedies Ihde finds a cultural practice that linked sonority and visuality; a 

practice that positions sight and sound so that they co-conduct; a practice that holds coalition 

rather than division as its operational principle; a practice that demonstrates the tragedies 

participated in and are reflective of a wider Grecian cultural ideology that held mutual regard for 

sight and sound by speaking in “sonorous voices through the persona, or “masks,” which later 

are held to mean also per-sona, or by sound” (Ihde 14).  

 Casting and performing personas as per-sona in tragic and dramatic repertoire yokes the 

sonic with the scopic, manifesting how Pre-Socratic ancient Grecian theatrical practices 

                                                
4 Ihde finds that what as the senses were divided and then visuality elevated in the metaphysical philosophies 
coming into prominence during the 4th and 5th BCE, wider Greek culture sought to balance mythologically: 
sight and sound remained connected to the mythological figures of Apollo (sight) and Marsyas (sound) and 
were considered intertwined. Personas audibly appear vis-à-vis vocality, with voice held suspect within 
metaphysical philosophies sensorial parsings according to a “morality of sparseness” (14).  
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understood sight and sound as co-articulating through voice and mask when performing in 

personae. Audio-visual integration was observed by approaching personas as sonorous masks 

that entailed the coordination of sight (visual rendering of the face-via-mask) and sound (the 

vocal apparatus). And it’s precisely the tragic, contingent, crowded, ensembled, and sonic 

anciently intoned in persona that warrants continued attention within rhetorical studies. Personas 

have appeared on and off in rhetorical scholarship for some time5 but haven’t received 

systematic attention.  

 Part of this has to do with how rhetoric maintains allegiance to metaphysical philosophies 

of Plato and Aristotle and the ways metaphysical philosophy deliberately distances itself from 

Pre-Socratic performance practices and knowledge-making by consolidating its epistemological 

efforts around visuality, holding sound—especially vocality—to be less trustable in the pursuit 

of “Truth” than sight. Reasserting the linkage of vocality and visuality in any action and 

appearance of a persona confronts much wider, longer, deeper histories that consistently assign 

hierarchical value to visuality over sonority, seeing over listening, logos over phone. Along with 

pointing to spots that remain epistemologically sore, personas make rhetoric-after-metaphysics 
                                                
5 Most notable is work by Edwin Black, Charles E. Morris, Phillip Wander and Dana Cloud. In the 1970’s 
Phillip Wander took issue with how rhetorical criticism had tightly constricted personas to either 1st  or 2nd  
orders, where the 1st persona arises in the figure of the rhetor (singularly conceived). The rhetor as 1st persona 
creates the 2nd persona by “construct(ing) an image or a way of being for an intended audience” with the 
audience doubly bound and subordinated to status of an object-of-intention (Black qtd. in Cloud 200). The 
audience is quite literally secondary, second-class, and a product of the rhetor’s authorial control. In response 
to this Wander proposes a 3rd persona—a persona that emerges in soundful-silence, as silhouette, and as hostile 
towards the hegemony of intentionality. Wander says “What is negated through the Second Persona forms the 
silhouette of a Third Persona—the “it” that is not present…the Third Persona, therefore, refers to being 
negated…begin negated in history, a being whose presence, though relevant to what is said, is negated through 
silence.” (Wander qtd. in Cloud 200). The 3rd persona is a silent disclosure of what the 1st persona (the rhetor), 
in its attempt to dominate and control the crafting of 2nd persona (the audience), seeks to dismiss or destroy. 
From Black and Wander’s work on 1st , 2nd  and 3rd persona, Cloud develops the notion of the null persona. 
This is a persona emerging through the 1st personas’ self-silencing or self-negating, furtively pointing to what, 
as of yet, remains un-speaking, un-singable, un-sayable, or “un-utterable” (Cloud 200). The null persona 
discloses in silence. Lastly, there’s the 4th persona, which as Morris imagines it, is a persona the audience takes 
on in order to make way for racial, gender, or sexual “passing.” It’s the persona expressly interested in 
belonging. 
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nervous. They are a reminder and remainder of a different sort of inventiveness than what was 

triangulated by Aristotle or canonized by Cicero as a 5-step process of rhetorical production 

(invention, arrangement, style, memory, and delivery)—a sensual metis (bodily intelligence) 

capable of over-riding logos. When approached as audio-visual inventions of bodily rhetoricity, 

personas remind rhetoric that intentionality is not the only way toward inventionality. 

Understanding personas as bodily performances of conjuncturing voice and vision bring sight 

and sound into an affiliation of tensions at the sites where a particular body is un/re-forming in 

contingent crossings with other/selves. 

 Conceptually, personas have moved from being practiced as an act or enactment of 

person-hood to a masked object covering up person-hood. The action of personas is intimately 

entangled with the sonic, but in the reduction and equating of personas to object, the action and 

the sound were lost, cast off, set aside. The move from personas as sound action to personas as 

visually masked thing accounts for ongoing objectification of personas, further obfuscated by the 

grammars and lexicons of English.  

 Neither the sounding through nor the person-hood of personas fully made the move from 

Latin to English, another reminder of how something or someone always gets lost in translation. 

What’s been lost and found in persona’s translational and etymological movement is two-fold: 

sounding through-ness and personhood. Both the sounds and peoples populating personas 

contribute to a more complicated conceptualizing of what occurs in and moves through personas. 

Reinstating personas as audio and visual enactments of person-hood is crucial if listening is to 

become fully respond-able and for finding new language and conceptual apparatuses through 

which to think-feel ways into and out of bodily relations with musical subjects. Personas become 

multi-directional and more densely populated when understood and encountered as performative 
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acts of audio-visual addition, multiplication, repetition, transformation, and re-formation of 

subject-hood. Persona, in the sense of audio-visually becoming multiple persons, affords bodily 

passages, transpositions, and re-positioning through performed acts of putting or taking on 

people. The persons that have gone missing in translation, but are re-appearing in this re-

visioning, present as a crowding, routing, suturing, or sharing of bodily-conceptual space. All of 

which is to say, personas crowd bodily sites with sensorial and temporal crossings, interposing 

subject-hood with compositional provisionality.   

 The utility of employing personas to perform articulations, re-articulations, and dis-

articulations of subject-hood lies in the potential of personas to serve as conceptual apparatuses 

mapping and animating bodily sites. Conceived and enacted as audio-visual, bodily coalitions, 

personas can be seen and heard as attempts at ensembling what Londie T. Martin as well as 

Adela C. Licona and Karma C. Chavez theorize and practice as bodies-so-far.6 Personas soundly 

conduct the visualizing of bodily transpositions and becomings: someone is becoming multiple 

(furthering themselves) when personas appear so that what’s summoned isn’t one but  > 1. They 

are the sighted sounds of persons practicing extensionality; the furthering and fostering of 

crossings that continually create passages and impasses of between-ness; the re-placement of 

heterogeneity where it’s presumed a homogeneous, self-same, singular subject resides. Personas 

are audio-visual relocations of people in the process of generating subject-hood through 

performance. Performative re-placing locates personas as bodies capable of coming, be-coming, 

and un-becoming so far, made possible by audio-visual crossings of space and time. 

                                                
6  The piece “Relational Literacies and their Coalitional Possibilities” (2015) by Adela C. Licona and Karma R. 
Chávez—a remixed performance of intergenerational and multimedia(ted) bodies and narratives—is where I 
first came to the idea and practice of “bodies-so-far,” which Licona and Chávez forward from Doreen 
Massey’s (feminist geographer) notion of space as a collection of stories so far as important to the ways 
coalitional possibilities emerge in relational encounters. 
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Project Organization: Chapter Sequence and Outlines 

 This opening chapter functions as a point of orientation for the chapters to follow. I make 

a case for bringing rhetoric, composition, and music together as performing arts with ancient 

temporal ties through kairos. Because many of the projects key terms and concepts circulate 

widely among methodological paradigms, I provide readers with an understanding of how the 

project engages terms with wide connotative range. The chapter closes by giving an overview of 

the project’s progression. 

 The second chapter is a literature review seeks to displace listening as a practice that goes 

anywhere with efficiency or effectiveness, certainty or clarity. Nor does this review seek to keep 

reproducing the same conceptual and carnal back and forth of horizontally contained me ß to à 

you, which presumes coherent subject stability. To recognize that the socio-material conduction 

routing through listening is not only about going across, but occupying and embodying crossings 

in relationally and ethically respond-able ways, this chapter surveys and splices scholarship from 

rhetorical studies, queer and women of color (Q/WOC) feminisms, performance studies, and 

cultural studies in efforts to show how listening can and already is being radically refigured.  

 The first move the literature review makes is into the rhetorical field of epideixis. The 

motivation for re-placing listening within the epideictic arises from a belief that rhetorical 

engagement with musical performances, sonic texts and multimodal composing—this 

dissertation project’s primary areas of inquiry—requires different listening practices than those 

that have been developed through logos. I focus on what is affectively provoked and what counts 

as virtuosity within epideictic encounters to consider where listening can open up queer affective 

apertures. Once listening is epideictically emplaced, the chapter moves to contemporary queer 

feminist and performance studies methodologies in order to situate listening as foundational to 
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the establishment of ethically responsive subject-hood. These recent methodological discussions 

take interest in advocating and developing certain positions or postures for listening. Many of 

these listening positions are grammatically figured as prepositions: to, for, from, with, and out. I 

note the limits of some of these prepositional listening positions and demonstrate how others can 

be combined to encourage what I tentatively call respond-able listening practices formed in “un” 

positions. The importance of the “un” position is vital to fashioning responsiveness and ethically 

relational subject-hood in the ways Judith Butler (1993; 2004; 2015) advances ethical 

relationality. The chapter then moves toward resonantly attuning listening to two audio-visual 

materials that connect rhetoric and music as performance arts: timbral tonality and temporality. 

 With the third chapter, the song “Mississippi Goddam,” as its performed and recorded on 

Nina Simone’s 1964 In Concert album, acts as a case study for querying how subject-hood 

rhetorically forms in mid-20th century protest music. With this song, Simone dared to sound, 

articulate, pronounce and circulate collective discontent concerning pervasive, systemic social 

inequalities and lego-institutional constraints that deadened and cheapened, harassed and 

threatened, targeted and killed racialized blackness and sexualized femininity. As Josh Kun 

(2006) points out, Simone heard America singing murder at a time where her white, male, pop 

counter-parts of Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby and Fred Waring heard a “fantasy of a harmonious 

American national chorus” (37). “Mississippi Goddamn” debunks the myth of dreaming or 

singing in color-blind harmony that makes murder and homicide pleasing to the ear, soothing to 

hear. It’s a song that generates a performative epideixis that risks showing and tuning what 

liberalized living frequently filters out: the timing, tonalities, and costs of hetero-patriarchal 

whiteness. It’s a song singing the heretofore unsaid, cementing both the song and Simone’s 

activist and artistic allegiances to radicalized freedom movements. 
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 It’s telling that what’s remembered in the popular imaginary as exemplary of 60’s era 

musical arts + activism is The Beatles. Beatlemania swept the UK and US with performances of 

songs like “I Saw Her Standing There” and “I Want to Hold Your Hand” at the same historical 

moment the Black Arts movement is gaining momentum and condemning the social and 

institutional conditions encouraging political complacency. Whereas The Beatles offered songs 

of love and infatuation during a time of increased social unrest, members of the Black Arts 

movement, of which Nina Simone is a founding figure, offered songs of death and contestations 

with the status quo. The Beatles are praised for perpetuating heteronormative renderings of 

attraction in tunes that one can “sing-along” too while Nina Simone is censored for sounding a 

death knell marking how endarkened life is snuffed out in places where white supremacist 

ideology finds fertile ground. The Beatles sing what colonizing nations want to hear; Simone 

sings what nations mired in colonial imperialism refuse to hear. 

 This song also crowds nation formation—responding to nationalist calls to sing praises of 

univocality, monoculturalism, and cultural consensus during a time when other popular 

American performing artists were propagating patriotism and the myth of American 

cohesiveness in song. “Mississippi Goddam” is timed to attune to subject formations of nation by 

inserting racialized consciousness capable of hearing what whiteness, in its imperial modalities, 

denies or ignores. It’s a show tune whose casting call is issued as much to concertgoers as it is to 

citizens. This song crowds time—make timing heavy with remembering, loud with longing, 

weighted from long-suffering and waiting for the establishment of new social orders to supplant 

orders of empire. Time syncopates around old wounds that continually re-open in (still) unlivable 

social inequity. Subject to endless and deadly inequities, the Black female subjects aurally 

appearing in “Mississippi Goddam” expose, deliver, and testify in contestation of what Daphne 
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Brooks calls a “visceral open wound” created through generations of subjugation. They do so in 

“agitated musical discontent,” forcing listening audiences to check any compulsion to 

sentimentalize and appropriate narratives of Black femininity (184). 

 With the fourth chapter, the song and music video for “Chandelier,” as its performed and 

recorded on Sia’s 2014 1,000 Forms of Fear album, acts as a case study for querying how 

subject-hood rhetorically forms in early 21st century EDM-pop music. “Chandelier” facilitates 

tonal, temporal, visual and affective crossings that show, tune, and write how whitened, 

sexualized femininity forms in relation to neoliberal ideologies, which are propped up by 

whiteness and hetero-patriarchy.  

 The chapter’s first section considers how “Chandelier” tunes into party-girl femininity by 

studying the song itself. I argue the harmonic movement and instrumental tonality tunes toward 

whiteness while the song’s temporality, timbral vocality and lyrical materials tune into party-girl 

femininity. I contemplate how “Chandelier” attunes listening to the affect of shame and argue the 

presence of a choral sigh—a sonic technique of crowding—moves both the song, listening and 

party-girl femininity along a path of transformational becoming that queer theorist Eve Sedgwick 

understands as queer movement from “shame consciousness” to “shame creativity” (63). The 

chapter’s next section analyzes what “Chandelier” shows by attending to the song’s music video. 

A multi-sensory collaborative between sounded and sighted bodies, the music video withholds 

visual access to Sia’s body and instead offers in her place a dancing-girl persona, embodied by 

Maddie Ziegler of the hit television show Dance Moms. This section analyzes the ways the 

dancing-girl persona interacts with party-girl femininity in the domestic setting of the music 

video. I focus upon the ways temporality and subjectivity cross and crowd as party-girl 

femininity comes into audio-visual relation with the dancing-girl persona. 
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 The chapter’s final section considers how shame is written onto both party-girl femininity 

and the dancing-girl persona through the music video’s portrayal. I argue that the music video 

sends manual messages to and through the dancing-girl persona. These messages are sent using a 

digit(al) technique that I’m currently calling “chironomic dance” that designates the hand as the 

gestural bearer of ecstatic relationality, choral consolation, and shame contestation. These points 

of consideration reveal that “Chandelier” accomplishes what Rosi Braidotti identifies as crucial 

for effecting subject-hood that moves nomadically: “sustain the impact with the on rushing of 

affectivity to ‘hold’ it, without being completely overwhelmed by it. But ‘holding’; it or 

capturing it does not occur on the paranoid or rapacious model of a dominant, dialectically 

driven consciousness” (“Writing” 172). 

 The final chapter of the project is pedagogically focused. With this chapter, I hope to 

show how teachers can reinvigorate composition pedagogy’s rhetorical relationship with the 

sonic arts by putting a performative spin on multimodal pedagogy. I route this chapter’s 

pedagogical interventions through multimodality because teachers interested in implementing 

curriculum that interlaces alphabetic, aural, and visual modalities frequently turn to 

multimodality for support. I give a sketch of the landscapes of multimodality and semiotics with 

an emphasis on the New London Group and Gunther Kress to show what kind of subject-hood 

emerges from multimodality’s pedagogical vision.  

 Following this discussion, the chapter shifts its focus to sound by pedagogically attending 

to vocality and listening practices. I take Erin Anderson’s recent work on voice and composing 

as a point of departure and draw inspiration from the work underway in special issues of journals 

to offer pedagogical practices and materials that conceptually intervene in the semiotic impulses 

undergirding much of rhetoric and composition’s social engagements with modality. I trace what 
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happens to affect within social semiotic understandings of multimodal composing because more 

attention needs to be given to the important relationship between learning, affect, embodiment 

and composing. I do this in order to extend and transform how composition pedagogues 

understand the sorts of labor voices perform when working in collaboration with listening. I offer 

a resonant counterpoint to multimodality’s semiotic dis/ease with affect by re/hear/singing queer 

feminist, rhetorical and post-colonial scholarship that offers radical points of departure for re-

socializing sound, voice, and listening. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

RESPOND-ABLE AND ENSEMBLED, TIMBRAL AND TIMED: 

LISTENING AS AN ETHICAL METHOD 

 Listening is enjoying something of a renaissance within rhetorical studies after enduring 

prolonged periods of neglect and uneven disciplinary attention. This chapter reviews listening 

literatures that situate listening as central to the ethical enactment of rhetoric as a performance 

art. I extend the rhetorical reach of listening beyond commonly accepted and received feminist 

“recovery” projects, which frequently place listening in service to logos, to highlight the 

literatures on listening that promote queer feminist and performance studies perspectives. I do 

this in order to attend to frameworks that render listening as a historical, social, material, political 

and cultural practice involved in the ethical formation of non-unitary subjectivity. 

 Listening, as it has been popularized within rhetorical studies through the work of Krista 

Ratcliffe and Michelle Ballif,7 has been understood as an act that shuttles people “across” 

similarity/difference, self/other, sex/gender and bifurcated constructions of similitude and self. 

This literature review seeks to displace listening as a practice that goes anywhere with efficiency 

or effectiveness, certainty or clarity. Nor does this review seek to keep reproducing the same 

conceptual and carnal back and forth of horizontally contained me ß to à you, which presumes 

coherent subject stability. To recognize that the socio-material conduction routing through 

                                                
7 Krista Ratcliffe’s 2005 project titled Rhetorical Listening: Identification, Gender, Whiteness project is an 
example of what I called a “restoration” project. Lest I seem too dismissive of Ratcliffe’s project, I do find 
some performative promise in her attempt to supplement metaphorical (dis)identification by re-placing 
listening within practices of metonymic non-identification, understood as interdependent bodily zones where 
the pause, the gap, the precipice, the possibility not yet actualized, is sensed but not known (67-77). See 
Michelle Ballif’s “What is it That the Audience Wants? Or, Notes Toward a Listening with a Transgendered 
Ear for (Mis)Understanding” (1999) for a project that similarly moves listening around the masculinized orbits 
of logos by “restoring” the “hermaphroditic” rhetor. 
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listening is not only about going across, but occupying and embodying crossings in relationally 

and ethically respond-able ways, this chapter surveys and splices scholarship from  

rhetorical studies, queer and women of color (Q/WOC) feminisms, performance studies, and 

cultural studies in efforts to show how listening can and already is being radically refigured.  

 The first move this chapter makes is into the rhetorical field of epideixis. The motivation 

for re-placing listening within the epideictic arises from a belief that rhetorical engagement with 

musical performances, sonic texts and multimodal composing—this dissertation project’s 

primary areas of inquiry—requires different listening practices than those that have been 

developed through logos. For instance, in Krista Ratcliffe’s monograph Rhetorical Listening: 

Identification, Gender, Whiteness (2005) listening is placed in service to logos, purposed with 

the work of restoring what Ratcliffe hears as a “divided logos” by functioning as a trope of 

interpretive invention that promotes cross-cultural conduct. Ratcliffe’s logocentric listening runs 

the risk of being locked into a triple bind of canonical accountability. Yoked to Aristotelian 

logos, tied to Cicero’s first rhetorical canon (invention), and charged with the imperative to 

interpret, there is little room for listening to do anything but recapitulate, assimilate and fortify 

the already acceptable and understandable within rhetorical studies.  

 The songs and sites serving as the project’s primary sites of analysis demanded more 

roominess and required generative, not restorative, listening practices capable of producing 

relational, bodily contact with epideictic audio-visual performance economies. As such, this 

chapter reviews classical discussions and contemporary engagements with Aristotelian epideixis 

in order to move listening away from logics of accountability and toward what Debra Hawhee 

discusses in terms of epideixis’ agonistic logic of bodily display that “works to provoke response 

but is also already structured as an agonistic response itself” (Bodily Arts 177). I focus on what is 
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affectively provoked and what counts as virtuosity within epideictic encounters to consider 

where listening can open up queer affective apertures. 

 Once listening is epideictically emplaced, the chapter moves to contemporary queer 

feminist and performance studies methodologies in order to situate listening as foundational to 

the establishment of ethically responsive subject-hood. These recent methodological discussions 

take interest in advocating and developing certain positions or postures for listening. Many of 

these listening positions are grammatically figured as prepositions: to, for, from, with, and out. I 

note the limits of some of these prepositional listening positions and demonstrate how others can 

be combined to encourage what I tentatively call respond-able listening practices formed in “un” 

positions. The importance of the “un” position is vital to fashioning responsiveness and ethically 

relational subject-hood in the ways Judith Butler (1993; 2004; 2015) advances ethical 

relationality.  

 The chapter then moves toward resonantly attuning listening to two audio-visual 

materials that connect rhetoric and music as performance arts: tonality and temporality. The term 

“timbre”—familiar to music, less familiar to rhetoric—is highlighted as a specific tonal 

coordinate. Timbre is presented as a generator, powering sound’s ability to re-sound not by way 

of intentionality, but through repetitive (re)percussions that play upon bodily sense materials. 

Timbre is then placed in co-operative relation with rhythmic temporality. Rhythm is rendered as 

a power supply for listening that gives listening the temporal power to invoke, convoke, and 

evoke politically socialized bodies timbrally visible in sound. As the chapter closes, it tonally 

and temporally considers how the ideas and practices of improvisation and syncopation can be 

applied to listening so that listening becomes a practice of ensembling ethical relationality. 
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Defining Listening within Westernized Rhetorical Traditions 

 In Book I of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, where rhetoric is defined as a branch of dialectic and 

meticulously organized according to tertiary categories and sub-categories, there is a short and 

largely unnoticed insertion of listening in the preface of Chapter 3 detailing a three-fold 

classification of oratory. Aristotle says: “Rhetoric falls into three divisions, determined by the 

three classes of listeners to speeches. For of the three elements in speech making—speaker, 

subject, and person addressed—it is the last one, the hearer, which determines the speech’s end 

and object. The hearer must be either a judge, with a decision to make about things past or 

future, or an observer. A member of the assembly decides about future events, a juryman about 

past events: while those who merely decide on the orator’s skill are observers” (14). Aristotle 

places the entire outcome of oral/aural speech event in the hands of the hearer, though there is 

derision shown for the listening observer who is presented as a mere onlooker; present at a show 

but uninvolved in political or legal issues, playing no higher role than that of a speech taster or 

oratorical connoisseur. From this follows the now-iconic three “species” of oratory: 

1. Political (to do or not to do), whose time is located in futurity   
2. Forensic (attack/defend), whose timing is assigned to the past 
3. Epideictic (ceremonial display of praise or censure), whose timing is now, in the present 

 
Listening is what brings end and object to lie before hearing audiences. This isn’t a teleological 

end, but rather a location, a “where,” if you will. Un/harm goes to the political; in/justice goes to 

the forensic; and dis/honor goes to the epideictic. The hearer is subject to speech, but also 

subjects the speech to object-hood. Hearers have one of two functions, limited to these options: 

judging and observing. Aristotle contends judging is the most worthwhile mode from which to 

listen, as observing reduces decision making capacities.  
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 Of interest is Aristotle’s assignment of listening functions to certain dimensions of time. 

Jury-persons are focused on hearing the past; members of the assembly, on hearing the future; 

audiences of the epideictic, on hearing the present. Though, Aristotle makes a caveat for the 

temporal locations of epideixis. While centrally concerned with the present, there are times for 

bringing what’s considered “past” into epideictic engagement with the present in order to 

surmise something about the future. The temporal shiftiness of epideixis and the kind of listening 

that takes place within it is due, in part, to what the Greet root word deixis means.  

 Deixis is the Greek term for “pointing, referencing, showing, displaying, and placing.” 

Deictics are situational gestures of time and place (such as “there” and “here” as well as “this” 

and “that”) that are fully dependent on context. According to Cassin and Goffey (2009), deixis is 

the “act, and the art, of pointing without speech, with one’s index finger extended, to the 

disappearing phenomenon” (353). Deixis is a highly relational term whose potentiating power 

lies in its allusive and elusive ability to forge and shift contingent temporal connections to 

history; it is also known for its involvement in the production of poetic personas (Pines 344). 

When epi pre-fixes deixis, temporal shifting inculcates a certain close-ness insofar as epi means 

“near, at, on, over, above, or against.” This is a positional prefix that brings time close enough to 

touch, near enough to affect. 

 The combined temporal, affective and artistic possibilities of the epideictic are perhaps 

what make this kind of rhetorical performance so appealing to ancient and modern practitioners 

of sophistry and, according to Cassin and Goffey, render the epideictic a signature of sophistic 

discursivity (353). Cassin and Goffey also claim that discussion of Aristotelian epideixis is 

enhanced by distinguishing it from apodeixis. With deixis acting as a shared root between these 

two terms, the prefix becomes paramount. When apo pre-fixes deixis, the artistic practice points 
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and shows where to “start from,” separate and abstract, which Aristotle took as the basis of his 

postulation of rhetorical “proofs.” With epi pre-fixing deixis, the artistic practice is imbued with 

a sense of “showing “before” and showing “more,” both of which serve to link performance and 

eulogy together at the scene of epideixis (353). The epideictic, then, is a performative encounter 

that affects temporal turns and shifts in “world effects” enacted through eulogy as well as 

encomium, panegyric, and tribute.  

 And so, the timing of listening within the epideictic is located in imminence and its 

placing is that of performative nearness. However, it is a genre without location in a specific 

topos. Instead of topical subject, it is functionality that distinguishes the genre from the forensic 

and deliberative. Observation is the function Aristotle assigns to listening within epideixis. It’s 

important to note that the Greek term Aristotle uses for observation in the context of epideixis is 

theoria. Christine Oravec, in an article that details how “observation” is not as rigidly separated 

from “judgment” in Aristotelian epideictic, urges rhetoricians to remember the translational 

range of theoria includes looking, viewing, beholding, contemplating, speculating, and 

theorizing.    

 Theoria’s translational breadth, according to Oravec, is indicative of a “kind of insight or 

power of generalization, as well as passive viewing” (164) and inheres dimensions of perception 

and discernment to the epideictic appearances of theoria, though popular translations opt to 

emphasize and constrict observational theoria to “mere spectacle” (165). Oravec claims the 

translational tendency to render theoria as observation of spectacle—which in turn makes the 

listener function equivalent to spectatorship—is a result of theoria sharing an etymological root 

with both theatre and theory (165). The connotative cross-over of theoria with theoretical and 
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theatrical activities makes listening within epideictic environments productive of complex 

response that entails aesthetic, evaluative, and perceptual components.  

 The component that sets the observation function of epideictic listening apart from the 

deliberative and forensic is the aesthetic. Whereas, “the subject of the speech, the just act, of the 

expedient consequence” are deliberative and forensic rhetoric’s listening foci, epideictic rhetoric 

distinctly allows for the performance itself to be experienced as an “aesthetic object” (168) that 

prompts an “aesthetic response (that) is first stimulated through the senses…” (171). The 

epideictically aesthete encourages an arousal response that Oravec describes as a “kind of 

sensual pleasure” triggered by stylized skill in the performative handling of what Aristotle takes 

as the central objects of epideixis: virtue and vice, the noble and the base.  

 Constructed as dichotomous and placed in opposing terms, these are the primary traits 

characterizing the character of the orator on audio-visual display, which are then further sub-

divided and causally linked with moral behavioral. What’s pertinent is how listening functions as 

a means for finding ways of viewing character (linked to a secondary mode of persuasion for 

Aristotle). Listening is also involved in establishing trust in the character(s) that come into view 

in correspondence with available cultural conditions of what “counts” as virtuously praise-

worthy or un-virtuously blame-able.  

 Significant to the sexual gendering of subject-hood, epideictic virtuosity is restricted to 

masculinity in Aristotle’s account. When considering the affective hindrances of shame and fear 

and directly following a double citation of Alcaeus and Sappho’s poetry, epideixis becomes the 

exclusive province of masculinity as women are directly named as less virtuous than men.  Men 

are presented as “naturally finer beings.” Aristotle positions masculinity as inherently more 

noble than femininity in this passage: “Those things, also, are noble for which men strive 
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anxiously, without feeling fear; for they feel thus about the good things which lead to fair fame. 

Again, one quality or action is nobler than another if it is that of a naturally finer being: thus a 

man’s will be nobler than a woman’s. And those qualities are noble which give more pleasure to 

other people than to their possessors” (38). Thus, masculinity provides the bodily grounds from 

which praise may be based.  

Queering Epideictic Listening 

 As masculinized virtuosity is put on audio-visual display in epideixis, it serves to 

encourage replication of some forms of sexually gendered “virtuosity” over others. What comes 

up and “acts out” in Aristotelian epideixis is entrenched within political economies structuring 

and surrounding who and what may be put on gendered display, who and what may be looked 

upon and considered worthy of praise, who and what may instigate pleasure, and what 

affectations—shame and fear—are to be dismissed. Interestingly, queer performance scholarship, 

rhetorical studies, and listening scholarship converge with/in virtuosity and affect.  

 For example, in a sensual meditation on the ways bodily touching and reaching inhere in 

vocal timbre, Yvon Bonenfant links virtuosity with queered listening by proposing that:  

queer listening involves developing a certain virtuosity. Queer is a doing, not a 
being…. It is through doing queer and being identified and marked as queer that 
the queer become queer to themselves and to the world…Queer needs to 
disorient, and to attune to and through that disorientation. To find others in that 
full space, again, requires virtuosity—perhaps, a virtuosic development of the 
performance of giving attention (77-8). 
  

What’s intriguing about Bonenfant’s linkages of queerness, listening, and virtuosity is that 

virtuosity is a performative enactment of disoriented attunement. This attunement that generates 

awareness and receptivity through wandering and getting lost. In this account, listening is a 

performative affecting a sense of loss and recovery. Disoriented, listening loses its bearings and 

sense of direction and in the process becomes queerly marked through drifting and recovering 
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capacities for attentiveness that were unavailable before getting lost, before distancing. 

Distancing listening from heterosexually normative bearings while simultaneously charging 

listening with closing distance to bring queer doings into proximal reach makes for radically un-

hinged political-performance economies of display and disappearance. Virtuosity is not 

developed in listening by attuning to that which pre-exists as “virtuous” but in movements away 

from what hetero-patriarchy (alive in Aristotle and now) allows to live on and in virtuosity.  

 What’s cultivated in Aristotelian epideictic virtuosity—justice, courage, temperance, 

magnificence, magnanimity, liberality, prudence, wisdom, gentleness—are affective dispositions 

that can be queered not only through disorienting listening but by permitting listening to enter 

affective realms that Aristotelian frameworks dismiss. Pleasure is lauded so long as it circulates 

in greater measure among masculinized listening audiences. Anxiety is praise-worthy so long as 

it is free from fear, for fear does not accompany “good things.”  But shame? Shame is 

antithetical and opposed to virtue in the Rhetoric. And yet shame is precisely the affective 

response that contemporary feminist scholars find particular to queer8 performativity. Take, for 

instance, Eve Sedgwick’s (2003) understanding of shame’s queer relation with performance. 

“Shame is the affect that mantles the threshold between introversion and extroversion, between 

absorption and theatricality, between performativity and—performativity” (38). Allowing shame 

to enter into the epideictic provides opportunities for listening to facilitate liminal movement 

along threshold experiences. 

 In Sedgwick’s work, shame is also prone to epideictic coupling: “shame points and  

                                                
8 Sedgwick argues that queer refers to groups of people whose “sense of identity is for some reason tuned most 
durably to the note of shame…shame-delineated place of identity doesn’t determine the consistency of 
meaning of that identity, and race, gender, class, sexuality, appearance, and abledness are only a few of the 
defining social constructions that will crystallize there…for certain (“queer”) people, shame is simply the first 
and remains a permanent, structuring fact of identity” (63-4). 
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projects; shame turns itself skin side out; shame and pride, shame and dignity, shame and self-

display, shame and exhibitionism are different interlining of the same glove. Shame, it might 

finally be said, transformational shame, is performance” (Sedgwick 38, italics original). The 

pointing (deixis) that happens in shame not only establishes temporal and affective relations with 

queer-ness but also installs the possibility of transformation at the heart of the performative 

operation of epideixis and listening. Allowing shame to appear in epideixis asks for listening to 

get up close and personal, to become queerly virtuous, and to reposition so that maximal distance 

is a proximal distance.  

 The queer epideictic apertures that open in virtuosity and affect re-petitions listening’s 

ethical responsibilities, most especially when listening is trying to think-feel the chiasmatic 

conditions of impressionability and susceptibility taking aural and visual shape within fields of 

musical performance. The “nearness-es” made available in epi listenings are a way racially 

gendered and sexualized subjects appearing in protest and EDM-pop songs can play and listen us 

into becoming-ethical. And to pursue the becoming ethical that listening can facilitate, some 

consideration of response-ability and subject positioning is necessary.  

More than an Earful, an Ethics: Performing and Un-positioning Listening 

 Recent sound studies scholarship casts listening as an encounter of contingency calling 

for an ethics of responsibility that differs from the ethics of accountability that informs rhetorical 

studies scholarship. In Ratcliffe’s Rhetorical Listening, the ethics that gets loaded onto listening 

is beholden to an “accountability logic” that requires listeners to be “imagined with agency that 

enables him or her to choose to act ethically…and provided with a lexicon and tactics for 

listening and for acting upon their listening” (76). The ethics of rhetorical listening, as it’s 

articulated here, is steeped in rhetorics of “choice feminism” that adheres to the goals of liberal 
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humanism. Furthermore, agency is presented as something listening bestows upon listeners, 

allowing people to wield agency as a tactical possession. This is an ethics that’s accountable 

only for and to the choices a unitary, singular subject makes after listening.  

 What listening requires, however, is less of ethical interest in the intentionally “chosen” 

humanist actor and more of an ethics of responsibility that makes listening an encounter “not 

toward the other, as an absolute, an a priori other, beset with prejudices and assumptions, but 

toward our participation in generating each other as contingent selves…” (Voegelin 110). To be 

clear, this is not the kind of responsibility that commonly circulates within neoliberal ideologies.  

 Neoliberal ideologies urge subjects to take “personal responsibility for avoiding 

vulnerability” (Baker 187). Rather, this is responsibility to practice what Roland Barthes,9 

cultural theorist of semiotics and sensuality, long ago observed about listening’s fundamental 

psycho-social responsibility to vulnerability. Neoliberal ideologies discourage practices that 

foster responsibility to vulnerability and vulnerable populations by reasserting individual 

accountability through aggressively re-establishing the Enlightened, ever-enduring, resilient 

humanist subject. It is not through logics of accountability but through a re-oriented 

responsibility that listening can performatively effect queer ethics of subject-hood in becoming. 

 One way to queerly reconfigure responsibility and link it to listening is through Q/WOC 

 feminisms and cultural studies. For instance, Gloria Anzaldúa’s landmark work La Frontera  

                                                
9 Working in a psychological register and finding promise in psychoanalytic notions of and interventions into 
listening, Barthes essay “Listening” in the Responsibility of Forms distinguishes hearing from listening, 
outlines three types of listening and proposes modifications of/to age-old practices of listening as an 
“intentional act of audition” (258). Barthes’ suggests modernized listening (still speaking in a psychoanalytic 
framework) moves away from intentional application to release. With listening re-moved from intentionality, 
not only is the classically conceived rhetorical situation disturbed, but so to is the general sense of 
boundedness, of fixity, of insular one-sidedness to listening roles: singer-listener; speaker-listener; analyst-
patient; performer-spectator. 
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(1987) defines responsibility as “the ability to respond” (42-3). Similarly, Toni Morrison’s 

Playing in the Dark (1992) makes conceptual and typographical moves around responsibility. 

Morrison, within a discussion on writing and reading, claims that both writing and reading 

involve developing awareness “of risk and safety, the serene achievement of, or sweaty fight for, 

meaning and response-ability” (xi). Here, response-ability is powerfully linked with risk, 

struggle, and rest, all of which listening requires in order to improve its ethical relations. 

Additionally, Jennifer Lynn Stoever’s recent cultural studies project The Sonic Color Line (2016) 

installs responsivity as vital to the practice of what she calls “decolonial listening,” that’s an 

always evolving mode of learning and means of enduring the sonics of white supremacy’s aural 

terrorism, particularly within the written and sonic records of enslaved persons (128). I lexically 

reform the word and idea of responsibility so that it becomes respond-ability from hereforward 

and throughout this project in order to rhetorically reposition listening in closer connection with 

Q/WOC and cultural studies understanding of listening as a practice of respond-ability that’s “a 

dynamic historical and cultural practice, an embodied critical sense shaping how and what we 

think, and an ethical act…(Stoever 128) When made respond-able, listening stands a better 

chance of performatively effecting ethical vulnerability to queer affects. 

 Some of this respond-able work has recently begun under the newly named term of 

performative listening.10 Chris McRae’s book length project titled Performative Listening: 

Hearing Others in Qualitative Research (2015) sets the stage for listening to be approached as a 

respond-able embodied action with material and conceptual consequences for subject formations 

and establishing audio-visual and ethical relationality. McRae understands listening as 

                                                
10 As I write this, more and more work is being published using the term “performative listening” as a key 
concept. Newly released book-length projects like Nina Sun Eidsheim’s Sensing Sound: Singing and Listening 
as Vibrational Practice (2015) is one recent instantiation of listening’s performative turn. 
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invitational and relational. In this performative account, listening acts as a fulcrum balancing 

reflexive research methods with commitments to curiosity, context and location, working to and 

with the body, awareness of relationships between micro-practices and macro-structures, and 

acknowledgment of how researching-bodies accomplish performances of listening. The 

researcher-as-listener, or listening researcher, is poised in a potentially transformative role. When 

approached in performative modes, listening participates in possibilist projects of becoming, 

defined as:  

1. Sensual 
2. Embodied 
3. Desiring 
4. An encounter with accountability 
5. Method of learning for qualitative research and performative pedagogy 
6. Thinking and feeling  
7. Connective 
8. Co-performative 
9. Relationality driven by ethics, aesthetics and critical inquiry 
10. Vulnerable 
 

McRae’s project draws from a disparate range of disciplines (with a lean toward communication 

studies frameworks) to orient listening towards sensorial bodily experience and performativity. 

What’s worth drawing out in McRae’s project is the central claim that performances of listening 

functions conceptually as preposition and invitation “to hear location and social structures of 

power…to hear the constant presence of history and context” (14). To take shape and give shape 

as a performative, listening requires physiological attunement, embodied attention to experiential 

phenomena, fluidity, and open practice. Crucial to McRae’s account is the fundamental 

conviction that “through rehearsal and practice, listening as an embodied way of coming to 

knowledge can be developed and shaped into a method of researching and learning from various 

experiences and interactions” (17). The critical placement of rehearsing as partner to researching 
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allows listening to be felt as always relationally entangled “re” pose. With a little post-structural 

wor(l)d-play, it doesn’t take long for rehearsing to become re. hear. sing.  

 To hear listening singing, to sing listening, to hear research as song, these are the 

enlivening performative propositions that take shape and give shape to experiential knowledges 

as they are formed and transformed through four prepositional listening stances: listening to, 

listening for, listening from, and listening with (20). Listening to concerns itself with the “what” 

and why of a moment, experience, or audio-visual events (McRae take Miles Davis recordings as 

subject throughout), laboring to learn and make audible racially sexualized gender, in its 

specificity. The for position is defined as a “kind of purposeful seeking, or an act of searching for 

sounds that is grounded in a desire to learn from others” (22). When performing for, listening is 

straining toward political and socio-cultural contexts and the ways audio-visual experiences are 

contextually shaped by and shaping a (un)given located-ness. Generativity is attributed to the 

“with-ness” of prepositioning performative listening. With-ness concentrates on the how of 

performative productions, and places personal in conversation with “others” and can elicit 

empathy. With-ness promotes engagement and change, attempts to loosen embodiment from 

known experiential knowledge to make room for unfamiliar sounds, sights, and stories. 

 Finally, listening from is the way in which listening gains transformational possibility by 

locating listening in a performative “somewhere,” making this stance constitutive of relational 

structurality and reflexivity (25). All of these positions meet, mingle, and labor to make 

“performative listening work(s) to hear the connections between larger structures and individual 

practices” (96). The relationality underpinning these configurations of pre/positionality 

fundamental to practicing listening as an activity of ontological import for the dis/appearance of 

subject-hood. I find the “with” position holds particular promise and potential for treating 
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listening as a transformative performance insofar as “our positions as listeners transforms our 

acts of listening, and our act of listening also transforms our ways of knowing and being” (20). 

 Each of these prepositional listening positions (to, for, from with) is only treated briefly, 

however. I believe performative listening requires extended attention and precision, prolonged 

lingering, and some modification to unseat the unconstrained agency belying the agent-oriented 

perspectives adhering to the ways these positions are articulated and assigned attributes. I 

interleave queer feminist explications of performativity assists with making those modifications. 

 It’s hard to engage the word performative and not somewhere, somehow, in some fashion 

reference Judith Butler. And yet, McRae cites Judith Butler exactly once and in truncated terms. 

Butler has been grappling with the enormity and complexity of theorizing performance and 

performativity in ways that make subject-hood a physical, social, political, economic, and ethical 

matter of constitutive formulations and regulations since the 1990 publication of Gender 

Trouble. In this 25-year performance of performativity, bodies come to matter through sustained, 

repetitive, incomplete citationality and disruption of social norms.  

 In Butler’s work of the 1990’s, most notably Bodies that Matter (1993), bodies come to 

matter in, through, and as discursive configurations, wherein repetition births performative 

practices by which bodily matter figures, dis-figures, and re-figures morphology. Bodies come to 

be intelligible matter insofar as they arrange themselves within available discursive structures 

that are buttressed and regulated by what Butler, borrowing from Derrida, calls phallogocentric 

orders. But unfaithfulness, incomplete-ness and non-replicability attend performative repetition, 

thereby making bodily life capable of rearrangement. 

 In projects like Bodies that Matter, a rhetorically-minded “linguistic turn” underwrites 

much of the theorizing, as evidenced in the attention to naming practices as central to the 
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elaboration of the discursive power produced from the reiterativeness of repetition:  “let us 

remember that reiterations are never simply replicas of the same. And the “act” by which a name 

authorizes or de-authorizes a set of social or sexual relations is, of necessity, a repetition” (172). 

Citing Derrida’s insight concerning the success of a performative depending upon iterability and 

citational identification, Butler hinges performative success upon provisionality and independent 

of an over-arching intentionality. Performativity doesn’t succeed “because an intention 

successfully governs the action of speech, but only because the action echoes prior actions, and 

accumulates the force of authority through the repetition or citation of a prior, authoritative set 

of practices. What this means, then, is that a performative “works” to the extent that it draws on 

and covers over the constitutive conventions by which it is mobilized” (172). To put it 

succinctly, repetition constitutes embodiment and simultaneously undermines the “voluntarist 

mastery” of the subject as is made available in language (176). Repetition re/con-figures how 

social, sexual, political, racial, and cultural performatives are constituted and introduces the 

possible for breakage into subject formations. 

 Butler’s more recent projects, such as Senses of the Subject (2015) and Notes Towards a 

Performative Theory of Assembly (2015), are less focused upon the discursive and more 

interested in subject formation as simultaneous processes of acting and being acted upon, of 

breaking and breaking with, of co-dependency and indeterminacy. Ensembles of sense and 

sensation mark the trajectory of Butler’s contemporary projects on performativity and iterability 

as constitutive of ethical, relational subject formation. It is performatively effecting ethical 

relationality that requires more listening pre/positions that what McRae offers. 
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Un-fixing pre/positionality: Un-positioning 

 For Butler, ethically relational subject-hood is formed in the “un” position: “Already 

undone, or undone from the start, we are formed, and as formed, we come to be always partially 

undone by what we come to sense and know. What follows is that form of relationality that we 

might call “ethical”: a certain demand or obligation impinges upon me, and the response relies 

on my capacity to affirm this having been acted on, formed into one who can respond to this or 

that call” (11). The  “un” position provokes a loosening of listening and necessitates 

collaboration with what Sedgwick (2003) takes up in the preposition “beside.” The benefits of 

the beside position, according to Sedgwick, is that it provides non-dualistic movement and touch. 

Beside-ness is also what the “epi” of epideixis gets at and needs in order to get in touch with 

different senses of time. The loosening of the un and the closeness of beside makes for a 

respond-able listening that composes mutuality. 

 And it is the issue of cultivating listening methods in the generation of a mutually and 

multiply composed ethicality (ethos) that Lizbeth Lipari’s project Listening, Thinking, Being 

(2014) orients listening toward ethicality, but with a more phenomenological bend.  The 

practices of listening developed in this project are ethically attuned by kairos. Lipari’s project 

conceives of ways of facilitating un-settlement and re-settlement regarding what is pre-supposed 

about listening’s role and relation within ethical life. Lipari’s stance is thoroughly relational and 

interactional, as evidenced in her choice of listening prepositions: with, in, and out are the 

positions listening assumes whenever and wherever there are human bodies in expressive 

connection. In Lipari’s words, “thinking listening as a way of being creates the possibility of an 

ethics driven neither by rules and obligations nor by outcomes and consequences, but rather, one 
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that is drawn toward an ethics of attunement—an awareness of and attention to the harmonic 

interconnectivity of all beings and objects” (2-3).  

 While I find Lipari’s work makes an important move in re-moving listening from logical 

positivist domains, I’m wary of the call to “harmony.” As Christopher Hight cogently argues, 

harmony has functioned as a powerful tool of measurement that mobilizes a “conceptual 

apparatus” through which “foreign bodies” can be social assimilated and ideologically controlled  

“according to their degree of likeness.” In addition, the “meta-analogy” the harmonic system 

deploys enabled the administration of the “economy of empire in which all the elements of its 

domain, including colonized populations, could be treated as material for economic 

development…and converted into resources and goods, sometimes as slaves” (15). More over, as 

Stoever indicates, appeals to harmony have been inextricably linked with rationality since at least 

the 18th century. Harmony rationalizes listening practices and contours listening to “recognize 

and seek out ‘harmony’ in both music and speech” while deeming excitable, ecstatic sounds as 

“excessively emotional” and a “threat to the social order” of restrained, bourgeoisie whiteness 

(40). Because of these reasons, Lipari’s call to attune listening to “harmonic interconnectivity” 

remains dubious even as it puts much needed distance between listening and logical positivism.  

 What remains valuable from Lipari’s scholarship is the linkage of listening with an ethics  

founded upon vibrational attunement. Lipari’s argument for listening as a full-bodied experience 

makes listening a pulsational practice of vibratory corporeality with liberatory potential for 

discharging the charge of signification. Lipari outlines and endorses the now-famous listening 

exercises of Shafer and Ihde as ways to call out the prejudices attending perceptually habituated 

listening-thinking and loosening the load of meaning (56-7). The process of familiarization, 

along with the comfort and complacency that comes with it, gives rise to expectations of the 
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heard, which can manifest as a kind of automated listening, inattentive to sounds incompatible or 

incomprehensible within a pre-established schema of familiarity.  

 Sensorial familiarity can make for both valorization and deletion of certain perceptual 

components of sighted sound, both of which are major contributors to facile engagement. In 

Sonic Experience: A Guide to Everyday Sounds the processes of sensorial excision and singular 

selection are discussed in rhetorical terms. Omitting elements from audio-visual events is an 

effect of the presence of asyndeton, the term for deletion of conjunctural parts. Perceptual 

erasure results from asyndeton, which can lead to fragmented consciousness, forgetting, 

disconnected socio-cultural awareness, and diminished capacity to hear historicity and the 

presence of hegemony. Asyndeton has a frequent accomplice in the form of synecdoche. When 

listening to complex sound the ability to valorize or elevate one specific feature is accomplished 

through synecdochic selectivity.  

 Synecdochic listening is intimately bound up with familiarity, as it is a result of acoustic 

hyper-attention to singularity. What gets selected out by way of synecdoche is frequently 

determined by functional cultural criterion assuming alignment with a hierarchically organized 

or stratified social system. Synecdoche also plays a part in re-enforcing dominant perceptions 

and making intentionality the exclusive bearer of the right to valorize certain sounds before the 

experience of a sound even takes place. From this perspective, synecdochic listening acts as a 

techne of consciousness. The prevalence of both asyndeton and synecdoche, and the force by 

which they operate, can present barriers to listening by obstructing conceptual openings, limiting 

the chance for tuning to take place in any of its postures (un-tuning, re-tuning, at-tuning, tune-up, 

tune-in), or de-valuing opportunities for listening to think-feel uneasy, discomfort, or upset. 
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 To combat the practice of formulaic, formalized, familiarized listening arising from the 

accretive forgetting of asyndeton or selectivity of synecdoche, Lipari proposes interlistening and 

listening otherwise. In the relational practice of interlistening, a different sort of attention than 

the queerly virtuous “giving” attention Bonenfant identifies facilitates listening. Lipari offers 

“nested” attention as a way to make every act of listening an event where attunement and alterity 

shelter each other. Interlistening is a many-voiced (polyphonic) and multiply timed 

(polychromic) interfacing between diverse sensory stimuli and cyclical, rather than linear, 

temporality. It is densely patterned movements of rising, passing, and fading away.  

 Lipari’s discussions on polychronicity are richest and most immediately relevant to this 

project. Polychronicity concerns the rhythmic constitution of timing, and for Lipari, it is of some 

urgency to unfix the pull of spatiality on temporality. Sequence, syncopation, repetition, 

punctuation, and order as fundamental aspects of bodies achieving rhythmic entrainment—the 

phenomenon where bodily pulse is re-organized and established with repetitive and periodic 

recurrence. Entrainment is the physical capacity for bodies to sync up with materials beyond 

boundaries of flesh. Foot tapping, head bobbing, swaying, rocking, sing-alongs, each are 

examples of entrainment to audio-visual stimuli. Polychronicity assumes the role of something 

like an antidote, or maybe an anesthetic, to diachronically ordering time, mitigating the sense of 

suffering and impending harm attending diachronesis as it structures time with a “sense of 

scarcity” (151). The “poly” of chronos affords time the time to appear as a happening: a 

concurrence of events, however incongruent those events may be (153).  

 Interlistening asks listeners to disregard unidirectional time and linearity as the principle 

motion by which listening moves. Even the customary tenses of time—past, present, and 

future—re-entrench spatiality by over-laying times tense with length (past), depth (present), and 
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width (future). According to Lipari, space unduly contains time by ordering it, socializing it to 

separate and distance the past, making it discontinuous with presence and futurity. The poly-

relational synchronicity Lipari asserts as a major structural relation underscoring interlistening 

provides avenues for methexic connection with radical political work by way of what she calls 

the “tout ensemble”—the term of choice for constructing listening as an epiphenomenon of 

gathering, impressing, aggregating, effecting, and appearing together as a collectivity.  

 Brandon LaBelle’s relational and bodily projects find overlap with some of Lipari’s 

assertions, especially around the eventful-ness of listening’s sonic timing. Both LaBelle and 

Lipari share a commitment to tuning listening to a sound-time in an ethically responsible key. 

And yet, LaBelle’s work strikes a more radically ethical chord than Lipari’s, accomplished by 

fashioning listening as a way for subjects to actuate not-knowing (rather than what Lipari calls 

mis-understanding) and un-learning subject-hood. Listening is instructive, capable of educating a 

body how to be and un-be, how to be and un-be what I think of as “myself.”  

 The not and the un prefixing knowing and learning in radically relational listening, as 

LaBelle’s conceives it, puts listening in an un/settling relationship with bodily subject formation, 

“tensed by not only empathy and care, but also nervousness and hesitation, with longing and 

capture, by the invitations as well as the demands of the other—a combination that is highly 

suggestive for a culture of radical ethics and inclusion” (x). Bringing LaBelle’s radicality to bear 

upon Lipari’s “tout ensemble” saturates listening with cluster tones of indissoluble relationality 

and unresolvable becoming, affording the perpetual invention of inter-animated subject-hood 

affording ethics of crossing, reaching, touching, holding, pleasuring and bearing. Listening in 

this edgy sensibility, sense of being on edge, can make for sharpness and softness, breakage 

along with assemblage of an ensemble. 
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 To complicate the “tout” of Lipari’s “tout ensemble,” I turn to Fred Moten and his book-

length project In the Break. Moving through the farthest reaches of the un prefix, Moten’s 

improvisational analyses unseat the very capability of any prefix to fix anything in front of or 

before content bends sound-words around racially gendered and sexually charged feeling, 

listening to the music made therein. Moten’s project is in a different phenomenological vein than 

Lipari’s,11 and offers a different take on ensembling by presenting the ensemble as available only 

in “bone-deep listening.” Moten, writing specifically on music and racialized blackness, states: 

“Don’t just enter the music, but descend into its depths. A bone-deep listening, a sensing of the 

unbridgeable chasm, seen-said, seen cry unheard but for that bone deep listening…the ensemble 

of the senses, unexcluded in the cut, excision of the unit, cut in the ensemble, in preparation of 

the necessary sound” (81). The “un” position returns to make a place for listening in the depths 

of sound, sense, and bones. The ensemble isn’t about bridging but cutting up the “tout” ensemble 

to prepare for sensorial, tonal descent. 

 The tones ensembled in the songs rhetorically analyzed for this project generate grief and 

grievances, suffering and loss and stand little chance of being heard without extending the ethics 

of interlistening into listening otherwise—a practice devoted to developing compassion on the 

grounds of feeling, not rational understanding. Lipari claims listening’s ethical respond-ability 

can be hampered by any number of experiential barriers, and also asserts “the insistence on 

making rational understanding the ground of compassion keeps us from even listening to 

                                                
11 Lipari sticks to the H’s: Husserl and Heidegger. Moten is far more circuitous. In his words: “Part of what 
I’m interested in, part of what I’d like to use in order to orient myself, is what could be called the (or more 
precisely, Wittgenstein’s) way to (or around or against) phenomenology. More specifically, I’m after the way 
concern with perception and cognition (of things themselves) leads to the deconstruction of ontology; the way 
deconstruction generates riffs and rifts, odds and ends, of philosophy and of the intersection in philosophy of 
semiotics and phenomenology; the way we move beyond such productive cuts and eccentric arrivals to 
something more intense—like an “active forgetting” embedded in the improvisation of the things themselves 
whose broadest sense and implications deconstruction spurns and craves” (90). 
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suffering to begin with” (183). To work around the obstacles and selectivity presented by 

rationality expressed as understanding (logos), Lipari situates compassion, a form of pathos, the 

site from which ethical listening emerges, contends that listening otherwise “is attuned to the 

suffering of others in a way that derives from regarding the other’s suffering as a concern of 

mine not because I make some kind of cognitive leap or because of some strategic need I have of 

you, but because I feel with you, ineffably and irrevocably connected but not subsumed” (184). 

And with the emphasis on with-ness, we return to the unavoidability of prepositional 

considerations. The argument hovers around and between pre/positionality habituating listening 

so as to predispose or incline subjects toward certain relations—ethical, in this case. There is 

movement underlying these prepositional dispositions, multiple and competing movements 

among and against subjects coming into contact vis-à-vis listening. Movements best described by 

a kind of nomadism. 

 Prepositional listening, according to Rosi Braidotti, activates an “ethics of nomadic 

subjectivity.” Braidotti’s work, drawing extensively from Deleuzian thought and following 

Glissant’s “poetic relationality,” importantly makes pain and loss central to ethical processes as 

they interact subject formation that only becomes and does so through principles and practices of 

nomadism. Braidotti’s writing is elegant and complex on the matter of nomadic ethics founding 

its subject-selves in prepositional movements through pain: 

Following Glissant, the becoming-nomadic marks the process of positive 
transformation of the pain of loss into the active production of multiple forms of 
belonging and complex allegiances. What is lost, in the sense of fixed origins, is 
gained in an increased desire to belong, in a multiple rhizomic manner which 
transcends the classical bilateralism of binary identity formations. The qualitative 
leap through pain, across the mournful landscapes of nostalgic yearning, is the 
gesture of active creation of affirmative ways of belonging. It is a fundamental 
reconfiguration of our way of being in the world, which acknowledges the pain of 
loss, but moves further. Ultimately, it is a practice of freedom. This is the defining 
moment for the process of becoming-ethical: the move across and beyond pain, 
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loss and negative passions. Taking suffering into account is the starting point, the 
real aim of the process, however, is the quest for ways of overcoming the 
stultifying effects of passivity, brought about by pain. The internal disarray, 
fracture and pain are the conditions of possibility for ethical transformation… 
Nomadic ethics is not about the avoidance of pain, but rather about transcending 
the resignations and passivity that ensue from being hurt, lost, and dispossessed. 
One has to become-ethical, as opposed to just applying moral rules and protocols 
as a form of self-protection (84). 

 
In a distant echo of Barthes, the issue of protection reappears, the need to discard or at least take 

leave from self-interested protective instincts returns, and the appearance of freedom resurfaces 

in the midst of raw, charged, and intensified affectation. With Barthes, listening practices dis-

oriented from referentiality and turned over to inter-subjective materiality lead to pleasure-ful 

ethics, an erotic ethics. With Braidotti, pain arbitrates subjectivity’s ethical activities, prompting 

endless movement and detachment from unified and unitary subjectivity. This ethically nomadic 

relationality, attentive to pain and activated (not incapacitated) by it, is what can be grafted onto 

the performative and pre-positional listenings offered thus far.   

 Feeling pain, listening can gain sight and take flight by unconcerning itself with thinking 

through logos, opting to pull its/selves toward pathos tuned outwardly in effort to show sorrow, 

musically arrayed in a pain gains elegiac momentum. This pull prompts the becoming ethical of 

listening subjects, as they collectively unmoor from “fixed origins” in what Braidotti renders as 

movements “across” and “beyond” pain in a practice of freedom. And yet, the admonition and 

equation that links the pre/positions of across and beyond with pain and freedom me uneasy. As 

stated at the beginning of this chapter, rhetorical scholarship tends to place listening in the “a-

crossed” position with logos. Such prepositional positions encourage subjects to move too 

quickly, minimizing affective contact so that freedom can be as pain-less as possible. 

 Braidotti’s admonition to move freely through pain casts grief as somewhere to start but 

not to stay. And yet, there is such temporal endlessness—historical and socio-cultural—to pain; 
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such uneven-ness around who is charged with ethically laboring to put freedom in motion, with 

the “burden of social change and intervention placed upon those least empowered” (Carrillo 

Rowe and Malhotra 1). When listening becomes ethical in assuming particular prepositional 

positions of to, for, from, out, or across, these prepositions promote asymmetrical ethics and 

uneven listening labor.  

 It’s a privilege and pre/positioning of whiteness to be able to become ethical by not 

lingering and not staying with pain, shame or fear. Rhetorical listening, as it’s been conceived 

and popularized by Ratcliffe and to some degree Baliff reaches a limit point with racialized pain. 

Whiteness has quieted, frequently silenced, the possibility of ethically relating as a subject 

among sung subjectivities. It is a marker of whitened privilege for listening to be in such a hurry 

so as not to concern itself for very long with racialized pain or sexualized despair.  

 Listening within and beside Nina Simone and Sia’s music taught me that it is the 

ensembled tonality gathering in song and the subjects singing it that must be granted passage 

across, beyond, and to freedom. This position can be described as “appositional” and it can bring 

listening and relation ethicality in an unexpected encounters with epideixis. Some brief 

elaboration upon appositionality will help further listening as resonant performative that puts 

audio-visual appearances of timbre and rhythm on stage. 

  “Appositionality” in and through Fred Moten’s explication of the idea is understood as: 

“Passionate utterance and response together take the form of an encounter, the mutual, negative 

positioning of master and slave. This encounter is appositional, is shaped by a step away that 

calls such positions radically into question” (21). Utterly passionate response calls forward not 

prepositonal positions but negative dialects of enslavement and mastery. The call is forced, 

forcefully pushing subject-hood apart, stepping back and away from in appositional distancing. 
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Moten then splices the action of encounter with the passionate and the phonographic, in the 

short-lived life of a musical anacrusis: 

Having been called by call and response back to music, let’s prepare our  
descent: let the call of call and response, passionate utterance and 
response…operate as a kind of anacrusis (a note or beat or musicked word 
improvised through the opposition of speech and writing before the definition of 
rhythm and melody). Gerard Manley Hopkins’s term for anacrusis was 
encountering. Let the articulation of appositional encounter be our encountering; a 
non-determining invitation to the new and continually unprecedented 
performative, historical, philosophical, democratic, communist arrangements… 
(22-23).  

 
If songs are to play us and listen us into becoming-ethical, there must be methods for listening 

appositionality and prepositionality. The techniques for accomplishing both must be timed to 

synchronize in the short space of an anacrusis and placed in relations prompting subject-hood’s 

founding chiasmatic conditions to descend. The movement is downward, not across. Follow the 

down-turned phrase, follow the downward gaze with “aural eyes that listen” (Lipari 104). 

 Where does this descending appositionality leave listening? It interleaves and takes leave 

by timing, changing, and trans/forming according to appositional “with-ness” called for in 

response to pain and pleasure. Transformational possibilities arising from performative listening 

involve far-reaching material and conceptual consequences insofar as respond-ability powers the 

ensemblic engine of listening. Retraining listening to not concentrate on restoring “divided 

logos” to account for itself (Ratcliffe’s formulation, made to encourage investment in the lives of 

others) is what’s at stake in making listening a respond-able, ensembled, and ethical method. 

That retraining is caught up in resonance. 

Re/bound and Un/bound: Listening’s Resonant Sense 

“Resonance calls into question the notion that the nature of things resides in their essence and that this 
essence can be exhausted by a sign, a discourse, a logos. An account of something such as resonance must 
therefore situate itself in a kind of echo chamber together with other things —signs, discourses, 
institutions, and practices” (13)       - Veit Erlmann. “Descartes’s Resonant Sense”. Differences 22: 2 & 3  
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 Etymologically speaking, resonance is derived from the Latin verb “resonare” which 

translates roughly as “to send again; to echo; to re-sound.” It is a vibrational event of turning and 

returning; of impact (Leeds 2001). In physical/acoustical terms, resonance is an effect of 

vibratory energy occurring when vibrational play is sustained between exciting frequential 

bodies and that which is set into excited motion. Physiologically speaking, human bodies are 

subject to and productive of numerous resonant phenomenon, with the complex mechanical 

structures of the auditory system—including the outer-middle-inner ear—transmitting and 

dispersing sonic energy throughout the body. Sonic resonance, then, has stakes in physical, 

acoustical, physiological, as well as the psycho-social and lego-political life-worlds of beings.  

 In the works of deconstructive philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy (2007) and Anthony Gritten 

(2011), resonance becomes the basis for listening. In a larger argument claiming subject-hood is 

ontologically auditory and resonant, Gritten believes “listening is rhythmic and is a matter of 

resonance before it becomes a matter of intentionality and then signification and identity” (116). 

Resonance thus becomes the energetic force activating listening. It is the inaugural moment, or 

the opening address initiating listening as a respond-able method. Gritten goes on to describe 

resonance as a kind of opening, stretching, bending, and straining: “Resonance opens the subject 

to being touched by events of timbre and feeling, and sensitive to nuances in what is heard. In 

this sense, resonance stretches and bends the ear towards musical tone, and is a matter of 

listening in and overhearing, straining to hear something that is not quite fully within earshot” 

(117). Resonance is thus configured as the primary sensation endowing listening with sense 

feeling, binding listening to feelings of sensation. Resonance, though, incites restlessness, 

tension, and sore-ness onto listenings. As Gritten says, listening resonantly is a strain—an insight 

Gritten borrows from the Nancy.  
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 Nancy’s Listening places resonance at the heart of a sensing ontology through which 

listening gives access to subject-hood with the sense that “sense not be content to make sense (to 

be logos), but that it want also to resound” (6). The re-sounding sensitivity founding listening’s 

ability to summon subjectivities beyond the realm of logos—at the limits of logos—makes 

listening an act of being “on the edge of meaning, or in an edgy meaning of extremity” (7) which 

is permanently “straining toward or in an approach to the self” (9). So much straining makes 

listening tense, in terms of temporality and in terms of perpetual movement between attention 

and intention, extension and suspension,12 protention and retention13 as they play out and in 

between various conceptual-carnal crossings and contestations of the terms l’écoute (to listen) 

and l’entente (to understand). Resonance is sensed in tensions; it pulls listening off-balance, 

stretching registrations of subjectivity sensed in micro-disruptions and disturbances in the doings 

and undoings of subject-hood as it is or may be constrained by feeling listening reaching its limit 

points—in pleasure, in pain, in pained pleasure and pleasure-ful pain. 

 Additionally, listening is treated as a way of looking for subject-hood: “When one is 

listening, one is on the lookout for a subject, something (itself) that identifies itself by resonating 

from self to self, in itself and for itself, hence outside of itself…” (9). In resonance, listening 

again is pre/positioned to search for subjects and to be on the look out. Resonance also instigates 

a circuit of listening exposures: bodies resonantly disposed and over/exposed to audio-visual 

reverberations become exposed to chiasmatic conditions of subject formation. 

                                                
12 Nancy plays listening in ontological keys by clustering terms sharing the suffix of “tension” or “tention” so 
that what assembles around listening’s attentively aroused resonant ensembles is heard as a dissonant crossing 
between deconstructive ontology with phenomenology that is not altogether unpleasant. 
 
13 I gesture at Ihde’s phenomenological work on listening in effort to extend the tensions arising from cross-
disciplinary convergences and divergences around experience as it listens being. For Ihde, protensions are “the 
temporal “empty intentions” that “search” the coming into presence such that they may be fulfilled of 
frustrated (91).  
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 To the matter of audio-visual resonance, resonance chiasmatically reverses listening’s 

subject-forming capacities according to Trinh T. Minh-ha, as well: “To maintain the vitality of 

an image-sound-silence that reverberates, stimulates as well as empties out the eye/I, for 

example, radically means to put oneself in an intense state of non-knowingness and of curiosity, 

living thereby fully the contemporaneity of bodies and movements, while also being able to 

exceed the moment in the present” (elsewhere 92). In Trinh’s work, sight and sound, image and 

music, photograph and voice, film and oral history, enact resonant performance economies 

dependent upon curiosity in order to cohere and extend ranges of temporalities experienced in 

any given “moment” of co-temporality, always excessive in the way it bleeds into senses of time.  

 For each and all of these audio-visual modalities, resonance happens only when some 

kind of unsettlement takes place. From Trinh’s perspective, this seems to be particularly 

important for cinematic visuality: “Unless an image unsettles itself from its naturalized state, it 

acquires no resonance and is bound to remain flat—that is unmusical hence lifeless” (elsewhere 

92). Herein lies the fundamental power of resonance: it triggers audio and visual movement, 

registered as musical vitality. In its reverberating dispersions and unsettlements, senses of 

subjectivity become profoundly distributed when listening is a physical exposition of resonant 

existence. 

 Distributed subjectivity, as it is put forward by Anahid Kassabian, comes into being 

through partially attentive listenings that are productive and reproductive of affective responses  

to ubiquitous14 musical encounters. Kassabian’s distributive model of subjectivity is thoroughly 

non-individual, uncontainable, and presented as a “vast field, rather than a group of subjects or 

an individual subject, on which various connections agglomerate temporality and then dissolve 
                                                
14 Kassabian's project focuses upon the pervasive presence of music, leading her to posit ubiquity is the 
primary scene upon which contemporary listenings unfold.   
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again” (xxvi). There is the presumption of resonance residing in the temporal connections 

appearing in Kassabian’s definition of distributed subjectivity, with distributed subjectivity itself 

containing resonant crossover with feminisms in the forms of Butler’s non-singular configuration 

of subject-hood and Braidotti’s non-unitary nomadic subjectivity.  

 In each of these configurations of subjectivity and listening, there is the presence of 

resonance, even if it isn’t named as such. There is a foundational, energetic bodily affectivity that 

vibrationally transmits tone and time according to resounding audio-visual oscillations. 

Resonance makes listening a discontinuous process of developing uneven attentiveness to the 

physicality of vibrational sensation as it reverberates into onto-epistemological realms of 

subjectivity, affectively leaving residue in the form of identity (Kassabian xxix). Resonance also 

renders listening a condition of possibility for de/constructing subjectivity by animating 

listening’s ability to responsively ensemble and form temporary cohesions around presentations 

of timbre and rhythm to bring about epideictic audio-visual encounters with subjectivity. 

Timbral Attuning and Attending  

 Nancy claims resonance generates listenings through two primary elements: timbre and 

rhythm. I continue with Nancy a little longer to situate listening as an ethical practice ensembled 

in part by timbral attunements. Nancy’s account treats timbre as the originary source of 

resonance, “the first consistency of sonorous sense.” Timbre is the first way to feel resonance 

placing sense offerings into and onto listening; the first material with which to assemble and 

ethical ensemble. Nancy goes on say timbre “forms the first consistency of sonorous sense as 

such, under the rhythmic condition that makes it resound” with sense being “the ricochet, the 

repercussion, the reverberation: the echo in a given body, even as this given body, or even as the 

gift to self of this given body” (40). This bold assertion establishes resonance first and foremost 
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as a matter of timbre, inaugurating what Erlmann (2010) calls the “percussing” of sound in its 

registering, echoing, and giving subjectivities particular bodies. Timbre is a generator, powering 

sound’s ability to re-sound not by way of intentionality, but through repetitive (re)percussions 

that play upon bodily sense materials. 

 The percussiveness of timbre makes it a sensation wherein listening tensely attunes to 

those bodies that come striking, hitting, tapping, knocking, shaking, rattling in the wake of 

resonant contact. Etymologically, there has long been a strikingly (re)percussive basis to timbre. 

Timbre is a French word sourced from the Greek tympanon—tambourine or drum. This 

etymological genealogy laces timbre with tensions imaged, felt, and heard in the tautly stretched 

membrane of drumheads, further suggesting a latent instrumentality: the making and playing of 

instruments with force. These percussive tensions keep timbre closely allied with resonant 

material mobilization. But something curious happens when timbre, (re)bounding through 

resonance, strikes a chord: it gains sight.  

 Timbre hits nerves—optic and sonic—in its vibrational travels. Timbre most commonly 

circulates as a term signaling the uniqueness of a sound by attributing tonal “color” to sound. 

Timbre thus becomes an audio-visual phenomenon whereby vibration takes on a characteristic 

color or hue and from there. As Greg Goodale notes in Sonic Persuasion, there are several terms 

for the phenomenon of “sensual overlapping.” Synasthesia is the umbrella term for the 

experience of sensual overlapping. When sensual overlapping moves into sense conflation of 

sight and sound, as is the case with timbre’s audio-visuality, it falls within the category of the 

pseudochromaesthetic (9). This phenomenon is particularly acute in relation to vocal timbre.  

 Timbral coloring of vocalic materials has a way of making bodies appear in vocal 

tonality. I turn again to Trinh T. Minh-ha who, in considering the carnal complexities of voice, 
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says this: “That darkness in voicing: an odor of bodily liquid, the fragrance of a familiar breath. 

Melody loses its central role when pleasure comes with the ability to travel through different 

tonal places, to render a timbre in its fullness, or to explore the dynamics of overtones. 

Sensitivity to timbre and tone, over- and under-, keeps one alert to the subtlest changes of light 

and color, shades and hues” (Trinh 83). Trinh presents vocal timbre as a fragrant affair that 

travels in the company of sensate encounters between bodily materials, places, and alerted 

perception, tethering each to another. More over, sensitivity and alertness—a disposition and 

form of attention—allow for distinguishing change in placing the sightings of timbral voice. This 

makes timbre a gathering of sense, nonsense and in/significance; orders, oralities and ontologies 

impress upon another and create distinct configurations. Trinh gets us both closer to and further 

away from specificities of vocally en-skinned bodies resounding with geo-political and socio-

cultural over/under-tones. 

 Trinh resonates with Anthony Gritten and Yvon Bonenfant, both conceptually and 

corporeally. Gritten situates timbre’s productive power within logics of evocation, convocation, 

and invocation instead of “logics of manifestation” (116). Timbre is lively and touchy, 

particularly so when the timbral event includes vocally sighted (and cited) sound. Within a 

broader argument querying the potential sensual-sexual queerness of vocalic bodies, auditory 

sensation, and the haptic nature of vocal timbral exchange, Bonenfant poignantly touches upon 

timbre: “the vibratory fields that we create when sending our vocalic bodies out into the world 

touch others. They reach; further than our fingertips. In this sense vocality is a form of social 

touch that can activate reactions in bodies, literally, by vibrating them. Social, because it can 

reach out and touch multiplicities of bodies rather than just one or a few” (77). Vocal timbre’s 

proclivities for sociality and predilection for touch shows timbre’s vital role in the voicing of 
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voice, exposed in resonance, therein becoming an active ingredient whereby voice figures into 

socially constituting subjectivity as it ensembles in listening. The sociality of timbral voice 

bespeaks a wide vibratory field whose sounds take shape and are shaped by the “multiplicities of 

bodies” drawn together, however briefly, by force fields of resonance. Bonenfant’s fields of 

vocalic touch also bespeak rhetorical, political, and sexual cross-cutting of corporeal subject-

hood. 

 What’s more, if appeal is ultimately a question of vibration, as Trinh suggests it is, than 

vocal bodies gain rhetorical appeal based upon that which is brought within resonant reach. 

Pondering the capacity of vocality to carry, seek and find bodies, Labelle asks: “Is not the voice 

then precisely a sound so full of body, a body under pressure and in search? A body textured by 

the force of emotion, sexuality, longing, intellect, and language, and that vocally labors to 

negotiate and explore the exchanges intrinsic to being a subject?” (5). These questions touch 

upon important pressure points attending any listening that assembles timbral, vocalic bodies and 

identify the most potent forces texturing the texture of timbral vocalic bodies as they form 

sensing subjects, ensembled and dispersed in listening. 

 LaBelle’s questions over-lap with Bonenfant’s speculation that “permission to create 

sensation in the social sphere, and thus fully manifest one’s sensorial existence amongst that of 

others, might depend on our ability fully and sensually to sound and seek sound. Sexuality, 

among other qualities of human existence, underpins this sensuality” (74). The stakes are raised 

when sounding and seeking are structurally supported (underpinned) and sexually intercepted, 

with sexuality introducing vocal timbre to concatenation between orders, imaginaries and life-

worlds tuning and modulating differing pressures of gendered racialization, economic 

positioning, ability and age. Sexuality stakes a claim upon voice in the processes whereby voice 
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sonically forms as a sound-ful subject, full-bodied and visible in its sexual contours, emotive 

desires, racial inscriptions, and intellectual dispositions, all of which labor under the tensed 

relations of timbral configuration. Timbre enfleshes vocal tonality through what Roland Barthes 

gets at by way of vocal “grain,”15 what Yvon Bonenfant means by queer “skin,”16 and what 

Trinh sensitively works out as bodily travel that dis/re-locates bodily subjects within larger 

historical movements and moments of racially gendered subject-hood. 

 To repeat and extend, timbre is tonal movement making itself visible to bodily life. 

Although, the aural visibility triggered by timbre is a not evenly seen or hear: “Color is heard 

when sound is most visible and least audible; and reciprocally sound is seen when color is most 

audible and least visible” (Trinh 92). Timbre isn’t just any audio and visual relationship; it is 

dependent on some instantiation of reciprocity. Mutual giving and taking; exchange benefitting 

both parties; an agreement to repay, return, or replace; sight exchanging with sound, sound 

exchanging with sight. Timbral giving and (en)graining of bone to sound to sight is variable, 

even while it is reciprocal. The “most” of one prompts the “least” of another, in Trinh’s terms. 

Timbre allows listening to hear-see fittings between senses, systems, and subjects; to detect 

dominance presenting as the “most” or “least” of these.  

 In the case of timbrally sighted listening, fitting sound with sight figurates listening and 

configures listening. The timbral “fit” producing the coloring of sound is shared between sense 

systems, which in their inter-dependence, are fitted, retrofitted, and outfitted in repetitive 
                                                
15 In the short essay “The Grain of the Voice” (1972) in Responsibility of Forms Barthes uses the word “grain” 
to get at how bodies are felt when listening to a singing voice. Vocal grain initiates an erotic and embodied 
relation with and beyond timbre by causing friction between music and language, writing and speaking (273-
76). 
 
16 Bonenfant (2010) finds Barthes grain helpful but hostile to surfaces for the ways that grained vocalization 
desires and insists on depth. Bonenfant finds Barthes grain “functions on the register of the bone, rather than 
the register of the skin,” with the skin being taken as a way to queer sexual-sensual-social exchange by altering 
the penetration.   
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(mimetic) and participatory (methexic) performances that place senses and subjectivities into 

various relationships of sensual dominance and subordination. Moten discusses experiences of 

 audio-visual sensual dominance when contemplating the “visible music” of James Baldwin:  

 If the sensual dominant of a performance is visual (if you’re there, live, at the 
 club), then the aural emerges as that which is given in its fullest possibility by the 
 visual… if the sensual dominant of the performance is aural (if you’re at home, in 
 your room, with the recording) then the visual emerges as that which is given 
 in its fullest possibility by the aural…These are questions of memory, descent, 
 and projection. The visual and the aural are before one another (172-73).  
 
Sight and sound beholden, beholding shifting planes of possibility, finding both cannot be given 

the same attention. Moten gives us something of a chiasmatic crossing of sensation that expands 

possibilities of sound and sight in/re-verse by extending each into the other. Aurality achieves its 

fullest potential during visual performance; visuality extends its horizons of possibility during 

aural performances.  

 Timbre is changed by its location. Venue matters significantly to how timbre is seen and 

heard, and which sense sees or hears color. This audio-visual chiasmus is further complexified 

by Trinh’s earlier assertion positing that timbre (sound color) is best heard when aurality is put 

on visual display (as in the club, concert, or gig) and timbre is most likely to be seen during aural 

performances. Visual performance draws out aurality, which then allows timbre to gain hearing. 

Aural performances bring vision into relief, giving timbre a chance to be seen. When one lessens, 

the other increases as timbral sightings cross seeing with hearing in listening. 

 Consequently, timbre is important to how and what listening will call forth and 

coordinate in the tonal spacings, placings, and intervallic distance between visibly vocalic 

bodies. Training listening upon timbre provides pathways for encountering audio-visual 

appearances of subject-hood by acting as a nodal point for responsively hear-seeing the geo-

political, socio-historical, and cultural circumstances surrounding, supporting and/or stifling 
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what I’ll take up as ethically relational epideictic sociality in this chapter’s conclusion. As a 

moving target among resonant ranges, timbre collects, consolidates, and circulates histories of 

bodily performances as they dis/articulate with and from oscillation points generated by the 

interaction between systems of looking and listening.  

 Timbral attunements enable listening to function as a technique of gathering and 

interlacing sense systems with historical-political and socio-cultural moments structuring the 

material “what” timbre offers listening. Ensembling listening around timbre can also promote for 

appositional distancing, important for getting to points where timbre perpetuates and propagates 

processes of racialization, sexualization and gendering. The sonic visuality arising from timbre’s 

ability to tether bodies to histories to politics and to places, with sight often assuming the 

position of dominant sense in lived experience and social understanding of racial formation, 

responsively relates listening to sense historical-social ideological structures. The sighted 

soundedness of timbre reverberates among specific socio-cultural and historical-political settings 

that resonate with ideology.  

 Timbre strikes up listening, hits what’s been accumulating throughout lifetimes of 

socially saturated bodily sensation, and re/presents sound by yoking it with vision, criss-crossing 

and en-skinning sound. Timbre instigates affective re/un-settlement among innumerable sighted-

sounds already ricocheting among bodies. Attuning to timbral sound thus encourages ethically 

attending to physical voice, re-sonifying vocality where it has been severely metaphorized by 

logos. Ensemblic and respond-able listenings together make resonant practices capable of being 

brought together to form a two-pronged method for audio-visual engagement. As this section 

makes known, the first prong is timbre; the second prong is rhythm. In timbral resonance 

rhythmic co-respondance is elicited in a repetitive relation of invocation. 
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Temporal Attuning and Attending  

 Returning to Gritten’s claim that “listening is rhythmic and a matter of resonance” (116), 

allows me to consider how rhythm acts in concert with timbre by following resonance with time. 

Rhythm folds, unfolds, and refolds timbre’s resonances giving timbre both to time and to the 

unfolding of subject-hood by bending listening subjects to form “selves” in crossings of 

rhythmic edges of time. Furthermore, rhythm furnishes audio-visual arrangements and bodily 

relations with repetition, gaps, and timed movement, that when folded backwards, begins the 

constitution of subjectivity in the hearing of timbral echo (Gritten 119). It is imperative, then, for 

listening to responsively ensemble timbre rhythmically. Without rhythm, timbral resonance 

doesn’t have the time to aurally appear.  

 But according to Nancy, it’s important not to charge timbre’s rhythmic resonances with 

the role of “keeping up appearances.” Rhythm is not about maintaining listening but getting 

listening to linger: “We should linger here for a long while on rhythm: it is nothing other than the 

time of time” (Listening 17). Rhythm is to be conceived as both “the gap of the beat” and as “the 

beat of appearing insofar as appearing consists simultaneously and indissociably in the 

movement of coming and going of forms or presence in general, and in the heterogeneity that 

spaces out sensitive or sensuous plurality” (Muses 24). What appears in rhythmically respond-

able (what’s called sensitive above) listening is but so many beats of plural (not parallel) 

movements of subjectivity in nomadic and distributed becoming. Rhythm necessarily becomes a 

power supply for and facilitator of aural and visual appearances of subjectivity, locatable in the 

gaps spacing out time and in the sensuousness of space-in-motion.  

 Rhythm supplies listening with power to invoke, convoke, and evoke politically 

socialized bodies timbrally visible in sound. It gives listening space to bond and time to respond 
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(Listening 23). As a facilitator, rhythm assists with acts of appearing through what Nancy 

describes as double “presencing.” Separating and then sharing distinct sense qualities, rhythm 

enables transport through incommunicable crossings of mimetic and methexic play. Nancy 

contends: “The general rhythm of the sensuous or of sense is movement of this 

mimêsis/methexis “among” forms or presences that do not preexist it, definitively, but that arise 

from it as such. It is, right at the forms or the presences, the mobility that raises them up as 

such…raises some in relation to others, all of them being thus grounds or figures for one 

another” (240). By this account, rhythm engenders forms of participatory action in shifting the 

motions of mimêsis to be inclined toward methexic involvement.  

 Importantly, mimêsis is presented here as a form of relational activity, which serves as a 

departure from metaphysic’s dismissive rendering of mimêsis. Elsewhere, Nancy maps 

mimetic/methexic interplay according to sense systems. He argues: “The visual is tendentially 

mimetic; the sonorous tendentially methexic (that is, having to do with participation, sharing, and 

contagion), which does not mean that these tendencies do not intersect” (Listening 10). While I 

remain uncertain about Nancy’s equation that makes visuality tend mimêsis and sound a tender 

of methexic encounters, I draw attention to this because of the way audio-visual interplay 

between mimesis and methexis generates relational intersections. Intersectionality functions as 

one of the key ways feminisms takes up the study of multiply lived subject-hood and bodily 

difference and a way to situate listening within decades of black feminist work calling out and 

intervening in matrices of domination.17 

                                                
17 Sojourner Truth “Ain’t I a Woman?” (1851); Combahee River Collective (1974); Kimberlé Crenshaw 
“Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, 
Feminist Theory, and Antiracist Politics (1989) and “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, 
and Violence Against Women of Color” (1991); Patricia Hill Collins Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, 
Consciousness and the Politics of Empowerment (1990); Vivian May “‘Speaking into the void’?; 
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 Additionally, relationality, as it configures in sensuous rhythmic repetitiveness, also 

connects to more recent feminist, queer, and rhetorical engagements with mimêsis. For instance, 

while explicating how repetition figures in the processes by which bodies become sexually 

constituted, both queerly and normatively in relation to hetero-patriarchal law, Butler argues in 

Bodies that Matter that performative citationality can be rethought according to politicized 

theatricality: “This (queer) kind of citation will emerge as theatrical to the extent that it mimes 

and renders hyperbolic the discursive convention that it also reverses” (177). Performative 

citationality, staged in hyperbolic mimesis, as it is in the instance of drag and queens, performs 

an “acting out” that reverses the terms of engagement, and in this reversal is able to turn the 

mimetic act toward loss and grief left unacknowledged (179). Mimêsis is nothing if not a 

relational activity wholly dependent upon repetition, but a repetition that uncertainly constitutes 

subjects within larger socio-historical matrices of living and dying, thinking and feeling, capable 

of reversing the order and inserting one into the other in timed performativity.  

 Mimêsis intimately involves the deployment of mētis and figures heavily in sophistic 

pedagogy for the ways “habituation and sensitivity”18 could be developed in the crafting, 

creating and feeling of likenesses in repetitive practices of artistic imitation, miming, and 

mimicry. Debra Hawhee (2004; 2012) and Jay Dolmage’s (2006; 2009) scholarship on mētis19 

situate the term in ancient Greek mythology with the goddess Metis—a deity revered for 

                                                                                                                                                       
Intersectionality Critiques and Epistemic Backlash” (2012); Devon Carbado “Colorblind Intersectionality” 
(2013); Dolphijn and van der Tuin “A Thousand Tiny Intersections: Linguisticism, Feminism, Racism and 
Deleuzian Becomings” (2013). 
 
18 This discussion on mimesis is based upon Haskins and to a much lesser degree Kennerly’s 2014 RSQ article 
“The Mock Rock Topos.” 
 
19 Metis, in its lexical lineage tied to the term “metic,” also brings into orbit the ways bodies “mix” ancestries, 
lineages, bloodlines, and heritages. Furthermore, metic was the term of choice in ancient Greece to mark those 
who did not have citizen status within their resident polis. 
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resourceful, cunning, shape-shifting capacities20 of bodily disguise and inherent preparation for 

unexpected situations. In both Hawhee and Dolmage’s works, mētis is a corporeal intelligence 

inseparable from bodily states. In terms of rhetorical connections, mētis is most closely related to 

the sophists, who provoked Plato’s wrath for the ways mētis was employed to impede the 

knowledge of “Truth.” The sophists thus became renowned masters of cunning becoming and 

mask-making, where masks don’t hide the face but become the face.  

 The long and complicated intellectual heritages surrounding mimêsis make it a term 

capable of mutating. Mimêsis appears in Plato’s corpus as a method of dramatic impersonation 

showcased in Homer's epics (linked with persona from the outset); as imitation of a person 

through vocal and corporeal bearing, a kind of creative merger accomplished through likening of 

one to another; and as identity adoption. Plato condemns poetically rhetorical education, as it 

was personified by sophistic education whose practices included mimêsis, because it corrupts 

listening by pathologically opening listeners to hysteria, pleasure and other uncontrollable 

affects. Additionally, mimêsis makes for “bad copies,” and in the process, removes knowledge 

from truth. Nonetheless, Plato can’t fully shake the powerfully educative impact of mimêsis: it 

foments performative learning and incites behavioral response in relation to living performances. 

It deeply conjoins artists with audiences, treating personality as non-existent outside of a 

performance event. Personalities don’t pre-date or pre-exist impersonated performance; rather, 

they are comprised of all the roles ever played and enacted. Mimêsis remains a potent way of 

coming into social relation and has been notably taken up in feminist work as a method of co-

opting and raiding phallogocentrism (Irigaray 76).  

                                                
20 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. The Signifying Monkey can be connected to the notions of mētis put forward here. 
Gates’ book examines the importance of the mytho-poetic agility and trickery of the Yoruba figure Eshu in 
relation with articulating and transmitting black vernacular literary traditions throughout the Americas. 
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 Rhythm operates and timbral sound texturizes mimêsis; initiates it by co-forming carnal 

mētis through productive repetition and response. Rhythm, then, as it listens its/selves in 

relational and repetitive performativity, becomes capable of extending, roving, and rearranging 

the grounds of mimêsis and methexis. Such dynamism isn’t the sole province of mimesis, 

however. Methexis is also a dynamic and disputational process wherein listening can be 

developed as a method of crowding and politicizing the singular-plural of audio-visual musical 

performance, important to the project's feminist commitments to collectivity, 

 José Esteban Muñoz explains that methexis is a means of getting beyond the 

representational in relation to creating queer(ed) media. Muñoz states: “Methexis is the aesthetic 

term that describes how the particular participates in a larger form; in Greek tragedy it literally 

means group sharing, accounting for the way in which an audience takes part in a drama, adding 

to it, augmenting it” (564). It impresses upon the repetitive of the mimetic by calling forth the 

participatory conviviality of the audience with performers, summons the assembled crowd to 

break ground. Perhaps what gets initially linked in mimetic repetition gets rhythmically re-

petitioned in the insistence on participation and decomposition of boundaries between (listening-

looking audience and (active) performer in methexic mutuality, exhorting what Azouz calls the 

“collective keeping and continuation of action” that tests audience respond-ability (26-27). 

Improvising and Syncopating  

 Lest rhythm seems like it exists only to order time and give time space to listen, I return 

to Lipari to highlight another potentiality of rhythm. The spacing and timing of intersubjective 

listening configures and confuses acts of emptying, arriving, and improvising. For Lipari, the 

priority is to de-spatialize time in order to time listening better: 

The coordinated rhythmic patters of gesture, vocal inflection, and gaze in 
intersubjective interaction are similar to those found in improvisation, in 
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particular, that in jazz improvisation, where players begin with a shared context of 
a “tune”—a familiar melodic and harmonic structure—and then, one by one, or 
perhaps in tandem, push beyond the boundaries of rhythmic, harmonic, and/or 
melodic structure. Truly gifted players can take the melody and bend it around the 
key or time signature, lifting it beyond what they already know (132).  

 
The “inter” of interlistening entails a coordinated loosening of rhythmic time. Loose-ness is a 

condition of becoming undone and unbound in listening. Bending time, clearing it of the 

cognitive constraints of intention, loosening the grip of spatiality on temporality—whose ancient 

merger solidified in Aristotle and resulted in time assuming the role of yardstick for measuring 

motion (143)—discourages counting and dividing time into duratives. While rhythm is the “time 

of time,” it’s timing is loose. With this looseness the necessity to improvise surfaces, tensing 

time not by conventions of metrical “signatures” or social demarcations of past, present, and 

future.  Without the flexibility of bent time, there is reduced kairotic opportunity for listening 

toextend, compose, or remember what has been set aside in time understood in 3D: what’s come 

before (past), what’s happening now (present), and what’s to come (future).  

 Listening can loosen time so as to get behind the future into the grammars of the “future 

anterior” or find time in the “present perfect” to enter into playful agreements. Here, in the 

loosened elsewhere “beyond what they already know” time is a shared load, capable of being re-

loading with feeling and thinking, with memories that otherwise risk being forgotten. Listening 

must be a loosening of time so that when the physiological tension that attends listening comes, 

it doesn’t tighten time. For the costs of maintaining a tightly tensed grip on time are high. Stasis, 

complacency, inability to invent, and forgetfulness are ongoing fall-outs from timed tightness. 

Moreover, a forfeiture of bodily participation occurs when the short time of a life is played in 

straight time. For listening time to loosen up, it’s necessary to cut it with improvisational 

ensembling of timbral rhythm.  
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 A similar urgency, cut with racialized specificity, is what listening finds in Moten’s 

improvisations on the ways blackness performs. He posits “Black performance has always been 

the ongoing improvisation of a kind of lyricism of the surplus—invagination, rupture, collision, 

augmentation…It’s a lyricism that Marx was trying to get to when he envisioned theoretical 

senses. It’s an erotics of the cut, submerged in the broken, breaking space-time of an 

improvisation. Blurred, dying life; liberatory, improvisatory, damaged love; freedom drive” (26). 

Moten’s improvisational theorizing renders improvisation as racially implicated time, a timing 

that is particular to bodies of color, a time that is already broken and continues to break. 

Performing blackness seems to be about a certain kind of timing that doesn’t order itself 

metrically or tonally in advance of the present moment presenting itself. It’s not disorderly so 

much as dis-ordering temporal orientations so that the beat is neither something to keep (as in 

keep the beat) or measurable by fractions (4/4, 3/4, 7/8). It’s an erotic measuring, a sexual 

encountering that can’t be counted in or counted on because listening improvisationally to 

rhythm’s timing makes available certain audio-visual relations by way syncopated movements 

between racialized blackness and sexualized gender. 

 It the syncope of syncopation that brings racialization and sexualization into the ensemble 

of listening’s rhythmically timbral resonances. Both Moten and Erlmann call attention to 

syncopated temporality, even sourcing the same philosopher of rapture/rupture, Catherine 

Clément, to contemplate occasionings of subjectivity through what Clément terms the syncope. 

For Erlmann, the syncope is an accomplishment of uncanny appearances, situated in long 

histories (psychological, literary, musicological, economic) worried about what threatens subject 

stability. For Moten, Clément’s syncope turns into a synesthetic anesthetic that spirits sensation 

with the capability of theorizing and activating memory, recall, remembrance and response. The 
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syncope is a temporal snag. It catches linear, chronological time, sends a shock wave through its 

regularized measurements, looses and loosens its time-line and life-line with subjectivity. 

 The syncope is time breaking to pause, or pausing to take a break, experienced in the 

sensation of audio-visual faltering. It’s a catch, hook, rip in bodily sense of experiential time, felt 

in the catching of a breath, or the breath caught by (a) sight (Moten 164) exemplified in the 

saying “took my breath away.” The syncope disconnects temporal rhythmic patterns structuring 

subjectivity’s orientations in time-space by tripping the power of audio-visuality. Tripped out, 

listening is overwhelmed by vertigo and passes out. Timed to disorder subjects’ perceptual 

moorings, the syncope is nothing short of a run-in with mortal disappearance. “Syncope: an 

absence of self. A “cerebral eclipse,” so similar to death that it is also called “apparent death”; it 

resembles its model so closely that there is a risk of never recovering from it” (Clément qtd. in 

Moten 164). Whether or not subject-hood survives the passage back from syncopated worlds, 

which is to query the permanency or temporariness of the syncope’s hold on time, is to ask of 

bodily re-appearance and dis-appearance both “where” and “whom” questions. The presence of 

the syncope in listening’s timing syncopates subjectivity so that sight and sound are capable of 

disabling and enabling the capacity to appear as a subject. 

 According to Clément, the syncope has a long history of attribution to femininity: “it is 

she who sinks down, dress spreading out like a flowing, fainting, before a public that hurries 

forward; arms reach out, carry the unresisting body….People slap her, make her sniff salts. 

When she comes to, her first words will be, “Where am I?” And because she has come to, 

“comeback,” no one thinks to ask where she has been” (Clément qtd. in Moten 164). What 

timbre resonantly gathers, rhythmically syncopated time breaks up and sets adrift, generating 

departures and dis-appearances of unforeseeable and unknowable lengths. Syncopation is 
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decidedly not about recovering time; it’s not about capturing what gets blotted out in absence. 

It’s about using the placing of absence to travel, maybe never to return; and if there is return, it 

will entail change. “One emerges from the syncope with a memory, as if one had been on a trip. 

One comes back from somewhere and it seems to rupture or arrest all previous itineraries. And 

there is a racialization as well as a sexualization of syncope” (Moten 165). Once syncopated, 

listening becomes respond-able to audio-visual breaking points that productively ensemble as 

dis/re-appearances of musically performed racially sexualized subject-hood.  

Listening is a Con/fusion of Epideictic Appearances 

 Respond-ably listening to resonant ensembles of timbral and temporal rhythmic 

dimensions of audio-visual musical performances can move subjectivity in a variety of 

rhetorical, historical, political, ethical and affective directions. It appears timbre and rhythm 

function as constitutive elements of listening as a process wherein racialization and gendered 

sexualization become audibly visible, feel-able and touch-able. The time is rhythmic and 

repetitive, the movement is indirect, the vocalizations are visually loaded, the conditions often 

hazardous, treacherous, and uncertain that make listening a vital component of bringing racially 

sexualized formations of subject-hood into and out of appearance. In resonance, listening can 

generate ethical contact by staging bodily display through epideictic encounters with audio-

visual performances of subject-hood.  

 A respond-able listening that ensembles subject-hood in co-constituted relationally is an 

epi listening. Listening crafted in attunement with timbral rhythms that position subjects in 

mimetic and methexic participatory relations is a practice bringing subject formations into close-

ness. Listening that is respond-able to timbre and rhythm gives subjectivity stages to stand and 
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perform on, sound systems to be heard through, and (spot)lights with which to showcase and 

foreground (as well as forego) certain figurations of subject-hood. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RE/HEAR/SINGING PROTESTING SUBJECT FORMATIONS 

 The time has come before, indeed, keeps on coming for concerted organizing and social 

action around Black life, most recently articulated in #BlackLivesMatter events, stagings, and 

protests. Liberalism, hetero-patriarchy and white supremacy endure and continue to yield 

strange fruits. Strikingly, songs like “Strange Fruit” 21 re-circulate in these middle years of the 

2010’s, re-counting racialized violences so as not to forget the deadening and deadly costs of 

whitened, liberalized living. But it is not primarily “Strange Fruit” that spirits the following 

pages. Rather a song interested in naming US geo-political locations harboring white 

supremacist violence spirits what follows. A song defying post-war liberalism’s ignorance of 

the structural components of social inequality. A song dismissing civil rights liberalism’s belief 

that promoting and legislating integration would eradicate racial discrimination. A song urging 

freedom and rights movements to pick up the pace. A song that’s lost its patience with patience. 

That song is “Mississippi Goddam.” 22 

  Nina Simone—pianist, singer-songwriter, performer and arts activist—composed 

“Mississippi Goddam” in September of 1963. Historically speaking, 1963 was a consequential 

year that held both significant movement and staggering loss for freedom and rights workers. In 

April, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was jailed and writing letters from Birmingham, AL on the 
                                                
21 See Elizabeth Blair’s 2012 NPR article discussing how the song “Strange Fruit” was spirited by Lawrence 
Beitler’s photograph of Thomas Shipp and Abram Smith’s lynching in August of 1930 in Marion, IN. When 
teacher-activist Abel Meeropol saw this photograph, he was both disturbed and inspired to write a poem and 
set it to music. The song then passed through the New York nightclub scene and to the voice of Billie Holiday, 
who first performed it. The song’s most recent re-surfacing is in relation to Donald Trump’s inauguration. 
British singer-songwriter and X Factor contestant Rebecca Ferguson was invited to perform at Trump’s 
inauguration ceremony and agreed to accept the invitation on the condition that she would perform “Strange 
Fruit.”  
 
22 As you read, I invite you to listen to the 1964 In Concert recording of “Mississippi Goddam,” available for 
streaming. The time markers referenced throughout align with the In Concert version of the song. 
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same night Nina Simone took the stage for her first solo performance at Carnegie Hall. In 

August, The March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom rallied over 200,000 protestors to the 

National Mall, a vital symbolic artery within the heart of the US political imaginary. Though this 

event is commonly remembered for King’s impassioned delivery of the now iconic “I Have a 

Dream Speech,” (originally titled “Normalcy, Never Again”), equally important is the music and 

musicians that bookended King’s keynote address. Mahalia Jackson opened with the gospel 

hymn “How I Got Over” and the Negro spiritual “I’ve Been ‘Buked and I’ve Been Scorned.” 

Marian Anderson followed King’s oration with “He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands,” 

another staple in the musical tradition of spirituals.23 1963 brought more than marches, speeches, 

concerts and letters to parishioners, however. It brought murder.  

 In June, Medgar Evers (field secretary for the NAACP) was assassinated at his home in 

Jackson, Mississippi just hours after President John F. Kennedy gave an address to the nation 

that urged Congress to take concrete action on “civil rights” on the basis of moral and legal 

responsibility (Maranzani n. pag.) Kennedy’s widely covered and studied assassination later in 

November was preceded by the mid-September bombing of the 16th Street Baptist Church in 

Birmingham, AL that killed four young Black girls attending a Bible study. In the riots that 

followed, local police personnel shot a Black child and a white mob beat and killed another 

Black man (Simone and Cleary 89). Simone, who had been closely following the year’s freedom 

movements and racially motivated murders, found the Birmingham bombing detonated 

something else: a fierce conviction to issue a musical eviction notice to the political and cultural 

                                                
23 I’ve culled information in this paragraph from several sources. Ruth Feldstein’s 2005 article “ “I Don’t Trust 
You Anymore”: Nina Simone, Culture, and Black Activism” offers rich history. Several back issues of the 
New Yorker have also proved insightful, including the August 28, 2013 digital issue with an article in the 
Culture Desk section titled “Dreams Songs: The Music of the March on Washington.” These works, in 
conjunction with Pierpont’s “A Raised Voice” in the August 11 & 18 2014 issue, provide in-depth orientation 
to Simone within American freedom movements and rights work around race, gender, sexuality, and affect.  
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ideologies stymying the end of racially gendered and sexualized subjugation.  

 Simone wrote “Mississippi Goddam” as an overt political condemnation of socially 

sanctioned racial violence and institutionalized sexism, propagated by white supremacist 

ideologies, propped up by hetero-patriarchy, and prolonged by whitened, mid-century post-war 

liberalism. “Mississippi Goddam” (MGD from here foreword) is a sonic indictment of each of 

these ideologies. But it is more than an indictment. It is also a damning requiem to the racially 

motivated murders of Evers and the young, Black girls killed in Birmingham.  

 I draw out these events in efforts to contextualize “MGD” as an act of musical 

remembering. What later consolidated under the name “Black power” was already in circulation 

on records, in concert halls, and in people’s living rooms. It is to remember that marches, 

protests, and speeches are not the only activities in which freedom and frustration found 

politically potent form. It is to complicate historical memories of a time Ruth Feldstein argues is 

popularly remembered “as the high water mark of liberal, interracial, church-based activism that 

culminated in passage of landmark civil rights legislation” (“The Antidote” n. pag.). It is to hear 

uncomfortable and unconventional responses to liberal beliefs that slow, costly, legislative 

processes were—and still remain—the best way to effect social change. As Feldstein puts it 

elsewhere, it is to understand neither “MGD” nor Simone as “solitary figure(s) or a voice(s) out 

of nowhere,” but rather as “window(s) into a world beyond dominant liberal civil rights 

organization and leaders and into networks of activist cultural producers in particular” (“I Don’t 

Trust You” 1352) that defy commonly upheld historical markers and cultural barriers between 

feminisms and Black power and non-violence. It is to hear how “MGD,” emerging in response to 

1963’s concatenation of events, is connected to the critical consciousness being developed 
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among arts-activists collectives that Simone had been a part of since moving to Greenwich 

Village in the mid 1950’s. 

 In Greenwich Village, Simone met and befriended figureheads and artistic luminaries24 of 

the burgeoning Black Arts Movement. Simone’s friendship with Lorraine Hansberry during this 

time was particularly influential in terms of radical political exposure and education. Hansberry’s 

political tutelage helped Simone re-conceptualize herself and musical performance as politically 

implicated in freedom movements. In I Put a Spell on You, Simone states: “Lorraine started off 

my political education, and through her I started thinking about myself as a Black person in a 

country run by white people and a woman in a world run by men” (87). The foundations of 

embodied, political awareness generated through friendship with Hansberry provided an 

intersectional understanding of the ways power is asymmetrically distributed across racial and 

gender hierarchies within white hetero-patriarchy. The consciousness cultivated in Hansberry’s 

company also served as a baseline for comparatively assessing the type of unexpected 

understanding the knowledge of the Birmingham bombing and Evers murder generated. 

 While listening to radio coverage of the Birmingham bombing and its deadly aftermath, 

Simone experienced a profound affective shift in the ways bodily understanding articulated to 

political consciousness. Simone describes this understanding as swift in speed and biblical in 

revelatory implications. Simone explains: “I suddenly realized what it was to be Black in 

America in 1963, but it wasn’t an intellectual connection of the type Lorraine had been repeating 

to me over and over—it came as a rush of fury, hatred, and determination. In church language, 

the Truth entered into me and I ‘came through’ ” (89). The political awareness introduced 

                                                
24  Simone’s autobiography I Put a Spell On You shares how Simone came to know James Baldwin, Amiri 
Baraka (then Leroi Jones), Langston Hughes, and Dick Gregory throughout the 1950’s, all of whom impressed 
upon Simone the necessity of a political knowledge that was as unflinching as it was adamant about socio-
structural change in American cultural and legal institutions. 
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through Hansberry’s friendship established intellectual understanding of US body politics but 

didn’t seem to forge embodied connections between intellect and affect. However, what came to 

Simone while listening to radio broadcasts of the Birmingham bombing conjoined affect and 

intellect.  

 The coupling between intellect and affect was so acute that it prompted Simone to shift 

from political discourse to faith-based discourse in order to find language capable of describing 

the revelatory nature and lasting impact of the experience. The affective intensities rising from 

the co-presence of rage, revulsion, and resolve not only necessitated movement between political 

and religious discourses, both of which were circulating among non-violent factions (SCLC and 

SNCC) of the freedom movement, but also initiated a certain kind of movement: throughness. 

Propulsive and productive, affective throughness transported Simone beyond the “double 

consciousness” of Du Bois and the intellectualized, intersectional consciousness of Hansberry’s 

political education. This thoroughness also made way for the sudden appearance of “MGD” as it 

“came through” while Simone came to radically affected embodied knowledge. The sudden shift 

prompting bodily-conceptual-affective linkage in Simone surfaced a song that crossed show tune 

with statement of disaffection from the temporalities of whitened liberalism and white 

supremacist hetero-patriarchy. “MGD,” charged with (out)rage and fortified with fury, is a song 

whose structural and sonic through-lines crowd and ultimately dis/connect liberalized political 

ideologies and faith-based social interventions as a means to ending racially gendered and 

sexualized oppression.  

 Much of “MGD’s” ability to crowd and dis/connect depends upon whether or not 

listening practices can be distanced from the pervasive structuring influences of what Jennifer 

Lynn Stoever (2016) calls the liberalized listening ear. The listening ear is Stoever’s term for the 
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historical accretion of normative listening practices specific to US cultural politics and works as 

complement to and co-interlocutor of  “the gaze” in Butlerian notions of constitutive constraint 

that produce and police social-sonic ideological scenes (13). The listening ear also normalizes 

aural tastes and sonic standards developed in relation to elite whiteness and masculinity, installs 

these standards as interpretive norms, and enables racial, gender, sexual dichotomies drawn by 

the sonic color line, Stoever’s phrase for those “auditory grammars” built upon uneven, 

racialized processes disciplining listening through “micro-penalities” of individuation (32-3) that 

seek to control cross-racial and pleasureful traffic (32-3). In its liberalized form, the listening ear 

deploys the sonic color line to “unify interpretations of aurality, fix sonic stereotypes, and 

preserve contemporary forms of blackness out of existence,” with preservation here understood 

as antithetical to change in its desire to capture and order the past (146). “MGD” is a musico-

political rhetorical performance that works around the liberalized listening ear’s filtration 

systems by delivering a sonic anathema to affective anesthetization, sensorial sterilization, and 

blunted/bounded subject-hood produced in relation to ideologies of mid-century post-war US 

liberalism and hetero-patriarchal white supremacy. 

 This song does this by making available aural thoroughfares that increase bodily-

conceptual traffic between musical form, rhythmic temporality, instrumental tonality, timbral 

vocality, and Simone’s performing persona—a persona that functions not as mask, but mediator 

of un-masking. I follow these thoroughfares and linger in several of the song’s arterial interstices 

to describe how the liberalized listening ear can be displaced and replaced with respond-able 

practices of what this project is currently calling epi-listening, detailed in the previous chapter 

and engaged more fully in what’s to follow. Capable of noticing and getting near to aural, visual, 

and temporal aspects of musically rendered subject-hood, epi-listening in relation to “MGD” 
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makes use of Fred Moten’s (2003) “musical ear” (97) that capacitates the ensembling of 

experience. Epi-listening also takes rhetorical interest in appeals and, after Trinh T. Minh-ha 

(2011), makes the un/appealing an issue of resonant vibration, outlook, and ultimately 

dis/placement (55). To guide listening’s movement along “MGD’s” aural thoroughfares, I take a 

cue from Simone who, within the first intermezzo of the song’s In Concert version, described 

“MGD” as a show tune without a show written for it.  

Tuning, Showing and Writing: Chapter Coordinates 

 The chapter is organized around what the song tunes, shows, and writes about racialized 

blackness and sexualized femininity protesting the bodily-conceptual conditions of living within 

hetero-patriarchal white supremacy and testing the ideological limits of post-war liberalism. The 

first section considers what makes “MGD” distinct among protest songs of the freedom and 

rights movement by situating it among historical and literary accounts of the Black Arts 

Movement. This section contextualizes patterns of arrangement and lyrical content, contending 

that “MGD’s” musical structure and topical subject act to radically retune the show-tune genre. 

By retaining the genre’s fundamental harmonic and rhythmic properties and supplanting generic 

messages with politicized lyrical content, the generic form of the show-tune is re-purposed as a 

tool for political un-masking. Some contextual consideration is given to the In Concert album 

acting as this chapter’s listening field. From here, the analysis shifts to what tunes “MGD.”  

  The next section argues that “MGD” is tuned by personified dynamics of compounded 

affectivity. This section first examines how the Nina Simone persona emerged and closed 

conceptual, physical and affective divides between Simone’s musical subjected-hood during the 

1950’s—divides that were formed in relation to the affective trifecta of shame/humiliation/anger 

specific to institutionalized discrimination. I argue the persona, as it sounds through “MGD,” 
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attunes to a different affective combination: despair/anger/disgust that is entangled with dis/trust. 

This section is guided throughout by Eve Sedgwick (2006), Fred Moten (2004) and Sara Ahmed 

(2004) as I examine the rhetorical importance of tuning into affective constellations around 

shame during the persona’s formation and around despair during key moments of persona-fied 

mediation in “MGD.” Despair is tuned around prayer and in faith-based responses to violence 

during “MGD’s” refrain and the first verse. Despair is transformed into anger/disgust in the 

intersection of “MGD’s” second verse/bridge, a vocally intensified intersection that allows me to 

affectively amplify what the listening ear mutes: bodily breakage in vocalic practice. 

 The section on tuning is following by what “MGD” shows. First, I consider how the song 

shows rhetorical interest in generating and performatively effecting epideictic listening 

encounters. The show tune performatively effects rhetorical epideixis by getting listeners near 

to—that’s the epi—the historical contexts motivating the song’s showing of how racialized 

blackness and sexualized femininity suffers, subverts, and shifts—that’s the deixis—in relation 

to the manifold forms of threat posed by the repetitive, dead-end show presented by post-war 

liberalism’s timing. Second, I argue “MGD” works the epi locations of nearness and againstness 

to show and shift post-war liberalism’s slow, prescriptive social program that stalls and subjects 

racialized blackness and sexualized femininity to singular modes of living and working that keep 

institutionalized subjugation ideologically intact. I concentrate on the intersection of the first 

verse and bridge of “MGD” to demonstrate how the verse labors to show how racially gendered 

sexuality historically sediments in the US through post-war liberalism’s collusion with hardened 

phenotypical formulations of race, white supremacist rhetorics, and hetero-patriarchal logics. 

The bridge section employs sonic and lyrical call and response patterns to break up and break 

into racialized logics of timing. I also argue this intersection of “MGD” shows the emergence of 
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not-knowing subject-hood. Not-knowing supplies subject-hood with sonic and lyrical “lines of 

flight” for creatively opening up space for racialized blackness and sexualized femininity to 

relocate and become nomadic.   

 The section on showing is followed by a short section on what “MGD” writes but can’t 

yet show. While several scholars of Black performance read and hear “MGD” re/writing 

Brechtian alienation effects (Brooks 2011 and 2014; Gaines 2014), I claim that “MGD” writes an 

intensive, improvisational experiment in temporal becoming, heard in the first intermezzo. This 

intermezzo function as “an experimental site” in becoming that doubles as a transformational 

writing lab (Braidotti “Writing” 175). Ecstatically exposed in the final moments of the song, 

“MGD” writes a response to political conditions that deny racialized blackness and sexualized 

femininity access to collective, non-unitary forms of subject-hood and relief from social 

discrimination—relief that will not be found in re-integrating into an oppressive social system. 

Tuning Show Tunes into Protest: Show Tune Turned Freedom Song 

 What is the purpose of using the show-tune musical form in this moment of US freedom 

movements for this instantiation of racially gendered and sexualized subject-hood? These 

questions lead directly to what makes “MGD” distinctive among protest songs. There are several 

things that make “MGD” distinctive within the contexts of mid-20th century freedom songs and 

arts activism specific to the US Black Arts Movement. The Black Arts Movement (BAM) is 

often referred to as the “aesthetic and spiritual sister of the Black Power concept” (Neal 29). 

BAM interacted with and ideologically departed from liberal-minded civil rights movement and 

the music Simone composed and performed during the 1960’s interacts with and departments 

from the leftist logics of civil rights liberalism, instead striking a chord and accord with BAM. 

As Tammy L Kernodle notes, “Whereas the protest music of the folk movement remained 
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largely defined in a left-wing context, Simone’s songs blended the aesthetic beliefs of the Black 

Arts Movement with the rhetoric of Malcolm X and the emerging black nationalist movement” 

(301). “MGD” is notable among protest music of the mid-1960’s because of its aesthetic and 

rhetorical affiliations with BAM at a time when folk music communities affiliated with non-

violent organizations, like the SNCC Freedom Singers, were developing alliances to augment the 

political, perceptual, and performative reach of freedom songs. “MGD” is also notable because 

of the song’s sonic stylizing that affiliate it with the show tune genre.  

 But what exactly is a show tune? And what is a show tune rhetorically doing in the 

musical repertoire of Black Arts cultural productions? The term “show tune” refers to songs 

initially composed and performed for a musical that have since gained popular recognition 

outside their place within a musical play. They are songs that have wandered away from a 

specific narrative context and untethered themselves from the theatrical conditions (characters, 

plot lines, scenes, actors) in which they emerged. The show tune’s proclivity for straying from its 

contextual situation is consequential. As Warren Hoffman explains: “The significance of 

severing songs from their context is profound. The political ideologies contained in such songs, 

whether they be race-, sex-, or class-based, temporarily disappear, and the show tunes are free to 

disseminate into popular culture as “harmless” or “inconsequential” music that people can hum 

without having to process the accompanying context” (16). Both the power and danger of the 

show tune genre lies in detaching the tune from the show. Decontextualized and distanced, the 

show tune becomes a conceptual cloaking device, a musical mechanism of political disguise, a 

disappearing act that neutralizes ideological impact on perceptual experience. What makes 

“MGD” curious and compelling is that it doesn’t work this way even as it sounds like a sonic 

sibling of Irving Berlin’s “There’s No Business Like Show Business” from Annie Get Your Gun.   
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 Simone instructs listeners to rhetorically approach this song as an act of chiasmatic 

reversal of conventional composition and performance processes by stating “MGD” tunes to a 

show that has yet to be written. “MGD” reverses the usual progression where the show comes 

first and the song takes flight from the show. The show doesn’t come before the tune; the tune 

comes before the show. Writing, placed as a third coordinate of showing and turning, is what the 

song starts but leaves to listeners to continue. The disaggregated conditions of “MGD’s” 

appearance make the song’s show tune stylizing a tactical tool of making visible by first making 

audible what show tunes frequently conceal: socio-political, ideological and historical 

circumstance. What’s interesting about “MGD” is that it banks on anticipated aural disarmament, 

on being heard as “harmless” and hummable; it counts on listeners perceptual pre-conditioning 

to engage show tunes as sonically innocuous so that it can make apparent what ideologies and 

politics sanction perceptual disappearance of racialized blackness and sexualized femininity.  

  It’s a song that tunes in early to BAM’s socially engaged production practices, showing 

what music sounds like when its attuned to BAM’s principles. “MGD” is, in a way, the 

anacrusis—the pick up—before BAM picks up speed and broader appeal by the late 1960’s. 

Though “MGD” shows strong affiliation with BAM, it does not entirely sever ties with pacifist 

approaches to protest. For instance, “MGD” nests within it a modified call and response pattern 

common to gospel and spiritual music galvanizing coalitions between SNCC and folk musicians. 

While some scholars like Kernodle hear “MGD” as a departure from the popularized call and 

response structure shared among gospel-inflected mid-1960’s protest songs, I contend that 

“MGD” crosses the feel and form of the show tune genre with call and response patterns to bring 

forward a complex and contentious show—a show crossing musical performance, the pew, the 

pulpit, and power, crowding the temporal intersections between showing, tuning, and writing.  
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 “MGD’s” show tune feel and form are derived, in part, from the sonic materials and 

organizational structures typifying show tunes. As Kernodle succinctly notes, “MGD” uses a 

“loosely constructed AABA, 32-bar form” (302). This repetitive sonic form revolves around a 

damning refrain “Alabama’s got me so upset. Tennessee has made me loose my rest and 

everybody knows about Mississippi Goddam!” (qtd. in Kernodle 302).25 These states are called 

out because they are states with well-documented instances of violence and aggression toward 

Black life, including Medgar Ever’s assassination in Mississippi and the Birmingham bombing 

in Alabama. While the refrain lyrically arranges itself around a particular geographic region, the 

piano, bass, drum kit and singing voices arrange themselves to generally follow an expected 

harmonic progression that moves and modulates through the key of G. The foundational 

presence of a tonal harmonic progression makes whiteness palpable insofar as harmony is an 

organizational system that, according to Christopher Hight, provides a “consensual and 

preconscious norm for “whiteness” (15). It’s important to hear show tunes as racialized. 

Following the rules of harmony shows the show tune as “integral to the production of racialized 

subjects” according to the harmonic logic of interior unity (independent and without exteriority), 

prevalent in the arts and sciences by the 19th century. 

 The “closed circuit” tonal situation structuring “MGD” becomes more pronounced with 

the way instruments are held together in an almost militant vamp, rhythmically timed to an up-

tempo swing groove. Vamping is a musical term for an indefinite amount of repetition. It’s a 

pattern that allows for vocalic breaks, for talking, story telling, and narration to be incorporated 

without instrumental voices dropping out. The instrumental vamp lays down the tonal and 

                                                
25 See Tammy Kernodle’s 2008 article “ “I Wish I Knew How It Would Feel to Be Free”: Nina Simone and the 
Re-Defining of the Freedom Song of the 1960s” for a full “textural and melodic outline” of the song (302-03). 
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temporal terms of sonic and rhetorical engagement. The vamp imitates, copies, reproduces the 

instrumentalized sound of hetero-patriarchy setting the scene. 

 The continuous vamping is also important for what can be accomplished rhetorically 

insofar as the repetitiveness inherent in vamping echoes with Butlerian conceptualizations of 

subject-hood, where repetition is an operational force constituting and undercutting subject-

hood’s performativity. Taking recognizable rhythmic and tonal features of several musical styles 

and swinging them into a crossing that places them in lock-step repetition, the song tunes into 

mimetic subject-hood in the “two senses” Luce Irigaray26 exposes and undermines. For Irigaray, 

mimesis is both the way into and out of dominant phallogocentric patriarchal orders that 

structurally preclude femininity from making claims to subject-hood.  

 Whatever change can be culturally affected will, in Irigaray’s thinking, make some 

ironic, parodic, satirical, sardonic, pleasure-ful show of the specular corruptability inherent to 

repetitive mimesis. Change will move and invent through meme-ing the mimetic, through 

staging raids on what’s already written, tuned, and shown. “MGD’s” vamp is a mimetic collision 

between the first and second senses of Platonic mimesis. The song crosses reproduction and 

production, disarming by imitating and repeating musically familiar tonal and rhythmic patterns 

that are geo-politically emplaced and vehemently damned almost as soon as the instruments 

enter into the repetitive agreements demanded of the vamp. The vamp sets the stage for the 

song’s own performative possibilities, making the vamp crucial to the political and social labor 

of the song. This is why I depart from scholarship on this song that relegates piano, drums, guitar 

and bass to the role of accompaniment (Brooks 2011, Gaines 2014, Kernodle 2008) showcasing 

                                                
26 In Irigaray’s exposition on Plato in This Sex Which is Not One, Irigaray argues there’s mimesis in the  “first 
sense”—the repressed sense—of production, the sense aligned with musical experience. And then there’s 
mimesis in the “second sense”—the dominant sense—of reproduction; the imitative sense Irigaray finds 
privileged in much of Western metaphysics and science (131). 
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the driving material force of the song: the vocalic bodies coming forward from Simone’s body. 

Such a perspective allows for MGD to be heard preserving a compositional convention of 

freedom music that makes vocality the focal point of protest songs (Kernodle 302). But such a 

perspective under-hears how piano (played by Simone), guitar (played by Rudy Stevenson), bass 

(played by Lisle Atkinson), and drums (played by Bobby Hamilton) do more than act as support 

system for singing voice. Synchronized through the tightly bound repetitiveness of the vamp, 

they insert subtle call and response patterns throughout “MGD”. 

 The piano’s vamp pattern stands out as an understated and easily missed instantiation of 

call and response. The piano vamps on a pattern of a single-note played on the downbeat in the 

lower-range of the instrument—what’s called the bass line in musical lingo—with block chords 

following on the upbeat in the middle to upper ranges of the keyboard. This organizational 

agreement and playing technique is what’s known as “swing bass” created by isolating one tone 

of a chord, moving it into the low register of the keyboard and giving it a rhythmically strong 

position on the downbeat (Blumenfeld 57). In “MGD,” the bass guitar doubles what’s happening 

on the downbeat by approximating the single-note tonal movement of the piano, making for a 

double-voiced sound. A call and response pattern appears between low and high registers and 

rhythmic interplay. Doubled-voiced bass line calls on the downbeat, chordal form responds on 

the upbeat. Instruments interlock through call and response, coordinating tonal and temporal 

movement through the repetitiveness of the vamp. In addition to instrumental call and response, 

there are several moments of vocalic interplay that takes the shape of call and response. I’ll 

further consider the vocalic call and response at work in this song in the “Showing” section of 

the chapter. At this juncture, I draw out the presence of call and response where it hasn’t been 

noted before: among the instrumental members of “MGD.” Doing so positions piano, guitar, bass 
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and drums as respond-able collaborators with, rather than auxiliary accompaniment, to vocality. 

Furthermore, hearing call and response as a structuring presence expands how the song’s vocal 

and lyrical content re-write what show tune’s can accomplish. 

 The instrumental call and response collaborative motors the song and works with singing 

voice and lyrical content to tonally time and syncopate the writing of what Daphne Brooks 

describes as a “musical of black revolt directed equally against Southern terror and (Northern) 

American socio-political apathy” (187). It works with Simone’s sung performance of the lyrics 

by tonally moving in coordination with the melody and temporally timing the pace to address the 

song’s central lyrical issues: Northern and nonviolent responses to hetero-patriarchal white 

supremacist violence are ineffective and sluggish. Instrumental members are tonal and temporal 

co-conspirators. They orchestrate a topical, lyrical raid of the show tune genre, a raid that 

“empties out the traditional Broadway show tune of its putative social frivolity” (Brooks 187). 

“MGD” commandeers the form and sound of the show tune and infuses it with call and response 

patterning to stage a multi-directional intervention that lyrically exposes the impasses of 

liberalized civil rights.  

 Lyrically, the songs commonly played and sung at mass meetings, like those held by the 

SCLC and SNCC, circulated and propagated Christianized beliefs of transcendence and subtly 

addressed politicized struggle within freedom movements (Kernodle 301). Show tunes also 

thrive on limiting the audibility and visibility of political context and ideology, even as American 

musicals “sing, dance, and perform politics in plain sight” (Hoffman 3). “MGD,” however, 

abandons the lyrical-political obtuseness of musical theatre and hymnody by blatantly 

condemning both white supremacist Southern segregation and Northern liberal indifference.  
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 It offers overt political commentary and seditious ideological critique of mid-century 

white liberal legislation forcing cultural assimilation, enforcing sensorial numbness and 

concomitant affective unavailability, and reinforcing politics of respectability. In historically and 

culturally querying what kind of political labor of songs like “MGD” can do in relation to Black 

activism, freedom movements, and artistic cultural production, Feldstein argues that Simone’s 

lyrics “unleashed a liberation of another sort—the liberation from doing the right thing in the 

hopes of being recognized as deserving” and liberation from politics of respectability that 

infiltrated mid-century Black activism. Lyrically, the song challenges racialized blackness and 

whiteness on the grounds that performing scripted gender roles ameliorates race relations by 

naming “elements that potentially repressed black activism (nonviolence) and potentially 

repressed female sexuality were linked in ways that challenged liberalism itself” (1365-66).   

 In conjunction with its pronounced engagement with political ideologies and politics of 

respectability, “MGD” is lyrically suspect of Christianity’s prayerful practices of change making. 

Unlike popular faith-based protest songs performed by Simone’s contemporaries, “MGD” 

interrogates the effectiveness of prayer as an organizational strategy for affecting social change. 

And then there’s the song’s ‘coarse’ cursing in the refrain that plays in several ways. The curse 

“MGD” issues upon the Southern US state that serves as a historical emblem and rhetorical 

synecdoche for entrenched socially sanctioned racial violence and misogyny dominating 

Southern US ideology defies racially gendered cultural codes of propriety that prohibits black, 

feminine bodies from publically using profanity, swearing, cursing. The curse also puts the song 

and Simone in a complicated relationship with faith and Christianity’s godhead. Brooks hears the 

curse doing the “double work” of maintaining connection with a godhead that’s been renounced 

but is still required to carry out this musical castigation.  
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 Centralizing swearing, so that it is impossible to even reference the song without using 

“profane” or “salty language,” acts as another degree of separation from lyrical conventions of 

popular protest music. Brooks, interested in what thematic profanity accomplishes, contends that 

profanity serves several political purposes. First, it operates as an “insurgent fulcrum” that pivots 

and powers the song and Simone’s enactment of protest ideology. Second, swearing “functions 

as the operative iteration that generates multiple social and political interventions in Simone’s 

self-construction as a black female musician” (188). Interestingly, swearing here figures as 

inventional insofar as it powers the formation of musically made Black femininity and is also 

interventional within socio-political spheres. Third, swearing affectively intervenes in emplaced 

listening: “affective disidentification with the South and likewise challenges here listeners to 

reconsider their own connections to her” (188). The effects of swearing at the emplacement and 

rampant propagation of Southern hetero-patriarchal white supremacy, swearing off whitened 

liberal ideology’s costly correctives, and telling off “easy listening” cuts into the epideictic 

conditions through which subject-hood sees/hears/feels itself un-forming in musical relation to  

“visceral open wounds” of “the black female (singing) subject (that) splits, moves, and inhabits 

multiple positions in order to generate a productive distance between her audience, herself, and  

“Mississippi,” a synecdoche for the American (un)scene/seen” (Brooks 184). That distance is 

acute and accentuated in “MGD’s” first site of technological conservation: the highly segregated 

performance venue of Manhattan’s Carnegie Hall. 
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Scenes of Conservation and Reproduction 

 In March of 1964, Simone returned to the famed Carnegie Hall for a second concert. The 

concert was recorded and select songs were released on the aptly titled In Concert album. 

“MGD’s” live performance at Carnegie Hall to an unsuspecting, predominantly white, upper-

middle-class, Northern audience expecting an evening of apolitical entertainment is the scene of 

the song’s first phonographic capture. There would be and are more recordings of this song, but 

it’s only within this once and still “live” performance this chapter analytically engages.  

 This particular recording of “MGD” is significant because it was during this Carnegie 

Hall concert that Simone issued a statement about a minute into the song that enigmatically 

reverberates still: “This song is a show tune / But the show hasn’t been written for it, yet” (qtd. in 

Brooks 185). In no other performance (before or after) does this riddle wriggle its way into the 

song. Simone’s enigmatic description distinguishes and confuses showing from tuning from 

writing. With “MGD” a tune is shown for a show not-yet written. How can a show tune be 

written without a show? Is it that the tune is shown and the show is tuning, but the writing of the 

show has yet to be done? Or that the song tunes a phonographic show, and the tuning for a 

graphic show isn’t yet unavailable? Wouldn’t it just be a tune if there’s no show to accompany 

it? Or is the show something other than the theatrical productions “show tunes” typically 

indicate? Something sonic has been tuned and shown; something is made audible that allows 

listeners to recognize the song as categorically aligned with the genre of “show tune,” perhaps as 

a way to prepare listeners for the epideixis soon to come. But something can’t yet be written. 

 There are two more reasons why the In Concert version of “MGD” is significant. First, 

the Carnegie Hall concertgoers are an audible part of “MGD’s” In Concert performance 

relations. Audiences can be heard responding to Simone’s spoken interjections and provide 
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auditory confirmation of the long-standing belief that Simone’s live performances, particularly in 

the US, were directed toward “audiences that enjoy her, but don’t understand her” (Smith n. 

pag.). The uneasy interplay between Carnegie Hall’s audiences-performance-performers audibly 

documented the formulation of enjoyment sans understanding; it bespeaks the social and 

transactional difficulties arising from Simone’s “cross-over” artistry and a movable 

intersectionality27 informing her musical productions of subjectivity. This recording challenges 

“transactional”28 models of performance, like those proffered by Philip Auslander, that argue 

musical events succeed, in a social sense, when interaction between performers and audiences 

produces the experience and arrival of “mutually satisfactory modus vivendi (mode of living) for 

the duration of the interaction” (106) through audiences and performers establishing “working 

consensus” of the kind found in Goffman’s Presentation of the Self. But the modes of living 

being tuned through “MGD” are anything but mutually satisfactory; the conditions of living and 

laboring then and now bring death, degradation, despair and disenfranchisement to persons 

whose bodies are racialized as Black and sexualized as feminine. In Concert is a transgression, 

not a transaction. 

 That transgressiveness is tracked and tuned throughout the album, with “MGD” rounding 

out a track-list that includes two other show tunes. A cover of the show tune “I Loves You, 

Porgy” from Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess—the first song Simone recorded that landed her on the 

Billboard charts in 1959—is the opening track. “I Loves You, Porgy” is soon followed by a 
                                                
27 I use the term intersectionality to situate the discussion in a long lineage of intellectual, artistic and academic 
praxes that spans from Sojourner Truth to Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw to Patricia Hill Collins to Audre 
Lorde to bell hooks to Judith Butler’s anti-foundationalist approximations to Iris van der Tuin’s new 
materialist ontological interferences. 
 
28 In “Musical Personae,” Phillip Auslander pursues a line of reasoning that is a curious tension of dissolution 
between performer and audience boundaries and the maintenance of those very same boundaries through 
positioning genre as a key frame for cultivating relationships. He says: “the concert, as a social transaction 
between performer and audience, begins before a single note is sounded” (107). 
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gripping adaptation of “Pirate Jenny,”29 a show tune from Brecht and Weill’s musical The Three-

penny Opera. There are several more songs that challenge audience listening practices by 

crossing form, content, sound, sight, lyrics, voice, instruments, genre, and historical place in 

surprising ways. Songs like “Old Jim Crow” and “Go Limp” musically render racialized 

blackness and sexualized femininity in ways that put political ideologies, relational ethics of 

collectivity, and gendered labor issues into play. When taken together, the songs on this album 

are capable of appealing to a range of artists, activists, and allies running gamut of affiliations 

from Black nationalism to nonviolent youth working for the SCLC, with the show tune form 

book-ending and appearing throughout the album’s musical-political project.  

Tuning: Persona-fied Crowds and Affective Constellations 

 The show tune genre structurally, harmonically and politically tunes “MGD” while the 

more subtle presence of a persona affectively tunes “MGD” and crowds the question of 

musically rendered subject-hood. Though, the question is already crowded. A crowd gathers 

between Simone’s hands and vocalic bodies; this is a disciplined crowd trained, from early 

childhood onward, in classical traditions of piano performance. Another crowd forms between 

Simone and the band members. This is the co-laboring crowd intimately involved in what the 

                                                
29 A young Angela Davis’ recounting of hearing Simone play a formidable cover of “Pirate Jenny,” adapted 
from the Brecht and Weill’s musical The Three-penny Opera is telling for the ways in which the songs from 
this album acted to radicalize change-making: “here was a Black woman musician redefining the content of 
this song to depict the collective rage of Black women domestic workers…She helped to introduce gender into 
our ways of imagining radical change” (Davis qtd. in Light 103). It is through “Pirate Jenny” that Brooks 
traces the thread of alienation to “MGD.” Additionally, on The Nina Simone Database, maintained and curated 
by Mauro Boscarol, there’s information pertaining to “MGD’s” album cover that centrally positions a 
photograph of Nina Simone in costume for her performance of “Pirate Jenny.” On Boscarol’s database, the 
photographer, Kai Mort Schuman, is credited with saying, “Nina stepped off stage a moment to change into an 
apron to sing Pirate Jenny, the mostly white audience didn't understand and walked out thinking it was 
intermission. It was clearly not. She stood there - so much pain and anger in her expression. I'm particularly 
proud of that image of that powerful, beautiful woman at that moment. Nina loved that photograph and insisted 
that it be the cover of the album.”  
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song shows. Yet another crowd sonically appears in the song’s intermezzo moments where the 

Carnegie Hall audience vocally participates in “MGD’s” unfolding.  

 In this section, I primarily attend to the crowd aurally ensembling around Simone’s body 

to consider how the presence of a performing persona un/masks the song’s ideological relations 

while un/tuning to the affective dynamics of violent and oppressive social conditions. Recalling 

Simone’s earlier description of the “throughness” experienced in the wake of learning about the 

Birmingham bombing—a throughness that cleared a path for the sudden appearance of “MGD” 

and the affective joining of embodied knowledge—the crowd of vocal and instrumental sound 

that comes through and gathers around Simone during “MGD” at Carnegie Hall first started 

regularly congregating about a decade earlier in East coast bar and club circuits, following a 

career and affectively altering experience. 

 After spending the majority of her childhood and early adulthood during the 1930’s-40’s 

in the US South training to become a concert pianist, Simone spent the 1950’s in between 

Philadelphia, Atlantic City, and NYC. Simone moved to Philadelphia to audition for admittance 

and a full-scholarship to the Curtis Institute of Music in 1950. Despite preparations, Simone did 

not gain entrance to Curtis. According to Simone’s recounting in I Put a Spell on You, Curtis’ 

rejection wasn’t because she wasn’t prepared or talented enough, but because of her positioning 

as a unknown Black girl with low socio-economic status: “…the Institute wanted to enroll 

Black students, but if Blacks were going to be admitted then they were not going to accept an 

unknown Black, that if they were to accept an unknown Black then it was not going to be an 

unknown Black girl, and if they were going to admit an unknown Black girl it wasn’t going to 

be a very poor unknown Black girl” (42). The news from Curtis reaffirmed and revealed the 

ways institutionalized bigotry meets intersectional subjectivity with matrices of intelligibility: 
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pretexts of recognition (here appearing as “unknown”) regulates and monitors entrance by 

attaching to racialized blackness, gendered femininity, and classed poverty.  

 Curtis’ rejection increased Simone’s awareness of institutionalized discrimination and 

occasioned new stages of politicized becoming. It also triggered an affective amalgamate: 

shame/humiliation/anger.30 By Simone’s account, shame, humiliation and anger co-operate and 

appeared to work together. This is not shame “operating as a transitory affect” in the way that 

Sally Munt (2008) describes it as “an emotion that can occur momentarily, and intensely, in 

moments of acute embarrassment and humiliation…a transitory feeling experienced intensively 

in, and on, the body as flushing” (2). Rather, this is shame becoming sticky, not flushing the 

body but filling it with negative affective attachments. As Munt explains: “Shame is a very 

sticky emotion, when it brushes you it tends to leave a residue to which other emotions are 

easily attached, namely envy, hate, contempt, apathy, painful self-absorption, humiliation, rage, 

mortification and disgust…” (2). Shame brushed up against and stuck to Simone during her 

encounter with institutionalized discrimination and coupled with humiliation and anger. The 

shame that surfaced from the Curtis experience impinged and impelled Simone’s affectivity 

toward affective coupling in ways that attest to what Eve Sedgwick discusses about shame’s 

epideictic proclivity for pointing, displaying and partnering.  

 Sedgwick claims that “shame points and projects; shame turns itself skin side out; shame 

and pride, shame and dignity, shame and self-display, shame and exhibitionism are different 

                                                
30 In I Put a Spell on You, Simone describes her affective understanding of Curtis’ rejection as follows: “the 
wonderful thing about this type of discrimination is that you can never know for sure if it is true, because no 
one is going to turn around and admit to being a racist. They just say no, you got turned down because you 
weren’t good enough and you’ll never know. So you feel shame, humiliation and anger at being just another 
victim of prejudice and at the same time there’s the nagging worry that maybe it isn’t that at all, maybe it’s 
because you’re just no good (43). The shame highlighted here points toward affective anxieties and angers that 
bespeak the existence of what bell hooks (1995) and Audre Lorde (2007) call internalized oppressions from 
racism and sexism: questioning of intelligence and capabilities and persistent self-doubt. 
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interlining of the same glove. Shame…transformational shame is performance” (38, italics 

original). Sedgwick goes on to say that transformational shame effects theatrical performance, 

which is precisely the sort of performance that the affective constellation of shame, humiliation, 

and anger aroused in Simone. During the multi-year period of emotional upheaval and financial 

instability following Curtis’ rejection, the material realities of Simone’s life were such that she 

started teaching music lessons and working as a bar and club entertainer by the mid-1950’s. 

Shame consciousness doubled in the sense that shame from rejection compounded with shame 

derived from needing to work in the entertainment industry, which her family found 

reprehensible. Interestingly and related to the theatrical show-tune performance of “MGD,” this 

double shame consciousness transposed into shame creativity in the form of persona-fied 

transmutation.  

 Nina Simone went by her birth name, Eunice Waymon, before pursuing work at Atlantic 

City’s Midtown Bar in 1954. At the Midtown shame consciousness creatively compelled the 

naming31 and emergence of  “Nina Simone” the persona, initially invented as an alias. With the 

emergence of Nina Simone, noticeable changes took place in Eunice-nee-Nina’s musicianship. 

Where Eunice sounded exclusively through the piano, Nina sounded through piano and voice. 

When Eunice was known only as Eunice and up until she was hired to perform nightly at the 

Midtown, Eunice was strictly a pianist; she didn’t sing and play. As the labor conditions became 
                                                
31 See Ch. 4 of I Put a Spell on You. Born into a family with the patrilineal surname Waymon and given the 
first name Eunice, Eunice Waymon underwent a name change when she began working in entertainment. 
Nervous her mother (a Methodist minister) would learn of her work in the “sinful” entertainment industry, 
Eunice Waymon knew she couldn’t perform anywhere as Eunice Waymon without her mother finding out. In 
need of finding ways of supporting and disguising herself, Eunice Waymon generated a new persona. Drawing 
from her exposure to Spanish and French cultures, Eunice became Nina and Waymon became Simone. A 
Spanish term of affection and a French actress’s first name conjoined, and in joining, left Eunice Waymon 
behind in Philly during the summer of 1954, making way for Nina Simone to take the stage in Atlantic City. 
This persona would accomplish the immediate goal of stalling family knowledge of her newfound line of work 
and function as alias. Yet, even after her mother learned of her work in nightlife and the exigencies for the 
alias dissipated, Nina Simone persisted, crowding out Eunice Waymon, in name and performance.  
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such that Eunice Waymon required the debut of the Nina Simone persona, the expectation to 

sing and play simultaneously arose. The persona did what Eunice Waymon had not done 

before—sound through vocal song. This is significant because the persona changed the 

sounding throughness (the per-sonare) coming from and through Eunice-nee-Nina’s body by 

opening vocalic thoroughfares in/between piano, selves, and styles. The persona contributed and 

sutured singing vocalic bodies to the existing piano-centered collective of sounds coming 

through and from Simone. 

 Before inventing a persona to both facilitate and disguise her involvement on the bar 

scene, Simone’s immersion in classical performance circles discouraged her from collaborating, 

co-creating, or carousing with popular music. However, playing in bar and club scenes altered 

Eunice-Nina’s relationship with musically performed subject-hood. This environment also 

encouraged improvisational experimentation in arrangement, content, style, and vocality. In I Put 

a Spell on You, Simone describes playing at Atlantic City’s Midtown Bar in these terms: 

Before I started playing at the Midtown Bar my musical life was separated into 
two halves…Because I spent so long accompanying untalented students I came to 
despise popular songs and I never played them for my own amusement—why 
should I when I could be playing Bach or Czerny or Liszt? That was real music, 
and in it I found a happiness I didn’t have to share with anybody. So the only way 
I could stand playing in the Midtown was to make my set as close to classical 
music as possible without getting fired. This meant I had to include some popular 
music and I had to sing, which I’d never thought of doing. The strange thing was 
that when I started to do it, to bring the two halves together, I found a pleasure in 
it almost as deep as the pleasure I got from classical music. Playing at the 
Midtown made me looser and more relaxed about music. I was creating 
something new, something that came out of me. Because I had to play seven 
hours a night I started to improvise, but I didn’t know I could do it until I had to 
(51). 
 

This rich description of Simone’s experience playing at the Midtown is revealing on multiple 

levels. First, Simone conceived of musical subject-hood along rigidly dichotomized lines before 

bar and club playing. The dichotomy was reinforced through life-long cultivation of a white, 
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elitist attitude that valorizes classical musical and devalues musical expression that doesn’t 

normatively conform to its rules, regulations, and ideals. Defining classical music as “real 

music” (as Simone calls it) signals an outlook fashioned through acculturation to high/low class 

mentalities, supported by patriarchal interests in preservation of musical canonization and 

furthered through participation in a performance culture that draws definitional boundaries 

around what qualifies as “music” through rigidly re-entrenching ideologies of mastery, 

exceptionalism, bodily discipline, propriety, and perfection. The attraction and adherence to 

flawless mimesis that classical musical demands lessened while Simone played at the Midtown 

in the company of a persona. And with the lessening-loosening-enlivening, affective distances 

between selves closed and previously partitioned selves were rejoined, making the persona 

something of an affective laborer. 

 Second, the Midtown’s built environment (which Simone’s describes as a “joint”), the 

clientele (largely working-class Irish men and college students) and the labor conditions (playing 

seven hours a night on a piano sitting directly beneath a leaky air conditioner unit) establishes a 

new set of performative possibilities (improvisation, pop-classical cross-over, singing) and 

affects (pleasure and amusement). It was here in a bar culture far-removed from prestigious 

concert halls and affluent audiences, that Simone began a life-long artistic practice that found 

bodily and aesthetic satisfaction in improvising and inventing.  

 Such pleasure arose from what Kimberly Benson in Performing Blackness (2000) 

discusses as a mimetic transmutation as it appears in Blacks Arts theatre and dramatic works.  

Simone’s discussion of creative transformation during this period is a musical counterpart to 

modern Black drama’s swerve away from Euro-American institutionalized rites and rituals and 

toward racialized and collectivized self-staging. As Benson claims, “Spiritually and technically, 
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this movement is one from mimesis, or representation…to methexis, or communal “helping out” 

of the action by all assembled” (28). The “all assembled,” in this case, are coordinated through 

the sonic and physical labor of a persona that provided protection, forged new vocalic sound-

ways, and established gathering points between multiple affects and subjectivities.  

 While the persona initially worked to close conceptual, physical and affective divides 

between Simone’s musical subjected-hood during the 1950’s, the persona attunes to a different 

affective configuration when performing “MGD” at Carnegie Hall to an audience that both the 

song and the persona seek to affectively agitate. “MGD” is attuned to the affective dynamics of 

despair/rage/disgust. Of importance and interest is the enduring and residual presence of anger. 

Before the Nina Simone persona arrived, anger appeared in the company of shame and 

humiliation when Eunice Waymon was confronted with institutionalized discrimination barred 

entry into a performance career as a concert pianist. When confronting ideologically timed and 

targeted death, the playing/singing Nina Simone persona retains anger, ratchets it up to rage—the 

most acute form of anger—and constellates it with despair and disgust that turns and tunes into 

tragic distrust, epideictically directed toward the US. This affective tuning toward despair is 

pronounced around the song’s engagements with prayer. It’s tuning in anger and disgust are 

more palpable during the vocal and instrumental intensification of the second verse/bridge. 

Affective Dynamics: Political Despair, Urgent Rage, Tragic Disgust 

 Despair is attuned through prayer and through faith-based responses to violence during 

the first refrain and the first verse. This is despairing tuned specifically to political invisibility. 

It’s akin to the political despair that Fred Moten hears in Amiri Baraka’s poetry of the same time 

period. Politicized despairing despairs “about the organization of things,” particularly the 

organization of socio-political systems that affectively betray Black “utopian political 
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aspirations” (Moten 93). For Moten, politicized despair often turns and tunes toward tragedy. 

And tragedy is not something to be pursued in the abstract, but rather in material particularity: 

“the tragic in any tradition, especially the Black radical tradition, is never wholly abstract. It is 

always in relation to quite particular and material loss” (94). With “MGD,” despair’s political 

relation to prayerfulness and faithfulness early in the song’s unfolding transforms into rage and 

disgust as the song’s pitch turns tragic at loss of Black life and impossibility of political trust. 

The second bridge and the verse leading into it get enraged and disgusted by US post-war 

liberalism’s slow timing as it brings targeted tragedy to Black life. These affects and losses peak 

at the close of the second bridge where tragic loss of Black life materializes as vocalic breakage 

for the singing persona.  

In Contempt of Complacency: Dis/stressing Prayer 

 “MGD” lyrically opens by repeating it’s central refrain three times. The instruments have 

already arranged themselves tonally and temporally around the vamp pattern and maintain a 

steady speed and mid-range dynamic while the lyrics name three US states with well-

documented instances of violence and aggression toward Black life: Alabama, Tennessee, and 

Mississippi. At the time of “MGD’s” initial geo-political tuning, these states were politically 

oppressive and socially volatile for Black life. And still, loss of Black life is a regular occurrence 

in these regions of the US. Something affectively significant takes place in between the second 

and third repetition of the refrain, however. Sight, affect, and prayer are brought together, 

questioned and politicized. The instruments co-conspire in staging an affective raid on the refrain 

by tuning the song’s tonality to the harmonic location of the dominant chord. 

 Wedged in between the triplicated refrain are questions and observations: “Can’t you see 

it? Can’t you feel it. It’s all in the air” (qtd. in Kernodle 302). The first-person “you” brought 
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into questioning is a “you” who ideologically affiliates with white supremacy. The first question 

probes at white supremacy’s color-blindness (can’t see) while the second question impugns 

white supremacy’s sensory perception (can’t feel). These are rhetorical questions in the sense 

that they’re posed and linked for the purpose of attacking affective detachment of what Dyer 

observes as a distanced disinterest endemic to whiteness (38-39). Whiteness elevates itself as an 

ideology by striving for “dis-embodiedness” (39) which results in sensory and affective rifts 

that’s “difficult for whites to perceive and for people of color to publicly challenge” (Stoever 

234). Bearing in mind this song was performed and recorded at a preeminent cultural 

establishment for elite whiteness—Carnegie Hall—this affective raid on the refrain pressurizes 

the feeling of being affectively unseen for an audience who is presumed affectively unavailable 

because of their ideological socialization.   

 Vocally this section of the song brings out or brings up a quaver, a vocalic quiver, a 

trembling. Perhaps these are tremors of trepidation at the pressurized socio-political conditions 

unfelt and unseen by the audiences addressed. Or, the shaky shuddering could convey vocalic 

distress, distress that evolves into despair a little later in the song. The trembling vibrato is 

noticeable because this moment melodically and dynamically traverses an upward slope of 

gradually increasing volume (a crescendo) climaxing around a declarative statement that subject-

hood is under pressure, reaching the temporal limits of enduring pressure, and in need of prayer.  

 Placed under pressure, the instrumental vamping breaks. Rather than coordinating the 

instruments in a gradually melodic and dynamic descent, the band drops out entirely, leaving the 

persona-fied vocalic bodies alone to ask that “somebody say a prayer” (qtd. in Kernodle 302). 

The instrumental withdrawal punctuates and exacerbates mounting affective pressure, building 

from ideologically indisposed affectivity. Vocally, the pressure is directed downward. The 
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melody descends in stepwise motion, methodically descending towards “prayer,” as if slowly 

kneeling. 

 The turn to prayer, here figured as a panacea for those pressures building in response to 

whiteness’ sensorial sterilization and affective desensitization, brings the drums, guitar, and 

piano back. Positioning prayer as an appropriate response to whiteness’ disaffection not only 

renews sonic collaboration between instrumentality and vocality, it also brings in those listeners 

who subscribe to faith-based non-violent resistance and freedom work. Finally, it is in and 

around prayer that a subtle shift in the affective intensity enters the song, a shift that foreshadows 

impending departure and dismissal of the political efficacy of prayer. 

Un-believing and Dis-believing: Prayer and Despair 

 The next time “MGD” approaches prayer is toward the close of the first verse. The song 

shifts tonal locations when it moves into the first verse. The tune shifting to another key marks a 

modulation in the mood and location of subject-hood as well as the lyrical structure and topical 

content. As the tonality of the tune changes, the song lyrically moves to rhyming verse-form and 

becomes subject to and of dis-possession and dis-belonging. In a more syncopated and staccato 

articulation than before, the vocal line of the first verse sings and names the feeling of being 

hunted, the constant presence of paranoia, threat of death, and the prison-industrial complex in 

the form of the school-to-prison pipeline. This verse lyrically links persecutory logics of white 

supremacist xenophobia and racialized othering to a pervasive sense of un/belonging. Couched 

within a prayer for mercy upon land the persona-fied vocalic bodies bodly lay claim to, an acute 

sense of displacement surfaces, expressed as “I don’t belong here, I don’t belong there” (qtd. in 

Kernodle 302). The “I” re-appears displaced, in the process of becoming a wandering, travelling 

subject forced to embark on what Trinh calls “an undetermined journeying practice” (elsewhere 
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27). This practice requires ceaseless negotiation between “home and abroad, native culture and 

adopted culture, or more creatively speaking, between here, a there, and an elsewhere” (27), with 

each of these locations a displacement hinged on subject positioning (39). With the deictic 

“here” and “there” (possible references to Southern and Northern US) ruled out, the travelling 

subject is forced to move elsewhere. In the process, prayer is forfeited.  

 The forfeiture of prayer is presented as a kind of collateral damage that racialized 

blackness can experience when, in the process of enduring the affective wastelands and political 

disenfranchisement of white supremacy, Black bodies are forced elsewhere. Though prayer was 

prescribed as an action in the midst of “MGD’s” opening, prayer is disavowed with a swift 

lyrical blow delivered by the persona-fied “I” announcing they no longer believe in the political 

power of prayer (around the 1:45 mark). While the raid on the refrain asked for someone to “say 

a prayer,” the verse confirms that somebody is not going to be Simone. Prayer—one of the 

primary means by which religious traditions believe people establish direct contact with a god-

head or higher power—is rejected as ideologically affective or for enduring the dis/belief of 

un/belonging. The utility of prayer—and by extension, faith—is found to be personally 

inadequate for reforming whitened attitudes and affects or for combating sanctioned political and 

lego-juridical racial discrimination and is vocally engaged by lyrical and vocalic protesting.  

 When the song and Simone announce they no longer believe in prayer, the singing 

persona’s vocalic bodies timbrally ensemble around the word “prayer” and rise and fall within 

the space of that one term. The vocal bodies sounding the relinquishment of prayer, in their 

hurried movement from ascent to descent, make audible how listening must reckon with what 

Nina Sun Eidsheim discusses as the visibilized color line’s constitutive role in timbral 

constitution and redistribution (Voice 182-83). What’s vocally constituted and redistributed in 
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this prayerful disdain is despair. It’s the kind of despair arising from living too long in degrading 

political conditions. Moten examines this kind of political despair in Amiri Baraka’s poetry and 

finds there, in despair, inevitable questions concerning faith and utopian Black politics:   

Have you ever suffered from political despair, from despair about the organization 
of things? What does it mean to suffer from political despair when your identity is 
bound up with utopian political aspirations and desires? How is identity 
reconfigured in the absence or betrayal of those aspirations? What’s the relation 
between political despair and mourning? In the face of the problem this 
constellation of questions forms, what is required is an anarchization of certain 
principles so that an improvisation of Enlightenment might become possible… 
what happens to that desire—and the identity that goes along with it—when faith 
is lost, when prayer is no longer possible or is unheard over the beautiful, 
screaming, fractured music that precedes it? (93-94). 
 

Prayer brings about complicated political, ideological and affective relations in “MGD.” As it 

was placed in between the opening refrain and delegated to somebody else, prayer alleviated the 

pressure of living within whiteness’ affective disinterest. It also presented possibilities for coping 

with and responding to whitened disaffection (can’t you feel it?) and diminished political vision 

(can’t you see it?). But as the song itself takes the shape of a prayer within the first verse by 

addressing the godhead of Christianity and asks for mercy on the land (read: nation), rendered as 

a possession by the persona-fied singing subject, the prayer ends with the subject’s dispossession 

by the very-same nation. Dispossessed, prayer’s possibilities no longer seem a believable way of 

changing “the organization of things.” Powered down through dis/belief, prayer is no longer a 

possibility for this persona-fied “I.” Dis/placed and in dis/belief, what happens to political 

aspirations when despair dismisses the viability of prayer? In this case, they get energized and 

clarified by anger.  

Tuning into Rage and Disgust: Tracking Tragedy 

 For now, I save discussion on the first verse’s closing/bending into the first bridge section 

for the next section that focuses on what “MGD” shows about the ways temporality and 
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instrumental tonality can be arranged to show ideological knots that subject racialized blackness 

and sexualized femininity to singular modes of living and working. I bypass the first verse’s 

lead-in to first bridge section and attend to the second verse and bridge in order to keep track of 

the affective intensity of despair. I follow despair through its transformation into anger and 

disgust and to its tragic culmination in material loss. 

 The second verse, beginning around the 3:00 mark, outlines the protest activities—

picketing and boycotting—staged by freedom workers during the 1950-60’s and makes a quick 

allusion to US paranoia—McCarthyism’s signature “Red Scare” rhetorics—about communism 

during the Cold War era. The verse has no time to engage in “Red Scare” rhetorics. Instead, it 

hurries to name the song’s central socio-political demand: equality. Lyrically, the song names 

equality using kinship discourse shared between both Afro-Christian and Black Power 

communities before, during, and following freedom movements.32 The piano and vocalic bodies 

get jumpier at this point. The piano jumps into a higher register and the vocalic bodies jump 

slightly in volume. The demand for racial equality and gender justice starts to dynamically 

dislodge despair and lifts the song in the upward direction of Black utopic political aspiration 

Moten spoke of, here heard and tuned by the piano’s raised register and rising vocal dynamics. 

 The jumpy-ness is affectively tuned to an urgent rage the persona directs toward a 

deceitful ideological second person you: “You lied to me all these years. Told me to wash and 

clean my ears. Talk real fine just like a lady and you’d stop calling me Sista Sadie” (qtd. in 

Kernodle 302) Anger edges out despair by this point in the song, unleashed by a persona-fied 

first person “me” that vocally applies a searing sharpness to the alliterative sonority of the “s” 

                                                
32 For scholarship specific to the field of rhetoric and composition, see Carmen Kynard’s 2013 Vernacular 
Insurrections: Race, Black Protest, and the New Century in Composition-Literacy Studies (2013). For 
oratorical examples, listen to Martin Luther King Jr.’s 1962 “If the Negro Wins, Labor Wins” speech or 
Malcolm X’s 1964 “The Ballot or the Bullet” speech or Stokley Carmichael’s 1966  “Black Power” speech. 
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sound (years. wash. just. stop. sister. Sadie). The first “s” in years leans into the vocally elevated 

wash, lacing and directing anger toward an ideologically whitened “you” that’s vocally indicted 

and lyrically linked to lying and whiteness’ body and hygiene standards.  

 As Richard Dyer argues “To be white is to have expunged all dirt, faecal or otherwise, 

from oneself: to look white is to look clean” (76). The anger that affectively enters at the mention 

of whitened cleansing routines exposes one of whiteness’ most enduring and central claims to 

racial superiority: purity and im/materiality. Whiteness associates endarkened peoples with 

bodily “dirt” and “odor” (Dyer 76) while whiteness, in its installment of superiority through 

absent presence, remains unsullied by materiality. Dyer elaborates, “What is absent from white is 

any thing…Cleaniness is the absence of dirt, spirituality the absence of flesh, virtue the absence 

of sin, chastity the absence of sex…” (75). For years, the persona-fied me believed this central 

precept of white ideology, a precept that propagates racism. By this moment in the song, anger 

appears to meet both racism and its deceitful progenitor. This anger resembles what WOC 

feminist Audre Lorde describes as anger’s instructive rhythms that contains energy for action 

that can be both liberating and clarifying (127-130). The clarifying effects of anger steer the song 

toward another facet of whitened racism: speech standards. 

 Anger, ideologically triggered, continues to build in affective intensity as the verse shifts 

to call attention to the “refined” diction of what whiteness calls Standardized American English 

(SAE). This part of the verse attests to the persistence of what Jennifer Lynn Stoever found a 

hundred years earlier in Reconstruction-era singers and writers: white supremacy associates 

dialectical patterns that typify “white speech” with “truth telling, reliability and reasons” while 

dialectical patterns typifying “black speech” are associated with “ignorance, entertain, and 

fantasy” (167). White supremacy invents visual representations (i.e. dialectical writing) and 
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sound indexes that hear, in the “idea of the ‘negro dialect’…the notion that black Americans are 

out of time (“old”), out of place (Southern”), and out of step (ignorant) with modernity” (166). 

“Naturalizing this arbitrary division allowed white liberal listeners to distort the cultural memory 

and political meaning of slavery; in turn, the construction of warped histories of slavery enacted 

the divergent sensory experiences enabled new forms of white supremacy to emerge (167). 

 These bodily and speech standards, established by white supremacy, also make use of 

hetero-patriarchal logics that make (false) promises of cultural recognition based upon racial 

assimilation into/compliance with dressing, talking, looking, and acting like “white privileged 

classes” that define freedom for Black life as “gaining the rights to enter mainstream society” 

(hooks Killing Rage 123). The “me” that is both persona and Simone’s lived experience is 

transforming anger into a more intense, acute form: rage. Rage develops over years of bodily 

habituation and social disciplining to standards of whiteness demand bodily comportment, 

decorum, and respectability. Rage is directed towards those subscribing to ideological narratives 

that promise “equality” premised upon individual assimilation. The directionality of rage follows 

a trajectory Sara Ahmed observed in the Cultural Politics of Emotion. Ahmed says rage can be 

“directed against the object that fails to deliver its promise, or spill out towards those who 

promised you happiness through the elevation of some good things. We become strangers, or 

what I call ‘affective aliens’ in those moments” (221). Ideology, personified as a second-person 

subject, also serves as rages object. Neither whiteness nor hetero-patriarchy deliver on their 

promises. Nor have those who abide by these ideologies. Rage is alienating only to those whose 

listening is tuned to the narrow affective ranges of whiteness. Rage is clarifying for those 

listening in an epi-position against whiteness. 
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 The vocalic sharpness attunes rage specific to Black femininity placed in subordinate and 

subservient relation to a “you” that is an ideological legion. Rage meets the “you” that is legions 

with a legion of vocalic, lyrical, political and instrumental bodies organized through an epideictic 

performance economy that puts on a display of lyrical assault. Rage does not let “MGD” or 

listening find temporary rest and relief in the cadence point that’s expected, but instead takes the 

space of the instrumental vamp to unfurl a long sonic finger affectively aimed toward a “you” 

that is at once ideologies, institutions, and country.  

 The fine-tuned rage tuning the song directs its scorching sharpness toward the nation and 

its occupants with another round of lyrical strikes that links deceit with death, distrust and slow 

timing: “This whole country is full of lies. You’re all gonna die and die like flies. I don’t trust 

you anymore. You keep on saying. Go slow.” (qtd. in Kernodle 303). The lyrics, persona and 

song prophecy there is only one way for systemic, endemic deceit to resolve: death. Slowed 

living, growing ever slower from the increasing weight of socio-cultural trauma and state-

sanctioned racialized violence follows closely on the heels of this death knell.  

 This time prescriptive slowness is lyrically linked to permanent and irreparable damage 

of broken trust. Racialized blackness and sexualize femininity can no longer rhetorically relate to 

the nation state on the level of ethos. Trust is gone; the nation has been discredited, shown to 

issue empty promises. US post-war liberal political promises of equality socially premised on 

cultural assimilation cannot and will not end white supremacist oppression and violence. 

Scalding and scathing, the “s” consonant is once again un-sheathed, with the s in trust drawn and 

pointed, like a gun, at a “you” that is and isn’t only the nation. 

 That rage-filled “s” gathers further affective ammunition around a subtler affect: disgust. 

Collective disgust is what the Goddamn of this song points and shoots at. As Sedgwick claims, 
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disgust (like shame) can be “activated by the drawing of a boundary line or barrier…recognizes 

the difference between inside and outside the body and what should and should not be let in…” 

(116). Anger/disgust deems the nation untrustworthy and determines its temporality should not 

be let in. The nation’s time should not be the timing of social change or freedom work. The 

nation’s time doesn’t adjust; it’s metrical, dogmatic, and unresponsive. It keeps, as in possesses, 

the beat while refusing to feel the beat.  

 Disgust, in its capacity to function as a “switch point for the individuation of imaging 

systems, of consciousnesses, of bodies, of theories, of selves…” (116-17) can close affective 

distances by “burning out the fear response” (110). What fear fuels is the maintenance of racially 

sexualized and gendered oppression. Fear is switched off, at least for now, and disgust is 

switched on to tune into a tragic image, the tragic sound of tragic ending, unavoidable through 

ideological imposition of a single meter and singular subject-hood. Singularity, according to Fred 

Moten, is necessarily tragic and a deictic points back to despair: “Part of what one might say, 

then, about singularity is that it is tragic and that it always points to a kind of despair or 

inevitability or to an endless dialectical struggle with despair as inevitability…” (99). The 

struggle between tragedy and despair is a struggle of time and timing. As the second verse gives 

way to the second bridge, call and response patterns—introduced by the first bridge section that 

shows labor conditions and pathological stereotypes attending Black life—stage the dialectical 

struggle between despair and tragedy. 

A Tragic Bridge into Breakage 

 The bridge, starting just before the 4:00 mark, is structured as a call and response, with 

the response already existing in the call of the verse, presupposed by it. The singing persona’s 

vocalic bodies ensembling around Simone use a punctuated, repeating 3-note melodic motif to 
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tune and trouble the freedom movement’s whitened and liberalized mainstays: re/unification, 

desegregation, and mass participation in social-political change (Brooks 186; Kernodle 303). The 

naming of each of this principles solicits the same coordinated vocalic response of “go slow/do it 

slow/ too slow” 33 from the band members playing the drums and bass guitar. The vocalic bodies 

ensembling around slowness tonally unify and come together on the same rhythmic pattern that 

syncopates with the instrumental vamp pattern. None of these methods are deemed satisfactory 

because they have been implemented at a slow speed equated with death.  

 While the instruments hold steady in this pattern, the vocalic bodies rhythmically lock 

into the off-beats and, by repeating the phrase “go slow/do it slow/ too slow,” countermand the 

aural promise of the song’s steady, driving pace. The swift, albeit regulated pace with which the 

song moves—a pacing that requires physical training to achieve and cooperative coordination 

between band members—is not the speed at which Black life experiences long-lasting change. 

Rage and disgust intensify with each reiteration of “go slow/do it slow/too slow” until all of the 

song’s sonic participants collectively become frenetic and tragic. 

  By the climatic point of the bridge, the drums start to shout through crashing cymbal 

falls as the singing persona asserts gradual change increases tragedy. Lyrically, blackness is 

locked into the singular timing of ideologically driven slowness and in the process is made 

inevitably more susceptible to tragedy—loss of life, bodily harm, institutionalized 

discrimination, violence, economic stagnancy—within white supremacy. As all of the song’s 

members coalesce on the word tragedy, the mic buzzes with increased vocal output, as if the 

lyrics are a restraint, holding back vocalic display of outrage at the social conditions that make 

                                                
33 The lyrics have been printed as both “too slow” and “do it slow” in various songbooks and online lyric web 
pages. I hear “too slow” when listening. Scholars likes Tammy Kernodle hear “go slow” while scholars like 
Daphne Brooks hear “do it slow.” To honor and recognize all hearings, I use the slash to conjuncture “go 
slow” and “do it slow” with “too slow.”  
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such a proclamation necessary. Importantly, it is at/on the naming of tragedy the singing persona 

experiences vocalic breakage, tuning the song into the material broken-ness that comes from the 

relation between tragedy and despair/rage/disgust.  

 Those breakages are most acute in the ways Simone’s voice broke when composing and 

breaks when performing this piece. Nina Simone’s daughter—Lisa Simone Kelly—contends that 

“MGD” radically altered her mother’s singing range. Kelly states that her mother’s range shifted 

almost a full octave lower into contralto-tenor territory, making it difficult to reach the upper 

registers. While this low range would became a defining feature of Simone’s musicality and a 

key contributor to the way gender ambiguity is often heard, felt, and sense in Simone’s music, at 

this juncture in the song’s second bridge the persona’s vocalic bodies are trying to cover and 

recover the material loss of singing range they had before this song came into being.   

 This is the specific material loss Moten asks after. It is a physical, vocal loss. It is an 

irrecoverable loss. The tragedies that compelled and tuned the emergence of “MGD”—Medgar 

Ever’s assassination and the Birmingham bombing—leaves a vocal scar upon Simone person and 

persona. With rhetorical force, person and persona wiled affectively expose and attune listeners 

to the terrors and tragedies that ideologically press upon and are pressurized by racialized 

blackness and sexualized femininity. The tune is shown. Now, it’s time for the show. 

Showing: Epideictic Functions 

  “MGD’s” show tune sensibilities function as a tactical device of conciliation that brings   

listeners into an epideictic relationship with the song’s socio-political assessment of the freedom 

movement’s reliance on liberalism as a response to white supremacy’s vitriol and violence. A 

priori perceptual assumptions of the show tune as an innocuous song form coaxes, persuades 

listeners who may range from hospitable to hostile to the song’s political purposes into the song 
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to give the song a chance. The show tune performatively effects rhetorical epideixis by getting 

listeners near to—that’s the epi—the historical contexts motivating the song’s showing of how 

racialized blackness and sexualized femininity suffers, subverts, and shifts—that’s the deixis—in 

relation to the manifold forms of threat posed by white supremacy poses and the repetitive, dead-

end show presented by liberalism’s timing. The prefix epi gets at more than nearness, though. 

It’s the prefix that offers a range of relations: near, at, against, on, above, and over are all epi 

relations. “MGD” utilizes the general affability ascribed to the show tune form to attune and 

move listeners near to the conditions of death and decay sanctioned by both white supremacy 

and liberalism so that by song’s end listeners may ultimately position themselves against these 

very same conditions and ideologies.    

 In nearness and againstness “MGD” generates deixis that require bodily and conceptual 

syncopation between the racialized blackness and sexualized femininity the song shows and 

listeners sense of subject-hood. Deixis, according to the Princeton Handbook of Poetic Terms, is 

derived from the root deictic. Deictics are those features of discourse (and I would add 

performance) that are shifters of time, place, persons, and social positions. They can be terms of 

radial allusion that intimate situational connections. Deictics can also be terms of disintegration 

that collapse situational distinction. Whether a given deixis connects or collapses, deictics are 

important components in the “establishment of poetic persona, temporality, and relationship to 

history” (Pines 64). The singing persona that congregates around Simone and the socio-political 

issues “MGD” addresses are placed in a temporal relationship with history, most especially the 

slow timing of liberalized progressiveness. “MGD” works the epi locations of nearness and 

againstness to show and shift liberalism’s slow, prescriptive social program that stalls and 
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subjects racialized blackness and sexualized femininity to singular modes of living and working 

that keep institutionalized subjugation ideologically secure.    

Against Slow Time: Temporal Passageways 

 “MGD’s” first bridge section, around the 2:00 mark, shows the insufficiency of post-war 

liberalism’s “slow change” approach to ending social inequity and discrimination. This section is 

notable because its dynamics escalate and lyrically link racially sexualized gender with working 

conditions and post-war liberal ideology. The verse leading into the bridge offers the first 

temporal pivot point—a call the bridge section responds too—by calling out the slow timing that 

post-war liberalism and hetero-patriarchal white supremacy expects of racialized blackness. 

These co-articulating ideologies are personified and addressed to a third-person: “They keep on 

saying—Go slow” (qtd. in Kernodle 302). A deictic loop is established between “go slow” and 

“they.” The timing points to an ideological third-person and the person points back to the timing. 

In turn, slowness points back to a deictic “they” that dictates deceleration from Black lives. Both 

time and pronoun point beyond themselves and toward a convergence between white supremacy, 

hetero-patriarchy, and liberalism and their constellated efforts to racialize blackness. The show 

that “MGD” puts on display looks these ideological blind spots in the eye. By using third-person 

plural pronoun of “they,” the lyrics consolidate what had been falsely disaggregated by post-war 

liberalism. “They” refers to no one race, gender, class, ability, age or place. “They” are those 

who affiliate, enact, and benefit from an ideological trifecta prescribing slow change.  

 The verse labors to lyrically show racially gendered sexuality historically sediments in 

the US through liberalism’s collusion with hardened phenotypical formulations of race, white 

supremacist rhetorics, and hetero-patriarchal logics. The verse rhythmically and sonorously 

labors to unsettle and show race can be sensed as a historical sedimentation in the way Ahmed 
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contends: “Something becomes sedimented, when it has settled, often near a barrier, as that 

which stops a flow. And race is precisely this: a congealing, a solidifying: a history that becomes 

concrete, a physical barrier in the present: stop. Or not: go” (“Race” 95). The bridge section 

boldly breaks up liberalism’s racialized logics of timing as that which acts as barricade and 

barrier to Black life. The verse’s directive to “go slow” leads into “go slow/do it slow/too slow” 

in the bridge section. Verse and bridge bend into each other at/in the conjuncture of the 

racialization of time—a timed racialization, or materialization of racialization timed so as not to 

disrupt, disorder, or distress the measured and metrical timing of normative whiteness.  

 The bridge, also structured as a call and response, calls out types of manual labor and 

service work historically assigned to and forced upon bodies of color, with each call soliciting a 

coordinated response of “too slow” from the band members playing the drums and bass guitar.  

The lyrical, timbral and vocalic participants take issue with work specific to house-keeping—

window-washing—which, in hetero-patriarchal societies, is work that’s historically gendered 

feminine and racially endarkened. The vocalic bodies also take issue with the continued socio-

economic dependence on bodies of color to raise, tend and harvest the emblematic cash crop of 

Southern US white supremacy—cotton. These forms of low-paid, un-protected, physically 

demanding labor slowly exhausts Black life of material resources while simultaneously 

contributing to the institutional replication of extractive, exploitative plantation-era socio-

economic structures. These forms of manual labor are met with the same unified vocalic 

response of  “go slow/do it slow/too slow” from the musicians, sung over the instrumental vamp. 

 The repetitiveness of the instrumental vamp works to audibly demonstrate the structural 

entrenchment and durability of economic exploitation, suggested by the instruments looping 

through a tonal tautology that gives the illusion, not the fulfillment, of progress through a 
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driving, up-beat tempo. While the instruments hold steady in this pattern, the vocalic bodies 

rhythmically lock into the off-beats and, by repeating the phrase “go slow/do it slow/ too slow,” 

countermand the aural promise of the song’s steady, driving pace. The swift, albeit regulated 

pace with which the song moves—a pacing that requires physical training to achieve and 

cooperative coordination between band members—is not the speed at which Black life 

experiences wide-scale, long-lasting socio-economic change. The contradictory constancy of the 

interaction between the vocal call and response patterns and the show tune’s temporal and tonal 

arrangement takes on a geo-political resonance when listeners remember this recording of 

“MGD” is emplaced in the Northern urban epicenter of Manhattan. 

 The singing persona’s vocalic bodies deictically point to the dead-end presented by wide-

spread ideological buy-in to post-war liberalism that believed Black life experienced better 

working and living conditions in the North than what apartheid Southern states offered. The 

ideological tension intensifies with the instrumental tonality and rhythmic temporality doubling 

as a sonic synecdoche for liberalized post-war Northern anti-discriminatory “progress 

narratives”—performed as measured and moving ahead—believed to be a corrective to Southern 

discrimination. The instrumentalists’ vocalic bodies respond to their own endless vamping with 

on slowness. Verbally denouncing the temporal organization of Black socio-economic 

subjugation, the vocalic bodies lay bare what the rhythmic timing and instruments get into, and 

gets listening near too: the sonic organizational patterns structure and suppress how the Northern 

US fell short of delivering better life for Black life during the Great Migration34 period. 

                                                
34 Simone and her family participated in the Great Migration, moving from Tryon, NC northward to 
Philadelphia, PA on the hope and belief of finding more educational and economic opportunity. For Simone, 
educational opportunity was sought through the high-stakes audition experience for entrance and full-
scholarship to the Curtis Institute of Music. Waymon took the scholarship examination at Curtis in 1950. 
Adding to the already enormous pressure of readying for Curtis, Simone’s family decided that Philadelphia 
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 As Roderick Ferguson notes, many Black Americans migrated northward to move “away 

from a collapsing agrarian economy,” believing that better work and pay await. Better work and 

better pay was often not, however, what awaited Black life upon arrival in the North and the 

West, especially in densely populated metropolitan areas where “migrants eventually faced the 

reality of black unemployment and poverty” (89). Compounding economic insecurity was, and 

still remains, the presence of racialized violence. Stoever argues that Northern tactics of 

racialized violence through “segregation, economic exploitation, “dead end” jobs, and brutally 

isolating incarceration” were “less spectacular but no less lethal” than the “ever-present backdrop 

of lynching in the South” (184). “Dead-end” jobs are precisely what are protested. The 

instrumental tonality points to and stands for what Northern, post-war liberalism thinks it gives 

but ultimately withholds from Black life: economic progress, social change, and safety. The 

instrumentalist’s vocalic bodies call out the speed with which working conditions exploit Black 

life by consignment to (s)low-wage work that perpetuate hierarchical, capitalist caste systems. In 

this moment, the song’s structural and sonic coalitions show how race, power, and capital are 

temporally and culturally produced. This bridge doesn’t just sonically engage with labor, though. 

Some of the “master tropes” of hetero-patriarchy intersecting with white supremacist and post-

war liberalism round out the bridge and bring out the same “go slow/do it slow/too slow.”  

 The second half of this bridge section shows how the tropes of wickedness, laziness, and  

                                                                                                                                                       
was important not just for potential educational opportunities, but for the entire family to have better socio-
economic prospects. Simone’s hopeful prospects at Curtis solidified the family’s decision to uproot, leave the 
South, and move northward, participating in what is now referred to as the “Great Migration.” Visual arts 
richly depicted and documented this mass migration, important to histories of Black diaspora within the US. 
See Jacob Lawrence’s modernist Migration Series (1941). What’s often referred to as the “Harlem 
Renaissance” coincided with the historical timeframe of the Great Migration. Romare Bearden’s collages—
whose family participated in the Great Migration—are noteworthy for Bearden’s improvisational approach, 
sourced from jazz, to visual arts. 
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craziness affix to the racially gendered and sexualized superior/inferior binary providing another 

route for conceptual interfacing between post-war liberalism, hetero-patriarchy and white 

supremacy. The lyrics triangulate a triplet of tropes: “You’re just plain rotten. You’re too damn 

lazy. You thinking crazy” (qtd. in Kernodle 302). Each of these pathologizing tropes is met with 

the same response: “go slow/do it slow/too slow.” But why does the song sing in second person 

here? Why the shift to singing from the perspective of a person with double-consciousness, as 

DuBois would call it? The vocalic bodies are replaying and rejecting what has been said to them 

by whom? For one, Gunner Myrdal’s influential mid-century multi-volume work An American 

Dilemma propagated a pathological understanding of Black culture.  

 Featured in Roderick Ferguson’s Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of Color 

Critique, Myrdal’s An American Dilemma (funded by the Carnegie Corporation) was 

commissioned as a way to socialize Black life “into a process of rationalization that made their 

(Black) conversion from savages to rational subjects inseparable from the needs of capital” (89). 

It presented what was then called and cast as the “Negro problem” as an issue of rationality and 

morality. Myrdal placed rationality and morality as the twin pillars of US ethos and national 

values, epitomized in the American Creed—one of American liberalism’s charter documents of 

individualism, populism, and patriotism. Ferguson finds the American Creed functions as a 

regulatory apparatus, a “mantle of rationality” that provided the “ideological basis for the 

rationalization of American culture” built from humanist liberalism’s Enlightenment ideals and 

values and perfected by liberal democratic capitalism (90). As Ferguson goes on to explain: 

Formulating liberalism as the culmination of human progress ignores the ways 
that liberalism not only condoned exclusions within the border of the democratic 
capitalist state, but required those exclusions. Myrdal, therefore, cannot grasp how 
the American Creed, as a liberal expression grounded in universalist principles, 
was sustained by engaging and producing exclusions based on particularities of 
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race, gender, class and sexuality. Those exclusions, for African Americans, were 
explained as consequences of their own nonheteronormativity (91). 

 
 Within the hetero-normative frameworks of the American Creed—the lynchpin of American 

Dilemma—Black life is heard and seen as antithetical to “Enlightened” US rationality and US 

identity; contrary yet necessary to liberalism’s messianic social agenda.  

 Myrdal attributes “disorganization” and “instability” of Black families and cites it 

evidence of “cultural pathology.” For Myrdal, cultural pathology is defined by two hetero-

normative criteria:  “whether the family is constituted through legal marriage and whether the 

family conforms to the parameters of the nuclear family model idealized in whiteness (92). The 

American Dilemma also found “emotionalism” of Black churches and forms of worship as 

indicative of “cultural pathology” (91-92). Emotionality within Black churches is treated with 

suspicion for its “excessiveness,” for its noncompliance with white rationality’s 

“nondemonstrative” worship, and for its evocative emotionality. Emotionality “evoked for 

whites the specter of unregulated nonheteronormativity” that was developed through associating 

“bestial sexuality” with Black religious emotionalism that “located African Americans within 

premodern time, placing them within the time of unregulated sexuality, before the emergence of 

modern rationalities…sexuality (is) an integral feature in the racialization of African Americans 

and responsible for the exclusions that shaped African American existence during legalized 

segregation” (92). As the lyrics re/hear/sing ideologically underwritten subjugation from the 

perspective of racially Black and hyper-sexualized femininity, the bridge escalates in 

instrumental and vocalic dynamics as well as percussive complexity.  

 The vocalic bodies call and respond to each other to expose the temporal contradictions 

of those racially gendered and sexualized preconceptions and affective predispositions developed 

in post-war liberalism’s importing of white hetero-normativity’s central precepts, principles, and 
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perturbations. The repeated response around slowness shows Black life calling out the metrical 

timing of white, hetero-patriarchal post-war liberalism’s rationality and morality as 

unprogressive. It’s timing bars and needs Black life to physically, sexually, and psychologically 

labor to re/produce normative forms of un-affected liberalized life. This makes the lyrical 

closeness between “go slow” and “do it slow” and “too slow” all the more provocative for its 

sexual over-tones and timed interruption to tacit and state-sanctioned sexual subjugation. Though 

the instrumental tonality temporally organizes and regulates through metrical repetition of the 

vamp—affectively registered as non-threatening to the ideological cluster that times the song’s 

show—the vocalic bodies collectively protest the deadening temporal conditions of living and 

working while Black and female in the Northern and Southern US. 

 That protest plays at the edges of what the liberalized listening ear, contoured as it is by 

whiteness and hetero-patriarchy, can timbrally tolerate. As the latter half of the bridge section 

reaches its zenith, the volume of Simone’s vocalic bodies increases to deliver a sung a curse 

upon the racist tropes of laziness and craziness. The increase in dynamics is important because 

changing the volume brings listeners epideictically up against the sonic color line. For instance, 

Stoever queries how “a wide range of African American singing practices whites considered 

emotive, ornamental, and untutored: falsetto, melisma, vocal dynamics, and what Ethel Waters 

described as the ability to “riff and jam and grow” were heard and discussed by using the 

flattened terminology of shouting (248).  

 Indeed, by the mid-20th century, shouting had become a “sonic racial code word” 

allowing the sonic color line, in coordination with the listening ear, to racialize blackness and 

hyper-sexualize femininity. Shouting functioned as a compressed term for describing a variety of 

vocalic practices in efforts to delegitimize those sounds on the grounds that they violate 
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whiteness’s standards of bodily comportment by being “excessive emotionality” and 

“animalistic” (249). This is especially true of music performed with barrelhouse stylistic 

components, which is the case with “MGD.” Simone’s vocalic bodies dynamically transgress 

racial, sexual, and gendered confines in that they utilize techniques of vocal performance 

crossing bodily discipline and barrelhouse boisterousness with disdain for politics of 

respectability. The surge in dynamics takes listening to the retaining walls of the sonic color line 

while keeping sonic ties with liturgically oriented freedom songs, popular and emotionally 

appealing among Christian-based organizations of the freedom movement.  

 The surge doesn’t last long. The volume begins to pull back and the call/response 

between vocalic bodies stops as a line of questioning is posed by and to Simone’s vocalic bodies, 

again from the perspective of whitened, hetero-patriarchal, post-war liberalism. The questions 

lyrically posed are concerned with ascertaining where and what the vocalic bodies are going and 

doing. An uncertain yet assured “I don’t know” (qtd. in Kernodle 303) is the only response 

available. Both the question and response are posed while the instruments break from their 

compulsive vamping. Vocal call and response between Simone and the band members also 

ceases. This momentary break in repetition allows for something else to be shown: the need to 

un/know and re/fuse those ideologies and persons who use rationality as a regulatory mechanism 

to enforce singularity upon racialized Blackness and sexualized femininity and reduce affective 

comprehension of social injustice.   

Not Knowing: In the Break of a Bridge 

 In this moment, the scene of address has just shifted from an accusatory externalization 

of the second person pronoun “you” re/hear/singing tropes that pathologize Black life, and 

abruptly moved to first person pronoun “I.” The vocalic call and response as well as the second 
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person’s accusations still reverberate as the first person side-steps lyrical inquisition aimed at 

tying subject-hood to a specific location and action. First and second persons push into each 

other and are pushed by the suddenly stripped down, syncopated 2-feel of the synchronized 

piano-percussion-guitar in coordinated relationship with the vocalic bodies. In between these 

oscillatory movements between first and second persons, there is a contemporaneous unlearning 

of logos’ domination on thought. Rationality has failed, as has understanding. There is no 

“standing under” or “going across” (as Krista Ratcliffe would have it) the subjugation that 

follows racialized blackness and sexualized femininity. Logos, as it has been metaphysically 

aligned with disembodied objectivity cannot respond to these conditions, nor can a listening 

purposed to restore logos. 

 As pronouns, persons, piano, and percussion push against and within authorial forms of 

address only to lyrically negate the certainty of logical rationality by insisting on not-knowing as 

the only response to any questions of doing (action) or going (location). “I don’t know” is all the 

song says to questions that interrogate racialized Blackness and sexualized femininity’s 

whereabouts in efforts to subject subject-hood to subjugation, subservience and surveillance 

within post-war liberalisms white supremacist hetero-patriarchy. Along with knowledge, 

authorial “I” is called into question. The “I” that is the lyrical actor refuses to authorize locatable 

knowledges and refuses to disclose a destination. This “I” is an anachronistic affirmation of what 

Trinh T. Minh-ha has long advocated: a wandering “I” and traveling subject-hood. Travelling 

subject-hood “moves physically from one place to another, following “public routes and beaten 

tracks” within a mapped movement; and, the self that embarks on an undetermined journeying 

practice, having constantly to negotiate between home and abroad, native culture and adopted 

culture, or more creatively speaking, between a here, a there, and an elsewhere” (elsewhere 27). 
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This not-knowing “I,” confronted with ideological “hailing” and bodily surveillance, goes 

elsewhere into an unknown, undisclosed location.  

 Not-knowing encourages the kind of radical thinking, subjectivity, and ethics that Rosi 

Braidotti calls “nomadic” and “non-unitary,” which establishes bonds through multiple 

belonging and sustains ethical engagement through transform and an “enlarged sense of inter-

connection between self and others” (35). Topologically unbound yet not ungrounded, re-

locating subjectivity’s thinking and action to an elsewhere doesn’t make for an ethics or a “view 

from nowhere” (29). To the contrary, non-knowing supplies subject-hood with sonic and lyrical 

“lines of flight” for creatively opening up space for racialized blackness and sexualized 

femininity to relocate. And that’s just what the song and singing subject does.  

 The lyrical and vocalic bodies dodged liberalism’s epistemological mandates and moved 

to take action by lyrically asserting they will stand up for themselves in efforts to be “counted.” 

Yet, their relocation efforts are curtailed and circumscribed by whiteness, heard in the 

instrumental return to the vamp pattern and the harmonic re-installment of the “home key.” The 

bridge and the break within the bridge are tonally located in what Westernized music theory 

hears and calls a “minor key.” Minor keys have pre-determined sonic relations to a “major key.” 

When a song starts in a major key—like “MGD” does—and moves to a minor key (again, 

modulation is the term for that particular kind of harmonic motion) the song, by rule, is destined 

to return home to the “major key.” Efforts at conceptual-bodily relocation are thwarted by 

rhythmic reabsorption back into the vamp pattern and forced return “home,” as dictated by 

whitened, Western ideals of musical harmony.  

 The song’s revolutions around the “home key” show several centuries of sonic history 

establishing “likeness” as the principle by which whiteness establishes harmonic dominance. As 
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Hight argues: “Harmony provided a conceptual apparatus by which bodies that seem totally 

“other” and foreign cultures could be assimilated and controlled according to the degree of their 

likeness” (15). Hight goes on to say that:  

This sameness is crucial not simply at an ideological level, but also in the ability 
to administrate the economy of empire in which all the elements of its domain, 
including colonized populations, could be treated as material for economic 
development…Through the trope of harmony, races were no longer seen as 
incommensurable… and converted into resources and goods, sometimes as slaves 
(15).  
 

Though there have been numerous “reconstruction periods” and “resistance movements” waged 

in opposition to the harmonic meta-analogies embedded in the bedrock of Westernized 

metaphysical epistemologies, most movements re-constitute rather than re-lease “harmonic 

organizations of racial identity” (15). However, “MGD” isn’t especially interested in 

repositioning through reconstruction or reconstitution; its interest is in refusal and relocation. 

The tonal movement back into the “home key” just as the lyrical and vocalic bodies begin to 

forge a path an “elsewhere” that doesn’t stand under logos but stands up to its devotion to 

ideological dominance. Put another way, harmonic progression results in social regression for 

racialized blackness and sexualized femininity. This prompts the lyrical and vocalic bodies to 

remind themselves and listeners that they already know what waits at home.  

 Modulation prompts a truncated re-appearance of the song’s central refrain. This 

reiteration of damnation puts more temporal space between God and damn; the vocalic bodies 

break the lyrical relation, emphasizing the damn. The damn, in its distancing from God, confirms 

and denies mutual recognition of faith-based social organizing. The distanced-from-divinity 

shows that “MGD” can’t fully separate from faith. The lyrical and vocalic repetition of 

condemnation sends the song away from the home key, sends the tune into the major key’s 

“relative minor,” sends the lyrics into the second verse, and shows the persona-fied vocalic 
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bodies sutured to a Black feminine body tuning and transposing a compound affective state that 

moves despair into enraged disgust. The show and the tune transpose each other. 

Writing: Improvisational and Ecstatic Subjectivity  
 
 “MGD” gets up against and near to a cluster of ideologies and shows racialized blackness 

and sexualized femininity staging sonic relocation effort. It tunes listening into the personified 

dynamics of compounded affectivity and crowded subjectivity. The affective tuning of “MGD’s” 

political show is mediated by a virtuosic performance persona—a persona that initially emerged 

as a named cloaking device for Simone and developed into an enduring performative effecting 

crowded subjectivity that labors to close affective distances between Simone’s multiply situated 

subjectivities while, at the same time, exposing the tenor and timbre of white supremacist hetero-

patriarchy’s violence and post-war liberalism’s slow and detached response. The persona, in 

collaboration with the piano, drums, bass and guitar, also start to writes a show featuring 

improvisational, ecstatic, and temporally non-unitary forms of subject-hood, detectable in 

“MGD’s” first intermezzo and its ending.  

An Interruptive Intermezzo: Disarticulating Showing, Tuning and Writing 

 Intermezzos are improvisational interruptions. “MGD’s” first intermezzo around the 1:00 

mark vocally improvises an impactful message, staged as a preface to the second verse that shifts 

the song, tonally, by moving it to the relative minor. Tonally, it’s a noticeable down shift, a 

descent in the Motenian sense of ensembling sensuality: “descent into music, descent into 

organization, the ensemble of the sense, unexcluded in the cut, excision of the unit, cut in the 

ensemble, in preparation of the necessary sound” (83). The tonal modulation downward 

instrumentally prepares listeners for the necessary sound of the freshly cut and lowered range of 

the persona’s vocalic bodies. The instruments buy time for vocalic re-grouping. And yet, though 
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the descend into a different key, they continue using the same organizing vamp structure; tonal 

movement, temporal stasis that maintains the same speed and relentless rhythm of a swing 

shuffle driving the song, from the start, at a quick vive (Fr. tempo marking for fast).  

 The singing persona’s vocalic bodies temporarily drop out and go silent while the 

instruments relocate the song and listening. It’s the sort of silence Carrillo Rowe and Malhotra 

discuss as inward grounding that enables “one to go in before speaking or acting, necessary for 

groundedness as well as connecting spiritual with the political” (2). It is here, after the transition 

from major key to its relative minor the “necessary sound” is vocally expressed in the form of a 

proclamation announcing “MGD” is a show tune without a show written for it.  

 The song anticipates some future show, showing only its tune, bracketing off the graphic 

—the writing— by locating its development in another time and place. The song is the 

antecedent of the show, tuning its yet-to-come writing. Time is cut-up and crossed in the 

movement between listening, showing (visibility), tuning (audibility), and writing (composing), 

with writing not having any choice but to follow, to come after and always a little late. 

 Interestingly, the singing persona’s vocalic bodies break their relationship with the 

melody during the intermezzo. They take a break from singing in order to break into the timing 

and un/folding of the song. They fold in a break to send messages about temporal dis-articulation 

and ideological distance to a predominately white, affluent Carnegie Hall audience presumed to 

ascribe to the precept of social integration and steadily timed slow change. Written through 

spoken improvisation, said off the cuff in a liminal and transitional moment of the song, 

speaking voice improvisationally disarticulates the timing of showing, tuning, and writing to 

relate the show’s delayed writing to ideologically delayed social progress.  Writing is deferred in 

this temporal un/alignment between showing, tuning and writing. Writing is waiting for listening 
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audiences to become co-authors of a more socially just show than what’s ideologically tuned and 

tempered by whitened post-war liberalism and hetero-patriarchy. Vocally improvising delay and 

deferral between the major coordinates of becoming (showing, tuning, writing) writes listening 

audiences into the song’s epideictic performativity that points, with hope, toward a time (the yet) 

where listeners can be respond-able to politics of collectivity and un/bound subject-hood.  

 This improvised vocalic message, though not stylized as a rhetorical question, 

performatively effects rhetorically questioning by prompting listeners to question their role as 

participants in this epideictic. Listeners are approached as potential co-authors for writing an 

ending to the oppressive and deadly show—part requiem and part resistance—the song puts on 

sonic display. The show remains unwritten because it needs more writers capable of distancing 

themselves from the timing and tuning that stalls systematic, lasting social, political and 

economic change for racialized blackness and sexualized femininity. 

 The In Concert recording of “MGD” suggests those assembled in Carnegie Hall got the 

message but didn’t comprehend it. Laughter follows this vocally improvised announcement 

about the song’s temporal coordinates. Listeners laugh before getting it. Given the attack and 

fade of the laughter, something akin to confusion arrives mid-laugh. The laughter exemplifies 

how audiences generally enjoyed but did not understand Simone’s performances. The “laugh-

track” that gets tracked as a public response to this improvised intermezzo epideictically points 

to the ways in which prevailing ideological conditions obstruct the Carnegie Hall listeners 

comprehension and limit their affective relation to “visceral open wounds” of “the black female 

(singing) subject (that) splits, moves, and inhabits multiple positions in order to generate a 

productive distance between her audience, herself, and “Mississippi,” a synecdoche for the 

American (un)scene/ seen” (Brooks 184). Normatively conditioned listening shows its ethical 
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irresponsibility (ear/responsibility) to the multiplicity of racialized blackness and sexualized 

femininity through the response of laughter.  

 The listening practices employed by the bodies gathered here, in the setting of Carnegie 

Hall, do not promote respond-ability to racialized blackness and sexualized femininity’s 

improvised sonic ensembling that writes temporal distance between showing, tuning, and writing 

to send a surreptitious message: writers wanted and needed. The listening that lives in this 

laughter keeps listeners bemusedly aloof and ethically un-moved by the call for co-authoring a 

show that writes an ending to injustice and discrimination. The listening practices of Carnegie 

Hall’s listeners effective blocked out the intermezzo’s improvised message. The message is 

laughed at it. In laughing, the necessity for writing is disregarded. Message undeliverable.  

Ending and Un-aligning   

 “MGD” closes by writing an open alternative to liberalized scripts of social equality, 

which considers integration the benchmark of social progress. The refrain returns to offer the last 

words of the song, but a short lyric, in the form of a rhymed couplet denouncing equality in the 

form of de-segregation, prefaces the song’s final return to those places in the Southern US that 

hold Black life in a perpetual state of damnation. With vocal vigor and through a melodic line 

that holds its ground by staying fairly close to the same tonal pitch, the song argues: “You don’t 

have to live next to me. Just give me my equality” (qtd. in Kernodle 303). Racial integration is 

not required in order for equality to be realized. This sentiment writes a departure from liberal 

integrationist ideologies that prescribe integration for the achievement of social equality. Rather, 

the call to integration is met with a response that hovers between dismissal and resistance. 

Tensions emerge between legally recognizable subject-hood—subject-hood that does not need to 

forfeit racial affiliation with Black subjectivity to be treated as equal before the law—and the 
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juridical desegregation mandates of the 1964 revision to the Civil Rights act initially passed 

1957.  

 The song’s finale refuses metrical alignment with the beat, opting vocally and lyrically to 

conclude by putting some rhythmic and sonic distance between God and damn, effecting 

something of a musical separation between church, state and subject. While both God and damn 

are sung on the same pitch, damn is sustained for double the amount of time, until the singing 

persona’s vocalic bodies break away. By the sounds of it, the air supply gave out or was cut off, 

choked up either by the lungs or by loss. 

 At song’s end, a subject-hood is formed around a desire to be recognizable but not 

dependent upon integration for that recognition. Racial separation isn’t exactly the issue for the 

song. Systemic and systematic legal, political, and social discrimination that produce racial, 

gender and sexual violence is the issue. The song desegregates musically while lyrically and 

vocally renouncing whitened, post-war liberalism’s version and vision of desegregation based 

upon constructions of racialized Black life as “symbol” or “victim.” The compounded 

ideological conditions in question sever political viewpoints from bodily knowledge, affective 

contact, and economic conditions.  

 These multiple points of severance produce conceptual and affective blockages around 

the person-hood and humanity of racialized blackness.35 Salamishah Tillet puts it like this in the 

                                                
35 This claim is drawn from James Baldwin, a contemporary and friend of Nina Simone’s, whose book The 
Fire Next Time. In this book, Baldwin writes with exasperation about white liberalism’s conceptual impasses 
in relation to the rise, force, and power of Black Muslim movements and the reasons it attracted and mobilized 
such fervent followers. Upon receiving a dinner invitation from the Black Muslim movement’s leader, prophet 
Elijah Muhammad, and contemplating the the invitation he says: “In a way, I owe the invitation to the 
incredible, abysmal, and really cowardly obtuseness of white liberals. Whether in private debate or in public, 
any attempt I made to explain how the Black Muslim movement came about, and how it has achieved such 
force, was met with a blankness that revealed the little connection that the liberals’ attitude have with their 
perceptions or their lives, or even their knowledge—revealed, in fact, that they could deal with the Negro as a 
symbol or a victim but had no sense of him as a man” (58). 
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article “My American Dream Sounds Like Nina Simone” (2012): “As she desegregated sound, 

she also fought for the end of second-class citizenship for African-Americans by headlining civil 

rights fundraisers and going down South to join the famous Selma to Montgomery Marches in 

1965. Her sonic radicalism not only modeled her virtuosity and musical dexterity, but also was 

the blueprint of her social ideal” (n. pag.). This closing conjuncture of the song provides just 

such a socio-political blue print, an imprinting of a prescient political radicalism co-forming with 

the Simone persona to move, by sound, through recounting what’s lost in ideologically 

prescribed and legally applied of integration as a slow solution to discrimination.  

 “MGD” writes a blueprint for social democracy that musically draws attention to what 

Butler understands as a necessary element for “radical democratic projects notions of political 

futurity: ideological incompletion (Bodies 144).  Integration does not ideologically write a script 

for ending oppressions and “MGD” does withholds an endorsement for integration because of it. 

Instead, it subjects integration to critique in order to un/write ideological linkages between social 

integration and equality. Having already challenged what “constitutes the temporal order of 

democracy” by dis-articulating temporal alignment between showing, tuning, and writing in the 

first intermezzo, the song’s ending can now write an” incalculable future, leaving open the 

production of new subject-positions, new political signifiers, and new linkages to become the 

rallying points for politicization” (Butler 144). The subject position produced is the “incalculable 

future” of this ideologically incomplete ending is an ec-static subjectivity. “MGD’s” ending sets 

loose an ec-static subject-hood in the way Butler calls upon the ec-static in Precarious Life: “To 

be ec-static means, literally, to be outside oneself, and thus can have several meanings: to be 

transported beyond oneself by a passion, but also to be beside oneself with rage or grief” 

(Precarious Life 24). Ecstatically exposed, subject-hood demands relief from discrimination and 
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oppression and the right to remain dis-integrated rather than re-integrated into an ideologically 

unsound and unjust social system. The song writes a beginning by breaking the naturalization of 

integration, allowing the break to write an open ending.  

Closing, Listening and Crowding 

 Simone’s first “agitprop” political protest song, “MGD” is a song studying, sounding, 

seeing and performing couplings and uncouplings, stoppings and goings that impels audio-visual 

contact between racialized blackness, sexualized femininity, and ideologically impressed 

subject-formation. While Simone’s expansive, genre-crossing repertoire is replete with powerful 

protest music, “MGD” in particular exposes the ways Black lives experience trauma from US 

white supremacist violence and condemns affective complacency and sensorial numbness of 

those served by whitened, liberalized status quo. It’s a song where audiences audibly express 

enjoyment but incomplete understanding of the song’s political import because of the ways the 

show tune genre is mocked, mimicked, raided, hollowed-out, and cut up with content atypical to 

the pathos of show-tunes. 

 Sonically arranged in the style of a showtune, lyrically uncompromising in its political 

message focused upon systemic social injustices within US life, boldly denouncing US states rife 

with racially specific violence, “MGD” listens audiences ethical relationality. As such, listening 

is required to epideictically syncopate, to get near the distances (distanciations) the song shows 

as in/visible affective detachments between political action to end racial, sexual, and gender 

oppression, whitened liberal ideology, and hetero-patriarchal expectations about Black 

femininity and musical virtuosity. What “MGD” can and does do is instigate epi-listenings that 

pull listeners nearer to the aural appearances of musical persona who are still ensembling, more 
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than fifty years later, under the name of goddamn: frustration, restlessness, impatience, mournful 

anger, injustice, distrust, dis-possession, and death. 

 Fifty years later, geo-political showings of sexualized and racialized subjects are still 

being tuned, still struggling to be written in socially just articulations. Fifty years later, there’s 

continued evidence of ethical severance of affective life (audiences enjoy) from epistemological 

life (audiences don’t understand). Church massacres and racially motivated brutality and murder 

still occur, showing how under-hearing and mis-hearing diminishes capacities to listen and look 

in ethically respond-able ways to institutionally sanctioned, socially systemic violence 

disproportionately brings death to Black life. Fifty years later, 21st century US citizens can only 

add, not subtract from, the places named in “MGD’s” chorus. Tennessee, Alabama and 

Mississippi are now joined by Minnesota, Louisiana, Missouri, Maryland, New York, Florida. 

The list grows longer. Fifty years later, white supremacist hetero-patriarchy re-energizes what 

lives and lurks in the shadows cast by a nation dreaming imperialist, xenophobic, homophobic, 

and capitalist dreams: anger and fear. Affected in a way that makes it all but impossible to listen. 

 Those who continue to affectively, politically and fiscally invest in whiteness and hetero-

patriarchy can’t yet see or feel how the timing stultifies socio-political progress and change, 

drags its feet though it got the notice a long time ago that racial, sexual and gender relations need 

urgent listening attention. The show whose plotline revolves around collective equity and safety, 

despite countless showings, is still only partially written because the show needs something 

Simone played but didn’t name: listening.   

 “MGD’s” musical-political exploration of how it is, or can be, that respond-able epi-

listening practices are vital to ensembling audio-visual formations of racially sexualized gender 

in differing temporal dimensions and geo-political locations. Aurally, the song reaches in 
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different directions, heard as a fist raised in the rhythm, a gun-loaded in the lyrics, a eulogy in 

the voice, a revival in the band. Listening, when timed to syncopate, exposes subjects to 

relationality by giving sound over to sight and vice versa in an act of audio-visual ensembling 

what’s frequently barred from being heard within dominant, normative social arrangements.  

Listening’s syncopated timings make it so that its crucial to replay songs like this one, to keep 

close what must be collectively remembered. Bent backwards, listening stands some chance of 

remembering, some opportunity to ethically and respond-ably feel the breaks of a song that 

shows, tunes and writes what’s not yet come: an end to oppression. The song cannot write a 

show that ends oppression without a critical mass that affectively shares intimacies and 

intensities around despair, rage and disgust that’s interleaved with disbelief at the complacency, 

apathy, and comprehension divorced from socio-political action. Then and now “Mississippi 

Goddam” groans and heaves under the accumulated weight of a death toll that keeps on rising. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

RE/HEAR/SINGING DANCING SUBJECT FORMATIONS 

 
 Audiences enjoy her. Audiences do not understand her. This sentiment, once used to 

describe Nina Simone’s popular reception, resonates again with pop singer-songwriter Sia. Since 

releasing her sixth studio album 1,000 Forms of Fear (2014), audiences have been intrigued and 

confused by live and recorded audio-visual performances of the album’s lead singles. Lauded for 

its musical content but criticized for its conceptual music videos, 1,000 Forms of Fear proves, 

for many, to be sonically palatable and visually perplexing, aurally groove-able and visually dis-

agreeable. 

 Of the twelve songs compromising 1,000 Forms of Fear, this chapter concentrates on the 

LP’s leading single and its title-track: “Chandelier.”36  Collaborative labor underlines the story of 

“Chandelier’s” kairotic emergence. Sia’s chronicling of “Chandelier’s” emergence rhetorically 

observes Aristotelian understandings of rhetorical action in that the song made use of the 

available material means of persuading its/selves into existence through Sia’s vocalic bodies, 

well-honed song-writing skills,37 a piano, a marimba, and friends. The song co-labored with what 

Sia’s embodied experience made kairotically available and found further support through Sia’s 

collaborative play with fellow songwriter/producer Jesse Shatkin. Composed in less than an 

                                                
36 As you read, I invite you to listen to the 2014 1,000 Forms of Fear recording of “Chandelier,” available for 
streaming. The time markers referenced throughout align with the song as it appears on 1,000 Forms of Fear. 
 
37 See Feeney’s Time Magazine article. Following the 2010 release and tour of Colour the Small Ones, Sia 
announced her withdrawal from public performance. On the edge of physical collapse from exhaustion and 
with a well-developed taste for stimulant substances and alcohol to alleviate the exhibitionist pressures of 
public performance, Sia went underground. She stepped off stage and into the wings by taking up residency as 
one of the music industry’s most prolific songwriters. Her spectral presence as an EDM-pop songwriter can be 
heard in performances by an impressive roster of musical legends: Rihanna, Beyoncé, David Guetta, Katy 
Perry, Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera, Celin Dion, J-Lo, and many more.  
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hour, 38 the combination of timing, material conditions, and social relations generated an aperture 

for a song to come forward that would cling to Sia’s body and prompt new crossings and 

becomings—crossings of sound, sight, and persona-fied becoming that have renewed Sia’s 

performance life and generated enormous interest her unconventional musical projects. 

 “Chandelier’s” popular appeal is based, in part, on its sonic status as an explosive, 

electrified EDM-pop ballad that Alex Young, CEO and publisher of Consequence of Sound, 

describes as “an impressive pop anthem built specifically for the radio, with dazzling vocal work 

and soaring synth” (n. pag.). “Chandelier’s” popular reception evidences its impressiveness and 

wide-ranging appeal. During 2014, it ranked as a worldwide top-ten and charted on Billboard for 

fourteen weeks. While appealing of/in its own accord, the song’s intrigue is further augmented 

by its Grammy-nominated music video, also released in 2014. Holding a place as one of 

YouTube’s top-twenty most viewed music videos of all time,39 “Chandelier” continues to attract 

audiences though its compelling music video, designed as persona-fied performance art.  

 Both the song and the music video serve as central sites of inquiry for this chapter’s 

rhetorical investigations into subject-hood forms through EDM-pop music. The coordinates of 

showing, tuning, and writing that “MGD” introduced fifty year prior to “Chandelier’s” 

emergence are redeployed in the following analysis. While “Chandelier” isn’t a show tune by 

taxonomical definition, it facilitates tonal, temporal, visual and affective crossings that show, 

                                                
38 See Sia’s July 8, 2014 interview with NPR’s Sam Sanders titled “A Reluctant Star, Sia Deals with Fame on 
Her Own Terms.” In this interview, Sia claims that “Chandelier” was composed in about an hour. 
 
39 Vevo, a jointly owned and operated video hosting service, has ranked “Chandelier” at thirteen in its annual 
“most viewed music videos of all time” list over the past several years. “Chandelier’s” view-count continues to 
grow daily. Currently at a view-count well over 1.53 billion, “Chandelier” averages a million views per day. I 
tracked “Chandelier’s” view count daily during July 2016 and found that within a twenty-four hour period, the 
songs view-count grew, on average, by approximately one million.  
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tune, and write how whitened, sexualized femininity forms in relation to neoliberal ideologies, 

which are propped up by whiteness and hetero-patriarchy.  

Tuning, Showing and Writing: Chapter Coordinates 

 The chapter’s first section considers how “Chandelier” tunes into party-girl femininity by 

studying the song itself. I examine how the song functions as musical collaborative whose sonic 

components tune the song into ideological clusters and neoliberal subjectivities. I argue the 

harmonic movement and instrumental tonality tunes toward whiteness while the song’s 

temporality, timbral vocality and lyrical materials tune into party-girl femininity. I contend the 

song’s sonority attunes to party-girl femininity grappling with sexual and affective expectations 

imposed by neoliberalism’s collusion with what feminist pop music theorist Robin James calls 

MRWaSP – multiracial, white supremacist, (hetero) patriarchy.40 I contemplate how 

“Chandelier” attunes listening to the affect of shame and argue the presence of a choral sigh—a 

sonic technique of crowding—moves both the song, listening and party-girl femininity along a 

path of transformational becoming that queer theorist Eve Sedgwick understands as queer 

movement from “shame consciousness” to “shame creativity” (63). 

 The chapter’s next section analyzes what “Chandelier” shows by attending to the song’s 

music video. A multi-sensory collaborative between sounded and sighted bodies, the music video 

withholds visual access to Sia’s body and instead offers in her place a dancing-girl persona, 

embodied by Maddie Ziegler of the hit television show Dance Moms. I examine the rhetorical 

importance of the persona’s costuming, with focus on wig and leotard, to show how white 

supremacy affixes itself onto femininity. This section gives the most attention to the ways the 

                                                
40 MRWaSP, as Robin James understands it, is a term that both personifies patriarchy through the “Mr.” and 
racializes it by splicing older ideological forms of white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestantism (WASP) within new 
forms of liberalism’s embrace of “multiculturalism.”   
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dancing-girl persona interacts with party-girl femininity in the domestic setting of the music 

video. I focus upon the ways temporality and subjectivity cross and crowd as party-girl 

femininity comes into audio-visual relation with the dancing-girl persona. 

 The chapter’s final section considers how shame is written onto both party-girl femininity 

and the dancing-girl persona through the music video’s portrayal. I argue that the music video 

sends manual messages to and through the dancing-girl persona. These messages are sent using a 

digit(al) technique that I’m currently calling “chironomic dance” (think: hand dancing) that 

designates the hand as the gestural bearer of ecstatic relationality, choral consolation, and shame 

contestation. With both hands splashed in pink and inscribed with messages concerning gendered 

cognitive commands and responses, the hands are impressed by and press back upon shame’s 

staying power. 

Tuning into EDM-pop  
 
 “Chandelier” is sonically tuned and arranged according to EDM-pop conventions. Its 

EDM-pop sensibilities come to the fore instantly through electronic instrumentation that co-

labors alongside Sia’s timbral vocalic bodies, which cover a virtuosic singing range and play the 

physiological breaks between head and chest voice.41 The song’s primary organizational patterns 

follow several of EDM-pop’s distinctive genre features: soaring, dropping, rhythmic stuttering, 

timbral profiling and modular structuration (James 26-48).  

 Soars, along with drops, are among the most recognizable features that facilitate EDM-

pop’s musical production of neoliberal resilience. Neoliberal ideologies frame subject-hood 

                                                
41 Steane, in the Grove Music Dictionary Online defines chest voice as “A term that is used in two connections 
(leaving aside the anatomical conditions under which the chest voice functions): the lower part of the female 
vocal range and the upper part of the male. In both instances it applies to a certain type of voice production and 
its resulting sound, which is quite distinct from that of the head voice.” Opposing the chest voice is the head 
voice, the term used to “denote quiet (soft’) singing in the upper range, or register, of the voice. The singer 
aims the sound high in the face (or mask’) and may experience it as the head itself…” 
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through logics of competitive deregulated “free-market” production that normalizes precarity and 

encourages self-governance through aggressive self-interested individualism, with femininity 

obliged to self-manage by with unconstrained agency and perpetually engaged in projects of self-

improvement (Baker 2010; Chen 2013; Gill and Scharff 2011; Gilbert 2013; McRobbie 2004). 

Resiliency is neoliberalism’s “upgrade on modernist notions of coherence and deconstruction” 

that ideologically instrumentalizes “health” and healthiness as hegemonic “commonsense,” with 

crisis and trauma understood as “necessary, desirable phenomena” that provide opportunities for 

subjects to generate capital from loss or set-backs (James 4-9). Resiliency—heard in songs that 

create damage and then recycle it—is the contact point and in/filtration point between current 

neoliberalized capitalism, racism, sexism and pop music (James 6). Fueled by political and 

economic damage, damage is treated as a social necessity and material resource for the 

opportunity it gives subjects to generate surplus value by recycling damage and extracting from 

it more resources.  

 Many EDM-pop songs excite sonic damage and promptly recycle it, audible in musical 

features like the soar. Soars are a way of building tension and energy through the use of 

“rhythmic and timbral intensification to produce a specific affect” (James 35). Sonic tension is 

generated in the soar “by threatening to transgress the limits of our hearing, to blow out or (sic) 

ears. It’s called “the soar” because it makes us feel like we’re being resilient, cresting at a peak of 

performance by recycling risk into opportunity (35-36).  It’s recognizable as a “surge from a 

dynamically static mid-tempo 4/4 verse to a ramped up major key chorus, topped in the case of 

female singers with founding melisma…” (Barrow n. pag.) The soar is a pervasive genre 

convention trained upon the chorus section of contemporary EDM-pop music, which is exactly 

where “Chandelier” soars.  
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  “Chandelier’s” EDM-pop affiliation is further confirmed by its categorical designation 

as an electropop and/or power42 ballad. Tonally, “Chandelier” observes harmonic ideals43 by 

following a chord progression abiding by the rules of harmonic movement within Westernized 

music’s “minor key” tonality. The formal properties of harmonic arrangement underpinning 

“Chandelier” makes the song lean into pop tonality more so than EDM modularity through tonal 

movement based upon harmonic progression, a progression that leans into whiteness in its 

supremacist articulations. 

 With harmonic order powering and grounding “Chandelier’s” structural engine, the song 

is shot through with racialized whiteness in the way Christopher Hight’s scholarship lucidly 

articulates. Hight claims that harmony is neither solely a “tool of musical composition” nor 

exclusively symptomatic of a “rise of uniquely Western form of visuality” (14). Rather, 

harmonic tonal relations are an organization system that provide a sonic “consensual and 

preconscious norm for “whiteness” which is “integral to the production of racialized subjects.” 

Hight argues that harmonic systems help furnish whiteness with monist, singular ideologies of 

sameness that mobilize a comparative “meta-analogy” of tautological measurement (13-15). By 

centering and repeating tonal norms that measure movement according to harmonically ordered 

                                                
42 See Wood’s June 2, 2014 LA Times article “Listening: Sia smiles through pain…” and Walker’s March 17, 
2014 MTV article “Sia’s New Song, “Chandelier,” May Be Saddest DGAF Anthem Ever.”  
 
43 The song’s tonal organization follow principles of functional harmony, hegemonically installed by the 
steady propagation of Platonic law of proportionality and harmony, whose prototyping is frequently attributed 
to Pythagoras during the 6th century BCE. As harmony became naturalized in the following millennia, 
graphically peaking with the advent of music notation during the 13th-15th centuries, it assumed the default 
position of the “measuring measure.” Harmony provided an epistemological measurement for the organization 
of the world” (Hight 14). The epistemological force of harmonic organization impacted sound and vision alike, 
suffusing both modalities with the imperative of similitude—the logic of sameness. Visuality and aurality 
interdependently coordinate along an a priori mandate of “harmonic order” which, for Hight, is revealed in 
visuality effusion of musical models premised upon harmonic ideals (14). Harmony, in its unquestioned, 
commonplace, commonsense hegemonic power, was and continues to be integral to the organization of bodily 
matter and the generation of racialized subjectivity. 
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sound compelled toward tautologically over-determined progress and resolution, whiteness 

inheres to “Chandelier’s” aural arrangements. 

 Whiteness, as Hight observes, cannot be sonically treated as a distortion to correct or 

visually approached as a veil to lift. It’s a configuration of frequency and pixel that administers 

and controls “racially subjected peoples” through visual-vibrational infrastructures. Whiteness 

continually rebuilds itself through harmonic topos that offer “a specific configuration of the 

sensorium and of concepts and precepts that allows certain representations power while not 

allowing the cognition of others” (16). “Chandelier’s” sonic coherence around harmonic systems 

allows the song to be recognizable and conceivable within grids of sensibility tuned to and by 

whiteness. It tunes listening by filtering it through what Jennifer Lynn Stoever describes as the 

listening ear, which functions ideologically to constitute and constrain listening practices by 

“producing and regulating cultural ideas about sound” that “normalize the aural tastes and 

standards of white elite masculinity as the singular way to interpret sonic information” (13). 

 To resist whiteness’ claim to audio and visual harmonic supremacy, to depart from 

singularity and singular identities, Hight recommends temporal occupation through syncopation. 

In contrast to the song’s whitened tonality, the temporal structure of “Chandelier” leans into 

EDM and syncopates the song’s tonal frame. Moving at the speed of a saunter that’s effected 

through what MuuMuse’s Bradley Stern identifies as a “tripping hip-hop beat” that maintains a 

steady tempo, “Chandelier’s” tonal progressiveness is made sluggish by moving at the speed that 

hip-hop and reggae tend to move (between 88-92 bpm).44 Basically, the song’s tempo falls in the 

                                                
44 This bpm range, in the parlance of EDM music, is called “downtempo.” Deriving from downtempo, comes 
the EDM sub-genre of trip-hop (Gupta n. pag.). Hence, the attachment of “tripping” to Stern’s remarks about 
“Chandelier’s” hip-hop sensibilities. 
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range of a slow dance. Nonetheless, ”Chandelier” generates a sense of momentum. How is this 

achieved? It’s achieved not by tempo variance but through EDM’s soaring timbral-centrism. 

 The reggae-infused trip-hop tempo is timbrally partnered with a looped marimba that 

quietly, distantly repeats arpeggiated chords on top of a driving drum machine. These 

instrumental members collaborate with Sia’s timbral vocalic bodies to make audible the ways 

neoliberal subject-hood is compelled to sonically soar and sonorously surge over and past in-

built social violences and economic precarity endemic to living within the ideological and 

materials conditions of MRWaSP. The sonic bodies harmonically organized, temporally 

arranged, and timbrally gathered in “Chandelier” sounds a close yet contested relationship to 

MRWaSP’s re-drawn color lines, gender binaries, physical abilities, and sexualities that 

predicates inclusion and recognition upon ceaseless performance of individual yet socially 

profitable resilience in response to structurally guaranteed damage. MRWaSP’s resilience 

requirement is both fueled and frustrated by “Chandelier.” The song’s harmonic progression 

sonically fuels resilience by creating and then resolving tensions built through the song’s chordal 

movement, while the timbral and temporal members conspire with lyrical content to frustrate the 

song’s aspirational movement toward neoliberal overcoming. 

 “Chandelier’s” lyrical, timbral, temporal, and tonal members make contact through a 

verse/chorus song structure common to pop music. “Chandelier” modifies this pattern to 

elongate the time spent in and around the chorus: verse | pre-chorus | chorus | post-chorus. In 

what follows, I examine how “Chandelier” tunes into party-girl femininity, petitioning listening 

to get beside and near to (an epi-listening position) shame, in both name and sound.  

 I approach shame, following queer feminist theorists, as an affect that instigates queer 

and political performatives. Sedgwick understands shame as a “free radical” capable of attaching 
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to and intensifying bodies, behaviors, senses, and social relations (62). Similarly, Sally Munt 

claims that “Shame is an emotion that is particularly attaching, it is gluey, with a revolving cycle 

of separation-attachment-disattachment” (24). Shame leaves residuals and residues that offer 

other emotions—humiliation, hate, embarrassment, and pained self-absorption—site of 

attachment (Munt 2). Shame, according to Sedgwick, is a flushed form of performative 

structuration specific to queer subject-hood insofar as queerness is often “tuned most durably to 

the note of shame” (63). Politically, shame “generates and legitimates the place of identity—the 

question of identity—at the origin of the impulse to the performative, but does so without giving 

that identity space the standing of an essence” (64). Politically unbound to identitarian logics and 

visually associated with the physiological performative of blushing—that flushed flower that 

blooms unwittingly on the face—there is a social susceptibility to shame’s affective dynamics, 

dynamics that easily and suddenly tune into mourning, guilt, solidarity, and humor (64). 

“Chandelier” attunes party-girl femininity’s experiences of shame from trying and failing to 

follow neoliberalism’s ideological demand to soar past adversities. It tunes listening into under-

heard frequencies of collectivity comforting shame-filled femininity, easily missed by the 

enlightened, empowered, liberalized individual’s loud grandstanding. It tunes to shame, because, 

as I will discuss, shame is the only affective attachment left available to party-girl femininity. 

Tuning: Sonically Establishing Party-girl Femininity 
 
 The first verse tunes the song to party-driven and youthful femininity. The opening line 

names “party girls” (in the plural) as the form of femininity the song puts on display. The vocalic 

bodies issuing from Sia’s body assume personal respond-ability to party-girl femininity by using 

a personal “I” pronoun to align with partying girl-hood. Along with tuning into a particular 

femininity, the first verse tunes into party-girl femininity’s emotive state: blockage. Neither 
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party-girls, in the collective, nor Sia’s vocalic bodies are capable of sustained feeling. They 

indicate they are well practiced in repressive techniques that keep themselves emotionally 

distant, most especially from pain. The party-girl(s) claim they feeling nothing as they vocally 

ideate on a fairly static melodic line. While the instrumental members embark upon their 

predetermined tonal circuit of harmonic progression and the drum machine introduces the trip-

hop tempo, party-girl(s) lyrically discloses their practiced, but not yet fully automated, repressive 

method: “push it down” (qtd. in Cragg n. pag.) Shoving feeling downward so as to minimize 

exposure to intimacy, intensity, and attachment, the party-girl(s) proceed to tell listeners about 

their occupational work as call-girl(s). 

 Party-girl is a supplier of phone-sex.45 While avoiding exposure to feeling, she is lyrically 

inundated by sounds emitted from devices—telephones and doorbells—that call party-girl into 

work. Party-girl’s work as call girl is sonically saturating with phones and doorbells that ring 

incessantly. It comes as little surprise that party-girl is a wageworker within a libidinal economy 

in that neoliberalism addresses young women and girls as sexual subjects. Femininity is endowed 

with “freedom, choice, and empowerment”—appropriated and re-signified from feminisms 

political projects—are socialized as “autonomous, confident, desiring sexual subjects” (Chen 

442). Where femininity once stood as subordinated, sexual object, femininity now stands as “a 

new type of subject already free and rational, a homo economicus who freely deliberates every 

action based on a cost-benefit calculation” (Chen 443) and places a premium on self-governance, 

self-responsibility, and self-interest. In the marketized search for self-gratification, neoliberal 

subjects have also become increasingly wary of feminist politics and projects of collectivity 

                                                
45 Party-girl says she takes “good-time calls.” Admittedly, I had to consult several popular reference sources, 
Urban Dictionary among them, to confirm that I was making a sound connection between “good-time call” 
and sex work. 
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(Chen 445). While calculating and confident in her ability it sexually gratify her clients, party-

girl’s work denies her own self-gratification. She is a giver of pleasure, not a receiver of 

pleasure. Party-girl recognizes her detached affective condition makes her caustic toward 

feelings of love, particularly from those who call upon her, by repeating and timbrally chopping 

up a phrase that centers on love and feeling. On the one hand, party-girl’s affective detachment 

severs her ability to connect with her selves; on the other hand affective detachment safeguards 

party-girl from socialization into neoliberalism’s affective economy. 

 Affective detachment shields party-girl femininity by protecting her from affective 

socialization to one of MRWaSP’s chosen normalization tools that functions as of one 

neoliberalism’s central gendered performance mandates: resilience. Resilience is part of what 

James outlines as a two-fold process of feminine gender performance. Subjects must first 

perform femininity according to those racialized damages that patriarchy introduces—damages 

such as physical insecurity, wage inequity, and sexual violence that neoliberalism does not avoid 

but rather assumes. Meaning, neoliberalism presumes damage is a given of feminine 

embodiment. Performing damage is not enough for social legibility and capital investment, 

however. Femininity, to be recognized and valued, must also perform resilience to those very 

same damages neoliberalism assumes. The resilience mandate requires intensely individualized 

affective labor that charges subjects with extracting pleasure from bodily, social, economic, and 

emotional damages that are structural features of neoliberalism’s inequitable social order. 

Resilient subjects don’t disavow pain or dissonance, but find enjoyment in it. “Resilient subjects 

savor and crave that damage like vampires do human blood, because it’s their fuel, It feels good 

to avow damage as what can be or has been overcome” (101). Damage is both guaranteed and 

enjoyed for the opportunities it presents for reinvestment in self-capital.  
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 Musically, “Damage makes songs legible and coherent to mainstream audiences, for 

whom the appreciation of aesthetic damage is a way of identifying with dominant narratives of 

pleasure, subjectivity, and community…” (James 139). Party-girl femininity, though, is lyrically 

unavailable to both pain and pleasure; she lyrically pushed down pain and pushed away love. 

Timbrally mocking love where the lyrics assert love highlights the ideological incongruence and 

affective dissonance tuning this musical performance of femininity. Party-girl femininity is an 

underperforming neoliberal subject because she disavowed pain from the outset, limited her 

affective contact with damage so that she could continue to party and work. Put another way, 

party-girl femininity deprives herself of feeling to endure the material conditions in which she 

labors and lives. Affective withdrawal makes her less amenable to performing resilient 

enjoyment, MRWaSP’s tool of choice for ensuring ideological compliance with neoliberalism.  

Pre-Chorus Counting: Triplicated Breakdown 

 But, as the pre-chorus indicates (about twenty seconds into the song), it doesn’t make 

party-femininity femininity ideologically or affectively immune to damage or pain, even as she 

minimizes contact. The pre-chorus shares party-girl femininity’s finely tuned coping strategy for 

maintaining distance: rhythmic drinking. Drinking is a routine operation tightly structure by 

triplication for this girl. First, there is a 1-2-3 count-in that counts up to three two times before a 

drink is taken: “1,2,3 1,2,3 drink” (qtd. in Walker n. pag.). Second, the 1-2-3 count-in is 

harmonically organized around the interval of a third. Third, the three-count is rhythmically 

aligned with a trochaic (triplet) rhythmic pattern that temporally organizes the post-love drinking 

by interleaving the feeling of three (an off-beat feeling) at the moment when feeling is in the 

process of vacating. Fourth, the count-in to each drink is repeated three times, for a minimum 

total of three drinks.  
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 All sonic bodies converge around the trochaic rhythmic pattern. The only thing that 

breaks the pull of triangulation is drinking itself. Drinking gets a two-beat whereas everything 

leading up to each drink conforms to a pervasive 3-ness. The compulsive, lyrical counting that 

leads into drinking also leads to a timbral and rhythmic breakdown. This is most clearly heard in 

the way the drum machine and timbral voice hit hard, together, on the down-beat of “drink” and 

then pause before triplet-ing back into the regulatory and regulating counting. The sense of break 

is strongest after the third drink is taken. Everything falls away. Instruments hold back; rhythm is 

suspended. Sia’s vocalic bodies must timbrally support themselves in drinking that’s departed 

from the measuring and measurable 3-count. 

 Party-girl looses count, and everybody looses the beat. It sounds like the instrumental 

bodies pass out, in what Moten and Clément might call a syncope break. The timbral, tonal, and 

temporal break down can be listened to in several ways. It can be heard as party-girl engaging in 

self-damaging behavior that pushes her to a breaking point that she will then, in order to perform 

neoliberal femininity, have to overcome. Or, it can be heard as a cooperative sonic effort at 

helping party-girl un-do the affective calculations that makes party-girl sexually available to 

others but affectively unavailable to her/selves. The first listening bears the mark of neoliberal 

filtering and hears drinking pathologically. The second listening hears drinking as a strategy that 

facilitates affective becoming. As Rosi Braidotti argues, de-pathologizing the relations between 

substances and bodies allows for drinking and drug-use to be understood not as “indicators of 

disorder, but as markers of a standard condition, namely the human subjects’ enfleshed exposure 

to the irrepressible and at times hurtful vitality of life…” (209). The “standard condition” 

Braidotti speaks of can be related to neoliberalism’s unavoidable, inexorable damage. Party-

girl’s “enfleshed exposure” to pleasure and pain of partying and working have produced 
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affective desensitization to pain and pleasure, which then compels party-girl to re-sensitize, to 

affectively become through mechanized drinking that eventually gives way to binging. The 

question for listening, then, is both ideological and directional. Where does party-girl go from 

here? Will she soar? Or will she stay suspended in the break? 

Bridging the Chorus: Propulsive and Disruptive  
 
 “Chandelier’s” chorus, first appearing about thirty five seconds into the song, helps 

answer these questions. At the moment the pre-chorus lyrics confirm party girl has lost count and 

can’t count her/selves back in, the drum machine forces her back. With one cashing, echoic, 

downbeat, party-girl wakes from her stupor in spectacular fashion. She re-claims self-possession 

by latching onto a personal “I” as she elevates both dynamics and singing register to sonically 

launch the chorus with a lyrical vow to “swing from the chandelier” (qtd. in Walker n. pag.). 

 The song’s structural allegiance to pop tonality and MRWaSP over-rides the lyrical and 

timbral distancing and affective dis/positioning initially preventing party-girl from full 

participation in neoliberalism’s aggressive affective economy. Party-girl is not permitted to 

linger in a break and is musically catapulted into a soaring chorus, arguably the song’s most 

memorable albeit un-singable part.46 The chorus follows Barrow’s formula of dynamic surge, 

key change and timbral tenacity, thrusting party-girl into the sonic pinnacle of the song. The soar 

is the feature capable of eliciting listening pleasure because is sounds the resilience neoliberal 

listeners try to embody (James 5). Conventionally following a sonic formula that combines 

timbral modification with rhythmic intensification, soaring operationalizes crisis by layering 

                                                
46 In terms of melody, one of pop’s most definitive features is its sing-ability. According to Simon Frith, one of 
the definitional assumptions attending pop music’s structures rests upon a social logic of accessibility and 
collectivity. “Pop describes songs that we can and sometimes do perform as well as listen to. Much of this 
singing is collective…But we sing individually too—to our children, with our best friends, above all to 
ourselves. Indeed, I would add to the definition of pop as accessible music that it is also singable and 
performable music; it’s need the skills that classical or jazz or even rock musicians must acquire” (106).  
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sounds until they reach a “sonic apex of intensity” (James 31) that acts to build affective 

pressure. 

 The initially measured to uncontrollable drinking in the pre-chorus has a priori influence 

upon the subject position from which party-girl sings during the chorus. Transitioning from 

party-girl to call girl to personal “I” self-subjectifies the virtuosic vocal movement. Vocally 

turning around chordal outlines ascending and descending a range spanning an octave and a half, 

the lyrics make known the action and fixtures by which party girl transitions from torpor to 

splendor in attempts to perform resiliency. 

 The chorus’ focal point doubles as the song’s title: chandelier. As a light fixture 

associated with opulence and affluence, it does crucial work in supporting party-girl’s movement 

toward neoliberalism “salvic” lights. The timbral ascent marking each lyrical appearance of the 

chandelier also swing the timbral, vocalic bodies into different bodily regions. Rapid swinging 

between chest and head voice occur between the point where the vocal bodies gather momentum 

in the word “swing” and the point where the “chandelier” is tonally touched. This vocalic 

swinging co-acts with the lyric’s first verb—swing—to charge the chorus with sending all bodies 

ensembled in “Chandelier” soaring into neoliberal subjectivity. Neoliberal subjectivity is 

sonically enabled by the chorus that follows the line of flight prescribed by EDM-pop soars. The 

soaring that lifts the lyrical, timbral, vocalic bodies in volume is intensified by layering 

electrified crash cymbal, fuzzed-out synth bass, and ethereal strings, all lopped and paired with 

lyrical patterning co-structuring the song’s tonal agreements that modulated from minor to major 

with the arrival of the chorus.  

 The bulk of the soaring is done through the timbral, vocalic bodies coming forward from 

Sia. As the lyrical and timbral vocalic bodies swing along the song’s booming chorus, they do 
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something surprising: they forget about the future. Lyrically living without concern for tomorrow 

while the song adamantly pushes forward toward tonal resolve introduces queer temporal 

dis/orientation. Where whitened, straight time is normatively ordered by teleological aspiration 

and “logics of succession, progress, development, and tradition proper to hetero-familial 

development,” party-girl femininity queerly disrupts “the logic of the normal” (Halberstam 75). 

Party-girl femininity lyrically detonates the chorus’ developmental “progress narrative” and pits 

it over and against musical loyalty to neoliberal soaring. Party-girl further disrupts the logic of 

the normal by flying away from the chandelier’s pull towards a destination that is higher or 

further than where she started.  

 Party-girl femininity sonically takes flight on the “wings” of the latter half of the chorus. 

Musical flight works to energize neoliberalized listening—pre-positional in posture—by 

providing sonic and lyrical confirmation of ideological complicity with performing feminine 

resilience. Ideological reinforcement is offered to listening with the sounds of unbridled, 

uninhibited, timbral vocality, which is precisely what’s wanted and expected from a feminine 

subject to assure she’s flexible enough, strong enough, resourceful enough to unencumber 

her/selves from party “darkness” that is racialized blackness within MRWaSP’s phenotypical 

imaginary.  

Post-Chorus: Velocity and Vulnerability 
 
 But MRWaSP’s anxieties are only partially alleviated by the chorus’ stunning ascent. The 

vocalic bodies don’t suspend action as they’re supposed to in the EDM-pop break of a pause-

drop. What the soar intensifies by raising in vocalic registration and instrumental density, the 

drop is supposed to de-intensify by suddenly lowering and/or distorting pitch (i.e. making the 

bass wobble) at a climatic moment. The drop creates energy by decelerating friction, drag force 
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so that it prompts the song to “nose-dive toward a nadir” after “soaring into an apex” (James 36). 

The sonic formula for EDM-pop drops usually starts with a pause or break in rhythmic 

momentum. The “pause-drop” momentarily suspends rhythmic action, which delays the arrival 

of the post-soar downbeat and dropped-down instrumentation. Following soaring with dropping 

musicalizes neoliberalism’s recovery mandate. The longer the break, the more gratifying the 

drop will be for neoliberalized listening that takes pleasure in aurally participating in capital 

production of sounded and sung subject-hood (37-8). Neoliberal listeners, affectively habituated 

to associate damage with pleasure, expect artists/art to convert damage into “performative 

resources” so that “listening pleasure” can be gleaned from damage (101).  With “Chandelier” the 

eviction-like ousting of the “pause-drop” is replaced by gradual, ensembled descent, detectable 

just before the 1:20 mark. Mediated through volume change, close step-wise melodic movement 

and thinning out the percussive and string instruments added during the chorus, everyone 

steadily comes down from the leaps and bound of the chorus.  The diluted drop, tempered by the 

support systems of harmony, rhythm, and electronic instruments, sonically titrate rather than 

break, taking an unconventional path for EDM-pop. To where does this musical path lead? Into 

queer death, as scholars like Robin James would have it? Toward a rehabilitated life, as 

neoliberalism would have it? Neither, as the song and party girl would have it. 

 It takes party-girl into a holding pattern. The purported beneficence of neoliberal 

whiteness the chandelier puts on sparkling lyrical display is really maleficence. Chandelier 

swinging has left party-girl femininity visually debilitated; it also exacerbates party-girl’s thirst. 

The hope that someone refills her glass keeps party-girl femininity holding on. One hand letting 

go of the chandelier, another reaching for a glass, this girl understands the gravity of this grave 

situation and asks for help—not from the chandelier and not from anyone specific, either. Her 
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lyrical, timbral, vocalic eyes are closed. Unsure of whom she addresses, her request for 

assistance is given in hope that someone’s near enough to help, close enough to give liquid aide 

and keep party-girl’s glass topped off.  

 Party-girl’s post-chorus holding pattern solicits listening to get beside this form of 

femininity and forge relation through ecstatic feminist ethics of care, with ecstatic here 

understood in the way Judith Butler understands the ec-static as a mode of affective transport 

outside and beside one/self (Precarious Lives 24-5) and as a constitutive bodily relation founded 

in exposure and vulnerability (Notes 148-49). Party-girl is beside her/selves. She resonantly 

reaches out, makes lyrical and timbral appeals that require listening to enter into an epi-position 

of nearness in order to become ethically respond-able to party-girl’s besided-ness. The post-

chorus leaves party-girl affectively exposed, exposing a vulnerable subject formation sonically 

searching for listening capable of attuning to the kairotic timing of immanence (party-girl can’t 

say whether she’ll hold on for more than one night or how long her open-ness will permit 

kairotic contact) and of dispossessing self-responsible neoliberal subjectivity. She petitions 

listening to become vulnerable47 through timbral and lyrical movement that hold onto night-time 

temporality asking for listening that affectively moves ec-statically into “sexual passion, or 

emotional grief, or political rage” that is an act of embodied dispossession that “tears us from 

ourselves, bind us to others, transport us, undo us, implicate us in lives that are not are (sic) own, 

irreversibly, if not fatally” (25). With the close of the post-chorus, party-girl femininity and 

                                                
47 In the Responsibility of Forms Roland Barthes boldly asserts that listening involves involuntary 
vulnerability. I’ve been long wondering if there is something inherently vulnerable about listening or if there 
are practices and postures that increase or expose bodily vulnerability. The more I’ve studied the relationship 
between sound, song, listening, and subject formation, the more I sense that vulnerability isn’t a given about 
listening. There are listenings that guard against vulnerability and limit contact, like the listening pre/positions 
only interest in comprehension.  
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listening vulnerably and ethically ensemble around a different affective intensity than those 

Butler points to. It is shame that comes with the dawn as the sun rises in the second verse. 

Second Verse: Affective Entrapment 
 
 The second verse, beginning at about the 1:40 mark, brings the sunrise; the chandelier’s 

lights fade. Dawn does not bring a glorious resurrection in the form of MRWaSP recovery. The 

tomb is not empty, as it is in Christianity’s preeminent scene of bodily transcendence. Party-girl 

femininity knows this is not what MRWaSP expects from her. She knows that “good girls” are 

those actively labor to overcome the damage MRWaSP inflicts which is “in a twist of 

particularly cruel irony” is exactly what “reinforces and strengthens patriarchy” (James 85). 

Having held on when she should’ve dropped, having called for care when she should’ve been 

self-sufficient, party-girl femininity beholds her/selves in dawn’s light, determines they’re in 

disarray according to neoliberal standards and tries to flee before MRWaSP ensnares her. 

 Lyrically “on the run” from a threatening “this” (an ambiguous deictic reference), the 

“this” in question delivers exacting, excruciating blows of shame. But Sia’s vocalic bodies get 

stuck on the same repetitive melodic line the first verse introduced, a line with little pitch 

variation and sparse instrumental support. The second verse lyricizes how the sun rises on shame 

for party-girl femininity. Not salvation. Not redemption. Not resilience. Shame. Ready or not, 

it’s coming. And shame comes not once but several times.  

An Interfering Intermezzo: Choral Consolation 

 Shame’s arrival is “activated by the drawing of a boundary line or barrier” (Sedgwick 

Touching 116) that, in the case of party-girl’s ideological location within neoliberalism, is a 

boundary drawn to block party-girl from collectivity, discourage coalitional contact, and 

interrupt joyful and pleasureful affective flows. But “shame both derives from and aims toward 
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sociability (Sedgwick 37). Its double movement moves “toward painful individuation” as well as 

“toward uncontrollable relationality” (37). Party-girl, in naming shame’s presence in the process 

of her subject formations and becoming, painfully articulates and individuates “shame 

consciousness.” This shame consciousness is vocally countered by “uncontrollable relationality” 

figured as the choir of melismatic sighs.  

 The choral sigh, audible at 1:50, is the sound of collectivity rushing in to assuage the pain 

of shame’s individuation and, in the process, performs “shame creativity” that timbrally and 

tonally blows through neoliberalism barriers of self-possession. The choir follows closely upon 

the heels of shame so that individuation does not produce self-absorbed individualism for party-

girl. They are the creative check that balances self-consciousness. This structural break between 

verse and pre-chorus holds individuality and relationality together. Shame is confronted with an 

ensemble of sung selves, selves the verse and chorus keep largely inaudible. It’s in the fleeting 

intermezzos where the crowd ensembles, which says something about choral vocality’s ability to 

materialize and make contact within temporal apertures of kairotic timing.  

 The choral sigh breezes through in effort to re-establish an interpersonal bridge with 

party-girl, sounding shame’s ability to stoke “a desire to reconstitute the interpersonal bridge” 

(Sedgwick 36). The timbral, vocalic bodies announce party-girl femininity is bridging, 

multiplying and queerly receiving affective energy. As Kimberly Lamm argues, “when unhinged 

from the visual coherence of the body, voices can redistribute affect resources girls are expect to 

give to cultural representations that depend on their denigration” (121). The choral sigh, 

conscious of party-girl’s shame-filled self-consciousness, doesn’t criticize, demean or disparage 

party-girl femininity. Rather, it redistributes affective resources by collecting and then dividing 

the weight of shame among the choral crowd and the crowd takes on share with a sigh.  
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 The choral crowd living in the sight attunes party-girl to crowded subjectivity so that 

denigration doesn’t become the final destination for femininity. In doing so, the choral sigh 

functions as a breezeway giving passage for subject-hood to “follow tracks or sounds or lines 

which she or he may have never seen before” that mobilize affective flows, which can, in turn, 

act as a generator for nomadic subjectivity (Braidotti Transpositions 176). The quiet chorus 

moves listening and subject-hood along a path of transformational becoming—becoming that 

finds creative ways of discovering collective consolation when impressed with shame 

consciousness. And yet the choral sigh does not last. It fades quickly, suggesting the tremendous 

difficulty of sustaining contact when ideologically and affectively surrounded. The sigh moves 

along, moving party-girl in two directions at once: away from the verse and into the pre-chorus’ 

metrical drinking. 

Chorus Redux: Recapitulations 

 Shame propels party-girl femininity back into the same tripartite chorus. The pre-chorus 

returns around 1:50 with its metrical drinking pattern that binds all sonic elements together until 

party-girl femininity looses count. Just after the two minute mark, the chorus returns with a 

marked increase in volume, just as before, announcing that party-girl femininity is attempting to 

ascend, this time with shame in tow. 

 The chandelier’s repeated lyrical prominence attests to what normative whiteness 

operationalizes to restore what’s been damaged during episodic breaks and crises inbuilt into 

liberalized living. A chandelier’s chief function in built environments is dispersion of light. It’s a 

light fixture in a fixed position (unlike, say, a table lamp) and directs light from high (ceiling) to 

low (floor). It illuminates darkness from above. Where there was once (and for some, still 

remains) a triumvirate Godhead, in this song there’s only a chandelier offering a way out of 
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darkness that normative hetero-patriarchal whiteness codes as racialized blackness and further 

others through sexualized femininity. 

 Christianity’s conceptual and corporeal paradoxes reappear alongside neoliberal 

recovery, lyricized and sung as ascent and restoration to life lifted by the allegorical figure of the 

chandelier. The chandelier imports and showcases how whiteness historically legitimizes its bio-

political and moral agendas through what Perry (n.pag.) puts forward as “religious symbolism of 

“light” versus “dark” (purity versus contamination, saintliness versus heathenism) and the notion 

that outward physical attributes reflect inner moral qualities” evident in he ways that “sixteenth- 

and seventeenth-century European historians, travelers, and naturalist propagated notions of the 

primordial and perfect human as fair skinned. White. The resulting ideas about what it is to be 

fully human were based on western European (male) interests, lifestyles, sexual desires, and 

beliefs.” The centering of the chandelier, whose purpose is to give light to darkness from on-

high, is a lyrical centering and elevating of whiteness vis-à-vis light and fixture. The chandelier, 

in place of a godhead, offers a pathway toward personal (recall exclusive use of personal “I” 

pronoun) salvation from racialized darkness. It also provides a life-line for party-girl to prove her 

resiliency, if only she’ll agree to her own restoration project that will convert her fall from 

dis/grace into neoliberal investment by her acceptance of/ascent to crystalline splendor 

subtended by colonial imaginings and trapping of civilized whiteness. 

 The chandelier lyrically brings Christianity and neoliberalism together by acting as 

audio-trope, turning and tuning all those ensembled here toward the terms and conditions of 

whitened, Christianized redemption that corroborates neoliberalism’s recovery mandate. The 

chandelier inserts whiteness where it otherwise seeks to remain invisible, even as a light fixture. 

It reveals what it most wants to conceal: the constitutive present of blackness, femininity, and 
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hetero-normative activity upon which whiteness reproduces and assures the continued 

dominance of hetero-patriarchal systems. Party-girl femininity, however, remains a flight risk. 

The “I” that is party-girl’s chosen pronoun persists in re/hear/singing feeling and crying through 

bird-like movements. All sonic bodies gathered in the chorus direct their energy upwards to get 

party-girl femininity off the ground, harder now that party-girl is saddled with shame. 

 The post-chorus repeats (at 2:45) and eases everyone down from the chorus’ second 

ascent, lyrically retu(r)ning subject-hood to a disorientation so severe that the lyrical, timbral 

voice’s place a vice grip on life. The drum machine holds strong, the lyrical, timbral voices hold 

themselves, eyes shut tight. And it’s with holding, clutching, and clinging to just one night—no 

more, no less—that the song, party-girl femininity, and lyrics come to an inconclusive ending.  

 The song ends in nighttime holding. The outro centers on one phrase from the post-

chorus: “Cause I’m just holding on for tonight” (qtd. in Cragg n. pag.). It draws it out, breaks it 

up, and turns around the fragment “on for tonight” with rhythmic and timbral emphasis placed on 

the on. As the lyrics ideate on how long party-girl can hold on for, the instruments fade out one 

by one. The song weans off of intensity. The drum machine is the first to leave. Its exit is 

followed by the departure of synth bass and marimba. All that musically stick around with party-

girl femininity holds onto her/selves are the stings and bodies gathering in vocalic song. 

Curiously, the vocalic bodies can be heard as multiple in the outro through a recording technique 

known as over-dubbing—the layering of vocal materials achieved by artist(s) recording and 

tracking themselves singing both melody and harmony—as if to say “we’re still with you” while 

the structural supports offered through the instrumentation fades away.  

 And it’s with holding, grasping, clutching, and clinging to just one night—no more, no 

less—that the song, the girl and lyrics come to an inconclusive ending. There’s no lyrical 
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sublimation. Party-girl hasn’t gone where she’s supposed to go: toward reconstitution and lyrical 

affirmation of recovery. The damage incurred during the song isn’t converted or recycled into 

something else, even as, tonally, the song contains some of the structural marking of neoliberal 

resilience. Timbrally, rhythmically, and lyrically the song doesn’t write a whitened ending that 

follows MRWaSP’s updated instructions for a “happy ending.” No transformation from self-

loathing to self-acceptance takes place; that’s not what this girl works toward or works for. 

While the lyrical vocalic, and timbral bodies continue to focus their efforts on surviving an 

endless night, the drum machine fades out and the chandelier’s luminescence dims. The pathway 

to rising above affective damages sustained during life on call and at the party the chandelier 

provides are not the pathways party-girl ultimately commits to, even though she tried. Instead 

damage remains as is: damage. Damage that is domesticated but not diminished by 

“Chandelier’s” music video. 

Showing: Audio-Visually Establishing Dancing-Girl Femininity 
 
 The music video for “Chandelier” shows the settings wherein neoliberalism plies party-

girl femininity. It is also a music video marking the first appearance of a dancing girl-persona. 

This dancing girl-persona,48 embodied and performed by Maddie Ziegler, shows up in 

“Chandelier’s” music video to inaugurate a novel audio-visual performance economy wherein 

                                                
48 The development of the dancing girl-persona is intimately tied up with Sia’s long-term participation in labor 
economies and body politics of music entertainment industries. With a vocal career beginning in the early 
1990’s with acid jazz and chill-out groups, Sia crossed over from indie to pop and moved onto a solo career by 
the late 1990’s. She released five albums between 1997 and 2010, toured regularly and refined a performance 
persona that showcased a “quirky weird, cute, and bubbly” personality—what Sia describes as personality 
traits that co-existed alongside suicidal ideation and long periods of depression (Mossman n. pag.). This early 
persona, bubbling over with eccentric cuteness, couldn’t be sustained. The peppy persona become unlivable as 
physical, emotional, and mental strain steadily increased from years of intense scrutiny attending public 
performance. Ultimately, the peppy persona impeded performance of multiple self-hood and inhibited co-
habitations between what Sia understands as varying “self states.” 
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party-girl femininity, sonically tuned through Sia and the song, visually collaborates with a 

dancing-girl persona to share and distribute performative and affective labor.  

 The labor agreement includes an unconventional contingency clause stipulating that 

party-girl femininity remains visually concealed. Sia gives her vocalic bodies to the musical 

project of tuning into party-girl femininity, but visual and physical labor is allocated to the 

dancing-girl persona. This arrangement eschews conventional EDM-pop audio-visual labor 

agreements in that EDM-pop musical artists are expected to be sonically and visually available 

for audiences. The labor economy emerging between Sia’s party-girl femininity and the dancing-

girl persona observes a strict division of audio-visual labor. Sia contributes her vocalic bodies 

but withholds visual confirmation of her/selves while Ziegler’s body visually labors without 

making sonic contributions to “Chandelier’s” project. 

 This collaborative distribution of labor is facilitated, in part, by an object with high 

exchange value: a wig. A wig that’s styled as platinum blonde, shoulder-length bob with bluntly 

cut bangs. This wig now functions as the iconic visual referent by which Sia is known. The wig 

is a hairpiece imbued with synecdochic rhetorical power as it facilitates the ability for other 

bodies to “stand-in” for Sia and enter into a persona-fied performance economy. The wig, its 

hue, and its hierarchical and highly defined position on the “crown” also inserts classically 

liberal, dualistic whiteness into both the song and album’s larger political project interested in 

showing how whiteness manufactures and multiplies (a thousand times over, as the title of LP 

suggests) fear that polices racial borders by rendering blackness as its oppositional outside.49 

                                                
49 This is visually depicted on the album cover for 1,000 Forms of Fear. The album cover gives only a 
hairpiece as synecdochic stand-in for Sia. On the album cover, the wig rests upon no identifiable person. 
Designed with high contract and oppositional use of hue—golden white wig floating atop midnight black— a 
rough facial bone structure is still detectable, though the facial features have been erased, blotted out, giving 
the illusion of facelessness. Formed in the blackness that is both back-grounding and between the right and left 
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Whiteness’ fear is not only racialized; it is sexualized, gendered and enabled through hetero-

patriarchy such that both blackness, femininity, and non-normative sexuality are feared for the 

queer threat of un-doing they present to dominant ideologies and world orders.  

 This fear places party-girl femininity under house arrest. The entire music video is shot 

within the setting of a domestic scene, an apartment to be exact. Scenes of domesticity50 specific 

to medium or high-density housing laced with an affective taste of abandonment open the video. 

Save the sound of a low electrical hum, it’s quiet during the series of long shots strung together 

in a three-step sequence that function as an establishing shot. The establishing shot quietly 

introduces audiences to setting where party-girl femininity and dancing-girl persona act and are 

acted upon: a living room, hallway and bedroom. The quiet is racially telling: quiet is a sonic 

standard for whiteness that links whiteness to rationality and bodily discipline (Stoever 95). 

These are the scenes and sounds wherein racially whitened and sexualized party-girl femininity 

collaborates with dancing-girl persona to un/stick subject-hood from neoliberal recovery and 

shame, with shame being an especially “sticky emotion” that “when it brushes you it tends to 

leave a residue to which other emotions are easily attached, namely envy, hate, contempt, apathy, 

painful self-absorption, humiliation, rage, mortification and disgust, the inventory of relation and 

subsequent feeling is substantial” (Munt 2). The music video also takes the girls into the 

apartment’s entryway, a kitchen, a living room, a hallway and several doorways. I will train 

                                                                                                                                                       
side of the wig a facial outline, an oblique profile of forehead, check and neck appear not-quite but almost 
obscured. The contours of facial structure, though void of features, support the wig so that it’s not visually 
experienced as a floating signifies, so to speak, but as the album title indicates, a fear-filled one. The album 
cover places blackness inside and all around the wig to visualize a neoliberal vision of fear. Fear designed and 
directed toward femininity as it reproductively forms in between what’s rendered as hued difference between 
blackness and whiteness. 
 
50 Far the only realm where femininity is charged with performing “reproductive and affective labor of holding 
families together,” domestic and home settings remain one of the most readily available and obvious places to 
assign and groom young femininity to become “invisible infrastructures” (Lamm 114). 
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discussion on what the entryway and bedroom show, saving discussion on the kitchen and living 

room for the section that analyzes what “Chandelier” writes. 

Apartment 7: X Marks the Spot 
   
 Following the opening ten second establishing shot sequence, the drum machine abruptly 

calls forward, by way of an anacrusis, the first verse and rhythmically introduces viewers not to 

Sia—she’s nowhere to be seen in the entire music video—but to the dancing girl-persona that 

Ziegler’s athletic carnality materializes. This is a peculiar move in that the visual presence of the 

musical artist is paramount in many genres of music video, especially in pop. As Carol Vernallis 

observes in Experiencing Music Video (2004) “Whereas both sets and the supporting characters 

in music video typically have an indeterminate nature, the star is most often foregrounded in bold 

relief. The camera showcases every curl of the fingertips and bend of the elbow, every wrinkle of 

the brow and blink of the eyelid” (54). Centralizing the artist(s) body as the focal point of visual 

attention is accomplished chiefly through coordinating techniques like close-up shots with 

structural features of song form (verse, hook, bridge, chorus, coda, etc.). The partnering of music 

with images of the artist(s) performatively produces several listening-viewing effects: grounding, 

remembering, anticipatory excitement, pleasure (to the point of fetishizing), and attraction. 

Getting up-close and personal can contribute to a sense of relational intimacy and establish 

authorial ethos among audiences, even though the artist may be at their most isolated and 

distanced from the setting during close-up shots (54-55). But it is not Sia’s body that viewers 

meet. By way of a discovery shot, viewers visually meet the dancing girl-persona hanging 

suspended in the bedroom doorway. The persona-fied stand-in is achieved instantly by the sheer 

presentational power of the platinum blonde bob “Sia wig” that Ziegler wears. 
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 The wig does important work in the visual construction of the dancing-girl persona and 

her ability to serve as a stand-in for Sia. The wig is worn as a way to mimetically connect various 

appearances of subject-hood and is responsible for listening-viewers recognizing the presence of 

a persona sharing the visual and affective labor the music makes audible. Moreover, the wig 

Ziegler wears displays how whiteness shows and fixes the scenes where party-girl femininity is 

lives and works and transforms. Richard Dyer’s thoughts on whiteness as hue, skin and symbol 

are worth bringing to bear on the wig as it sits atop dancing-girl persona’s head in a hierarchal 

position of power.  

 In terms of hue, Dyer claims that “White as a designated hue has come to have on other 

remarkable quality: it has an opposite, black…The idea of absolute colour opposites, apparently 

given by nature and of a piece with dualistic thought, is especially important when conjugated 

with ideas of whiteness as skin and symbol (48). Hued whiteness depends upon and slips into 

phenotypical racialization which feeds into a symbol system where “white is virtually 

unthinkable in opposition to black“ (51). After discussion on skin darkening and lightening 

practices, Dyer reiterates that the deeply engrained oppositional thinking of whiteness vis-a-vis 

blackness “has been as true of skin as of hue white” (51). Whiteness can’t think itself into an 

elevated position without establishing a relation of supremacy with blackness. The wig is a 

powerful visual tool for bringing white supremacy into play, and putting it on full view as a 

fixture—something that is worn by and wears 51 upon the body of the dancing-girl persona.  

                                                
51 The wearing, though, brings about different degrees of visibility depending on whose donning the wig. The 
album cover sends a message along the lines of “Wear the wig long enough and it will start to erase you, 
leaving only a skeletal form in place of a face.” Sia’s wearing of the wig is such that it conceals most of her 
face (frequently through some modification involving the bangs). Ziegler’s wearing of the wig neither 
obscures nor conceals her face, but frames it.  
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 The dancing-girl persona wears the wig in mimetic simulation of Sia’s signature 

hairstyle, playing a key role in the epideictic display of racially gendered and sexuality 

femininity. The wig’s hue, cut, and texture ascribes whiteness, as a physical ideal, upon the head 

of Ziegler as dancing-girl persona providing an early adolescent version of Sia’s adult woman-

hood. The platinum-blonde wig is only one part of the equation however. It expands and 

consolidates its presentational power as one of two visual mechanisms establishing a 

performance economy that conceals and reveals the means of production by which femininity 

becomes racially sexualized. In every performance of “Chandelier,” Ziegler wears the Sia “wig 

of whiteness” necessary for the establishment of Ziegler as Sia’s dancing-girl persona and also 

wears the same outfit: a leotard (the article of clothing that female dancers wear while 

rehearsing) that matches the taupe hue of Ziegler’s skin, creating the illusion of nudity. 

 What whiteness makes wearable as a wig, it also makes wearable as a leotard suggesting 

whiteness is a practice. The wig and leotard are important because they potentiate hue and skin 

to take on symbolic white power. Again, Dyer is helpful for explaining the relation between hue, 

skin, and symbol:  

Hue, skin and symbol bear three sense of whiteness as colour. The high moral 
value attached to white as symbol permits a slippage associating white hue and 
securing and maintaining white power…The uncertainties of whiteness as a hue, a 
colour and yet not a colour, make it possible to see the bearers of white skin as 
non-specific, ordinary and mere, and it just so happens, the only people shoe skin 
permits this perception (70). 
 

Whiteness—worn, adorned and enskinned—makes dancing-girl persona appear more ordinary 

and nondescript. However, dancing-girl persona is placed in a tenuous position in this doorway, 

which prominently displays the number 7 on the door. For ten seconds, dancing-girl’s arms and 

legs are splayed in the figure of an X in the top two-thirds of the doorway, placing dancing-girl 

in a powerful and precarious position. She bears whiteness and is splayed open by it. Dancing- 
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girl persona embodies what’s sometimes called “X femininity” by assuming the X position.  

 Lamm—bringing together the productive, regulatory figures of the “can-do” and “at-risk” 

in Anita Harris’ Future Girl with Sarah Projansky’s scholarship that draws on Harris to posit the 

ideological ubiquity of the synecdochic “girl as X” formula—elucidates how cultural 

preoccupations and obsessions with girl-hood generates “recognizable visual grammars” that 

further “naturalize girl’s embodiment” of “can-do” and “at-risk” feminine categories. These 

categories serve social projects that count on femininity to stand-in for precarity of neoliberal 

socio-economic arrangements (116).  “Can-do” femininity is visually flexible and conceptually 

framed by an X synecdoche that makes her stand for affective assurance, assuaging social fear 

and anxieties. “Can-do” girl-hood is self-sufficient, which links with whitened and neoliberalized 

wherewithal, and doesn’t gaze in confrontational or pleading ways. “At-risk” femininity, on the 

other hand, is visually vulnerable and conceptually framed by an X synecdoche that makes her 

stand for affective insecurity. “At-risk” is often young, responsible “for “embodying the failure 

the can-do girl works so diligently to avoid,” and gazes forcefully, forcing viewers to look not 

only at her but what surrounds her. In the case of “Chandelier,” the enfleshed X marks the spot 

where “can-do” and “at-risk” forms of feminine subject-hood converge and collide with white 

supremacy in a threshold space that bears the numerological marker (the number 7) of kairos.52 

 “Can-do” femininity comes forward by visually centering Ziegler’s strong, physical form 

in sonic connection with lyrical, timbral assurances that party-girl femininity doesn’t feel pain. 
                                                
52 Much could be said about the symbolic significance of the number seven: it’s the auspicious number of luck 
in games of chance; the amount of “wonders” found in the ancient world; the number of days in Christianity’s 
creation myth; the day of a turning point in illness, where health turns towards recover or further deterioration; 
the seven tones before repetition in the Greek modal system and Westernized diatonic scale. In Rhetoric and 
Kairos, contributors note how Aristotle’s Metaphysics cites Pythagoras’ view of the number seven as 
emblematic of kairos. The Pythagoreans place spiritual, cosmic value on numbers, and regarded seven as the 
numerological bearer of kairos—the rhythmic time that governs human existence and cosmic activity through 
the principle of kairos. The dancing-girl persona’s entrance through door seven is thus capable of being seen as 
a threshold and turning point of some sort. 
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“At-risk” femininity has already been alluded to in the establishing shots of the music video, but 

now comes into sharper focus by appearing alongside “can-do” femininity through the visually 

framing of Ziegler in a long-shot where viewers can see the material conditions and structural 

supports from which Ziegler hangs suspended in a doorway that opens into a bedroom. Far from 

comforting or reassuring, Ziegler’s gaze looks past viewers, fixes upon a distant point in front of 

her. Meanwhile, the lyrical, timbral, and vocalic bodies melodically fixate on partying and its 

affective requirements. The joining of “can-do” and “at-risk” optimizes the tensions through 

which neoliberalism solicits participation. It also marks the spot where personification 

circumvents and frustrates ideological need for singular subject-hood by dancing-girls persona’s 

acting as a strategic stand-in for Sia. 

 The X effects chiasmatic, performative crowding within which lyricized, timbral, vocally 

sung femininity racially and sexually crosses by musically clinging to the visually suspended 

figure of the dancing-girl persona. The persona also plays with the temporal constitutions of 

subject-hood by bring the past and present together, in a numerically vested kairotic liminal 

space. The visual harbinger of an invisible crowd, the dancing-girl persona’s timing realizes 

what Elizabeth Grosz describes as “feminist reconceptualization of time” (15). Grosz argues that 

radical feminisms temporal projects posit “past and present are not two modalities of the present, 

the past a receded or former present. The past and present paradoxically coexist; they function 

simultaneously” (18). Zigeler’s body makes the dancing-girl persona’s paradoxical timing 

possible. She forges a partnership between past and present by standing up and in for the 

enduring presence and influence of girl-hood nested within woman-hood. Time is altered, tensed, 

and clustered by Ziegler’s persona-fied stand-in—an ensembled stand-in of lyrical, timbral, 
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audio-visual and bodily materials that generate ideological crossing, temporal convergence, 

affective complications, and a rhetorical competition. 

 Listening and looking agonistically compete in attempts to relate what’s seen with what’s 

sung. Source of musical sound obscured (an acousmatic embrace), vision will not find what it is 

trained to locate and expect from EDM-pop music videos: the body of the artist. Instead looking 

enters into an epideictic relationship with sung femininity appearing as a personified ensemble of 

X femininity sonically tethered to party-girl femininity. The crowd in the song invites another 

visual crowd to gather, a crowd that does not deliver Sia’s bodies (a refusal of habeas corpus) 

but, instead, inserts audiences into a competitive audio-visual and rhetorical performance 

economy based upon epideictic display. Epideixis, as Debra Hawhee argues, links various 

modalities of bodily appearance in productive competition that requires conceptual-sensorial 

involvement from audiences. As Hawhee explains, epideixis is necessarily competitive and 

routes its competitiveness through audience participation. The agonistic logic of display that 

epideixis produces is “enabled by the presence of a crowd of witnesses,” with the crowd’s 

responses shaped “as an agonistic response itself” (177). Listening and looking are asked to 

crowd together, to mix and mingle, to meet and greet the crowd of femininity gathered in 

“Chandelier’s” music video with the “affective/effective force” of crowd response (181).  

 For the racially sexualized and gendered subject on display here, the complications of 

living and working within neoliberalism quickly become affective. Party-girl sings of the 

affective fall-out she’s experienced from partying (a boon for neoliberal damage), which hardens 

her affective arteries. Partying hurts, but cannot be experienced or processed as such since the 

edifice of “can-do” femininity would be further compromised than it already is by “at-risk” 

femininity appearing at the same time as “can-do” femininity. Pain is sonically denied entry into 
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the party-girl configuration of subject-hood; pain is the affective limb severed and sacrificed. It 

is the affect visually prefigured and later related to shame by the ex-posed X form of femininity 

taking shape through the dancing-girl persona.  

 Twenty seconds into the video, persona-fied X femininity falls down from the doorway 

as party-girl femininity doubles-down on affective refusal of pain. Movement is incited by 

collective action between party-girl femininity’s sonic labor and dancing-girl persona’s visual 

labor. Dancing-girl persona falls down from the doorframe in coordination with a wobble in the 

bass, a little vocal ornamentation, and the lyrical, timbral vocalic bodies naming and moving in 

the downward direction of repressed affect. This movement is significant because it’s the first 

move that dancing-girl persona makes. It pushes her through the kairotic opening of the 

doorway, into a bedroom where youthful selves presumed “past” or out-grown can disorient how 

femininity views it’s selves. In the short span of time between her descent from the doorway and 

landing on the floor, both time and view are disoriented. Viewers no longer face danging girl-

persona, but are placed behind her, in close and rear-view of her feet. And it doesn’t take long 

for dancing-girl persona to find footing by dancing into the room dedicated to rest and intimacy, 

a room ruined by neoliberalism’s affective demands and working conditions. The bedroom. 

Bedroom: Syncopated Collaborations 
 
 The dance equivalent of a musical crossover artist, the dancing-girl persona moves in 

syncopated timing with song into a bedroom sparsely furnished with a soiled mattress (without 

linens or bedframe), a couch and an end table. The walls, made of cement and painted in muted 

grey-green, hold several pictures and paintings; from the ceiling dangles a toy great-white shark. 

Having landed on her feet, the dancing-girl persona runs toward viewers while the lyrics make 

known party-girl femininity professional occupation as a call-girl. Dancing-girl moves quickly 
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into this sexual labor relation that introduces sexual availability and sexual expression into the 

formulation of racialized femininity that’s affectively dis/connected from pain. The gendered 

sexuality on display is potentially profitable for party-girl femininity but the occupational 

hazards of sex work include further affective injury, shown on dancing-girl’s bandaged feet and 

face. 

 The dancing-girl persona’s capabilities surface once the lyrical and timbral, vocalic 

bodies acknowledge the phone and doorbell ring endlessly from party-girl’s involvement in sex 

work. Crossing modern dance, jazz, ballet and acrobatics, dancing-girl’s movements become 

more exaggerated and severe when love calls. Right hand placed over right ear—in the gesture of 

holding a phone—and left arm stiffly extended in front of her, party-girl femininity ironically 

sings of “feeling love” as dancing-girl is brought to a standstill. Dancing-girl takes the call and 

convulses. Mouth opening, eyes widening, head and torso torqueing back and forth, she tries to 

swallow love, and gags. This mimed act of swallowing, with the innuendoes of oral sex hanging 

heavily around dancing-girl through her interdependent relationship with party-girl, freezes 

dancing-girl persona’s face in a choked, sickened look. Ingesting love brings on the look of 

syncope, registered through facial shock, suspended movement, and rhythmic interruption. As 

Catherine Clément explains, “A harsh shock brings on syncope, but so does repetition; physical 

disturbances cause syncope, but so does the banal regularity of the sun that rises and sets (12). 

Dancing-girl persona looks shocked by the routine, repeated affective losses incurred from party-

girl providing sexual gratification without experiencing gratification herself. What is banal for 

party-girl femininity is displayed as physical disturbance for dancing-girl femininity. 

 Face still frozen, the bass wobbles thirty seconds into the video and dancing-girl persona 

sits on the couch and waits for love to sonically pass through. Dancing-girl’s dance—her primary 
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means of bodily respond-ability—is stunted by neoliberal responsibility confronting the dancing-

girl, holding her personally responsible for being on the party-scene, here depicted as a bedroom 

empty of other bodies. She momentarily embodies Gloria Anzaldúa’s frozen serpent described in 

La Frontera as “immobilized” and “blocked” unable to move ahead or go back (42-3). Party-girl, 

on the other hand, is blocked by and to love. 

 Called upon party-girl ruminates on love in order to call out the very idea(l) of love—an 

ideal that neoliberalism’s supremacist forms of whiteness, in continued confederacy with 

Christianized hetero-patriarchy, hold before party-girl femininity as something she, by nature 

and by occupation, is prohibited from. Christianity’s influential role in consolidating and 

securing the moral supremacy of whiteness renders party-girl’s occupation morally suspect. As 

Richard Dyer makes known “Many of the fundamentals of Western culture—the forms of 

parenting, especially motherhood, and sex, the value of suffering, guilt, the shock of post-

Enlightenment materialism—come to us from Christianity” (15). Christianity’s central imagery 

reveres the dichotomous figures of a whitened virgin-mother and human-man-god that moralize 

sexual gender codes by formulating ideal femininity according to sexual purity achieved through 

passivity, receptivity and “sacred readiness” (17) that waits patiently for marriage and 

motherhood. But as courtesan of the party-scene, the feminine “I” appearing in this juncture 

foregoes “sexual purity,” which ideologically chokes-off party-girl from love, chokes-up 

dancing-girl, and endarkens53 them both.   

 Dancing-girl is grounded by what party-girl cannot swallow: the aspirational dynamic 

that Christianity lends to whiteness. Dyer describes Christianity’s dynamic contribution to 

                                                
53 John Walker’s MTV article claims “Sia serves party-girl darkness, toeing the line between celebration and 
self-destruction as it becomes increasingly more blurred” (n.pag.) assigning darkness to party-girl, and by 
proxy Sia and dancing-girl persona, is an old trope that codes blackness in darkness around gendered, sexual 
labor. 
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whiteness as aspirational and constitutive: “The dynamic of aspiration, of striving to be, to 

transcend, and to go on striving in the face of the impossibility of transcendence…registered in 

suffering, self-denial and self-control, and also material achievement…” (17) are the forces, 

movements and responses that carve out whiteness. Aspiration also dynamizes a form of 

femininity that attains “true womanhood” by abjuring desire, transform raw sentiment into 

mannered sentimentality, and mystify bodily functions, including reproduction (Stoever 89). A 

similar aspirational dynamic infuses neoliberal resilience. The aspirational persists in 

neoliberalism’s resiliency ordinance, requiring subjects to move up, over, and past damage. Yet 

neither party-girl nor dancing-girl persona aspire toward whitened transcendence or self-control. 

Instead, they drink together. 

 Having found kairotic passage through the entryway and moved through the first verse, 

but still stuck on the couch, the dancing-girl persona dances and drinks with party-girl femininity 

in the regulated drinking session of the pre-chorus. At the thirty-three second mark, the dancing 

girl-persona begins to move in lock step with the 1-2-3 count-in prefacing each drink for the first 

two rounds of drinking. On the third and final three-count, the dancing-girl persona grips the 

couch and being kicking in time with the counting. Mouth transitioning from a blank smile to a 

snarl that’s largely obscured by the wig whipping as her head bucks back and forth, the final 

drink sends the dancing-girl persona into a slow pirouette while Sia’s vocalic bodies throw back 

drinks and the instruments momentarily rests. The synchronized, choreographed movements 

around which all bodies are moved to drink can be read as disorder, sickness or disease, 

emblematic of the “at-risk” girl discussed by Harris, Projansky and Lamm. Or it can be viewed 

as a disclosure of subject-hood beginning to become nomadic. It is, interestingly, drinking that 

Braidotti identifies as one of many activities that can be productive of non-unitary subject-hood. 
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And it is a non-unitary response that party-girl and dancing-girl offer to the song’s sudden shift 

into the aspirational dynamics of the chorus that keep all the girls in the bedroom. 

 Party-girl femininity attempts to ascend by sonically soaring. The dancing-girl persona 

however is sent spinning instead of soaring. The dramatic increase in volume announcing a 

party-girl’s ascent sends dancing-girl into a series of chainé turns—a travelling turn common in 

modern, ballet, and jazz dance choreography—that take her away from the window, falling onto 

the bed (0:44-0:48). The marimba gains in sonic prominence; the lyrical, timbral vocalic bodies 

gain momentum through swinging; the dancing-girl persona rolls off the bed onto the floor. She 

descends while everything else ascends. The material conditions of this bedroom are such that 

there’s nothing to swing from. Though lyrically conjured, there’s no chandelier in the bedroom. 

It’s structurally unavailable to the dancing-girl persona. In fact, there’s no light fixture of any 

sort in this bedroom. It’s lit entirely through natural light coming from a lone, un-dressed 

window. From her position on the floor, the dancing-girl persona’s torso swings from the hinges 

of her hips while the vocalic bodies follow a different line of flight supported by the invisible 

chandelier.  

 Visually, the terms and conditions whereby liberalized whiteness disguises its structural 

inequities are exposed. Femininity sonically entertains submitting to the terms and conditions of 

neoliberal investment but visually moves in a different direction, made possible by the personas 

choreographed nomadism. Sound and sight compete still, attesting to the uneven conditions of 

possibility between this subject’s sonic and visual life-worlds. The lyrical, timbral, and vocalic 

bodies sound more swayed by neoliberalism’s appeals than dancing-girl appears to be. Musical 

heightening is countered by dancing-girl’s spinning, kicking, rolling, and rocking.  
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 As the chorus progresses and the lyrical, timbral, vocalic bodies loudly occupy a personal 

“I,” dancing-girl jumps up from the bedroom floor and drags herself, by her hands, to stand in a 

corner of the room, her back facing those listening and watching. As all those sounding strive to 

“live,” the dancing-girl persona raises both arms and holds onto the wall. Living looks injurious 

for dancing-girl, however: head thrown back, she walks backwards until she catches herself in 

front of the window, a controlled fall. She braces the window momentarily for stability, and then 

skips away while the song’s sonic participants proclaims, with relish, their disregard for futurity. 

This part of the music video (roughly 0:55-1:04) temporally focuses dancing-girl and party-girl 

on the immanent present influenced a priori by a drink-able, quasi-YOLO philosophy.  

 The personal “I” that’s lyrically tethering dancing-girl and party-girl swings horizontally 

into the shadows of temporality by removing its/selves from futuristic forms and grammars. The 

“I” that’s been socialized, racialized, sexualized, and feminized as a party-girl temporally 

belongs to the immanent present. Likewise, dancing-girl moves in ways that stall the 

reproductive impulse that compels racially sexualized femininity to think, feel, and act so that 

she successfully arrives in a “tomorrow.” Forgotten except when somebody calls for sexual 

service, all the girls gathered here stage collective action to forget about tomorrow, seen and 

heard as a shadowy54 queer feminist dis/ease with MRWaSP’s reproductive timing whose fruits 

(both of labor and of womb) are sown for tomorrow’s future results. And tomorrow is exactly 

what is refused. Tomorrow is exactly what the chandelier promises, if only the girls could get 

close enough to reach its mesmerizing light. 

                                                
54 I’m thinking of Halberstam here, whose queering of feminisms advances “un-doing” that arise from “a 
refusal to be or to become woman as she is defined and imagined within Western philosophy” (124). For 
Halberstam, this iteration of feminisms works in “negation, refusal, passivity, absence, and silence, offers 
spaces and modes of unknowing, failing, and forgetting as part of an alternative feminist project, a shadow 
feminism which ahs nestled in more positivist accounts and unraveled their logics from within…speaks in the 
language of self-destruction, masochism, and antisocial femininity” (124). 
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 From 1:07-1:17, party-girl and dancing-girl push onward. Party-girl’s timbral, vocalic 

bodies sonically fly, lifting party-girl into the lit splendor of “can-do” femininity with the lyrical 

assistance of a metaphorical avian ability to take flight. Meanwhile, having skipped toward the 

couch she sat on during the pre-chorus, dancing-girl climbs onto an arm of the couch, using the 

very same materials that place her structurally “at-risk” to stage a fall while party-girl flies. 

Dancing-girl persona raises both arms in a crucifix-like position and falls backwards onto the 

couch while the lyrical, timbral, and vocalic bodies of party-girl busy themselves with 

transformation and soaring. Dancing-girl rolls off the couch and into a quick succession of 

acrobatic movements that send her careening across the room, coming out of this gymnastic 

display to stand before the window. She quickly folds her torso over while making a crying 

motion with clenched fist, anticipating the tears about to flow from party-girl. Once party-girl 

femininity reaches a point where she can feel tears falling—though only as they dry, as with pain 

leaving the body—the dancing-girl persona has moved on, jumping side to side in a moving 

circle away from the place where she, moments before, shed a tear in her hand. The stance she 

assumes while jumping is notable for how her entire body stiffens, pantomiming the movements 

of a robotic bird, as the music video’s choreographer describes it in a video for Nowness titled 

“Learn Sia’s Chandelier Dance with Ryan Heffington.” Robot bird is the closest to bird-like 

dancing-girl can become, showing how party-girl femininity’s metaphorical bird-flight tightens 

and locks dancing-girl’s joints. What sonically lifts party-girl physically locks dancing-girl. 

 The chorus’ closing sonic ascent shows off of the dancing-girl persona’s strength, 

control, and flexibility. Pirouettes, standing-leg postures paired with extend/release patterns, fan 

kicks, gravity defying balancing poses, and jumps take dancing-girl through a rapid succession 

of movement (1:18-1:22). Dancing-girl moves while she waits on party-girl femininity and the 
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rest of the sonic bodies to stop their swinging from a chandelier. The final lyrical, timbral, 

vocalic swing of the chorus sends the dancing-girl persona tipping forward on one leg, arms 

circling out to her side and in front of her face (roughly 1:23-1:27), carefully maintaining balance 

while drums and synth bass stand rhythmically unwavering.  

 Dancing-girl and party-girl are both tired from spinning and soaring by chorus’ end. 

Having spent the entire first verse and chorus of the music video set in a bedroom, dancing-girl 

and party-girl co-labor to show listening-viewers how feminist temporalities, epideictic 

performance economies, and the presence of “at-risk” femininity and “can-do” femininity can be 

couples. Showing how party-girl and dancing-girl bind and unbind themselves in relation with 

neoliberalism’s ideological command to overcome and ascend leaves both girls exhausted and 

susceptible to shame. From the bedroom, the music video takes party-girl and dancing-girl into 

the kitchen and living, where shame writes into sight and sound through dancing-girl’s hands. 

Writing: Manual Messages and Handwriting 
  
In the Kitchen: Manual Labor and Affective Thinking 
 
 Chandelier swinging stimulates, rather than suppresses, party-girl’s thirst and accelerates 

dancing-girls movements, taking her through a different entry that leads into a not-yet seen 

kitchen. Spanning from roughly 1:32-1:52, the kitchen scene of the music video reveals how, in 

the wake of the exhilarating flight of the chorus, all that can be held onto is life, life on the edge 

and in perpetual collapse. Post-chorus, party-girl femininity’s sonic bodies announce their eyes 

are shut but dearly holding on to life and still in need of a drink. Dancing-girl’s eyes aren’t shut 

but wide open, mouth stretched into a vacant grin, wig-hair pulled taught and clumped in her 

fingertips. Once crossing the threshold into the kitchen, dancing-girl runs and sits in a 70’s vinyl 

flower-print chair at a kitchen table with torn, green, gingham print contact paper. On the way, 
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she passes a sink, refrigerator and window. The sink isn’t filled with dishes but with papers that 

spill onto the surrounding counter-tops. Likewise, the refrigerator doors are covered with papers 

that contain ink drawings. The affective taste is one of abandon and a child’s attempt at filling 

and feeding on visual and literary arts.  

 “At-risk” femininity re-writes itself into this scene, embodied by the dancing-girl persona 

as she sits stiffly at the table, poised and ready to eat food that isn’t there while also helping to 

keep party-girl femininity’s glass full. Dancing-girl persona, held in an extreme close-up shot 

common to pop’s hyper-focusing on the artist(s) face, maintains a distanced facial expression 

that doesn’t complement, conform or contrast with what’s happening musically. The audio-

visual relation is of a different epideictic tense at the kitchen table than it was in the entryway 

and bedroom. It’s an ecstatic relation—a relation that dancing-girl persona’s hands further 

develop in order to send affective messages to listening-viewers and compose a respond-able 

connection with party-girl femininity.  

 The extreme close up of the music video’s kitchen scene videography brings into relief 

that dancing-girl’s hands are stained pink and covered in pen drawings. “Don’t think” is 

inscribed on the left hand, an inscription on the flesh that gives audiences a way to read what 

Braidotti might call dancing-girl and party-girl’s “thermometer of becoming” (214). While 

“don’t think” is a scar written upon dancing-girl’s body, it is a scar formed from her proximity to 

party-girl femininity’s affective injuries. Dancing-girls pink hand paint, ink drawings, and 

ideologically inscribed damage are closed in upon at the moment when dancing-girl’s dance is 

halted and party-girl’s sonic selves are ecstatically displaced beside themselves. Both girls 

receive a similar ideological message that discourages affective thinking, with thinking here 

understood as a “creative acceleration” generating “speed as heightened intensity and capacity to 
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affect and be affected. When dosed correctly it can lead to shifts in one’s sense and orientation in 

the world” (Braidotti 214). Each girl responds differently; neither gets the right dosage. 

 Dancing-girl, sitting at an empty table deprived of thought and company, having nothing 

to eat and nothing to think, decelerates. The hand writes a pre/scription for withholding thinking 

from dancing-girl. Manually withholding a dose of thinking from dancing-girl while she’s seated 

in a kitchen—whose general purpose is storing, preparing, receiving and sharing food—writes a 

blunt edge of damage upon dancing-girl in the form of hunger. Then, unexpectedly, the same 

hand that commands her to abstain from the creative acceleration of thought suddenly comes to 

life. Her left hand raises and clenches in a fist at the side of her mouth, twisting in a vigorous 

motion that’s a cross between a gestural mime of feeding and crying. Dancing-girl’s facial 

expression is aloof, suggesting that damage takes shape through hunger as well as affective 

diminishment and detached eye/sight.  

 Dancing-girl’s facial stoniness, distanced gaze and crying/eating fist are significant for 

what they write into the affective equation of epideictic subject formation and the audio-visual 

labor arrangement between party-girl and dancing-girl. Trinh T. Minh-ha’s Lovecidal (2016) is 

helpful for understanding the interactive relation between tears, affect and sight. Trinh claims55  

tears’ veiling induces a form of blindness that, neither seeing nor not seeing, 
“implores” so as to open the eye of eyes…May the eye of eyes open. The seeing 
liquid dissolves sight to restore sight, and access to the heart of reality previously 
invisible to one’s normal eye is oddly gained. The (womanly) gift of tears sets in 
motion the flow of heartfelt links and connections. As the eye weeps, feeling 
surreptitiously erupts to the surface, and the call to come closer to see for oneself 
powerfully draws all witnessing presences into a binding core. To have 
imploration rather than vision in sight, to address prayer, love, joy, or sadness 
rather than a look (154-55, italics original).  
 

                                                
55 Trinh’s assertions about the political potency and affective power of crying are based upon Derrida’s 
engagement with tears and the political power of crying as young Tibetan Monks cried, sobbed, and wept in 
protest of China’s continued imperial occupation. 
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Placed in close proximity to dancing-girl’s face, listening-viewers witness how her glassy open 

eyes shut out “seeing liquid.” Dancing-girl’s eye of the eye is not open because she has been shut 

out and powered down by the “don’t think” command written upon her left hand. And yet, the 

hand objects to the message it carries. It cries and feeds dancing-girl in a twist that then takes off 

and implores dancing-girl to become affectively respond-able to party-girl’s affective becoming. 

Party-girl femininity, who takes her dosage of “don’t think” with a drink, is affectively alerted by 

the combination of liquid and message. She doesn’t fully swallow the message and implores for 

help, which dancing-girl’s fist provides. The fist ecstatically responds to the sound of party-girl 

femininity getting beside her/selves to get away from the message.  

 The fist takes off at the mention of party-girl needing help (about 1:38 in the video), flies 

past the dancing-girl persona’s face, punches the wall, ricochets back past her face, and then flies 

up and open before falling down to her side. Her torso and head collapse onto the table as party-

girl femininity’s timbral, vocalic, and lyrical bodies hold onto “dear life.” The collapse is 

momentary, a slight syncope. The fisted hand comes back to life and yanks dancing-girl’s head 

up. Grabbing the crown of the wig, the hand lifts her head while party-girl femininity’s sonic 

bodies keep their eyes closed (1:39-1:43). Party-girl, dancing-girl, and the wily fist are becoming 

respond-able to each other’s lives by “stretching the boundaries of endurance,” with fist 

functioning in this scene as a “‘jump-start’ into life…the electromagnetic charge needs to be 

renewed constantly” (Braidotti Transpositions 211). The fist “jump-starts” the affective 

relationship between party-girl and dancing-girl by manually writing an ecstatic relation that’s 

ethically respond-able to party-girl’s besided-ness.  

 The kitchen scene’s hand dancing is significant because it hand-writes an ecstatic relation 

to the sighted sound of party-girl femininity’s holding and drinking, takes on and writes a life of 
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its own. The hand dances even as dancing-girl stops dancing to sit at the kitchen table. It’s as 

though the hand hears party-girl femininity and forces dancing-girl to give a helping hand. 

Dancing-girl’s left hand un/thinks the message “don’t think” by playing with the boundaries the 

kitchen wall and kitchen table present. The hand’s fingers move in “creative acceleration” 

through the post-chorus by crawling of the wall and playing with dancing-girl’s mouth. The 

speed of the hand’s movement affectively stimulates dancing-girl, insists on keeping her “eye of 

the eye” open. Though, by the end of the kitchen scene, dancing-girl becomes exasperated by the 

hand’s erratic/ecstatic behavior with a mouth movement that’s a cross between a silent hiss and 

scream. The hand slaps the table in response; dancing-girl persona slinks back in the chair in a 

skulking, semi-predatory posture. The hand’s manual labor shifts focus as the post-chorus ends. 

 Once party-girl femininity’s lyrical, timbral, and vocalic bodies have finished holding on 

to night and life and the sun rises with the onset of the second verse, dancing-girl gets up from 

her chair at the empty table with a facial expression changing from predacious to nauseated. She 

staggers through the kitchen with hands crossed over each other rubbing her stomach in a self-

soothing motion. Having moved through the nighttime activity of chandelier swinging in the 

bedroom and steadied her/selves at the kitchen table, all forms of femininity gathered here 

queasily greet the dawn. At about 1:53 in the music video, dancing-girl starts to leave the 

kitchen, walks through a doorway into the living room, where part-girl femininity, dancing-girl, 

and dancing-girl’s hands have a consequential encounter shame. The ecstatic relation that 

dancing-girl persona’s hand develops in the kitchen forge responsive connection with party-girl 

femininity allow the music video’s eye/ear witnesses to approach dancing-girl’s manual labor in 

the living room as an attempt to re/write shame. 
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In the Living Room: Splitting and Sticking with Shame 

 The arrival of sickness is, again, anticipatory of the onset of shame. Dancing-girl’s hand 

gestures confirm that she’s experiencing internal damage in the form of gastro-intestinal or 

abdominal pain, roughly the same region where female reproductive organs are housed. She 

knows what’s coming in advance. Physiological pain of impending shame is manually written 

upon dancing-girl’s belly beforehand by hand. Cradling pain, prefiguring shame. 

 The arrival of shame slows the dancing-girl persona considerably once she crosses into 

the living room (1:54 in the video). With the lyrical, timbral, vocalic bodies twice name shame, 

the dancing-girl persona assumes what Sedgwick calls the proto-form “blazons of shame”: eyes 

cast down, head turned away, facially fallen, with or without the flush of a blush (36). Shame 

blazes into appearance most prominently in moments of breakage within repetitive, constitutive 

relationality.  

 The breakage that shame performs and the dancing-girl persona visually displays 

resonates with the sort of break Judith Butler (2015) speculatively inserts as a necessary pattern 

within subject formation—a pattern that simultaneously constitutes and cracks subject-hood, is 

generally followed by disorientation, an un-thinking of “I” and a shift in becoming (9). Though 

the second verse sonically repeats the same harmonic progression, uses the same 

instrumentation, and recycles the same melodic line as the first verse, the second verse brings a 

shame-filled break for dancing-girl and party-girl. Dancing-girl is broken open in the sense that 

the presence of shame lowers her into a full split. She controls her descent for a full five seconds 

(1:55-2:00) to land in a split that is timed to coincide with party-girl femininity’s second naming 

of shame. Dancing-girl stays in this split for nearly ten seconds (the only other posture assumed 

for this long is the hanging, splayed X in which the dancing-girl persona introduces her/selves). 
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Dancing-girl is immobilized from the waist down; party-girl’s sonic bodies melodically ideate. 

And yet, there’s dancing-girl’s hand and the appearance of the choral sigh. 

 Unbidden, the choral sigh arrives to make sure individuation is not sonically written 

without relation. Grounded in this split position, audiences witness dancing-girl hearing party-

girl’s timbral, vocalic bodies splitting open to multiply in a choral sigh. These voices hurriedly 

pass through the living room, an almost undetectable zephyr lifting the dancing-girl persona’s 

hands up from her belly, gently jostling her wig-hair and tilting her head up while she remains 

split open from shame. Dancing-girl persona individuates and lingers in a split while aurally 

observing the choral cross-breeze that invites her hands play with a sociality she did not 

summon. The audio-visual relationality established between dancing-girl, her hands, party-girl 

femininity, and the choir takes up the contours and qualities of Eve Sedgwick’s queer 

performativity. 

 Sedgwick suggests that queer can be thought of beyond gender-sexual identities and 

performatives and be taken up as term that holds those who are affectively “tuned most durably 

to the note of shame” (63). Whereas affective attunement to shame does “cluster intimately” 

among the “worldly spaces” of non-normative sexualities, queer performativity (for Sedgwick 

and for this project) is better thought of as a bodily and political production strategy developed in 

affective affiliation with shame (61). While shame often remains a “permanent” and 

“structuring” force among queer performatives, shame’s forms are “available for the work of 

metamorphosis, reframing, refiguration, transfiguration, affective and symbolic loading and 

deformation” along with “purgation and deontological closure” (63-64). The audio-visual 

relation between dancing-girl, her hands, the choral sigh, and party-girl femininity effects queer 

performativity insofar as all those sonically and visually gathered at this moment come into a 
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creative and collective relation with shame tuning. Shame isn’t overcome, as neoliberal 

resiliency would have it. Though shame can provoke fragmentation, disintegrate collectivity, and 

cause “splitting and dissolution in all levels of the social body” (Munt 26) the subjects and 

sounds ensembled in the living room co-labor to break open and re/write shame. Shame, whose 

form appears through dancing-girl’s bowed head and broken-open split positioning, is 

transformed through the interaction between dancing-girl’s hands and the crowd living in the 

choral sigh that crowds around party-girl. 

 Though shame exerts downward pressure on the dancing-girl persona, pulling her entire 

body down, the sighing vocalic choir finds a way through the still open entryway of door seven, 

finds the girls in the living room, and finds a thoroughfare in dancing-girl’s hands (2:00-2:01). 

The choral sigh sways dancing-girl’s hands to release themselves from their cradled position on 

her belly and manually re/hear/sing the habituated immobilization—the split—impelled by 

shame. She may be stuck in a split, slowed by shame, but the dancing-girl persona is portrayed in 

an intense act of epi-listening. Her hands hear and play with those vocalic bodies singing and 

sighing in response to shame’s affective damages. Shame is intensely, intimately shared among 

all those ensembled and shame’s intensities are queerly transformed by the collective force of the 

ensemble unsticking dancing-girl's hands. At her most stuck, dancing-girl persona hears and 

touches the vocalic bodies residing beyond the visual plane with her hands, hands that that both 

hold the sound of shame and release it to the choral crowd to carry away. Choral contact 

re/writes the downward, denigrating shape of shame and sends dancing-girl a manual message of 

uplift.  

 And yet, shame sticks. It’s residue remains written on all the girls throughout the rest of 

the music video, which keeps all the girls emplaced in the living room, save one brief trip down 
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the a hallway that connects the living room with the bedroom. Following the sigh-filled hand-

written queerly creative response to shame, the music video moves through another iteration of 

the pre-chorus that counts in rounds of drinking that count on shame to stick to await subject-

hood from here forward. As the chorus brings the return of the chandelier—the object upon 

which the neoliberal restorative operation rests—shame stays close by, visually, even though it’s 

not lyrically named again. Dancing-girl’s movements are more rhythmically stuttered following 

the group encounter with shame and her hands go out of focus. The second repeat of the post-

chorus, though, brings a resurgence of shame and re-energizes dancing girl’s hands.  

 At about the 2:55 mark, dancing-girl’s head and torso are framed in a curtained V and set 

against the living room window’s bright light, dancing-girl wraps her/selves in the window’s 

drapery, holds her/selves in the curtains in coordinated effort with party-girl femininity’s holding 

on and for “dear life.” Again, dancing-girl’s hands take on a surprising liveliness. Dancing-girl’s 

hands repeatedly become spontaneous conduits for social relationality while also acting as 

portals that portend shame’s forced re-entry. This time, party-girl and dancing-girl establish 

hand/eye coordination. As party-girl’s lyrical, timbral, vocalic bodies insist they will neither look 

down nor open their eyes, dancing-girl’s right thumb slides down her cheek, pulling her mouth 

into a frown, drawing the rest of her body downward; all the girls go down. She uses both hands 

to climb back up the curtain, placing one hand on top of the other underneath her chin, 

approximating the motion of rope climbing. The view is an extreme close-up at this point, which 

brings into better view what’s written, upside down, on dancing-girl persona’s left hand: don’t 

think. In addition, the close-up position reveals the curtains are stained with blood-like droplets, 

which become foreboding and sinister as dancing-girl nearly self-strangulates in the process of 

coming back of the curtain. Mouth opening wider the higher she climbs, with a look of 
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asphyxiated euphoria crossing her face, party-girl’s hands relax their hold on the curtain at the 

climatic moment and she slips back toward the ground, right-hand waving “good-bye.” 

Walled In and Worn Out: Scolding, Holding, Curtsying, Glaring 
 
 Right-hand taking the lead, it drags the dancing-girl persona, seemingly against her own 

volition, away from the window, leading her into another series of traveling turns that send her 

faltering and stumbling towards a different doorway that opens into a place unknown on the 

other side of the living room. The dancing-girl persona catches her/selves by raising both hands 

above her head and bounces off the wall space adjacent to the doorway. Flung across the room, 

she comes to rest at another wall that’s in close proximity to where shame split her open not long 

before. Leaning against the wall, dancing-girl holds her/selves in the crook of her arms, with her 

hands holding themselves. The posture is wearied, the facial expression exhausted, and she rocks 

from side to side, self-soothing (this all takes place between 3:07-3:17 of the video).  

 Self-soothing is cut short by shame rhetorically re-appearing manually, in the iconic 

chironomic gesture of finger-wagging. It’s the right hand that shakes its pointer finger up and 

down aggressively, furiously reprimanding the wall for providing respite. The hand castigates the 

wall for allowing dancing-girl to extend comfort or care to her/selves. Shame manually overrides 

dancing-girl movement for a moment, slowing her speed to a stop. From roughly 3:17-3:22 in 

the video, listening-viewers get the message that “Chandelier” queerly writes shame’s 

transpositional movement backwards. While Sedgwick suggests that queer performativity 

becomes strategically productive by working “in relation to the affect shame and to the later and 

related fact of stigma” (61), “Chandelier” moves first through sounds and sight of racial-sexual 

stigma that attach to party-girl femininity, locating the felt intensity of shame in the after-party. 

Lyrically named and vocally engendered, shame marks the dancing girl-persona’s posturing first 
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with proto-typical forms of shame (head bowed, eyes cast down) and later with a gestural 

signature (finger wagging) that is directed away from dancing-girl. As listening-viewers near 

music video’s end, her finger starts where shame gesturally begins when it emerges from an 

encounter with another person: with someone shaking a finger in disapproval toward whomever 

is acting shamefully. But dancing-girl’s finger wagging is pointed away from her. Dancing-girl’s 

hand becomes an epideictic rod that points shame’s intensities at the wall and then at the ceiling, 

re/routing and re/writing the arc of shame’s directionality. Shame has lost its bearings. 

 Once the wall receives its hand-written warning, the dancing-girl persona lies down, 

supine on the floor. She’s very near the spot where she was split open with/in shame earlier. As 

dancing-girl lies down, her finger points up to the ceiling, scolding it. Finger held high and 

wagging in metrical time with party-girl’s sonic bodies, she looks upon her finger with 

disinterest. Instead of splitting with shame, she lies with it. Shame shakes her finger without it 

shaking her. The sonic bodies congregating around party-girl also sound less shaken. They start 

to disperse as shame tries to squat digital space in the dancing-girl persona’s hand. The driving 

beat of the song recedes; dancing-girl is left to deal with shame without much rhythmic backing. 

Deal she does. Shame’s manual take-over is aborted by dancing-girl pushing her waggling finger 

into the floor, rolling her entire body over it until the right-hand of shame is snuffed out.  

 At music video’s end, the dancing-girl persona stands to face the doorway that leads into 

an unknown and unlit room. The dancing-girl persona, in a motion that looks like she’s collected 

her/selves, curtsies four times (breaking with the dominant triadic configuration of drinking) in a 

feminine style prescribed by politics of gentility and civility (from about 3:29-3:39). While 
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curtsies are common in social dance and at the close of a performance, the curtsy56 is also a 

gesture exemplary of social subordination and decorum. These curtsies aren’t gentile however; 

they’re uncanny.  

 With each curtsy, dancing-girl’s head tilts to the right and a wide grin spreads across her 

face in conjunction with her hands gracefully pulling the skirt of an imaginary dress out to the 

side as she places her left foot behind her right leg and bends both knees to lower herself. The 

dancing-girl persona’s eyes are unfocused, unnaturally wide and filled with a rehearsed vacancy. 

It’s the look of someone who’s drifting, gone elsewhere. Perhaps it’s the onset of another 

syncoptic break. The eyes blink and the grin wipes itself away as se rises from each curtsey. But 

the eyes and smile widen once more with each repetition of the curtsey’s downward motion. The 

movement is mechanical, rote, hollow. The dancing-girl persona’s body writes another message 

about what holds on and affectively holds back this configuration of subjectivity: politics of 

respectability and concomitant comportment. There’s also an air obligatory genuflection 

attending these curtsies. But to what or whom is the dancing-girl persona showing servility or 

respect? 

 Shame. A shame that follows dancing-girl differently than it seems to follow party-girl. 

The curtsey discloses dancing-girl’s complicated political relationship with shame, indicating 

that shame functions as  “a pervasive affective attunement to the social environment” that acts a 

“profound mode of disclosure both of self and situation” (Bartky 85). Shame just shook its finger 

of social disapproval at dancing-girl’s living room wall and ceiling, and once shame was 

                                                
56 See entry for American Antiquary Society’s special online exhibition on A History of Social Dance. In the 
social dances of the 19th century, where women’s fashion was dominated by floor-length hoop skirts, women 
were trained to curtsey using classical ballet’s foot positions (first, second, third, fourth, and fifth) and plié 
motion to achieve even lowering of the body. Female dancers still curtsey at the end of a show to express 
thanks to those in attendance and to recognize applause. Moreover, in some classical ballet schools, students 
curtsey and bow to the teacher and pianist to show gratitude and respect.  
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squashed out and rolled over, it re-employs her hands by directing them to hold onto a skirt that 

is and isn’t there while party-girl holds onto something equally intangible: night-time. Dancing-

girl handwrites a message in the curtsey that discloses the economic precarity of her social 

situation. She has no skirt or dress to wear, only a thin leotard that leaves her exposed. She wears 

what’s available: a grin. She sends this message that discloses how politics of respectability 

commands a performance of servility four times through four curtsies, thereby disclosing how 

frequently shame visits and how it takes repeated, concerted, collective effort to creatively 

transform shame into something that can be greeted and dismissed, received and released.  

 It may be that the camera attempts to render this closing scene from shame’s vantage 

point. If so, it appears as though shame retreats, moving further and further away through the 

camera’s steady movement from medium-close to medium-long shot, evoking the sense of 

backing-away from those un/seen girls gathered in the doorway. The girls remain, holding their 

ground. Party-girl holds the night; dancing-girl stands, hands resting. Shame can’t keep a visual 

on them. It gets the message and falls back. The music fades. The girls look on and hold on. 

 It may also be that the camera presents MRWaSP’s view of the girls. However, 

MRWaSP has trouble crossing sight and sound like the girls have; it has no time for subjects that 

kairotically split and slip into audio-visual ensembles rather than playing a solo performance. 

And so, the girls ask MRWaSP to leave by first curtsying in hollow mockery and then staring 

him down. She’s danced with him long enough. The dance is over. MRWaSP’s neoliberal 

powers may have controlled the opening and rigged the game, may be running ideological 

interference, but the girls recommit to them/selves in the final moments of the music video. 

MRWaSP, similarly to shame, looses focus on the girls as they remain steadily planted in the 

doorway, glaring.  
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 The final shot sequence is quite different than the opening. It holds dancing-girl in an 

unwavering long shot. The opening shot sequence moved through the living room, hallway, and 

bedroom where the girls dance, party, drink, take calls, and experience shame. The music video 

introduced the dancing-girl persona in an entry with kairos’ numeral herald (7), leading all who 

cross the threshold into a world that queerly times belonging, a world that shows, tunes, and 

writes apertures and aporias in temporality where past and present belong to each other without 

generational logic that strives for a future. What’s crossed into at song’s beginning is not crossed 

over at song’s end. The dancing-girl persona bears kairos upon entry and keeps kairos upon exit. 

The closing shot frames dancing-girl standing in three doorways: one in front of her that leads to 

the unlit room where shame’s camera observes, one behind her that connects the kitchen and 

living room, and one in the far background that connects the bedroom and kitchen. She is the 

affective laborer who leaves her/selves and audiences with several doorways to choose from at 

song’s end. Save the labored respiration causing her torso to heave, dancing-girl is motionless, 

the courteous blankness of the curtsey replaced by an unwavering glare. She shows us out and 

toward alternative politics, imaginaries, and ideas about how to performatively effect queerly 

crowded subject-hood.  

 The musical ensemble falls silent and the electrical hum that’s probably been there all 

along becomes audible once more. The musical silence coupled with lingering visual contact 

signals the departure and/or arrival of a subject that lives in multiple worlds simultaneously. As 

Trinh explains “although living in two dualistic worlds (here versus there) proves to be 

acceptable to the rational mind, living in two and many non-opposing worlds—all located in the 

very same place as where one is—inscribes silence. Not from elsewhere, but more specifically 

from within here” (elsewhere 2). The musical silence signals worlds multiply where the girl’s are 
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located. Importantly, these girls do not relocate in order to un-oppose themselves and their 

relations. Dancing-girl does not leave the domestic setting; she does not take her/selves or 

audiences elsewhere, but brings everyone into the many worlds within a “here” that houses and 

harms, helps and hampers subject formation.  

 The dancing-girl persona, though, flips the locations and motions where Trinh finds 

multiplication of subject-hood most likely. Trinh conjectures that when people respond to silence 

by remaining in place, within protected, pre-known, walled-in worlds, disappointment arises. 

Disappointment manifests “as a loss, a lack to be filled, a deficiency in need of rehabilitation and 

(re)integration” (2). And indeed, subjects compelled by neoliberalism would treat silence as an 

injury; these injuries, for the forms of femininity gathered in “Chandelier,” are developed during 

visual and aural encounters with shame and social neglect. Some neoliberal subjects would treat 

these affective and material injuries by abstaining from the things these girls habitually do: party 

and drink. These girls don’t leave the house or the party, though. 

 They stay. In staying, they what Trinh believes is necessary for subject-hood to risk 

multiplicity: the act of leaving. But the girls stay put. By staying in the living room, by enacting 

a series of curtsies that dismisses MRWaSP, by not crossing through the liminal space of the 

doorway that would take them beyond the known mise-en-scene that MRWaSP deregulated, they 

stay. By staying, they leave. 

 By inserting listening-viewers into a domestic (sp)here and by working together, the girls 

can “see what the eye hears, and hear what the ear sees” (Trinh 2) and compose hand-written 

show and subject-hood tuned into queer feminist temporalities and collectivities as well as 

neoliberal ideologies and MRWaSP. The domestic scene is set and the background conditions for 

neoliberal capitalization are fixed and primed. Affective and material damage has a hold on the 
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girls, and they don’t hold back from getting a hold on it. The girls don’t “get clean.” Party-girl 

doesn’t stop asking for help and dancing-girl does what she can to physically, visually, and 

affectively assist. All the girls hold on, for this night is a long one. 

 Dancing-girl’s direct, confrontational eye contact becomes unbearable and she’s blurred 

out by the music video’s end. Even though visual contact is maintained longer than musical 

contact, looking can’t stay focus. The many ideological eyes that are upon the girls withdraw eye 

contact and render them black. Listening-viewers leave the scene and the girls abruptly as the 

camera cuts to a black screen. Without denying the damages neoliberalism breeds and banks on, 

the girls take hold of their damage and stay within this three-room world. They hold life and 

night together, holding damage but refusing neoliberal deliverance from it. They endure and co-

create, even as they stay in a holding pattern. It is those who look on that leave. They have 

become un-becoming.  

 Closing, Listening and Crowding 

 The epi-listening practices discussed earlier in the project facilitated engagement with 

“Chandelier” such that the song and its music video could be heard and seen forming subject-

hood in the process of un-doing and inter-relating. Along with being un-done performance art, 

this song and it’s video are educative in the sense that they provide rhetorical lessons for 

practices listening as a “position of not knowing” (LaBelle x). Had listening been practiced as a 

“trope for “interpretive invention” or a “code of cross-cultural conduct” that proceeds from an 

“accountability logic” (Ratcliffe 17-26), listening would be limited by neoliberalism’s fields of 

intelligibility and sensibility. Instead, listening crossed and competed with looking and both were 

placed in service to relationality so that it was possible to be ethically respond-able to the audio-

visual bodily ensembles populating “Chandelier.” Through epi-listening, those ensembles 
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provided instruction on “how to trespass certain lines, supplement particular language and relate 

to another body…an emerging body, which is equally an emerging sociality. A crowd.” (LaBelle 

x). The crowd will not stop forming, even as 1,000 Forms of Fear surround it, gag it, and black it 

out. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

RE/HEAR/SINGING COMPOSITION PEDAGOGIES:  

AUTHORITY, AFFECT AND VOCALIC COMPOSING  

“When we pause to listen for the sounds of composition, we can be reminded that alphabetic and aural 
communication are deeply intertwined—that the teaching of writing must necessarily be an auditory art” 
(53).                             -  Jason Palmeri. Remixing Composition 
 
 This project’s preceding chapters took musical song as a site of inquiry for studying how 

bodies become racially sexualized and gendered subjects through interactions between sound, 

listening, ideologies, affects, and personas. In this closing chapter, I offer conceptual 

im/possibilities and pedagogical materials for rhetorically teaching composition as a sonic art. 

Sound matters for pedagogues teaching composition within rhetorical frameworks because sound 

provides avenues for temporally and affectively reorienting what rhetorically-based composition 

pedagogy continues to privilege: logos and visuality. Rhetorical preference for visualism is based 

in the persistent pull of Grecian metaphysics, especially that of Plato and Aristotle. By the time 

Aristotle claims “sight is the principle source of knowledge” in the 4th century BCE, sight is well 

“on the way to being the “objective” sense” that provided Western rationality with visual clarity 

(Ihde 7-8).  

 It comes as no surprise, then, that composition pedagogues have widely embraced the 

“pictorial turn”57 or “visual turn” in rhetorical studies.  Pedagogical embrace of the “sonic turn” 

has been more uneven. When composition pedagogues are rhetorically acculturated into the 

profession through rhetoric’s Westernized canon, they will be socialized to understand sound, 

especially music, as suspect for its seductive, irrational, unruly powers that easily “corrupt” 

                                                
57 Parlor Press—an independent publisher dedicated to rhetoric, composition, poetry, and communication 
studies—explains its reasons for having a special series in “visual rhetoric” as based on what W. J. T. Mitchell 
labels the “pictorial turn” in representation, culture, and consciousness.  
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subject formation. Platonic thought on music’s role in civic education is a prime example of this 

long-held belief and bias.58  

 With this chapter, I hope to show how teachers can reinvigorate composition pedagogy’s 

rhetorical relationship with the sonic arts by putting a performative spin on multimodal 

pedagogy. I route this chapter’s pedagogical interventions through multimodality because 

teachers interested in implementing curriculum that interlaces alphabetic, aural, and visual 

modalities frequently turn to multimodality for support. As Cynthia Selfe explains, multimodal 

pedagogy enables “students to understand the power and affordances of different modalities—

and to combine modalities in effective and appropriate ways—multiplying the modalities 

students use to communicate effectively with different audiences, and helping students employ 

modalities to make meaningful change in their own lives and the lives of others” (Sourcebook 

195). I have been pedagogically drawn to multimodality because of its emphasis on change 

making and fundamental belief in the efficacy and necessity of providing composition instruction 

in all sense modalities. And yet, there is much about composition pedagogy’s rhetorical 

affiliation with multimodality that mutes sound’s performative possibilities, especially in terms 

of affective appeal, largely due to its conceptual investment in social semiotic theory.  

 

                                                
58 Take, for instance, Plato’s educational discussion on music and gymnastics throughout Book III of the 
Republic. Plato, wary of music’s tonal and rhythmic influence on bodily disposition and character formation, 
seeks to censor musical exposure. Harmonic, rhythmic and instrumental variance is discouraged because it 
produces the sorts of “effeminate” and  “disorderly” 58 behavior Plato sought to deter. Take, for instance, a 
claim made in Chapter XI that discourages citizens from experiencing or pursuing “ever varying rhythms 
having a variety of cadences, but observe what are the rhythms of an orderly and manly life; and observing 
these should compel the time and the melody to subserve the sentiment, and not the sentiment to subserve the 
time or the melody.” Thought—the sentiment—dictates time and tune; not the other way around. Plato also 
forbids most of the Grecian modes—harmonic patterns, two of which have been retained in Western music in 
the form of major and minor keys—on the grounds that they too closely imitate voices and experience of the 
“fortunate and unfortunate,” the “moderate and the brave,” and those “querulous harmonies” that are 
associated with “wailings and lamentations,” which writing is also forbidden from engaging. 
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Resonant Counterpoints: Chapter Coordinates 

 In this chapter, I give a sketch of the landscapes of multimodality and semiotics with an 

emphasis on the New London Group and Gunther Kress to show what kind of subject-hood 

emerges from multimodality’s pedagogical vision. I trouble pedagogical imperatives to educate 

students to assume roles as authorial rhetors. I scrutinize the educational priorities of rhetoric’s 

investment of multimodal social semiotics because I have used its grids of intelligibility to justify 

pedagogical decisions I’ve made. I’ve also integrated multimodal composition textbooks in 

several First-Year Composition (FYC) courses I’ve taught. I envision a multimodal pedagogy 

that is less interested in amassing semiotic resources and more interested in developing 

compositional practices that provisionally ensemble subject-hood; more concerned with arousing 

affective relationality instead of assembling signs of subject-hood ready to go to work in a 

globalized market. 

 Following this discussion, the chapter shifts its focus to sound by pedagogically attending 

to material vocality and listening practices. I forward Erin Anderson’s understandings of vocality 

as a doing, a bodily event and “a mediated material that pushes the boundaries of human 

embodiment and agency” that requires teachers to shift from the idea of vocality as “property” 

(owned by the authorial rhetor) and toward vocality as “effect.” Anderson contends that 

conceptualizing voice as mediated material that “extends beyond its body of origin” affords 

rhetoric and composition teachers opportunities for “expanding our abilities not only to speak in 

voice, but also to compose with voice as a malleable material” (n. pag.). Voices, from this new 

materialist perspective, exist in their own right as sonorous bodies with the ability to affect and 

act long after they are detached from sources of emission. I take Anderson’s recent work on 

voice and composing as a point of departure and draw inspiration from the work underway in 
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special issues of journals59 to offer pedagogical practices and materials that conceptually 

intervene in the semiotic impulses undergirding much of rhetoric and composition’s social  

engagements with modality.  

 I also trace what happens to affect within social semiotic understandings of multimodal 

composing because more attention needs to be given to the important relationship between 

learning, affect, embodiment and composing. As Anna Hickey-Moody states:  “The lived 

experience of learning is always affective…our bodies and their affective registers are the flesh 

of pedagogy” (126). I draw out and cut up the affective abstractions inhering to multimodal 

social semiotics with feminist and queer insights and texts that are moving rhetoric and 

composition through new materialisms. I do this in order to extend and transform how 

composition pedagogues understand the sorts of labor voices perform when working in 

collaboration with listening. I do this because it’s necessary to understand how un-affected 

multimodal pedagogy and composing has become under the austere intellectual reign of a 

semiotics socialized by the unquestioned “interests” of a self-sovereign composer. 

  I offer a resonant counterpoint to multimodality’s semiotic dis/ease with affect by 

re/hear/singing queer feminist, rhetorical and post-colonial scholarship that offers radical points 

of departure for re-socializing sound, voice, and listening. Ultimately, by offering instructional 

supports for assisting multimodal teachers in scaffolding student learning specific to vocal 

                                                
59 Though most intellectual genealogies interested in tracing the conjuncturing of sound, rhetoric, and 
composition point first toward Computers and Composition’s (2006) 23.3 issue on “Sound in/as Composition 
Space,” long before Computers and Composition went into sound, Enculturation did in 1999. Enculturation 
2.2 brings together projects on listening, visuality, racial formation, music, music video, gender identity, and 
performance under the broad rubric of “Writing/Music/Culture.” Then there’s Currents in (2011) that devoted 
the entirety of their 14th issue to “Writing with Sound.” In 2013, Harlot: A Revealing Look at the Arts of 
Persuasion dedicated their 9th issue to “Sonic Rhetorics” with projects ranging from the geographic to the 
hauntological. A similar interest in sonority inspired The Velvet Light Trap’s 74th issue in 2014. Finally, there 
are three projects on sound, music, and rhetoric in Kairos’ 21.1 issue.  
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materiality and the sorts of affects engendered in listening, the chapter intervenes within rhetoric 

and composition’s tendencies toward elevating and espousing notions of the minimally affected, 

individual, authorial, agentive rhetor and writer.   

Multimodality’s Semiotic Insemination and Social Assimilation 

 The New London Group’s (NLG) now iconic “A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies” (1996) is a 

foundational text within multimodal pedagogical scholarship. It articulates a social, cultural, and 

civic vision of literacy education —a vision that hinges its conceptual and critical potentiality on 

multiplicity. Opposing what Paulo Freire calls “banking models” 60 of education and refusing 

paternalistic, autocratic pedagogies of transmission primarily concerned with inculcating what 

NLG calls “mere literacy” — the centering of codified, standardized alpha-numeric textuality 

and language, usually based on an idealized national language form (i.e. Standardized American 

English) — the term “multiliteracies” is proposed to achieve two interdependent aims. First, to 

argue that rapid changes in media technologies have not only altered communication and 

representation but have also generated new inter-textual modalities that relationally combine 

visual, audio, spatial, temporal, and linguistic systems. Consequently, schooling must relinquish 

the idea that a singular set of standards will adequately prepare learners for participation in a 

multi-mediated world.   

                                                
60 What Freire describes as the “banking concept of education” installs teachers as narrative fountains of 
pontification; narrators whose function is to deposit knowledge in students who are assumed to be “ignorant” 
and “unknowledgeable.” This transactional model renders students as “receptacles” with teachers acting as 
“depositors.” Freire elaborates by saying “Instead of communicating, the teacher issues communiqués and 
makes deposits which the students patiently receive, memorize, and repeat. This is the “banking” concept of 
education, in which the scope of action allowed to the students extends only as far as receiving, filing, and 
storing deposits…knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those 
whom they consider to know nothing. Projecting an absolute ignorance onto others, a characteristic of the 
ideology of oppression, negates education and knowledge as processes of inquiry” (72). The critical and 
liberatory pedagogies that Freire articulated and advocated in response to the systematization of baking model 
education seeks to resolve the mechanized, compartmentalized, and contradictory poles between student and 
teacher through dialogic practices (often spoken). Students are simultaneously teachers and teachers are 
simultaneously students in the critical pedagogies that stem from Freire’s work.  
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 The second argument attending the term “multiliteracies” concerns the conditions for 

successful living, working, and civic participation in late capitalist political economies. NLG 

contends: “Effective citizenship and productive work now require that we interact effectively 

using multiple languages, multiple Englishes, and communication patterns that more frequently 

cross cultural, community, and national boundaries” (64). Productivity, labor relations, and a 

citizenship that are legible and communicable necessitate modal and linguistic boundary 

crossing. Code-switching is indexed here along with pluralized pragmatism. And it is to 

educational pragmatists like Dewey that the NLG turns in order to fortify their plan for reversing 

the “assimilatory function of schooling” (64):  

To be relevant, learning processes need to recruit, rather than attempt to ignore 
and erase, the different subjectivities - interests, intentions, commitments, and 
purposes - students bring to learning. Curriculum now needs to mesh with 
different subjectivities, and with their attendant languages, discourses, and 
registers, and use these as a resource for learning...Insofar as differences are now 
a core, mainstream issue, the core or the mainstream has changed. Insofar as there 
cannot be a standard, universal, national language and culture, there are new 
universals in the form of productive diversity, civic pluralism, and multilayered 
lifeworlds (65). 

 
Reconfiguring the roles, responsibilities, and functions of curricula and students, such that 

difference and subject-hood become central, seems to be a continuation of critical, feminist, and 

Marxist pedagogies that work to change power relations between teachers and students. Within 

this model, students are not cast as spectators (as banking model education would have it) but as 

resourceful subjects. However, the rhetoric of resources and recruitment appearing in the above 

quotation, combined with the curricular focus on media technologies, productivity and civic 

citizenship, bespeaks a late capitalist approach to literacy, language, and education.  

 The presence of capitalist logics surfaces in the way pedagogies of multiliteracies are 

purposed to uphold central features of capitalist living—transnational wage labor, commodity 
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consumption and production, competition, accumulation of wealth, contradictory social and 

material relations, and concealment of exploitive structural inequity. The presence of late-stage 

capitalism surfaces in the ways pedagogical justification is articulated to and through new and 

emerging media technologies. As Rosemary Hennessey explains, “What distinguishes late 

capitalism’s global division of labor is the way new technologies have accelerated the speed and 

dispersed the space of production to unprecedented levels” with “production no longer centered 

in a single site” (6-7). Additionally, “Late capitalism’s new economic, political, and cultural 

structures have also intensified the relationship between global and local situations” by 

proliferating and naturalizing the presence of corporations within localities while also cloaking 

the global aims of capital accumulation. Because late capitalism is so diffusive and pervasive, it 

is in its best interests “to celebrate and enhance awareness of local communities, cultures, and 

forms of identities” (7). The NLG propagates late capitalist understandings of learning by 

making students’ lived experience and differential subject positioning a recruitment tool used to 

enlist teachers and students in the educational inauguration of “productive diversity” and “civic 

pluralism” as the “new universals” of learning. Late capitalist ideology not only suffuses the 

pedagogical initiatives emerging from the collective work of the NLG; it is also prevalent in 

work of some of the NLG’s most prolific members, namely Gunther Kress. 

 Kress’ extensive body of work proclaims a broad educational mission that places 

semiosis at the heart of educational enterprises—enterprises that generate social capital and 

cultural currency by concerning themselves first and foremost with designed meaning-making 

legible within late capitalism. Since the publication of “Pedagogy of Multiliteracies,” Kress has 

become a prominent, internationally renowned scholar advancing research programs and 

pedagogical institutes for broadening the curricular appeal of a particular theoretical framework: 
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multimodal social semiotics.61 The qualifiers multimodal and social affixed to this semiotic 

theory rest upon the following assumptions: the joining of signifier with signified in the 

formation of a sign is a motivated connection; the motivation for sign-making emerges from the 

interests of an rhetor/composer/creator; sign-making occurs in social interaction between the 

rhetor/composer/creator, available media, and aptness of fit between form and message; 

whatever the agentive rhetor/compose/creator makes and circulates becomes part of a cultural 

storehouse of semiotic resources (Kress and Van Leeuwen 1996; Van Leeuwen 2000, 2005; 

Jewitt and Kress 2006; Kress 2010). According to Kress’ recent definition of multimodal social 

semiotics in Multimodality, multimodal social semiotics is virtually all encompassing: 

Social semiotics and the multimodal dimension of the theory, tell us about interest 
and agency; about meaning (-making); about processes of sign-making in social 
environments; about the resources for making meaning and their respective 
potentials as signifiers in the making of signs-as-metaphors; about the meaning 
potentials of cultural/semiotic forms. The theory can describe and analyze all 
signs in all modes as well as their interrelation in any one text (59).  
 

With such an expansive reach and interest over-lap with rhetoric, the appeal of this theoretical 

apparatus verges close to intellectual seduction.        

  Because Kress has been at the fore of revising semiotic theory to better accommodate the 

modal needs of contemporary writers and learners, his work is frequently cited in composition 

pedagogy that seeks to move beyond mono-modality and attend to difference. Kress’ 

collaborative work with Theo Van Leeuwan is particularly popular because it uses discourses 

and ideas that feel familiar to teachers trained in rhetoric and/or composition—discourses of 

authorship, arrangement, circulation, and meaning—updates them and recirculates them in 

                                                
61 Multimodal social semiotics takes design, production, modes, resources (in place of grammar), 
authorship, power, frames, knowledge, and representation as its key terms for establishing a theoretical 
agenda that is wholly dedicated to ensuring and equipping the agentive rhetor with communicative 
resources that enable participation, both as laborer and citizen.  
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publications like Reading Images: The Grammar of Visual Design (1996) that informed the rise 

of (read: return to) rhetorical studies attention to visuality. Kress and Van Leeuwan’s 

pedagogical program uses the rhetorical appeal of critical pedagogy to argue for curricular 

reform and solicits new cadres of teachers by calling for collective rejection of mono-lingualism 

and mono-modality.  

 On the surface, re-energizing and re-socializing both literacy and modality seems to 

continue the work of critical and liberatory pedagogies. What feels potentially progressive in the 

rejection of entrenched, standardized, conservative banking-model pedagogies looses its radical 

potential for effecting systemic change by endorsing education as a late capitalist enterprise; a 

training ground for new multi-literate forms of capitalist meaning-makers that are better prepared 

and equipped to not reject difference outright. Rather, difference is engaged as material with 

potential exchange value.   

 Difference, thus commodified, is valuable for its functionality or usability as a resource. 

In this mercantile arrangement, students are “masters” of their own design. They are taught to 

become adept at creating and trading symbols and referents, while teachers promote and 

normalize “epistemological pluralism that provides access without people having to erase or 

leave behind different subjectivities. This has to be the new norm” (New London Group 64). 

Multiliterate, multimodal students achieve their civic potential by dedicating themselves to 

gaining access to “symbolic capital” necessary for participation in late capitalist living. With it 

arises a citizen whose agency and ability to make and re-make goes unquestioned—a citizen who 

encounters difference not with an interdependent ethics of care or relational concern but as a 

resource to be exchanged and converted into symbolic capital. Difference, thus neutralized and 

domesticated, mainstreamed and pacified, is stripped of its radical political possibility, its 
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racially sexualized and gendered particularity, and its affective performativity. And just as the 

NLG prophesied twenty years ago, this is indeed the new norm.  

 Twenty years later the seeds of multimodal social semiotics, planted early with the NLG 

have born fruit in composition textbooks, curricula, classrooms, and teaching sourcebooks. More 

often than not, composition curricula that provides supports for composing in more than 

alphabetic or print-based textuality propagates the rhetorical interests and key assumptions of 

multimodal social semiotics. This framework is keenly felt in several recent composition 

textbooks. 62 According to these texts, to be a multimodal composer is to advocate for reinstating 

the author figure and fortifying the author with semiotic resources, which are stockpiled and 

stored, waiting to be exchanged and for value to be extracted and converted into cultural capital. 

It is hard to over-state how impactful social semiotics has been in the interdisciplinary 
                                                
62 Wysocki and Lynch’s compose design advocate: a rhetoric for integrating written, oral, and visual 
communication (2013) cites the New London Group’s conceptualization of design as the basis for rhetorically 
understanding composition as an act of “designing futures” (91). Textbooks like Writer/Designer (2014) by 
Kristin L. Arola, Jennifer Sheppard and Cheryl E. Ball cite the New London Group’s division of modality into 
five dimensions—visual, aural, gestural, spatial, linguistic— as the grounds from which multimodal composers 
can analyze and design texts with attention to modal affordances and arrangement (4-15). In terms of 
pedagogical resources, collections Passions, Pedagogies, and 21st Century Technologies (1999) edited by Gail 
Hawisher and Cynthia Selfe—two of rhetoric and composition’s leading teacher-scholars of digital 
technologies and composing—evidence investment in multimodal social semiotics. Gunther Kress contributed 
a chapter to this compilation that urges English studies to expand its focus to include more than linguistic 
discourse. There’s also the collection Multimodal Composition: Resources for Teachers (2007), edited by 
Selfe, which makes its semiotic allegiance known by the second page with a direct quotation of the same 
passage on “effective citizenship and productive work” from “A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies” cited earlier. In 
Multimodal Composition, semiotic inheritances are further solidified by references to James Paul Gee—a well-
known semiotician of video game design—as well as the same educational pragmatist the New London Group 
draws from: John Dewey. Textbooks like these advocate composition as a controlled act of social design with 
little regard to all that is highly uncontrollable, risky, and exposing about composing. If and when subject-hood 
is discussed, it’s from afar and with the author/composer in the seat of purpose-filled control. Most recently, 
Bedford/St. Martin’s published Multimodal Composition: A Critical Sourcebook (2014) aimed at acculturating 
composition pedagogues into a largely social semiotic framework for designing, teaching, and assessing 
multimodal projects. This sourcebook contains a rich collection of work ranging from technology’s role in 
remediating composing and reading practices such as always already multimodal activities (Jewitt) to a 
multilingual framework for multimodality’s potential to “bridge” divisions between ESL and composition and 
continue to debunk still-prevalent myths of monolingual homogeneity (Fraiburg). This sourcebook is yet 
another example of how multimodality remains beholden to the central tenets of The New London Group and 
Gunther Kress’ social semiotic visions. “A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies” is reprinted and frequently referenced 
in this compilation.  
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pedagogical work conducted under the broad rubric of multimodality. Social semiotics is 

multimodality’s dominant theoretical framework and its structuring logic. This framework and 

its logics have profound implications for what sorts of subject-hood composition pedagogues 

teach students to become and compose. 

Un-authorizing and Re-authorizing Multimodal Pedagogy 

 Under this current multi-modal pedagogical framework, subjects, concerned as they are 

with making meaning capable of generating symbolic capital, have come to care most about 

cultural and political assimilation; there is little, if any, cause or care for resisting, rebelling, 

refusing, re-routing, transgressing, or otherwise curtailing normative ideological injunctions. 

According to this logic, it’s in the rhetorician’s best interest, which is first and foremost self-

interest, to be an agent of capital, whether that is a symbolic, cultural, and/or material agent. The 

return of the agentive rhetor63 coalesces with the figure of the singularly understood 

rhetor/composer/maker, generally unaffected by exposures to risk, harm, and vulnerability that 

attend composing in multiple modalities. Rhetoricians are master makers of messages within 

multimodal social semiotics. It is indeed with the rhetor/author/creator that multimodality is 

chiefly concerned:  

“The rhetor as maker of a message now makes an assessment of all aspect of the 
communicational situation: of her or his interest; of the characteristics of the 

                                                
63  Tim Oleksiak notices the return of the agentive rhetor in Kress’ Multimodality. In a review of this book, 
Oleksiak’s states: “Kress understands the sign-making rhetor as an agent that works within pre-existing 
cultural norms rather than a sign-maker who might critique and alter these norms…those of us looking for 
articulations of resistance will be left wanting” (299). Along with acquiescing, without question, to neoliberal 
ideological conditions, the rhetorically resourceful composer has become a purveyor of social goods rather 
than a socially conscious citizen. Oleksiak talks about this in the rhetorical lingo of audiences: “...the theory of 
multi-modal social-semiotics pays little attention to audience…The result is that little attention is given to the 
role the audience plays in meaning construction” (299). The near disappearance of audiences is what Oleksiak 
finds troubling from a rhetorical standpoint, and what I find symptomatic of an ideological resurgence and re-
entrenchment of a liberal, humanist, hetero-patriarchal “authority” figure that understands its/selves to be the 
locus of control. 
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audience; the semiotic requirements of the issue at stake and the resources 
available for making an apt representations; together with establishing the best 
means for its dissemination. In a model of communication for full and equitable 
participation in the new communicational world, the rhetor’s interests need to be 
fully acknowledged (Kress Multimodality 26).  
 

Key terms from Aristotle’s classical definition of rhetoric as “the faculty of observing in any 

given case the available means of persuasion” (Rhetoric Book I, section II) are lifted and linked 

with democratic ideals of “full and equal participation.” Pedagogically, teachers are implicitly 

asked to forward what Jennifer Gore (1992) found to be a point of overlap and point of 

contention between critical and feminist pedagogies: empowerment. However, it’s only the 

rhetor that’s empowered in this vision of sociality. Power isn’t distributed among members of 

shared life-worlds. Rather, power has become the private property of a single rhetor.  

 While this form of power is presented as productive of participation and equity in “new 

communicational world(s),” the rhetor remains bound to Neo-Marxist strands of critical 

pedagogy (Giroux and McLaren 1986; Shor 1987; Shor and Pari 2000) that retain the rhetoric of 

“power as property” (Gore 65). Moreover, whatever may be “new” about these 

“communicational world(s)” cannot be lived into with a sense of social respond-ability, 

contingency, or uncertainty because of continued preoccupation with “the autonomous and aware 

subject” whose existence and “fundamental validity” goes unquestioned and whose assurance of 

individualism becomes the basis of democracy (Clément 5). As the self-governing rhetor 

assumes a seat of power, the rhetor-cum-designer now wants more than control of rhetorical 

situations. Re-assuming power has brought with it a need for a recognition of “interests” that 

bespeaks intentionality. This rhetor neither recognizes their own subject positioning or the 

positioning of others because of racial inattention, sexual indifference, and gendered non-

distinction of “audiences.” 
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 Foucault (1982) took issue with a technique of power that “applied itself to immediate 

everyday life which categorizes the individual, marks him by his own individuality, attaches him 

to his own identity, imposes a law of truth on him which he must recognize and which others 

must recognize in him. It is a form of power which makes individuals subject” (781). The 

multimodal rhetor, as constructed in Kress’ more recent articulations of social semiotics, is 

marked by and made subject through the same power Foucault found to be a potent technique for 

attaching individuality and affixing recognition upon (masculine) bodies; the same power that 

subjects the rhetor to supreme self-absorption in order to be recognized as a subject; a power that 

can be powered down if it is made more...relational. As Herndl and Licona (2007) argue: “If we 

understand power as a set of relations, however, it no longer requires that we connect it to an 

autonomous individual. As with autonomous individuality, so too with agency. It does not reside 

in a set of objective rhetorical abilities of a rhetor, or even in her past accomplishments. Rather, 

agency exists at the intersection of a network of semiotic, material, and yes, intentional elements 

and relational practices” (137). Power must be relationally recast if the social semiotic theoretical 

framework that dominantly informs multimodal pedagogy is to be amended, augmented, and 

revised. Rhetors themselves must be placed in social situations in which they understand power 

as relational instead of individual. Neither accomplishments and abilities, nor storehouses of 

semiotic resources, in and of themselves, constitute agency.  

 The figure of the rhetor, re-installed as liberal humanism’s ideal hetero-patriarchal “social 

actor ” within this multimodal context, assumes a self-sovereignty that constricts social 

consciousness (Freirian dialogical conscientização isn’t at play here) and impedes social 

development of an ethics of relationality (feminist ethics isn’t at play either). The rhetor’s 
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multimodal relationship to power encourages “consciousness of the master”64 and a dialectical 

power play of oppression wherein the rhetor approaches “audience” and “difference” not in 

radical postures of solidarity but as “beings for another” (Freire 49). Empowered but potentially 

disinterested in anything beyond individual participation in a pre-given world, the rhetor is easily 

manipulated by and manipulative of “bourgeois appetite for personal success” (Freire 149). Thus 

manipulated, the figure of the rhetor becomes susceptible to what Foucault famously critiqued: 

totalized power centralized at the site/sight of a sovereign, individual subject.  

 It is relational practices and social locations that enact and constrain agency such that 

“agency is the conjunction of a set of social and subjective relations that constitute the possibility 

of action” (Herndl and Licona 135). Conjuncturing disposes of agency as “attribute or possession 

of individuals” (138) and ensembles in what Herndl and Licona, drawing from Bourdieu, 

describe as intervals of “temporal and spatial overlap.” Timed and placed intervallic 

conjunctures enable agency to be articulated as function. And it is with and in a particular kind of 

time that multimodal pedagogy can find avenues for re-moving the centralized authority of the 

sign-rhetor-power.  

 It is to kairos that Herndl and Licona re/turn agency: “The rhetorical performance that 

enacts agency is a form of kairos, that is, social subject realizing the possibilities for action 

presented by the conjuncture of a network of social relations” (135). It is into kairos—

understood as a dynamic principle of non-linear timing, cultivated from practical wisdom 

(phronesis) combined with bodily training, that guides rhetorician’s respond-ability to the 

                                                
64 Freire’s development of conscientização is in direct response to Hegel’s dialectical postulation of the 
consciousness of oppression. Freire quotes Hegel stating the consciousness of the master is “independent” and 
“for itself” while the consciousness of the oppressed is “dependent” and “for another” that make the master a 
Lord and the oppressed a Bondsman (49). Freire believes it takes more than conscientização to resolve the 
contradictions generated through oppressor-oppressed dialectics: it takes praxis (reflective action), love, and 
the historical task of transformation to live into interdependence.  
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opportunities and occasions for action in a given situation—that multimodal pedagogy must go 

to better attend to what gets made beyond the pale of the sign when sonic modalities are 

conjunctured with alphabetic and imagistic modalities.  

 It is with/in kairos that pedagogues can also affect solidarity between rhetoric, 

composition, and music—a radical solidarity that gets “caught up in the tonal situation” (Moten) 

and hears composing as a practice of syncope: of faltering and fumbling with time, of productive 

discord, of suspension, of harsh shock and mundane repetition, of endless stagecraft, of ineffable 

ecstasy (Clément 5-15). By situating kairos as a major component of multimodal composing and 

instruction, rhetoric can once again gain more musical affinity. It is through kairos that rhetoric 

and music have been entwined since pre-Socratic philosophies posited both rhetoric and music 

are an expression of the over-arching principle of kairotic timing.65 From at least the sophistic 

works of Gorgias onward, rhetoric and music have shared mutual interest in understanding and 

harnessing the ways temporalities and tonalities affect changes in thinking, living and learning. 

 Re-instating kairos thus removes the figure of the all-powerful rhetor and revives what 

has a very long history of being remembered and forgotten. Since the 5th century BCE, when 

Damon and Gorgias learned from and competed with each other, music has functioned 

rhetorically as a potent “ethos delivery system” and been considered a powerful “affective 

mechanism” impacting learning and health as well as social and political subject formation 

(Hawhee 139; Wallace 23-32). For multimodal pedagogy to become more kairotically available, 

and by extension enable its intended plurality, it will need to become more sonically attentive, 

politically attuned, and affectively impressionable. And it is with much greater attention to 

                                                
65 See Sipiora’s introduction to the collection Rhetoric and Kairos for more detailed explanation as to how 
kairos developed as a “master concept” in rhetoric, in part, from the ways early rhetoric and music cross-
pollinated through figures like Pythagoras, Damon, and Gorgias. 
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music, sound, physical voice, and listening that multimodal pedagogy can and has begun to set 

aside its semiotic preoccupations in favor of aurally instigating affective pedagogical 

transformations (Ahern 2013; Ceraso 2014; Anderson 2014; Alexander 2015).  

Vocalic Composing: Sound Writing and Resonant Rhetorics 
 
“Some viewers-listeners never really cross these thresholds, who conceive the voice only as information 
and communication. They do not hear. Have heard nothing. Caught in de-ci-phering rather than in re-
ceiving, they find meaning in the said, the all-too-visible…One encounters a voice and embarks on a 
journey of no return” (81-82).                                                     - Trinh T. Minh-ha. Elsewhere, within here 
 
 The preponderance of rhetorical scholarship on voice assigns vocality to what’s known as 

the “fifth canon” of Ciceronian rhetoric: actio (delivery). However, there are recent gestures at 

rhetorically re/moving vocality from its long-standing canonized positioning. As Erin 

Anderson’s digital composing scholarship demonstrates (2014), it’s more pedagogically and 

rhetorically productive to situate voice in the domain of invention. Anderson encourages 

rhetoricians and pedagogues to “reorient our approach to voice in digital rhetoric away from time 

honored models of delivery and toward alternative possibilities of invention, through 

experimental compositional practices that begin from and return to the material itself” (11). This 

is an important move because it makes voice the starting point rather than ending point for 

composing practices. Voices, from this new materialist perspective, exist in their own right as 

sonorous bodies with the ability to affect and act long after they are detached from sources of 

emission. Anderson’s scholarship provides pedagogical support for teachers of multimodality to 

begin with vocal materials and enables teachers to conceptually link vocality with affect and 

subject-hood.  

 The following pedagogical materials take their point of departure from Anderson’s work. 

These materials seek to scaffold instruction with audio composition in general and vocalic 

composing in particular through textual materials and composing activities that provoke affective 
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connection with personified formations of subject-hood. First, I outline what I call epideictic 

“listening sessions,” which are focused in-class group encounters with textual ensembles that 

showcase physical vocality and rhythmic temporality. After I describe the affective possibilities 

and personifications of one possible textual ensemble, I think through the discussion component 

of listening sessions. Discussions are dedicated to give room for classroom members to query 

their affective responses to textual ensembles, with the teacher waiting for kairotic moments to 

introduce students to Women of Color (WOC) and queer feminist notions of voice as a rhythmic 

event of resonance. The second pedagogical tool I offer is what I call “listening logs,” which are 

medium-stakes weekly homework assignments that encourage and guide students in testing new 

concepts, language, and audio composing software while habituating students to print media 

accounts of listening as a bodily practice.  

Affective Components: Listening Sessions in Composition Classrooms 

 Composition classrooms and multimodal pedagogues can tune students into affective 

components of vocalic sound through epideictic “listening sessions.”66 Listening sessions 

foreground vocal sound in musical works and spoken word poetry in order to cultivate what 

Debra Hawhee (2004) calls the “Three R’s”—rhythm, repetition, and response—that 

characterize sophistic pedagogy and rhetorical training.67 Listening sessions, held regularly, can 

play a part in developing students’ sense of relational respond-ability through approaching 

                                                
66 Listening sessions have a long, rich history in community building activism, civic participatory action 
research, and story-telling groups. 
 
67 It is, in part, an ancient sophistic understanding of music’s educative, affective, and bodily power that 
informs this pedagogical intervention. It is also with the First Sophistic movement that rhetoric and music 
became sister arts in ancient Greece, with rhetoricians and musicians were considered “exponents of a single 
fully developed doctrine that grows out of the concept of kairos” (Sipiora 3). And as Hawhee argues in Bodily 
Arts, it is music about rhythmic time has long been found to be “habit-forming,” necessary for physically 
training, and a crucial part of a network of rhetorical practices and performance arts (e.g. dance) that produce 
racially sexualized and gendered subject-hood. 
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vocalic sound as part of a network of collective bodily practices that rhythmically affects and 

performatively invents racially sexualized and gendered subject-hood. These sessions are guided 

by learning outcomes that encourage students to encounter vocality as a material, affective, 

timed ensemble un-bound to a self-contained “I.”  

 To do this, listening sessions are best organized around textual ensembles that un/listen 

sonic signification and vocalic meaning. Meaning is what vocality and listening must guard 

against during listening sessions. For as Trinh T. Minh-ha makes known, “As meaning enters 

and settles down, beware, voice becomes conscious of its “significance,” its role as holder of 

truth and of knowledge. Voice becomes Someone’s voice. It centers” (78). Voice is vulnerable to 

occupation by an omnipotent authority figure—the capitalized, possessive Someone—who is 

assured significance by meaning functioning as a form of power that centralizes, controls, and 

imposes truth. Vocalic sites are just as susceptible as the figure of the rhetor to being over-run 

and over-powered by meaning, to becoming a settlement centering a sovereign “I.” As the 

liberal-humanist, multimodal rhetor is made subject through what Foucault’s calls a technique of 

power that attaches individuality and affixes recognition by categorically applying and imposing 

a “law of truth” that confers self-social recognition, so too can vocalic materials be subjected to 

similar techniques of power. Hence why Trinh warns that admission and permission for meaning 

to make something of voice carries with it the likelihood of voice becoming a property68 holding 

that can only ever belong to Someone. Trinh’s warning is given in attempts to protect vocality 

from the ways meaning can harden and reduce voice’s impressionability. Voice, to retain its 

                                                
68 Trademark law is riddled with examples of singing voice being made subject to rules and regulations of 
intellectual property. See Barry Werbin’s 2007 WIPO article titled “In the Courts: Can Distinctiveness of 
Musical Identity be Protected Under US Law?” for an interesting analysis of several cases where singers sued 
corporations for use of their “vocal identities.”  
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transient, resonant distribution of subject-hood, cannot be treated as a consolidation of subject-

hood, which easily reifies the authorial, agentive subject.  

 And so, to expose and encourage students to engage vocality as a material means for 

distributing subject-hood, listening sessions require provocative textual ensembles that 

rhythmically and resonantly arouse affect. Since the point of listening sessions is for students to 

come into epideictic contact with texts that audibly offer students ways to experience voice as 

rhythmically and resonantly bodied, the texts I’ve found that do this work generally fall within 

the following genres: 

• Vocal performance works 
• Songs 
• Music videos 
• Podcasts 

 
Textual ensembles can be comprised of any number of materials. What’s more important than 

the size of the ensemble is what the ensemble can do. It needs to stimulate affective labor69 from 

students and provoke/demand respond-able listening practices that work towards epideictic 

relationality occasioned through kairotic and ethical encounters with ensembles of subject-hood. 

In terms of assembling textual ensembles, composition teachers can invite students to be 

involved by suggesting or sharing works they find vocally inventive or sonically suggestive. It is 

in the interest of collaborative pedagogy that I recommend teachers make room for some level of 

                                                
69 There’s much written from autonomist feminist and Marxist perspectives on affect as a kind of immaterial 
labor. I’m thinking specifically of Michael Hardt’s article “Affective Labor.” Hardt postulates affective labor 
as constitutive of collective subject-hood through specific processes—desiring, caring, kinship—that produce 
sociality and society. Affective labor is a binding social element in service and information work of post-
modernized economic paradigms; it creates forms of life (biopower) and in that capacity, becomes highly 
gendered. Elspeth Probyn’s “Writing Shame,” heavily influenced by Gilles Deleuze, compliments and extends 
these notions of affective labor by attending to the carnality of affectation. Probyn argues that affects are 
carnal-conceptual collisions and combinations that implicate and effect the presumed “unity” of either “mind” 
or “body.” 
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student input into the formation of textual ensembles. Otherwise, it will only be the teacher’s 

sense of what “counts” as sonic provocation that guides the formation of textual ensembles. 

 The following textual ensemble is comprised of works that draw out rhythmic and  

timbral70 vocalic resonance and introduces students to rhythmic variance and vocalic dexterity: 

• “Beats that Defy Boxes” by Reggie Watts (TED Talk/vocal performance) 
• “Alphabet Aerobics” by Blackalicious (hip-hop song) 

 
By drawing out the rhythmic and tonal constitution of vocality, this ensemble accomplishes the 

over-arching goal of listening sessions—to activate affective labor and respond-able listening. 

The first hurdle students will generally need to overcome is the logocentric tendencies of what 

Ceraso calls “ear-centric”71 listening practices that attune to logos and myopically focuses on 

interpreting words only.  

 Both of these works call for students to distance themselves from ear-centric listening 

and become respond-able listeners capable of positioning themselves near to (this is the “epi” 

listening position described in the listening chapter) voice performed as “boundary event” that is 

also a “bodily event” announcing a subject, as Brandon LaBelle puts it. In LaBelle’s work, 

vocality “promises a subject; it excites or haunts a listener to recognize in the voice a 

                                                
70 Earlier in the project, I made the case for timbral sound to be understood as a visual colorization of a vocalic 
body. Timbre, as it strikes up listening, hits what’s been accumulating throughout lifetimes of socially 
saturated bodily sensation, yokes sound with vision, and traffics in time. This audio-visual chiasmus is further 
complexified by Trinh T. Minh-ha’s assertion that timbre is best heard when aurality is put on visual display 
and most likely to be seen during aural performances. Vocal timbre is always in transit. Sometimes it will find 
a transportation shelter, but won’t reach a termination point, not even in listening. It is intensity and an 
intimacy that instigates affective resettlement and unsettlement among resonant sighted sounds. 
 
71  Though “the ear” still serves as sound’s global ambassador, medical science has long understood the ear as 
one of sound’s many “ports of entry” into the body. Take, for instance, sound scientists like Fabien Maman. In 
his study of cancer cells he found that cells without cancerous content can be microscopically observed 
expanding when in proximity to percussive instruments, like a xylophone; once the musical stimuli dissipated, 
these same cells returned to their original size and shape. Cancerous cells, on the other hand, had become too 
stiffened to respond and burst when exposed to percussive resonances (Power of Sound 35). I draw this out to 
show how sound is cellular as well as cochlear. 
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“someone”…The voice, in this regard, announces the subject, however illusory or unseen, 

fragmented or fictional” (6). This vocalic someone is not the Someone that Trinh wards off; a 

Someone who needs nothing and no one beyond the assurance of truth, knowledge, and power. 

The vocalic someone in LaBelle’s account is a body “under pressure and in search” of relational 

connection through listening. The vocalic someones populating these artistic productions 

necessitate listening practices capable of engendering rhythmic proximity. They occasion 

epideictic engagement through marshaling the power of rhythmic time and timbral modification 

in order to vocally display how logos can be decentered through affective labor that’s specific to 

collectivity. Furthermore, these vocalic bodies bind together to generate forms of racially 

sexualized and gendered life through listening that are necessary to and disruptive of the logics 

underpinning hetero-patriarchal order and capitalist accumulation, preparing students to circulate 

as multiliterate and multiply-situated subjects across and between multimodal contexts. 

Beats that Defy and Persona-fy Boxes 

  In the TED Talk “Beats that Defy Boxes” performed by Reggie Watts, a crowd of 

dialectically diverse and poly-rhythmic vocalic bodies gathers. These voices cross genres, cross 

timbres, and cross cultural referents by quickly, deftly, and unexpectedly moving in between 

French, British English, African American English, gibberish, and “academese.” All of these 

vocalic bodies gather around comedian-musician Reggie Watts, who performs carnal 

contingency, as queer feminists like Gayle Salamon and Rosi Braidotti72 understand it, through 

                                                
72 Gayle Salamon (2010), for one, insists that “The body is always subtended by its history…can only be 
understood, only become legible, through their historically contingent specificity” (78-79). Bodies are not a 
physiological given, as they appear to be in the passage above. Likewise, Rosi Braidotti in Metamorphoses 
contends that the “body remains a bundle of contradictions: it is a zoological entity, a genetic data-bank, while 
it also remains a bio-social entity, that is to say a slab of codified, personalized memories…we can now think 
of the body as an entity that inhabits different time-zones simultaneously, and is animated by different speeds 
and a variety of internal and external clocks which do not necessarily coincide” (21). Specificity denied, 
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adroit vocalic im/personations. Watts ensembles a crowd of vocalic personas to dislodge 

commonplace definitions of persona that equate the term with visual masking, as in those 

instances where performers assume different roles or play different characters through the use of 

facial coverings.73 Rather, Watts taps into pre-Socratic performance practices that approach 

personas as audio and visual inventions.  

 The sonority of persona, traceable to ancient Grecian theatrical practices, is derived from 

the conjugation of per-sona or per-sonare: by sound or through sound. Personas become multi-

directional and more densely populated when understood and encountered as performative acts 

of audio-visual addition, multiplication, transformation, and re-formation of subject-hood. In the 

sense of audio-visually becoming multiple persons, personas offer carnal passages, 

transpositions, and re-positioning through performed acts of putting or taking on people that 

present as a crowding, routing, or sharing of carnal-conceptual space. “Beats that Defy Boxes” 

employs vocalic personas to perform re/dis-articulations of subject-hood, heard as a crowd—a 

critical mass—of impressionable, flexible voices that take the shape of emplaced bodies through 

dialectical and tonal differentiation.  

 Each of these timbral vocalic bodies audibly personifies how words can work against 

comprehension and constrain kairotic contact. Words, in their logocentric ordering, are the 

                                                                                                                                                       
historicity disregarded, contingency avoided, contradiction contraindicated, what’s left is nothing but 
coincidental relations. 
 
73 Over time, personas have gradually and conceptually moved from being practiced as an act or enactment of 
person-hood to a masked object covering up person-hood. The action of personas is intimately entangled with 
the sonic; but in the reduction and equating of personas to object, the action and the sound were lost, cast off, 
set aside. The move from personas as sound action to personas as visually masked thing accounts for ongoing 
objectification of personas, further obfuscated by the grammars and lexicons of English. Neither the sounding 
through nor the person-hood of personas fully made the move from Latin to English, another reminder of how 
something or someone always gets lost in translation. What’s been lost and found in persona’s translational 
and etymological movement is two-fold: sounding through-ness and personhood. 
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“boxes” the title names. The sounding of personas working in the tense intervals of timing 

(kairos and chronos) and placing (topos) of Watt’s body loosens logos’ hold on the some/bodies 

gathered in timbral vocality that shift in between persons, defying the logocentric boxes that seek 

to contain them. It is a crowd of persons that these timbral vocal personas bring together, making 

manifest one of the OED’s last entries for persona: “to put or take on a person.” With this 

performance, students sonically encounter vocalic performance as an act of personified rhetorical 

invention enabling different people to congregate and form a conjuncture around and through 

Watts’ body. His singular body therefore becomes the sites of mulitplicity. These 

im/personations also give students a way to hear how vocalic agency can be enacted through 

dis/possessive rhetorical performances—enabled and located in relation to temporal “boxes” of 

chronological time—as the personas that find time and space to conjuncture in/around Watts’ 

defy multimodality’s acquisitive agentive and singular self mandates. 

 Moreover, timbral voices beat the logocentric box at is own game of conceptual 

containment by personifying and then parodying rationality’s conventional patterns of unaffected 

cadence, metrical consistency, dense syntactical structures and “highfalutin” vocabulary. The 

parodic nature of the vocal performance exposes students to the ways words can rhythmically 

work against comprehension. Contrary to semiotic foundational assumptions, sometimes 

auditory signifiers do not lead to signifieds. The concerted parodic effort on the part of each 

personified vocalic body pushes logos to the point of breakage several times throughout the 

performance, providing students an opportunity for hearing and considering how logos and voice 

can work to undo each other. Each time words start to falter under the weight of their own 

bombastic pretense, the timbral vocalic bodies withdraw their material support by with-holding 
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rhythmic coherence. Without rhythm, logos collapses and voice invents by other means: beat-

boxing.   

 Vocalic invention through beat-boxing is supported and mediated through another kind of 

mechanical box, a recording device that’s called a “loop pedal.” Recording short, percussive, 

vocalic rhythms and then looping each vocalic track to repeat and play together makes audible a 

racially gendered and sexualized ensemble of bodies congregating in these voices—an ensemble 

that multimodality’s dominant ear and logo-centric listenings mutes, in part, through US 

educational institutions long-term promotion of racialized whiteness, gendered masculinity, and 

middle-class values that normalize the “disciplined practices of silent writing, reading, and 

observation” (Selfe 623). These institutional trends towards visual and print-based literacy link 

with continued educational advancement of what bell hooks, in Killing Rage, calls “imperial 

white supremacist capitalist patriarchy” (78) that privilege print-based literacy and silent reading 

as literate practices linking “formal education, racism, and the exercise of power by whites” 

(Selfe 624). Selfe asks those who pedagogically labor under multimodal composition to 

remember that systematized racism legally barred enslaved Black members of US society from 

accessing formal education until the Civil War ended and well beyond as de facto apartheid 

supplanted legal enslavement.  

 Pedagogues must attend to these histories, as they re/entrenched educational racism and 

“shaped the educational opportunities of Black citizens, many of whom survived and resisted the 

violence and oppression in their lives by developing literacy values and practices—often, but 

certainly not exclusively, aural in nature—that remained invisible to whites and that were, often 

because of this fact, highly effective” (Selfe 623-24). Including “Beat that Defy Boxes” in a 

listening session is one step towards re/hear/singing racialized histories crossing and re-inventing 
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through vocalic materials. As Selfe argues, in epochs of wide-scale educational, social, and 

cultural disenfranchisement, the disenfranchised have maintained and generated “vernacular 

expressive arts” (Elaine Richardson’s term) such as music, vocal performance, oral storytelling, 

word games, and poetry while also finding ways to develop and circulate “a wide range of 

written discourses in masterful and often powerfully oppositional ways” without devaluing 

“traditional oral discourses and practices” (625). Beat-boxing is one of many virtuosic, vocalic 

“vernacular expressive arts” capable of opposing and re/inventing logos and literacy. 

 In addition to loading historical remembering onto listening, “Beats without Boxes” 

works well as performance piece and a teaching piece because it playfully actualizes Trinh’s 

claim that voice requires rhythm in order to work. It also highlight’s Hawhee’s rhetorical 

framing of rhythm as emerging from relational difference and productive of “distinctive 

movements within a generalized direction; it combines fixity with variability” (142). “Beats that 

Defy Boxes” emerges as a response to the fixities of knowledge production and performance 

established by whitened, hetero-patriarchy and utilizes rhythm and timbre to make audible non-

unitary subject-hood that disposes of words to affectively labor around enjoyment and 

excitement. It moves deftly through a variable range of rhythmic and timbral responses enacted 

through semi-improvised vocalic impersonations of carnal differences particular to geo-political 

location and racial-gender affiliation. The kairotic and carnal deftly combine in “Beats that Defy 

Boxes” through the quickness with which vocalic bodies collaborate and alternate in order to 

move in the generalized direction of defiance toward accepted performances of knowledge. 

  Choral where univocal articulation is expected, polyrhythmic where straight time is 

anticipated, this performance works to educate through what’s been understood since at least the 

5th century BCE: rhythmic repetition of motion-time is a potent force in trans/forming 
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dispositional tendencies (Hawhee 141). Furthermore, this personified performance compels 

students to hear vocalic materials rhythmically and tonally inventing the promise of subject-

hood, a promise that sonically inserts students into an “unsteady economy of the between, of the 

shared, and the common” for sound “teaches me how not to be myself; how to trespass certain 

lines, supplement particular languages, and relate to another body… (LaBelle x).  

Rhythmically Exercising the Alphabet 

 With “Alphabet Aerobics” by Blackalicious, students encounter a song with steadily 

increasing tempo (speed) that drives voice and tongue to work harder to keep up with lyrics that 

progress through each letter of the alphabet in accelerating alliteration. A performance delivered 

in the style of a gymnastic vocalic “exercise” (hence, the aerobic reference in the title) and 

temporally syncopated with what’s now called an “old-school” hip-hop drumbeat, “Alphabet 

Aerobics” combines tempo and rhythm with lyrical prowess to craft subject-hood through 

ecstatic virtuosity. Each letter of the alphabet is taken as a line of flight for twisting the tongue 

into contortions that require vocal and rhythmic agility. As the song’s tempo speeds up, the lyrics 

become less and less intelligible.  

 Students confront meaning made and unmade through speed, experiencing the affective 

potency of rhythmically agile vocality and its abilities to unsettle signification. Students are 

moved to consider how rhythmic time is what brings voice and listening into in/coherence and 

how, as Trinh argues, voice cannot work without rhythmic alliance (83). The vocal-percussive 

ensemble appearing in “Alphabet Aerobics” also provides rhetorical opportunities for students to 

analyze how rhythmic and timbral vocal tactics can be used to undermine the social order of 

semiotic signification that logos’ can impose on vocality. This song gives students ways 
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re/hear/see how logos can be ecstatically dislodged through vocalic stagecraft that traffics in 

syncopated, accelerating time to affect excitement.  

 The way “Alphabet Aerobics” gradually accelerates in tempo compromises the order and 

control of logos by activating several levels of ecstatic rhythmic response related to the 

etymological roots of the word ecstasy.  Etymologically speaking, ecstasy is derived from the 

Greek verb existanai, which has a denotative range that includes being “put out of place” and 

“driving someone out of their mind.” Logos’ hold over words is displaced in “Alphabetic 

Aerobics.” What comes in its place is an affective intensity of excitement forged in the audible 

experience of words driven to the brink of rational comprehension by the ecstatic speed of vocal 

velocity. 

 “Alphabet Aerobics” also exercises listening to become respond-able to what Judith 

Butler articulates in Precarious Life as the ec-static nature of dispossessive subject-hood (rather 

than multimodality’s neoliberal possessiveness or capitalist accumulation). Playing the break 

between the prefix “ec” and root word “stasis,” Butler contends that “to be ec-static means, 

literally, to be outside oneself…transported beyond oneself by a passion, but also beside oneself 

with rage or grief” (24). The intense poly-rhythmic transport of “Alphabetic Aerobics” spirits a 

sense of being outside and beside selves that are constituted and dispossessed by logos. This 

transportation of sorts moves students to consider rhythm’s role in instigating movement 

between and beyond modalities, bodies, and affects. The vocalic temporal transportation that 

“Alphabet Aerobics” provides can move students into greater listening respond-ability in that it 

stresses the epi movement and position of beside (discussed earlier in this project). What 

becomes acutely palpable in a song like this is the importance of listening dis/positions capable 
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of facilitating epideictic contact by getting beside someone that’s temporally exposed to speed 

but not installed as a Someone. 

 As was the case with “Beats that Defy Boxes,” failure to follow the order of logos does 

not create failure to affect and to relate. The speed with which Blackalicious builds vocalic 

intensity and rhythmic speed generates an affective sense of interest-excitement. For composition 

pedagogy, the affect of interest is paramount for students to be able to forge conceptual and 

carnal connectivity that stimulates continued growth as thinkers, writers, and learners. Interest, 

according to Silvan Tompkins, is deeply intertwined with memory and thinking. In fact, “the 

absence of the affective support of interest would jeopardize intellectual development no less 

than destruction of brain tissue. To think, as to engage in any other human activity, one must 

care, one must be excited, must be continually rewarded” (Affect Imagery Consciousness 343). 

Insofar as it promotes a kind of excited, ecstatic learning that’s musically potentiated by 

producing muscular and neurological tension in response to rhythmically applied pressure on 

time (Hawhee 139-140), incorporating this song as a teaching piece can activate physiological 

and neurological components of affect.  

Leading Effective Discussions on Affect and Embodiment 

  Listening sessions include time for students to discuss what happened, affectively, during 

group encounters with textual ensembles. Direct and sustained pedagogical engagement with 

embodied affect is paramount because, semiotically disposed as it is, multimodal pedagogy 

hasn’t said very much about the wide array of affectation involved in composing, decomposing, 

and recomposing racially sexualized and gendered subject-hood. And it continues to say little 
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about the ways in which sound, physical voice, or music does more than make meaning.74 When 

affect does enter multimodal theory, it tends to stay in the abstract. On the occasions when affect 

receives attention, it’s placed in a coincidental semiotic relation with cognition75 and considered 

to be “indissolubly part of semiosis” (Kress 78). Affect cannot be sustained on its own terms and 

conditions.  It must be coincidently (and rather conveniently) re/solved into a single “bodily 

effect” (only one; no more and no less).  

 Importantly, multimodal social semiotics wants and expects embodiment to be “nothing 

more” than physicality. Rhetorically overlaid with gendered-sexual logics characteristic of 

hetero-patriarchy, the body is rendered in ways racially whitened femininity has long been 

conceived as “nothing more” than a physical body: a body always at the ready to receive 

semiotic materials; a feminized body ready to be inseminated; a body whose purpose is to 

provide a vehicle for a (God-like) maker’s semiotic materials to take on embodied form. Bodies, 

physiologically over-determined and un-specified as they are, are thus aligned with biological 

projects dedicated to establishing and studying “normal functions of living systems” 

(“Physiology”).  

                                                
74 Scholarship by Kathy Ahern, Jonathan Alexander, Scott Halbritter, Michelle Comstock and Mary Hocks, 
Jeff Rice, Geoff Sirc, and Steph Ceraso offer notable exceptions. 
 
75 Take, for instance, this passage from Kress’ Multimodality (2010). “In the engagement with any sign, the 
materiality of modes—where sign and mode are understood broadly –interacts with the physiology of bodies. 
All signs, whether those that I make in my action, or remake in my inner transformative and/or transductive 
(re)actions, are always embodied, for maker and remaker alike. In this way the meaning potentials of the mode 
in which a sign is made become embodied. No sign remains, as it were, simply or merely a ‘mental,’ 
conceptual’, a cognitive’ resource. At this point in the processes named as affect and cognition coincide 
absolutely as one bodily effect” (77). I point to this passage because it’s a moment where affect is precisely 
located and a primary division is inserted and observed: materiality is the province of semiotic modalities; 
physicality is the province of “bodies.” It is the modal sign that’s materially interactive with (presumably) 
human physiology removed from ecological, socio- political, or cultural context. 
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Since multimodality’s semiotic engagement with embodiment76 is normative and the relation 

between affect and cognition adheres to the “merger mandate” Simone de Beauvoir77 noted long 

ago—a mandate that leaves nothing open to ambiguity or uncertainty—teachers will need to 

draw from Q/WOC and queer feminist pedagogies78 as well as new-materialist studies to guide 

class engagement with sonic affects so that ambiguities can be embraced and the reduction of 

embodiment to physiology can be rejected.  

 To support discussion of textual ensembles that feature vocalic rhythm and resonances, 

Trinh’s work provides a way to pedagogically guide students to a feminist understanding of 

voice/ing as a “boundary event” that engenders relational connection through rhythm and 

resonance. One way to open discussion time is with a set of rhythm questions that prompt 

students to consider how rhythm and voicing co-act:  

• What sorts of relationships do vocality and rhythm forge in these works?  
• How does rhythm impact the experience of listening to vocality? 
• What does rhythm do (not what it means) for voicing and to voicing? 

 
Give enough time for students to volley these questions for a while. Teachers wait for a lull in 

the discussion to offer Trinh’s thoughts on rhythm and voice: “If the rhythm doesn’t work, the 

voice doesn’t work. Nothing comes together; nothing comes apart; only the stagnancy and 

monotony of a spiritless utterance lend themselves to one’s reading and hearing” (83). Once this 

                                                
76 Though embodiment is admitted on the grounds of physiological necessity—to cooperate with material 
modality—it is presumed that bodies are unified, always available for modal interaction, never indisposed, 
uncomfortable, un-cooperative, or beyond the reach of signification. 
 
77 Simone de Beauvoir, in the Ethics of Ambiguity, describes as an ancient and ongoing philosophical project 
that tries to mask, resolve, or deny ambiguity of human condition. “As long as there have been men and they 
have lived, they have all felt this tragic ambiguity of their condition, but as long as there have been 
philosophers and they have thought, they have tried to mask it. They have striven to reduce mind to matter, or 
to reabsorb matter into mind, or to merge them within a single substance” (7). 
 
78 Ashley 2007; Crabtree, Sapp, and Licona 2009; Dillard 2016; hooks 1994, 1995; Kopelson 2002; Ropers-
Huilman 2009; Sedgwick 1990, 2003; Trainor 2002; Yoon 2005. 
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understanding of voice and rhythm is put into play, teachers can query what students think about 

hearing rhythm as a form of labor, collaborative labor. For, as Trinh claims, rhythm 

collaboratively works with voice to effect coalescence and works with resonance to effect affect.   

 Discussion time can pivot between rhythm and affect by way of resonance. Seigworth 

and Gregg’s (2010) work can assist the class in situating resonance as a pivot point. Teachers can 

either display on-screen or write on a board Seigworth and Gregg’s description of affect. As they 

describe it, affect resides “in those intensities that pass body to body (human, non-human, part-

body, and otherwise), in those resonances that circulate about, between, and sometimes stick to 

bodies and worlds, and in the very passages or variations between these intensities and 

resonances themselves” (1; italics mine). Affect is experienced as an intensity of carnal 

passaging and transitory cohesiveness (the reference to stickiness), felt as resonance. Affect 

takes place in and through connective movements made available by way of resonance. Posing a 

question to the group like “what does resonance do for affect?” prompts students to identify 

resonance as that which moves bodies into intimate gatherings and affective intensities. Such a 

question also offers students a way to return to rhythm. Teachers can guide the return to rhythm 

by sharing more of Seigworth and Gregg’s ideas about how affect relates to rhythm through the 

work of dis/assembling: “Bindings and unbindings, becomings and un-becomings, jarring 

disorientations and rhythmic attunements. Affect marks a body’s belonging to a world of 

encounters, or; a world’s belonging to a body of encounters, but also in non-belonging, through 

all those far sadder (de)compositions of mutual in-compossibilities (Seigworth and Gregg 2).  

 These three points—rhythm, resonance, affect—can act as the major coordinates 

structuring discussion time for each textual ensemble. Training discussion on these three points 

allows for learners to develop greater and greater conceptual fluency over the span of a semester. 
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During the first several weeks of a term, teachers will need to be attuned to classroom discussion 

dynamics and conversational patterns emerging around these three areas of sonic experience. If a 

group of learners is initially reluctant to talk, teachers can take an intermediary step between the 

listening session experience and the discussion of it. For instance, a short guided writing session 

could be helpful for students to process their experiences before entering into discussion space, 

which often feels more intimidating for female-identifying, of color, and queer students. Some 

students also need time to be silent after a listening session in order to assess the full impact of 

the textual ensemble. Embedding several minutes of silence in between listening session and 

discussion can also be revealing in terms of what resonantly “sticks” for/to students; sometimes 

it takes silence to determine what sonically sticks. Teachers can also consider whether placing 

students into smaller working groups for the bulk of discussion time would initially help rapport 

building among classroom members. If teachers pursue the small group route, leave the last bit 

of class for “report-outs” from a group representative, with the “report-out” coming from a 

different group member each class session. These are just a few strategies for giving students a 

chance to evaluate their own experience and place themselves in affective relation with their 

classmates’ responses to a given textual ensemble. If discussion remains stilted and stunted as 

the term progresses, that is itself something worth discussing and can serve as an opportunity for 

the class to collectively consider what is inhibiting discussion of affective, sonic experience. 

Affective Components: Listening Logs in Composition Classrooms 

 Discussion time is not enough, however. It takes more time than class time for students to 

think-feel and experience voices as bodied and ideologically affected. Which leads me to 

propose another next step multimodal pedagogues can take in scaffolding student orientation to 

vocalic materials as affective, ideological and inventional: listening logs. A series of paired 
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readings/listenings and guided prompts, listening logs are sonically composed reflections that 

give students time and space for further processing and inventing sounded subject-hood.  

 Students create listening logs by selecting a digital audio recording and editing platform 

and using that platform as a composing medium. The timbral vocalic bodies that gather around 

and come forward from their mouths are treated as the primary composing materials for 

invention. To support this work, it’s in students best interests to dedicate several class days, 

ideally in a computer lab, to rhetorically acclimate students to several different audio 

recording/editing programs. Students appreciate directed activities—track recording, sound file 

importing/exporting, sound effects applications—that guide them in assessing which audio 

recording/editing programs feel intuitive and manageable for them. Audacity (free download) or 

Garageband (Apple program preloaded to Mac desktops and laptops)79 are platforms that work 

well because these programs have user-friendly visual interface that allows sighted students to 

“see sound” as they record it. Of the several functions listening logs have, one function is to 

ensure students get ample practice time acclimating and experimenting with a digital audio 

recording/editing platform.  

 In practice, the listening logs are medium-stakes weekly homework assignments that 

encourage and guide students in testing out new concepts, language, and audio composing 

software. They are connected to the listening sessions insofar as listening logs are scheduled to 

take place shortly after students engage a textual ensemble in a group setting and are 

conceptually linked to the subject and experience of the listening session. 

                                                
79 Because classes can vary dramatically in terms of student’s technological fluency with audio recording 
software, I recommend setting a side a class period to introduce at least one program. When I’ve done this, it 
not only decreases anxiety among those students initially intimated by the prospect of using unfamiliar 
programs but also gives students a chance to learn from each other if/when some time for group-work is 
embedded at the end of “demo days.” 
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  Listening logs have three distinct steps: respond, read, reflect. These steps support 

students’ conceptual and digital engagement with sound, affect, and listening practices. In this 

case, the ordering does matter. It can be difficult for students to deeply engage the listening log’s 

reflective component without a pathway that guides the listening and the logging.   

Step #1—Affective Attunement 

 To begin a listening log, students verbally respond and record their responses to the 

experience of the in-class listening session and discussion by narrating descriptions of their 

affective experiences. They have, by this time, been introduced to affect as “intensities and 

intimacies” sensed through/as resonance. Teachers can help students continue to deepen 

awareness of the ways affect involves bodily work by integrating some of Kathleen Stewart’s 

insights from Ordinary Affects. Stewart explains that affects  “work not through “meanings” per 

say, but rather in the way they pick up density and texture as they move through bodies, dreams, 

dramas, and social worldings of all kinds. Their significance lies in the intensities they build and 

in what thoughts and feelings they make possible (3). The bodily labor of affect builds intensities 

that “point to the jump of something coming together for a minute and to the spreading lines of 

resonance and connection that become possible and might snap into sense in some sharp or 

vague way” (6). Point. Jump. Snap. Students can locate and attune to affect through the 

movements and sounds of affect at work—the work of laboring to ensemble and then disperse 

resonant connectors that will not know, in advance, what will become of or from pointing, 

jumping, and snapping.  

 Students’ opening listening log descriptions need to be as rich and vivid as possible. This 

first step sets a sonic and affective baseline for attunement to carnal sensation in ways that 
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compliment and extend Kathy Ahern80 and Steph Ceraso’s81 recent scholarship that un-

constrains sound, listening and composition pedagogy from semiotics. Responding to vocalic 

sonic encounters by creating/recording another vocalic encounter also helps teachers and 

students alike take a concrete step towards addressing what Jonathan Alexander’s pedagogical 

scholarship has observed as a disciplinary hindrance within multimodal composition pedagogy: 

composition studies tends to render voice and music in “writerly ways” that make “music talk 

and mean discursively and argumentatively” (76). Alexander troubles disciplinary proclivities 

for converting sound and music into textual surfaces, which subjects the sonic to the 

significatory in order to place sound in service to discursive argumentation and the production of 

“thesis driven” and “mono-vocal” approaches to composing (86). Students do not formulate and 

follow a thesis to start the work of listening logs. Nor are they working towards making an 

argument about what sound signifies. Instead, they are using a digital platform to “be more 

attentive to the many ways the body thinks, to how voices are embodied, to the knowledges and 

insight embodiment might give us” (Alexander 83). Students, here, are not attending to 

signification but to bodily intensities roused in the processing of composing. 

 More over, the digital work of listening logs affectively re-moves vocality from dominant 

stylistic tropes of textual “activeness” or “passiveness” and, like Glenn Gould’s radio 

                                                
80 Ahern’s work incorporates sound writing and sonic epistemologies in FYC coursework and proposes a 
playful model of attunement is offered through interlacing musicological, phenomenological, material, and 
metaphorical engagements with sound to promote multi-perspectival tuning among student-composers. 
 
81 In Ceraso’s scholarship on listening practices, sonic sense experience, and multimodal learning, she argues 
that teacher’s need to “address the affective, embodied, lived experience of multimodality in explicit ways” 
(104). For Ceraso, this entails pedagogic focus on what she calls “multimodal listening.” “Multimodal 
listening” doesn’t take its entry cues from semiotics but from carnal sensation, ecological situation, and 
esthetic experience. The central goal of multimodal listening is to generate “heightened sensitivity” about how 
“sound works and affects in different contexts” (110). Ceraso believes shifting multimodal pedagogies as well 
as listening and composing practices into the esthetic and affective requires sensory (re)education. Techniques 
of defamiliarization—what I would call queering for pedagogies working in racial-sexual-gender registers—
are giving teachers-students-learning listening opportunities for experiencing sound in new ways (113). 
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documentaries and recorded piano performances, retain audible presence of “corporeal 

liveness.”82 The digital experimentation embedded in listening logs and students’ use of timbral 

vocalic materials to record a response to recorded timbral sound helps students affectively attune 

by attending to “the possibilities of recorded and manipulated sound, opening up ways to re-

conceive vocal intensities and intimacies” (Alexander 74).) In other words, students’ composing 

listening logs in digital audio environments promotes a certain kind of vocalic re-

conceptualizing: voice conceives affect by its ability to deliver and dispatch “intensities and 

intimacies.”  Moving into step two further intensifies the intimacies and intensities students 

vocally dispatch during the first step of listening logs. 

Step #2—Inefficient Extensions:  

 To develop students’ capabilities for conceptualizing and talking about how sound, 

listening, affective experience and ideologies interact, it’s necessary to provide supportive 

materials that supply students with language and ideas specific to listening and audio affectivity. 

Essentially, what’s been ensembled in a given listening session is conceptually extended using 

another ensemble of audio-visual and print-based texts that provide language for students to link 

and linger with their existing expertise. In other words, following WOC feminist and race-

conscious pedagogies, students are encouraged to call on existing knowledges they bring to the 

classroom and slowly examine those knowledges.  

 With a rhythm focused textual ensemble like the one described above, the following 

materials offer key concepts and vocabulary that help students deepen listening connections 

between voice, ideology and affect: 

                                                
82  Gould often hummed while playing the piano and didn’t edit out such vocalizations from recordings which, 
according to Alexander, allow for highly particularized listening and opportunities for student-composers to 
vocalic embodiment and knowledge generation. 
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• “Gathering a Vocabulary” from Michel Chion’s sound: an acoulogical treatise (2016) 
• “Listening for Beginnings in Qualitative Research” from Chris McRae’s Performative 

Listening (2015) 
• “The Sonic Color Line and the Listening Ear” from Jennifer Lynn Stoever’s The Sonic 

Color Line: Race & The Cultural Politics of Listening (2016) 
• “Introduction” from Anahid Kassabian’s Ubiquitous Listening: Affect, Attention and 

Distributed Subject-hood (2013) 
• “Voice over I” from Trinh T. Minh-ha’s elsewhere, within here (2011) 
• “The Voice” podcast episode from the show Reasonably Sound (2014) 

 
Assigning the entire set of materials listed above would be appropriate only for graduate level 

coursework in multimodal composition, sonic rhetorics, sound writing. For undergraduate 

courses, teachers will need to reduce the amount of materials students engage in this phase of the 

listening log process to two or three texts. I have found, generally, that early career 

undergraduate students can comprehend and readily deploy McRae’s “Listening for Beginnings” 

fairly quickly and seem responsive to podcasts.  

 After students engage these materials, they return to the audio recording and editing 

platform they started their listening log in. Students re-listen to what they recorded during step 

one and identify one significant part from their description of the listening session. From there, 

students take what they’ve identified as significant and verbally discuss their selected moment in 

three ways.  

 First, students draw out one idea from a reading that took up listening practices and relate 

that idea to what they’ve pulled out from step one. Here, students are being asked to listen to 

their own listening habits. I’ve found one of the easiest points of entry is through McRae’s 

“Listening for Beginnings…” which offers several “listening positions” that students seem to 

readily understand. It is a text that moves listening from a secondary engagement to a primary 

one. Second, prompt students to hone in on the affective dimension of vocalic sound. The 

chapter from Kassabian’s book-length project I’ve listed above is especially helpful in relating 
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affect to sound. Students can be directed to draw from that work specifically while analyzing the 

affective connections that emerged for them in the listening session.  

 Lastly, prompt students to analyze how their listening practices and affective experiences 

with vocalic sound connect to a specific ideological intersection. Stoever’s work, which develops 

the notion and practice of the “embodied ear” to couple ideology and materiality, makes 

connections between ideologies of racialized whiteness, nationalism, listening and ‘black voice’ 

that can help students understand how they did or didn’t perceive racialization at work in their 

encounters with the vocalic bodies populating the listening session. This prompt is likely to be 

the most challenging for students because most students haven’t previously thought about 

listening, affect, and sonic experience as ideologically modulated.  

 It’s vital that multimodal pedagogues support student consideration of the ideological, 

given the historical allegiance of multimodal pedagogy to social semiotic theory’s tendency to 

collapse and compress relationships between affect, experience, conceptualization, and ideology. 

It’s also vital that teachers encourage students to use this step of the listening log to resist the 

“merger mandate” (referenced earlier) that resolve/dissolves affect into cognition. That 

resistance can be staged through slowing students’ listening engagement to show that, following 

queer feminist teacher-scholars like Eve Sedgwick, the relation between the affect and cognition 

are necessarily inefficient and opaque rather than easily resolved. Sedgwick says this about the 

necessity and effectiveness of inefficiency within educational environments:  

it is the inefficiency of the fit between the affect system and the cognitive 
system—and between either of these systems and the drive system—that enables 
learning, development, continuity, differentiation. Freedom, play, affordance, 
meaning itself derive from the wealth of mutually nontransparent possibilities for 
being wrong about an object—an, implicatively, about oneself (107-108).  
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There is irresolvable friction, fragmentation and periodic failure between affective and cognitive 

registers. Since it’s the friction arising from inefficient affective and cognitive interdependency 

that’s over-looked and under-heard among many of multimodality’s key figures, it’s this friction 

and artistic inefficiency that the second step of listening logs places a premium upon, thereby 

refusing educational trends that have long placed premium value upon efficiency.  

 Ultimately, the second step of the listening log process is intended to acculturate students 

to artistic ineffiency. Artistic efficiency does not reside in “the accumulation of products” –the 

amassing of semiotic resources as dominant multimodal theories of composition would have it—

but in a slow, patient, “protracted engagement with material in order to know it thoroughly, 

intimately” (Hawhee 58-59).  Efficiency is precisely what endangers artistic practices by 

discouraging prolonged “imaginative procedures.” Efficiency “averts commitment, intimacy, and 

drive, therefore precluding the sort of intense, reflective, protracting involvement with the 

subject”  (60). Efficiency foreclosures intimacy and intensity and affectively de-activates 

connection between sonic, rhetorical, musical, visual and written arts. And so, it is with this 

inefficient step that the artistic, affective, ideological, and bodily can regain contact. 

Step #3—Reflection  

 While the technological, terminological and conceptual dimensions of listening logs are 

all important, the reflective function of listening logs is paramount. Reflection is especially 

important for students to be able to surface long-held assumptions and develop open-ness to 

conceptual change. The reflective step of the listening log process is critical because it is only 

with regular reflection upon how ideology, affective experience and vocalic sound become 

entwined that transformational learning can take place.  
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 Reflection also remains a long-standing point of overlap between feminist pedagogy (bell 

hooks; Jacqueline Jones Royster and Gesa E. Kirsch; Joy S. Ritchie; Adela C. Licona; K. 

Hyoejin Yoon; Jennifer Gore), progressive pragmatist pedagogy (John Dewey), process 

pedagogy (Peter Elbow), and critical pedagogy (Paulo Friere, Henry Giroux, Ira Shor, Peter 

McLaren). Praxis, as it was defined by Freire and forwarded by feminist and critical pedagogues, 

is reflection + action. The resounding insistence on reflection comes from a firm pedagogical 

belief that critical consciousness isn’t enough; neither is action separated from reflection. 

Therefore, it’s crucial that this step in the listening log process isn’t bypassed or short-changed 

because the reflective component is essential to transformational learning—learning that 

radically depends on unlearning. 

 This final, concentrated reflective step of the listening log is designed to promote the sort 

of unlearning that Ceraso figures as central to the implementation of what she calls “multimodal 

listening pedagogy.” Ceraso urges teachers and students to integrate unlearning opportunities for 

developmental reasons: “A crucial aspect of multimodal listening instruction, then, is helping 

students unlearn the listening habits they have developed over time…To develop as listeners, 

students need to unlearn the listening practices that they have become accustomed to in their 

everyday lives” (110-12). One construct that will need to be repeatedly un/learned is the given-

ness of multimodality’s unconstrained, agentive, author-speaker and unaffected listener.  

 To combat unconstrained authority from asserting itself, set the following as a discursive 

ground-rule for the reflective step of listening logs: discourage the use of personal and possessive 

pronouns (me, my, mine). Or, alternatively, ask students to count how many times they use 

possessive pronouns during this step of the listening log, reflect on why possessive pronouns are 

used, and introduce neoliberalism as a way to ideologically account for the insistence on 
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individualized, personal possessiveness. Reflection that’s firmly grounded in the possessive 

register stands little chance of unlearning how listening and voicing become acts of ownership 

and self-possession entangled with neoliberal ideologies of acquisitive capitalism that currently 

undergird much of multimodal scholarship and pedagogy. Multimodality has largely guarded 

itself against the fragmentary and non-unitary by lodging an insulated and insular “I” at the seat 

of action. It is an “I” that that has succumbed to what Braidotti calls “the fictional unity of the 

grammatical “I”  (22), totally sure of itself and with unquestioned capacity to act. The “I” that 

follows semiotic material contact with physiology is in denial of social interdependency and 

historical time. What’s called “embodiment” is stripped of any sense of its relational formation 

and is prevented from experiencing what Butler calls “the relational dimensions of embodiment” 

that include haptic sensation and passion (Senses 11). The “I” may claim embodiment, but it 

feels little; has no sense of ethical relationality. The body, apparently undisturbed and unmoved 

by physiological interaction with semiotic materials, is overtaken by an “I” whose succumbed to 

self-aggrandizement and acts irrespective to its social location.  

 And so, setting ground rules about pronoun usage gives students a concrete way of begin 

the process of unlearning possessive relations to voice, often talked about in terms of “my 

voice.” Getting distance from vocalic possessiveness—possible by substituting Steven Conner’s 

term “vocalic bodies” in place of “my voice”—is vital to moving away from some of the more 

impoverished understandings of bodily difference circulating within multimodal scholarship.   

 I have learned that another way students can query and unlearn the ways existing 

listening habits constrain affective experience with vocalic sound is through Freirian “problem-

posing” reflection trained upon connecting social experiences students have had with the voice(s) 

that come forward from their bodies to the ways they’ve engaged the vocalic bodies during the 
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listening session. Unlearning through reflective “problem-posing” asks students and teachers to 

collectively formulate questions that connect the material conditions of their listening and 

voicing with possibilities for generating different listenings and voicings.  

 If the listening session focused on something specific, then this step in the listening log 

can pose problems related to the foci of the listening session. For example, with a rhythmically 

focused listening session, like the one ensembled earlier, teachers and students can pose 

problems about the ways voices are felt and experienced as bodied, affective, and ideologically 

impressionable through rhythm. Students can experiment with temporal modification settings in 

whatever digital platform they’re using, play with speed settings, try some vocal percussion 

exercises to feel what its like to make vocal sounds that aren’t formed around words, and talk out 

what happens affectively and ideologically when listening to the “play back” of what they laid 

down as an experimental act of vocalic play. This allows for students to hear themselves as 

rhythmically impressionable. Where the second step of the listening logs added new knowledge 

and prompted students to re-examine their initial impressions of the listening session, listening 

anew during this final step can move students toward dispositional capacities that unlearn 

inattentive listening habits.  

Conclusion 

 This chapter started with the familiar “multiliteracies” refrain sung by the New London 

Group and their followers in order to expose how deeply entangled social semiotics and 

multimodal pedagogies have become. Continuing to conceptually and theoretically invest in 

social semiotics inheres multimodal pedagogies to neoliberalized versions of individualism that 

shore up self-possessed subject-hood and dictate compositional priorities according to the 

intentions and needs of an omnipotent, self-reliant, and self-contained “I” (Chen 2013; Gilbert 
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2013; Hill Collins and Bilge 2016). With a few notable exceptions, multimodal pedagogy 

reinforces, rather than resists or subverts, dominant neoliberal ideologies that normalize 

assimilation to self-serving individualism while also naturalizing “free market” logic and hyper-

capitalist behavior by placing multimodal composing practices in service to aggressive, 

acquisitive, and unconstrained understandings of agentive authority.  

 Denying the inter/dependencies and contingencies upon which action is constrained and 

enabled, multimodal composers almost magically transcend the “matrix of relations that gives 

rise to the subject” (8). A transcendent, fictional, unitary “I” quickly assumes control of the 

material conditions of production by acting as an individual agent that commits a foundational 

disavowal of the constitutive relations through which subjects act and are acted upon. In a stupor 

of supreme self-assurance—ensured by its physiological given-ness—the multimodal composer 

is insured against constitutional breakage or slippage change. Unable and disinterested in 

attesting to the sociality of its actions, the multimodal composer believes and behaves in ways 

that Butler portends. She says: “To posit that capacity to act as a fully independent feature of 

one’s individuality (with no account of individuation) is to engage in a form of disavowal that 

seeks to wish away primary and enduring modes of dependency and interdependency…” (8). 

 Though the transcendent “I” is as fictional as the unitary “I,” their convergence is 

necessary for the emergence and subsequent fortification of a self-sovereign “I” whose 

unquestioned given-ness encourages what Ian Chamber refers to as a “controlling subject”. 

Chambers believes that “Beyond the stability sought by the controlling subject that directs a 

meaning, a message, there is a fluidity that evades linguistic parameters and refuses the status of 

object” (308). The central difficulty, however, with multimodality and its pedagogies is that 

there’s nothing beyond the control of meaning, messages, and authors within the theoretical 
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apparatus that, in the last twenty-five years, has only become more rigidly and aggressively 

invested in bolstering the unmarked “I” of the maker/rhetor/composer. Furthermore, neoliberal 

ideologies, which rigorously re-enforce the tenet of self-control, keeps the “I” safeguarded from 

affective de-stabilization and securely locked within semiotic boundaries. There is no evading 

meaning; no refusal or non-participation because the unmarked “I” arrogates its allegiance to 

modernity, which “thinks of individuals as autonomous, isolated, and competitive.  

 No one means anything to anyone else; each is already complete in the self-sufficiency 

that encloses them in themselves, a world apart. And thus they are prevented from “recognizing” 

the other because what is lacking is precisely the context of community in which each can exist 

and be recognized. Unable to get over and beyond one-self, the multimodal composer will keep 

on reproducing the same, singular thing: an “I.” There’s no room for more than this one. The 

circuit of self-referentiality is a closed circuit. There’s also little to care about, other than this 

one’s interest. And so, this “one” subject is structurally barred from collectivity or coalition 

because it will never become more than one. 

 Another major fall-out from this pedagogical regime perpetuating compositional 

collusion with social semiotics lies in affectively under-preparing students for encountering and 

composing with multiple modalities within early 21st century social environments. Up until 

recently, multimodal pedagogy has largely ignored the unsettling affective experiences of timbral 

vocality and its rhythmic structuration. There is urgent need for multimodal pedagogy to become 

more attentive and sensitive to what affectively resonates in timbral voice. When students are 

asked or required to compose with vocalic bodies, affective responses will be raised. Multimodal 

pedagogy’s capacities to affectively support vocalic composing are diminished by restricting 
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voice’s material possibilities to the representational, the intentional, and the logo-centric and 

constricted by collapsing affect into cognition.  

  With the pedagogical materials and activities I’ve offered in this chapter, I put some 

distance between the received, accepted social semiotic agenda of multimodal pedagogy and 

developed ways that teachers and students can begin to experience and approach sonic materials 

and listening practices with queer, feminist, and new materialist sensibilities of relationality, 

kairotic timing, and praxis. However, the teaching methods I’ve developed and advanced in this 

chapter have not yet been piloted in their entirety. Though, I have integrated some of these 

materials (Watts’ Beats that Defy Boxes and McRae’s “Listening for Beginnings”) and activities 

(a modified version of the listening log) while teaching accelerated first-year composition (FYC) 

coursework and the second semester of a two-semester FYC sequence. I’ve also taught “audio 

analysis” units and supported student production of vocally composed podcast-style projects in 

FYC courses.  

 It was while facilitating student-composed podcast-style projects that I witnessed what is 

likely one of this teaching method’s primary obstacles: affective blockages and detachments 

around vocality. I’ve observed female-identifying students express deep-seated shame at the 

prospect of composing with voices they understand as their “own.” I’ve also experienced 

students’ de/value and dismiss the legitimacy of vocalic bodies on the basis of racialized 

blackness and sexualized femininity. Students have widely different affective attachments 

with/to vocalic bodies, which is a particular challenge for teaching with these methods. In fact, it 

was through the pedagogical experience of encountering female-identifying students acute 

vocalic discomfort—to the point where one student asked if they could solicit and record 

someone else’s vocalic bodies to complete a podcast-style project—that I developed and 
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embedded a modified version of the listening log detailed earlier in the chapter. Likewise it’s 

been through abbreviated engagements with podcasts similar to those recommended earlier in the 

chapter that I felt the need to devise textual ensembles that could support sustained contact with 

sonically composed subject-hood. All of which is to say, these are time-intensive teaching 

methods, which could be a drawback for some teachers who need and want a course to move 

along at a predictable, metrical pace.  

 In terms of coursework that would be hospitable and/or suitable for using these teaching 

methods, I believe what I’ve developed in this chapter could be an engaging basis for courses in 

teacher education, cultural studies, gender and sexuality studies, sound studies, critical race 

studies, or even somatechnics coursework, provided there’s sufficient instructional emphasis and 

support for learners to create projects that experiment in sound media. Though, I’ve not yet had 

an opportunity to teach a graduate level course or coursework outside of English studies, my own 

cross-disciplinary training in music, writing, rhetoric, cultural studies, pedagogy, and gender 

studies leads me to believe the conceptual and reflective nature of these materials and activities 

could provide instructional supports for a wide range of coursework that’s generally housed 

within social sciences, humanities, or performing arts programs.  

 I offer this chapter because I believe there’s a great deal of pedagogical and curricular 

work still to be done in order to better support students affective experience of compositional 

experiments that incorporate vocalic bodies into multimodal projects. To increase pedagogical 

respond-ability to students’ affective encounters with voice, vocalic composing needs to be re-

cast as affective labor that works to invent subject-hood instead of deliver it. For multimodal 

pedagogy to become more kairotically available and attentive to how racially sexualized and 

gendered affects subject-hood, it will need to become more sonically susceptible to ec-stasis; to 
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getting beyond, outside and beside a singular self by transport through joy, rage and grief. Maybe 

then signs will start to sing. Maybe then more teachers-students can re/hear/sing multimodal 

pedagogy as a rhetorical art that materializes convergence and conjuncture instead of control and 

conquest of meaning, emotion, and reasoning. 
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